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THE AGE OF FREDERICK THE
GREAT.

CHAPTER I.

THE ORIGIN OF THE SEVEN YEARS' WAR.

THE fii-st five years of Frederick's reign had been, with a short

intermission, filled witli alarms of war and political cares of

the most trying character. To these there now followed, up to the

outbreak of the Seven Years' War, a decade of quiet and peaceful

intellectual industry and jjersonal culture,— a period that may well

be regarded as marking the culminating point of Frederick's life and

development. The Silesian camjjaigus had transformed him into

a mature man. The fearful sufierings of the Seven Years" ^Var

were to convert him prematurely into an old man. In this decade

all the qualities of his head and heart were in fullest bloom. His

spirit lay open to all the impulses of friendship, art, and poetry.

Sarcastic wit had not yet supplanted his genial humor. He erected

academies and cathedials, converted a wilderness into a park (tlie

Thiegarten), and decorated his town-residence in Potsdam. But,

above all, he took delight in erecting his chateau of Sans Souci

(Fig. 1), where, in rural retirement, he could lead a life devoted

not only to state duties, but also to the pleasures of the intellect

and the delights of a select and refined companionship. Here lie

wrote his most important works.

The friends present at Rheinsberg, and even those of the first

months of his monarchy, were never, indeed, to be reunited. Jordan,

Kayserlingk, Duhan, and the aesthetic Suhm had died. The tender

manner in which Frederick, in the midst of the heaviest political

cares and troubles, bewailed their fate, and tlie warmth with which

he cared for the friends left behind, show how ill-founded was the

charge of hard-heartedness even then brought against him. His

special confidant, Count Rothenliurg, an intellectual, energetic man,

not less distinguished for his brilliant valor than for liis diplomatic

Vol.. XV.—

3

17
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FREDERICK THE GREAT AND HIS FRIENDS. 19

capacity, was also snatched from him by the consequences of a

wound receiA^ed in the Second Silesian "War. Under such afflicting

losses of the friends of his youth, his heart seemed to shut itself up

more and more The foreigners who surrounded him might indeed

1
-i

i

Fig. 2. — Jean Baptiste d"AJembert. (From the copper-plate eugi-aving, 1775,

by P. Maleuvre ; original di-awing, 1744, by A. Pujos.)

captivate his fancy more ; but with the exception of the genial,

witty, and accomplished Provencal, Marquis d'Argens, none seemed

to touch his heart. Älaupertuis was held by Frederick in high re-

spect, on account of his erudition ; but his self-conceit and spirit of

irony prevented him ever gaining access to his heart. Such were the
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men whom Frederick placed at the head of his revived academies.

D'Alembert (Fig. 2), on the other hand, much as the king loved

him, would not let himself be permanently captured, preferring, as

he did, the delights of a Parisian" residence and the freedom of a

private Hfe. His record of the impression made by a short familiar

Fig. 3. — 1 li i;dre Kuum in the Palace of Sans Souci.

intercoui-se with the monarch on a man of such standing will always

remain a generous testimonial to Frederick's character. When any

one in Paris referred to his residence in Sans Souci, his eyes became

more brilliant and his voice more ardent. " People," he exclaimed,

" know this king only through his deeds that history will record.
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FREDEIilCK AXD VOLTAIRE. 21

But of what he is for tlie lesser world that live A^ith him, it t;ikes

no account,— of how he elianiis you by his brilliant wit, educates

you by his pure reason, imparts to jou all the pain and the rapture of

fiiendship, and of how tenderly he loves and is loved in return.

Such a king stands for men and for the rulers of men, as the ' rule

of Polj'cletus ' stands for all artists."

This select circle the two Keiths entered in 17-17. They were

Scotch noblemen, who after leaving their native land on account of

their adhesion to the Stuart cause, and after manifold wanderings,

found the warmest of welcomes and most honorable reception in

Berlin. The elder brother was, especially, a refined, cultured, and

dignified man of the world. The younger, who was appointed by

Frederick to a field-marshalship, was a valiant and gifted warrior,

and devoted to his patron even unto death.

Every one of these natures Frederick knew how to treat in the

appropriate way, to put in his proj^er place, and to use. His corre-

spondence bears the most eloquent testimony to the extraordinary

many-sidedness and the inexliaustible richness of his mind. Nor, in

this connection, must we forget his relations to Voltaire (Fig. 3). A
common life, for any length of time, was impossible to these two emi-

nent characters. Volfciire was too intent on utilizing to the utmost,

and for his own personal gain, his friendship with the sovereign.

Frederick, on the other hand, was too absolute a monarch to liave

sufficient consideration for the foibles of this prince of poets (Plate
1.'}. After several years of alienation, during which Voltaii'e

1 EXPLAXATION OF PLATE I.

Facsimile of the formal declaration written and sent by Frederick II. to A''ol-

taire for him to sign, which the latter .sent back with a postscript. Original size.

(Berlm, collection of Herr Lessing, Director of the Provincial Court of Justice.)

TRANSCRIPTION.

Je promets a Sa Majesty que tout quelle me fera la Grace de Me Loy^r aux
Chatau, je n'ecrirai contre personne, Soit Contra le Gouvernement de France, Contre
les Miui.stres soit contra d'autres Souverains ou Contra des Gens de Lettre illustre

envei-s Les Quels on me trouvera Rendre Les Egards qui leurs sont dus. je n'abu.serai

point des Lettres de Sa Magest^ et je me gouvernerai d'une Maniere Convenable a un
home de lettre qui a L'houneur d'etre Chambelan de Sa Alajest^.

et qui vit avec des honetes Gens
ce 27 de Nov. 1752

fait a Potzdam.

The following Voltaire wrote immediately under the above :

jexecuteray Sire tous les ordres de voire majesty, et mon coeur n'aura pas de peine
a luy obeir. je la suplie encor une fois de considerer que jamais je nay ecrit contre
aucun gouvemement encor moins contre celuy, sous lequel je suis no, et que je nay
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assailed his royal adversary with the most unworthy weapons, Fred-

erick— not able to renounce the stiniuhition which the great genius

supplied him— again entered into correspondence with him. But

Voltaire's petitions for the restoration of his chamberlainship and

Order of Merit the king steadily ignored, considering him morally

unworthy of such distinction.

A constant intercourse with writers and men of trained minds

stimulated Frederick himself to literary industry, his favorite occu-

pation being poetry. He has pleasantly depicted how, after laboring

for the weal of his subjects, ordering a battle, or bringing a treaty

quittö que pour veuir achever ma vie a vos pieds. jay et6 historiografe de france, et

en cette quality jay ecrit Ihistoire des louis 14, et celle des campagnes de Louis 15

que jay euvoi^es a mr dargeiifon uia voix et ma plume out etä consacrees a ma patrie,

comme elles le sont a vos ordres. je vous conjure d'avoir Ui bontö dexaminer quel est

le fonds de la querelle de maupertui

;

je vous conjure de croire que joublie cette querelle puisquc vous me L'ordonnez

je me soumets sans doute a touttes vos volontez. Si votre majeste mavait ordonnä

de ne me point deffendre, et de ne point entrer dans cette dispute litteraire je luy

aurais obei avec la meme soumission. je la supplied epargner un vieillard accablä de

maladies et de douleur, et de croire que je mourrai aussi attach^ a eile que le jour

que je suis arriv6 a sa cour
Voltaire,

translation.

I promise His Majesty that while he shall have the kindness to lodge ,me, I will

write against no oue, neither against the government of France, nor against her min-

isters, nor against other .sovereigns, nor against illustrious men of letters ; I will grant

them the respect which is their due ; I will not use wrongfully the letters of His Maj-

esty ; and I will conduct myself as should a man of letters who lias the honor to be a

chamberlain of His Majesty.

and who lives with honest people
rotsdatii,

Nov. -JT, 17.'-.2.

Voltaire wrote below as follows :

Sire, I will execute all the commands of Your Majesty, and my heart will obey

you without reluctance. Yet I beg you to consider that I have never hitherto writ-

ten against any government, least of all against that under which I was born, and

which I have never left except to come to lay my life at your feet. I have been a his-

torian of France, and in that capacity I have written the history of Louis XIV., and

that of the campaigns of Louis XV., which I have .sent to Monsieur d'Argenson. My
voice and my pen have been consecrated to my country, as they are at your com-

mand. I beseech you to have the goodness to examine the ground of the quarrel

with Maupertuis.

I beseech you to believe that I forget this quarrel, since you bid me.

I submit unhesitatingly to all your wishes. If Your Majesty had chosen to order

me not to defend niy.self, and not to enter into this literary dispute. I .should have obeyed

with the same submission. I entreat you to spare an old man overwhelmed by mala-

dies and pain, and to believe that I shall die as devoted to you as the day I arrived at

your court.
Voltaire.
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to a conclusion, he would tui-n to the innocent recreation of tuning

his l3Te. His poetry is the immediate expression, and, as it were,

the necessary outcome of his personal moods and feelmgs,— not

designed for the public but for his own satisfaction. He himself set

no other value on his pieces— almost all inspired by the occasion.

To us they are mainly of value as reflecting the inner nature of the

great prince, as well as the French culture of liis time. Tlie style,

though not always entirely correct, is fluent and elegant, and has

less poetical than rhetorical qualities. His comico-liistoric poem,

" PaUadion,"— founded on actual fact,— delineated tlie unavaihng

efforts of the Austrians to get Valory, the French ambassador, into

their power, regarding him as the palladium of Prussia, on which all

its good fortune depended. This gave opportunity for satirizing the

affected piety and the mihtary üicajjacity of the imperial generals, as

well as for the laudation of the heroes of the Prussian fatherland.

A year later (1749), appeared a longer poem, on the art of war, in

which he celebrates Prussian patriotism, and records his gratitude to

his heroic army. Round these two greater poems are gi-ouped

many lesser pieces reflecting the thoughts and sentiments of the

hour,— his views, philosophical and even moral, varying in accord-

ance \vith the influences operating on him, or the models whicli he

imitates.

Still more important than Frederick's poems were his histori-

cal works. His first work of this nature, " The History of My
Time " (1746), furnishes the details of the two Silesian wars. In

such a work we cannot look for either completeness or unpreju-

diced estimate of persons and conditions ; but if we wish to learn

how the events of this most important epoch reflected themselves in

the mind of a great contemporaneous commander, statesman, and

monarch, we shall there find material wherewith to satisfy us.

Of scarcely less importance are the " Memorabilia of the House

of Brandenburg," mainly based, from the reign of the Great Elec-

tor do«niward, on careful archival and military investigation. It is

evident, from its perfect appreciation of the substance of history,

that the foremost specialists of the country had contributed to it. As

historian Frederick was a true disciple of Voltaire and Montesquieu,

in that he sought the historical development of a nation— as of an

individual— in all the influences, intellectual, moral, and economical,

brought to bear on it, moulding, and, it may be, ultimately trans-

forming its character. Frederick was, perhaps, but an indifferent
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poet ; but, as a historian, he was one of the most original and most

talented authors of the eighteenth century.

In respect to philosophy, Frederick had no fixed position, but

vacillated between naturalism and theism, with a greater leaning

towards the latter. It is touching to see how his powerful mind,

which could not long reconcile itself to the nullity of naturaHsm,

seeks, ever and anon, to press onward from the barrenness of scepti-

cism to sincere conviction. In numerous verses, letters, and re-

corded conversations, he opposes the idea of the immortality of the

soul, holding the spirit to be only a result of the mechanism of our

corporeal organism ; but as soon as a dear friend or a loved member
of the family is carried away by death, he speaks out the hope of

soon seeing them again, and of a speedy reunion. Frequently he

makes merry over every varietj' of professional theology ; but liis

belief in a personal God he would never surrender, seeing him, as

he did, in all the dispositions of the universe so indicative of pur-

pose, as well as in the rational qualities of the human soul. But

the possibility of apprehendmg God more closely tlian this, he

altogether rei^udiates. An enemy of religion Frederick can in no

sense be called ; rather did he expect the best effects on public

morals from the rational ciütivation of it.

It is strange how little attention this enthusiastic friend of

mental culture and freedom paid to the school system. He was an

intellectual aristocrat.

In his church policy Frederick remained true to the principle of

complete toleration, which he enunciates in the well-known dis-

tich :
—

" Sectateur de Genfeve, ou sectateur de Rome,

Soyez bon cltoyen, at mon eoeur vous ch^rit."

Prussia was the first country in Europe to concede full liberty of

conscience, at least to all Christian confessors. The Catholics he

permitted to build the then considered beautiful Hedwigskirche in

the best situation in his capital. In East Friesland he allowed

the free exercise of di-\dne worship, which Calvinistic intolerance

had lone denied them. He also allowed Catholic schools to be

established ; " for," he said, " in ray land all religions are free."' The

Protestant clergy were rigidly interdicted from denouncing and con-

demning those of the other faith as heretics. For the promotion of

the education of Catholic theologians he caused Jesuits to be intro-

duced as teachers into the Academy of Breslau. But, in respect to
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the secular relations of the churches, he firmly maintained his o^^•Il

rights and those of the state. In defiance of the resistance of the

pope and the Breslau cathedral-chapter, he enforced the installation

of Comit Schaffgotsch as Prince-Bishop of Breslau. But when,

later, the latter showed himself refractory and even treasonable, he

was despoiled of his income and all jurisdiction, so that he had to

withdraw to the Austrian portion of his diocese. In Berlin, Pots-

dam, and other places where Catholicism existed, Frederick appointed

and deposed pastors without asking the assent of Rome or any

bishop. The monasteries he subjected to the strictest supervision,

permitting them no acquisition of new sites, or increase in the num-

ber of the inmates.

One sees that the Catholic church then submitted with equa-

nimity to restrictions that it would now declare to be intolerable.

Benedict XIV. constantly expressed his perfect satisfaction with

all that Frederick did, and more particularly his gratitude for his

generous treatment of the Silesian Catholics. Benedict was the

first pontiff who greeted the ' margrave of Brandenburg ' with the

title of 'king.' The generals of the Jesuit order also addressed

the most complimentary and gratefid letters to him.

In his administration of secular matters, as in his ecclesiastical

policy, Frederick (Plate II.) remained, on the whole, constant

to the principles of his father, seeking onl}' to inspire them with

fresh spirit. Unremittingly he impressed on the highest otficials

that they occupied their positions, not for the sake of the king, but

for that of the country, ililitary severity in regard to duty was

maintained over all classes of officials, from the minister downwards.

A sovereign that devoted himself with his whole heart to the interest

of his subjects believed himself entitled to require the same devo-

tion from his servants.

Very humanely did Frederick look after the interests of the most

numerous class of his people,— the peasantry. " There shall be no

tax imposed," he said in an edict, " that the subject cannot endure.

Least of all will His Majesty consent that the compulsory services

be increased." In conformity with this, the authorities in every

province and every circle were directed to make special investiga-

tion whether the peasantry could not, in some measure at least, be

relieved from this burden ; and whether in place of laboring the

whole week for the landlord, it might not be enough to work for

him three n- four days only. In principle, the king really favored
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the entire liberation of the peasant class. Special measures were

enacted prohibiting any augmentation of the land-tax, and recom-

mending to the General Directory the partition of the greater farms

in favor of the younger sons of the occupants. Manufactures and

commerce also received his attention ; and measures were enjoined

for their furtherance, which, though not all in conformity nith

modern economical science, were at least excellently designed.

But Frederick's rule was especially distinguished from that of

his father in regard to the department of law. Frederick William,

an entirely uncultured man, cherished a special abhorrence of trained

jurists, holding them to be perverters of justice, whose pernicious

industry could only be in some measure restrained by the keen

supervision of the executive authorities, especially of the king him-

self. His son, on the other hand, saw in a judicature freed from all

external influences the groundwork of all public order, and was

persuaded that this was the proper end for which the state was insti-

tuted.

The independence of the administration of justice was asserted

with an energy and decision unknown in any other country of the

period. Since the days of Frederick II., indeed, the absolute state

of Prussia has been in many respects more liberal than many rei3ul>

lican and constitutional commonwealths.

The reorganization of the administration of justice on a j^erma-

nent basis, and its purgation from the abuses which had grown up

in it, was the main object that Frederick proposed to himself in his

domestic rule. In this task he found an efficient helper in his min-

ister of justice, Samuel von Cocceji (Fig. 4). The foundation of

the new legal order of things was laid in 1746, when Frederick se-

cured from the emperor for all his lands liberation from liability to

be summoned before the imperial tribunals. Now for the first time

could Prussia be regarded as constituting a uniform and indejjendent

district with its own law. Cocceji's scheme had a threefold aim

:

The reform of the College of Justice, -n-ith few, but well-paid

and efficient members ; the reform of the procedure by elimi-

nating the hunt after perquisites, and the useless protraction of

processes, each of wliich was now required to be decided within a

3"ear; and the supersession of the obsolete, confused, and obscure

code made up of all sorts of laws, traditional and written, by a new

code applicable to the whole country, and adapted to the require-

ments of the time. With energy Cocceji addressed himself to
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canying out at least the first two objects. For the compilation of a

great " Codex Fridericiauus " he was indeed scarcely competent ; but

there appeared in close connection with this, as a first attempt at

Fig. 4. — Samuel L. B. von Cocceji. From a drawing by J. Jakob Uaid (died 1707);

original painting by R. Lysiesky.

least at reforming the system of judicature, a new constitution for

the courts of law and a new mode of procedure in conducting cases,

both of which objects were most successfully carried out.

To the newly constituted and thoroughly independent bench,
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whose character was the best guaranty for its impartiality and effi-

ciency, the liberty, life, and property of the subjects were intrusted.

Its members were especially instructed to have regard to nothing but

justice and the good of the citizens. " The laws must speak, and

the sovereign must be silent," says Frederick in his political testa-

ment drawn up in 1752. Already the entire withdiawal of the

adjudication of cases from the administration Avas an important

achievement, and greeted everywhere with approval. It was in this

absolute Prussia that the theory of Montesquieu in regard to the

separation of powers celebrated its first triumph. It had now im-

pressed on it the character of a state guided by well-defined laws

;

and often as ministers tried to efface this trait, they were never

successful in doing so. For the first time in centuries, justice was

administered speedily, cheaply, and impartially. The king and

Cocceji had effected what, according to the latters expression, " All

the powers in Europe could not accomplish."

Moreover, in matters affecting individual portions of the king-

dom, Frederick was at pains to afford needful counsel and assistance.

The baleful consequences of the Thirty Years' War were not yet

overcome in Brandenburg and Pomerania; and to help these prov-

inces, which he regarded as tlie nucleus and main strength of his

state, he made his foremost object. Numerous colonists were intro-

duced with the view of imbuing the tenaciously conservative and

somewhat narrow-minded population with new ideas in regard to

agriculture and cattle-raising. He repaired the breaches in the

embankment of the Oder, and so reclaimed long stretches of land.

The population rapidly increased— in Pomerania, within eight years,

from 230,000 to 280,000 ; in the Kurmark of Brandenbuig, within

fifteen j^ears, from 476,000 to 580,000. He was unwearied in visit-

ing his provinces ^vith the object of learning their capabilities, excel-

lences, wants, and wishes. " Address yourselves to me," he said to

the tradespeople of the Silesian mountain districts, " I am 3-our first

minister." Every one was free to present his petition to liiin. It

was generally attended to forthwith, but equally promptly and inex-

orably (lid the guilty or negligent meet with condign punishment.

But wherever the interests of the individual collided witii those of

the state, the former were inihesitatingly sacrificed to the latter.

However much he regretted not being able to do away with the

most oppressive burdens, every fibre had to be strained to enable the

youngest and weakest of the European great powers to maintain
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the place it had won. The gross yearly revenue, by the end of the

peiiod of peace, was almost double what it had been under Frederick

Wilüam I., namely, 11,000,000 thalers. Of this sum but 1,000,000

was devoted to court and civil expenses, against 8,300,000 expended

on the army. The balance was for extraordinary outlays, or found

its way into the treasury. From this latter source Frederick paid all

the obligations of his second war, as well a« tlie Austrian debts rest-

ing on SUesia, and then had 11,000,000 thalers in the state coffers,

a brilliant testimony to his economy and ability as a financier. The

saved millions inured to the exclusive benefit of the army, which, it

may be estimated, swallowed up nine-tenths of the country's gross in-

come. A strung military force, always prepared for war, alone ena-

FiG. 5. — A I'russiau drill-master. From a drawing by Daniel CUodowiecki

(1726-1801).

bled Prussia to protect herseK against the foes everywhere lying in

wait for her. Care for his arm}', therefore, Frederick esteemed his

most imperative duty. He brought its strength up to 135,000 men,

while the regiments had, vrithin a few years after the conclusion of

the war, attained so martial a character that the loss of so many old

soldiers and most capable officers was no longer noticed. They de-

veloped a degree of steadiness and precision in their movements such

as to call forth the admiring wonder of foreign observers. The king

was unwearied in inspecting them, even in their ordinary every-day

drills (Fig. 5), the importance of which for the maintenance of

order and efficiency in the field he thoroughly recognized— possibly

overrated. For defects he had no forbearance, regarding the welfare

of the state as depending on the perfection of its warlike machine.
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With tliis army Frederick hoped to maintain his own prestige

and that of his country, and to be able to defend his widely scattered

lands against every assailant, probably even to protect the whole of

North Germany from foreign invasion. No longer did he think of

war and conquest, but only of preserving peace. The last war had

brono-ht him bitter disillusions, and especially the conviction that

the resources of Prussia were too weak to enable her to maintain,

for any length of time, a war against a great power; that while, with

his adversaries, war was only a question of fame, or, at most, of cer-

tain provinces, Prussia, in a great struggle, constantly risked her

very existence. " Learn," he wrote in 1750 to his ambassador in

Paris, " that I remain unalterably true to the defensive alliances I

have formed, and will, to the best of my ability, discharge the obli-

gations which these impose, but I will on no account enter into an

offensive alhance." " I desire no war," he remarked some weeks

later ; " I suffer still too much from the last war I maintained

against the court of Vienna."

Yet this very war that he dreaded and sought to avoid was to be

forced upon him, and to cover himself and his Prussia with glory—
but only after terrible perils and losses, which cast a gloom over the

great king's heart, destroyed his enjoyment of life, and hardened his

nature.

Not for an instant did Frederick deceive himself in reference to

the piu-poses of Maria Theresa. He perfectly recognized that it was

only through compulsion that she had surrendered Silesia, and that

she was eagerly awaiting the moment when her lands and alliances

shoiüd be strong enough to enable her to avenge herself upon her

rebellious vassal, who had torn away the finest pearl from her diar

dem. That the maritime powers had not intervened vdth such effect

as to prevent the spoliation, filled her heart with bitterness against

them ; and, in defiance of the traditional Austrian policy, she now

sought to enter into friendly relations with France. For Prussia,

the ally of the latter country, these efforts were the more menacing

because Frederick knew well how little sympathy there was for him

at the court of Versailles. The bigotry to which Louis XV. more and

more surrendered himself, the very dissoluteness and prodigality of

his life, caused an alliance with his sister in faith, the empress-

queen, to appear a duty imperatively demanded by conscience.

Despite the reuionstrances of all her ministers, excepting the im-
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perious and headstrong Bartenstein, and of the emperor himself, Maria

Theresa held fast to her purposes of revenge through the French

alliance, and found an admirable instrument in Count Kaunitz.

Wenzel Anton, Count Kaunitz, born in 1711, of a great Moravian

famih", had, even when a young man, had valuable experience in the

diplomatic service. His eminent abihties soon gained him tlie con-

fidence of the empress, to whom he remained true with unfaltering

loyalty. He was a man of comprehensive mind, keen of perception,

tenacious of purpose, one of the most expert diplomatists of his

time, but filled with self-conceit. Kaunitz became in 1749 a mem-

ber of the empress's privy council. There he recommended a breach

in the traditions of the Hapsburgs and a closer alliance with France,

entirely with a view to the isolation and ultimate castigation of Prus-

sia. The animosity with which Frederick combated the election

of Maria Theresa's eldest son, the Archduke Joseph, as king of

Rome, served to commend this policy. The French cliarye cVaf-

faires was received with high distinction in Vienna, although the

Versailles cabinet maintained a reserved attitude towards Aus-

tria. The sharp antagonism which then arose between Russia and

France, especially in regard to Polish and Swedish affairs, tended

to alienate the latter from the court of Vienna, so closely allied with

the czarina. But thereupon Maria Theresa decided to send Kaunitz

himself as ambassador to Paris. At first this statesman, adroit as

he was, had but little success. King Louis, indeed, was as enthu-

siastic as any politician of the sixteenth century for an alliance of

the great Catholic powers. But we know that the king exercised

little influence in determining the policy of France. His ministers

regarded Frederick as their only strong and independent ally, whom
they could not afl^ord to sacrifice to France's hereditary enemy,

the house of Hapsburg. Kaunitz (Plate HI.) recognized that a

reaction was to be brought about only through the influence of

Pompadour. By the most delicate attention to Louis's vain mis-

tress, he was able to ingratiate himself with her, and gradually to

bring politics into this personal i-elation. But he had scarcely laid

the foundation for the realization of his plans, when Maria Theresa

named him, in 1753, state-chancellor, and, consequently, premier.

Bartenstein was intrusted with the guidance of the domestic admin-

istration. In Kaunitz's stead Count Starhemberg, who was in all

respects in harmony with the views of the new state-chancellor, went

as Austrian ambassador to Paris,
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The situation was especially menacing for Prussia, inasmuch as

Austria could, under all circumstances, count on the alliance of

Russia. The czarina, as well as her chancellor, Bestuzheff, held the

powerful and enterprising Prussian king to be the neighbor most dan-

gerous for their empire. Besides, Frederick, in his lively, unguarded

way of speaking, had let too many contemptuous expressions escape

him in regard to the czarina and her statesmen, and so had made

them his personal and irreconcilable enemies. The Czarina Eliza-

beth especially— in keeping with her brutal chsposition— became

entirely carried away by her hatred for him. A few objects only

had interest for her. In the front rank of these stood her toilet,

which she made five or six times a day. Seldom did she wear a

dress a second time ; and on her death fifteen thousand and some

hundred pieces of attire were found, as well as several thousand

pairs of shoes. Next to dress came the selection of her ever-

changing favorites, which was determined exclusively by their

stateliness of appearance. Last of all came the exercises of her

su^jerstitious piety. On her entrance on the government she had

recorded a vow never to inflict cajntal punishment ; but neverthe-

less, on the merest suspicion, thousands and thousands were flogged,

mutilated, or exiled to Siberia. The most arrant scoundrels had

in their hands the fate of the empii-e and of every üidividual in it.

Gradually Bestuzheff was able to overthrow all his adversaries ; and

he used his victory despotically and tjrannically, taking bribes from

all sides, but himself tremlJuig at the least indication of suspicion

on the part of the czarina.

Russia had always been the nllj of Austria, but never so closely

as under Elizabeth and Bestuzheff. She alone of all the great powers

had not recognized the cession of Silesia to Prussia. But, over and

above this, on May 22 (June 2), 174(3, at St. Petersburg, the Aus-

trian and Russian diplomatists put their names to a secret alliance

of the two powers against any attack of Prussia on either of them, or

on the republic of Poland. The king of Poland was excused from

formally joining the league, as this involved too much danger for

Saxony. Neverless, Vienna and St. Petersburg were satisfied that,

at the right moment, he would take part in the ' tournament.' Fred-

erick had more than a suspicion of these arrangements, and diplo-

matic relations between him and Russia were soon broken off.

This latter country was more disposed to hostility than Austria

herself under Maria Theresa. Even in 1746, Russia attempted to
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seduce the empress into violating the scarcely concluded Peace of

Dresden. In 1749 Elizabeth sought to involve Austria in a war

with Sweden, and thus, necessarily, with its ally, Prussia ; but Aus-

tria was then still suffering too severely from the consequences of

the last eight years' struggle, while France would not wilHngly see

her true northern ally ruined, and even the Porte declared itself

ready to protect Sweden. Frederick thus saw himself at the head

of a great coalition against Russia and Austria, which made an

attack on hira bj' them impracticable. But would such a fortunate

conjuncture ever again recur?

When, in 17Ö2, he came into sei'ious collision with the Dresden

court on account of the claims of certain uf his subjects on the

Saxon exchequer, Russia took such a decided stand in favor of the

latter, that he became thoroughly convinced that Saxony had acceded

to the St. Petei-sburg alliance. The support of republican Poland

was even sought by repi-esenting that Prussia cherished the purpose

of annexing Courland.

Fear of Russia had chiefly induced Frederick to come to the

resolve to avoid war, if this were at all possiljle ; and yet, every

year, he dreaded seeing it break out, believing, as he did, that

Alalia Theresa's financial and military preparations, as well as her

alliances, had for their object to enable her to contend with Prussia

under more favorable conditions than in the Silesian wars. The

dread of an ultimate catastrophe never left his mind for a moment.

"It was always my view," he writes, in IT.to, to the Prince of Prus-

sia, " that the jealousy of our enemies would bring a new war upon

us. I do not say that this is at hand ; but I can confidently affirm

that it will come, and then all will depend on the contingency of

whether we have as many allies as enemies. If this is the case, we

shaU come safely out of the complication." Ever}' movement of

troops in Austria or Russia, every unusual degree of activity in the

intercourse between tlie cabinets, seemed to him the signal for the

great struggles on which the future— naj^ the existence— of

Prussia depended. It is by looking at the situation from this stand-

point that we come to appreciate properly Frederick's labors, especi-

ally financial and military, to increase the strength of the state, to

the postponement of all other objects.

And yet the outbreak of the European war was not, in the first

instance at least, associated with the antagonism between Prussia

and the Austro-Russian alliance, nor directly with Eurojxian rela-

Vql. XV.—
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tions at all, but with occurrences happening beyond the ocean. In-

deed, in the War of the Austrian Succession, the question had been

not so much that of the permanency of the Hapsbui-g monarchy as

whether English or French— that is, Germanic or Romance— influ-

ence should prevail in North America and Southern Asia.

The East Indies, with their rich spices, precious stones, costly

fabrics, and their rice and cotton, had become, since the beginning

of the seventeenth century, the goal of the colonizing aspirations of

aU the commercial nations of Europe. The EngHsh East India

Company was founded in 1600, on the type of that of the Dutch

(1594), and, hke it, was granted by its government the monopoly

of trade with Eastern Asia. It was not tiU 1639 that the British

succeeded in establishing their first permanent settlement on the

coast of Coromandel, the later Madras. King Charles II. largely

extended tlie privileges of the company, by conferring on it the

right of making war on, and concluding treaties with, all non-

Christian princes and peoples. A series of factories arose upon the

coasts of India ; yet so long as the power of the Mogul empire

remained unbroken, the company's possessions were of but modest

dimensions. But these the English, with their practical capacity,

organized in the best manner possible. The company protected its

settlements by forts and troops in its own pay, and exercised juris-

diction in its own territories, its ' regency ' residing at Bombay.

Threatened in its existence by the erection of a rival company, it

had tact enough to bring about, in 1708, a fusion with it, when it

received, through parliamentary enactment, its definitive form. The

supreme authority in the coniijan}* lay with the Court of Proprietors,

— that is, the general meeting of the shareholders,— while the

actual management of its affairs was intrusted to a directory, which

nominated tlie officials,— the presidents of Bombay, Madras, and

Calcutta, their councils, courts, and subalterns. But the success

of the renovated company was at first by no means brilliant; for

Portuguese, Danes, French, Dutch, Swedes, and occasionally Bel-

gians, maintained a lively competition with it. During the first half

of the eighteenth centuiy the annual export of English wares to

India was no more than £150,000, while the imports of Indian

products amounted to some £700,000.

The EngUshmen's most dangerous rivals in this land were the

French. After several unsuccessful attempts, Colbert, in 1664,

established an East India Company, whose main seat in the Dec-
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can was Pondicherry, besides -which it acquired three other small

places. Much more important than these settlements in Hindust;m

were those made in ^lauritius (Isle of France) and the Isle of

Bourbon, on the east coast of Africa. Here resided, at the formal

outbreak of the Anglo-French war in 1744, as governor-general,

the Breton, Mahe de la Bourdonnaye, an enlightened and energetic

man. Him his government commissioned to seize the English pos-

sessions in Hindustan. To effect this, however, he needed the co-

operation of the governor of the French East Indian Company,

Dupleix. The son of a rich farmer-general of revenues, Dupleix

was a man of the most boundless ambition and self-esteem. He
put all possible impediments in La Bourdonnaye"s way, in order to

lead the attack liimself on the English. Nevertheless, La Bourdon-

naye took Madras ; but he was debarred from further progress by

Dupleix, and was so calumniated by him in Europe that he was re-

called, and committed for three j-ears to the Bastille. Without

hesitation Dupleix now broke the compact made with the English

by his predecessor, and proceeded to further conquests. But the

landing of a considerable force from the English fleet gave a differ-

ent aspect to affairs, and the French saw themselves resti'icted to a

pamful defence. The Peace of Aix-la-Chapelle, that restored Madras

to tlie English, failed to secure lasting peace for the districts in-

volved. The fall of the great Mogul empire gave occasion for a

renewal of the strugo-Ie that was to end in establishmg English

supremacy.

With the death of the ruthlessly bloodthirsty Aurung-Zeb, the

last relic of strength departed from the dynasty of the Great IMoguls.

The expedition of rapine and conquest led Ijy the Persian king.

Nadir Shah, — who, in 1730, captured the great and magnificent

Delhi, carr\-ing off a booty of 1:000,000,000,— precipitated the fall

of the emjjire. The Mohammedan governors, as well as the Hindu

'rajahs, made themselves independent, and carried on incessant wars

among themselves.

The EnglLsh and French eagerly took part in these conflicts of

the native jjrinces, with the end of establishing their own paramount

influence. Dupleix was the more enterprising and intriguing. He
succeeded in elevating a pretender, in alliance with himself, to the

throne of the nizam of the Deccan, and in securing the aid of this

powerful princij)alit\'. Proud of his success, he interfered also in

the conflicts which broke out in reference to the no less important
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sovereignty of the n;iwab of the Carnatic, on the coast of Corornan-

del. Here the English supported Mohammed Ali, while Dui:)leix

came to the assistance of his opponent, Chunda Sahib, with a

French corps. The English were completely defeated, and shut up

in Trichinopoly, the last stronghold of Mohammed Ali. Already

the discouraged authorities in Madras were thinking of entirely

evacuating Coroiiiandel, inclusive of Madras itself, when a young

lieutenant, Robert Clive, offered himself to head an attempt for the

relief of Trichinopoly (1751).

Clive (born 1725) belonged to an ancient, but by no means opu-

lent, family of the county of Salop. A wild, unmanageable boy, and

averse to study, his father secured for him a subaltern position in

the East India Company's service. In the conflicts with the French

he had attained the rank of lieutenant ; and now, when all desponded,

he alone had the courage to volunteer to relieve Trichinopoly by a

diversion. Ail the available troops were put at his disposal,— 200

English, and 300 sepoys, or natives disciplined by Europeans. With
this little band he surprised and captured Arcot, a city of 100,000 in-

habitants, and capital of the territories of Chunda Sahib. The latter

desi^atched a great part of his army against him ; but Clive defended

lumself with such heroism in the citadel of Arcot, that the besiegers

Mere fain to decamp. This victory earned for England the alliance

of several native princes. Soon afterwards Clive won victories in

the open field over the hostile Hindus, and even the French them-

selves. The struggle, however, was ultimately decided by the inca-

pacity of the French government, which left Dupleix to his fate,

while fresh troops kept on reaching India from England. Clive

was thus able to shut in the besiegers of Trichinopoly, and compel

them to surrender (1752). After this important success, the Eng-

lish took possession of the greater part of the Carnatic. Dupleix

was recalled, and, being unable to recover from the company any

compensation for the expenditure of all of bis fortune in its service,

died in 1763, in want and misery. His successor in Pondicherry

concluded, in 1754, a treaty by Avhich the French surrendered all

their late acquisitions in the Deccan and on its coasts, while to the

English were ceded such extensive tracts of land that many millions

of inhabitants were brought under their sway.

While matters were taking this shape in the East Indies, hostili-

ties broke out between the French and the English in North America,

and kindled a fire thai was destined to spread over the world.
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Thus the struggle between England and France had virtually

broken forth anew while peace still nominally prevailed. When
two French frigates were captured off Newfoundland (1755), the

French ambassador was recalled from London. The English gov-

ernment issued letters of marque against the French commercial

marine. Within two months oOO vessels and 7500 seamen were

captured, with property to the value of 80,000,000 livres. The

formal declaration of war could not be long delayed, and both gov-

ernments began to look around for allies.

At the head of the English cal)inet stood the Duke of Newcastle,

a man of ambitious, but weak and unreliable, character, who with

difficulty maintained himself against the ojjposition of the rising

talents, among whom A\'illiam Pitt and Henrj' Fox especially dis-

tinguished themselves.

William Pitt (born 1708) was the younger son of a wealthy

country gentleman. W^hile jet very young he was elected to parlia-

ment for one of the boroughs dependent on his family. Here he

distinguished himself by his vividly figurative and fascinating elo-

quence, which he cultivated by a careful study of the ancient and

modern classics. In strength, fire, and incisiveness of style, as

well as in clearness of exposition, he had no one to equal him. His

lion-like voice and commanding manner soon won the House of Com-
mons ; while his noljility of character, his sincere love of country,

his contempt for the sordid or base, his enthusiasm for freedom, and

his statesmanlike views were in harmony vnth his high intellectual

endowments. Listening only to the voice of his convictions, he

neither gave way before the prejudices of the people nor quailed

before the displeasure of the king, who hated him accordingly. With
him was inaugurated an era of a better and more vigorous hfe for

England, wJiich for forty years had been emasculated through effemi-

nacy and immorality. It must, however, be acknowledged that

he was masterful and theatrical in manner and of an incredibly ner-

vous irritabilit}-. But those blemishes, essentially associated with

his extraordinary powers, were lost sight of in the blaze of their bril-

liancy. What a contrast did his rival, Henry Fox, present to him!

Descended from an old Jacobite family, but himself a friend of

Robert Walpole, he was a profligate and unprincipled man, bent only

on power and pleasure. Only with pains did he, as an orator, over-

come his ungraceful deportment and manner of sy)eaking. Tint his

presence of mind, reatUness in debate, his wit, and precision of state-

81043
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ment, made these weak points forgotten. Fox would have played a

great part in the history of his country had his character been in

keeping with his mental powers.

Newcastle recognized the necessity of winning one of these two

great men for himself if he would retain his place. But Pitt per-

sisted in carrpng out his own views, which were far removed from

the weak methods of Newcastle and the personal policy of the king,

who had always the advantage of Hanover in view. So the duke

preferred the more compliant Fox, whose easy conscience allowed

him to accommodate liimself to the minister and the monarch. In

1755, therefore. Fox became a member of the ministry.

The English government was then far from suspecting the in-

trigues wliich Maria Theresa, through Kaunitz and Starhembeig, was

carrying on with France ; although from the irritated mood of the

Austrian statesmen, differences between them and England could

not but arise. One of these occvirred in regard to the Austrian

Netherlands, where the empress sought to liberate herself from the

restrictions on her commerce and her right of garrisoning imposed

on her by the treaties in favor of Holland. Then the conversion of

the hereditary Prince of Hesse-Gassel to Catholicism gave occasion

to England, in concert with Prussia, to exert herself to retain the

children in the Protestant church, while Austria insisted that the

prince should be granted the right of changing the religion of his

land. Public opinion in England saw in the attitude of Austria the

purest ingratitude and the unbounded arrogance of the house of Haps-

burg. Yet the old Iwnd of alliance was not so much shattered that

on the beginning of the conflict between France and England, Aus-

tria did not in the first instance range herself on the side of Great

Britain, and even labor to bring about direct alliance between her

and Russia. The further the diplomatic negotiations advanced, the

more palpably did the greatness of the antagonism between the views

of tlie Vienna and London governments manifest itself. The latter

saw in France its proper— nay exclusive— adversary, while Austria

regarded Prussia as her most dangerous neighbor and foe. England

expected, by the help of the Hanoverian troops and tliose of Austria

and Russia to be hired by her, to constitute a Continental force that

woiüd overpower France. But for this it was absolutely essential

to secure the neutrality of the Prussian sovereign, as otherwise he,

in conjunction -with Sweden, might confer the military pre^jonder-

ance on the Continent on France. The object of Maria Theresa and
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Kaunitz, on the contrary, was to take advantage of the struggle

between Enghmd and France to crush— with the help of Russia

and Saxony— the king of Prussia. They even contemplated aban-

doning Belgium, to the maintenance of which the maritime powers

attached the highest importance, to France, so as to be able to employ

all the strength of Austria and its allies against Frederick. Under

these circumstances, and as no one attached much importance to

England as a land-power, the emperor and the rest of the ministry

preferred observing strict neutrality. But to this Kaunitz would

not listen. In his opinion it was

better to resume tlieir old plans,

and attempt to win France by

promising her half of Belgium,

and the other half to a Spanish

Bourbon, and besides this by

holding out the prospect of the

succession in Poland of the

Prince of Conti, an arrangement

sure to be acceptable to Pompa-

dour, wlio much desired to see

her rival. Conti, at a distance

from Versailles. Beyond this,

Kaunitz reckoned on the help of

Sweden, Saxony, and the Palati-

nate, and probably on that of

Hanover, which was to be won

over through a share in the spoils

of Prussia. Tliis was the com-

prehensive plan to which Kaunitz

got the assent of tlie empress on

August 20, 1755.

Count Starhemberg had proposed it to Pompadour, as well as to

her confidant, the young Abbe de Bernis (Fig. 6), an attractive,

polished man of the world, who had nothing more of the ecclesiastic

about him than the name. In the meantime, however, Pompadour

would consent only to neutrality in respect to Austria, but by

no means to an alliance against Prussia, which was still regarded by

France as the ally most to be preferred. The news of the warlike

acts by land and sea which the English were committing created

the greatest excitement in France. Louis XV. decided on prosecut-

Fi(i. C>. — Cardinal Bernis. Facsimile of

the enirraving by Auguslin de

St. Avibin (17.')8-1807) ; after liis own
drawinff. Original .size.
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iiig the war with all the means at liis disposal ; and as England was

the stronger by water, he preferred to exact revenge by the conquest

of Hanover. With this view Frederick's alliance was held in high

estimation in Fi-ance, because this would keep Austria and Russia in

check, while France played the master in the northwest of Germany.

In point of fact, Frederick did ad%ase the French, in the spring

and summer of 1755, to make themselves masters of Hanover, and

by so doing force its roj'al elector, George H., to peace. But he

himself, in order not to provoke the interference of Austria and

Russia, and so bring about a general war, decidedly repudiated the

French proposal that he should in person effect the conquest of

Hanover. Nevertheless, he remained true to the French alliance,

and, in the autumn of 1755, declined the repeated proft'ers of Eng-

land. But the motive that decided his action came from Russia.

Under Austrian influence, the Czarina Elizabeth (Plate IV.)

concluded in September, 1755, an agreement with England to the

effect that, in consideration of a subsidy of ;£ 1,000,000, she would

place 70,000 Russians at the service of that country. This compact

was only in appearance directed against France, in reality it was

aimed at Prussia. The news of the agreement gave rise to a verita-

ble Ymnic in Berlin, dismaying even Frederick himself. On France

he could place as little dependence as during the Silesian wars. The

French envoy in Dresden, Count Broglie, showed himself entirely

hostile to Prussian interests : and from his papers, which fell into

Frederick's hands, it was evident that the ^'ersailles government

was on the eve of entering into an alliance with his enemy, Augus-

tus III. of Poland. ]Meanwhile the king so sorely troubled was

betrayed into what might have been a fatal error by the report of his

envoy. He believed that Russia was not so intimately allied with

Austria as it was dependent on English gold. He therefore thought

that if he could form an alliance -«äth England he ^\ould win Russia,

and so compel Austria, thus isolated, to a peaceful altitude. Besides,

he made a second mistake. He believed that the French government

was so desirous of peace that it would not ally itself against him

with the traditional enemy of its country, Austria. He himself,

two years later, openly confessed that he had not taken proper

account of the disposition of the great European powers, when in

January, 1756, he concluded a treaty with England at Westminster,

binding the two states to mutual protection of their possessions, and

to permit no foreign troops on German soil.
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Elizabeth Peirovna, Empress of Russia.

From a copper-plate engraving by G. F. Schmidt (1712-1775) ; original painting by
L. Tocqufi (1695-1772).
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Too late came a French envoy-extraordinaiy, the Duke of Niver-

nois, to Berlin to consult with the king in regard to common war-

like operations, ^sivernois, a man of the most polished culture, of

an upright, honorable disposition, and more highly esteemed by

Frederick than anj- other French statesman, did not conceal from

the king that France would consider the Anglo-Prussian neutrality

compact as a violation of the Franco-Prussian alliance, which Fred-

erick learned with somewhat artificial surprise. In order to appease

the Versailles court and regain its favor, he offered, in case of France

being assailed in her European domains, to support her with 1U,000

men.

There was, indeed, a party in Versailles inclined to be satisfied

with the king of Prussia's assurances, and to it belonged the

foreign minister, Rouille. In general, however, the authorities,

whether in Versailles or Vienna, were not inclined to look on the

situation with indifference. Austria feared, now that Frederick

had placed himself on good relations ^\-ith England, without dis-

solving his alliance with France, that she would be entirely isolated.

Only the more earnestly, therefore, did Starhemberg press forward

his negotiations with the French court, which he was able to

do with the more effect because the Treaty of Westminster had

affected it in a most sensible manner. France, fully conscious of

her inferiority at sea, had set her hopes on a land war directed

against Hanover ; and were these to be disappointed by the action

of Frederick? From .January, 1756, the Abbe Bernis showed himself

much more complaisant than formerly to Austria. Maria Theresa

and Kaunitz would gladly, imder such favorable circumstances, have

brought about a war with Prussia, from which they hoped its an-

nihilation. But in this the empress had not the sympathy of the

cabinet of Versailles, which did not wish to see Austi-ia omnipo-

tent in Germany. Starhemberg had therefore to content himself

^ath a defensive alliance. In reality, however, two treaties were

concluded between Louis XV. and Maria Theresa at Versailles on

May 1, 1756 ; the first— a public one— an entirely harmless neu-

trality convention, on the type of that of Westminster ; and the sec-

ond, and secret one, a defensive alliance between the two powers,

pledging them to mutual support wiüi 24,000 men, the present

Franco-English war excepted.

The advantage in this agreement was, undoubtedly, on the side of

Austria, who could call on France for aid against any assault, wliile
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she was not reqmred to mix herself up in the quarrel then pending

between France and England. This Austrian alliance was altogether

unpalatable to the French people. Here, for the first time in French

history, the foreign policy of the dynasty was at variance with that

of the nation. This Austro-French alliance, indeed, by bringing

the king and people into colhsion, was one of the primary causes of

the French Revolution. Immediately it imported the sacrifice of the

French party in Poland, purchased and held together by French

gold, the renunciation of the hope of seeing the Prince of Conti on

the Polish throne, and the delivery of Poland to the arbitrary sway

of Russia. For France herself it inferred the surrender of her entire

influence in the east of Europe.

The Austrian diplomats looked upon the Treaty of Versailles

only as the preliminary step for leading France on to an attack on

Prussia. This became the more probable, as, in the spring of 1756,

the war between England and France openly broke out, and that

with great success on the part of the latter. The French made

the occurrences of the preceding year the pretext for suddenly as-

saulting the isle of Minorca, ceded to England by the Peace of

Utrecht. A very moderate fleet of ill-equipped shijDS was despatched

under Admiral Byng to its relief, which, after an indecisive fight,

di-ew away, leaving the island to its fate. The English garrison

there had a few months thereafter to capitiüate to the Duke of

Richelieu (Fig. 7). The fonnal declaration of war between France

and England had been made ra the middle of May.

The excitement in England over these mischances was intense

beyond measure. Newcastle ofi'ered tlie unhappy Byng as a victim

to the popular fury, having liim tried by a court-martial and shot.

In aU the commotion public opinion in England fully recognized the

influence of the Treaty of Versailles, and was loud in its denunciation

of the empress for her base ingratitude. And no^^• England was to

see the desertion qf Russia also. As Starhemberg had made use of

the mistress of the French king, so now Esterhazy, the Austrian

ambassador in St. Petersburg, \\athout reserve availed himself of the

favorite of the czarina, the young Ivan Shuvalofl". It now became

clear how utterly Frederick had deceived himself in reference to

the disposition of the Russian court. When Elizabeth heard that

England had accommodated matters with Frederick she was infu-

riated to the last degree, and declared herself entirely ready to

renounce the subsidies of the cabinet of St. James. Es]3ecially she
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Fig. 7. — Louis Francois Armand du Plessis, Duke of Richelieu. Original painting

in the Historical Mu.seum at Versailles by Louis Charles Auguste Couder, after

Pierre Maria Gault de St. Germain (1754-1822).
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showed herself resolved to utihze the present condition of affairs

to humiliate Prussia, and make her harmless. She even offered to

reconquer Silesia for the empress-queen without the help of France,

by ])lacing 80,000 men at her service, in return for which she claimed

East Prussia as her share of the spoils. To tliis Maria Theiesa

offered no objection, except that the combined attack on Prussia

should be deferred till the year 1767, partly to give time for winning

1'"ranee over to join in it, partly because Austria's preparations, as

usual, were not complete.

The Prussian king, who dreaded nothing from France and ex-

pected only good from Russia, subsidized by England, had firmh"

resolved to carry the Treaty of Westminster into execution, and to

permit neither a French attack on Hanover nor an Austrian occupa-

tion of it. Gradually, however, his eyes were opened to the dan-

gers to which he had exposed himself through that convention. He

got tidings first from Tlie Hague and then from two Saxon chancery

clerks, whom he had bribed, of the perils by which he was threat-

ened ; in particiüar, of Russia's defection from the English alliance,

and then of the gradual formation of a coalition against him. In

the middle of July he learned, in the same underhand way, that

Austria and Russia contemjilated falling upon him simultaneously

;

and a mere glance served to show him that Austria was concentrat-

ing troops in Bohemia and Moravia, while Russia was massing her

forces in the Baltic provinces.

On England's help Frederick placed little reliance, but he

quicky brought his own strength up to 150,000 men. This done,

he resolved to give his enemies no time to perfect their equipments,

but to anticipate them by striking first the Austrians and then the

Russians, thus dissolving the whole coalition before it became

effective. By July, 1756, his mind was fully made up. " Maria

Theresa will have war," he said, "and she shall have it on the

instant. I can do nothing to meet it except by anticipating my
enemies. My troops are ready, and I must try to break up this

confederacy before it is too strong." He made lielieve, in deferenec

to the wishes of England, that he desired to a^ert the odium of

being the aggressor; and on several occasions asked the Viennese

court about its purpose in arming, not, indeed, expecting a satisfac-

tory answer or even a decisive one of any Idnd, but simply to stand

as an evidence of his own moderation. In point of fact, the reply he

received from the empress-queen, through his ambassador, was mena-
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cing by reason of its very vagueness. " The critical condition of

Eurojiean relations generally," she said, " causes me to regard it as

necessary to adopt measures for my o^vn defence and that of my
allies, but beyond this they will affect no one." This proved to

Frederick that war was inevitable. On August 2 the first orders

for mobilization were issued ; and so perfect a machine had his army

become, that within three weeks all the regiments, from the Rhine

as well as from East Prussia, stood in Silesia and on the borders of

Saxony, ready for action.

The true author of the Seven Years' War was not Frederick the

Great. It originated witli Maria Theresa, Kaiuiitz, and Elizateth

of Russia, who had each pursued a poUcy marked by animosity

against Prussia. Frederick would have been a fool had he waited

quietly until his enemies, after completing their preparations, pre-

cipitiAted themselves from all sides against him. Frederick erred

only in regard to the quarter where he made the attack. The most

natural thing for him to have done, as well as the most effective,

would liave been to throw liimself upon the altogether raw recruits

in ]\Ioravia and Bohemia, and, catching them miprepared, to destroy

them by rapid l)lows. But he had been led astray by imjjeifect in-

telligence from Dresden. However, it was certain that the king of

Poland and his minister, Bi-iihl, had been intriguing incessantly in

Vienna and St. Petersburg against Prussia : and that France and

Austria had courted Saxony's adhesion to their alliance. Vaguely

and hiaccurately informed in regard to these circumstances, Fred-

erick believed that Saxony had formally allied herself against him,

and he resolved not to leave behind him an enemy only three days'

march from Potsdam. He hoped to make the Saxons harmless by

catching them unprepared, then to fall as unexpectedly on the Aus-

trians and demolish them, and finally to offer his dismayed foes a

peace on the basis of tlie treaties of Dresden and Westminster. But
his sudden inroad into Saxony was unjustified, and also a great polit-

ical and mihtary mistake, constituting, probably, the sole cause for

the undue protraction of the war, which was to be one of the most

remarkable in modern times. To the Prussian peoj^le it gave an

opportunity of winning, through valor, self-sacrifice, and endurance,

a pre-eminent place in the world's history for themselves ; to Fred-

erick n., of developing an imperturbable greatness of soul and a

noble constancy that classes him among the greatest of heroes. In

this war was laid the foundation of the Germany of to-day.
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CHAPTER II.

THE SEVEN YEAKS' WAR.

ON August 29, 1756, the main Prussian army, 70,000 strong,

commanded b}- Frederick in person, crossed the Saxon frontier,

while nearlj^ 30,000 men, imder Field-Marshal Schwerin, covered

Silesia against the Austrians, and another corps, under Marshal Leh-

waldt. East Prussia agahist the Russians. The surprised and sorely-

perplexed Saxon court was able to get together only 4000 thalers for

the mobilization of its arm}-. Even in Vienna there prevailed the

greatest alarm, and several membei-s of tlie ministry advocated peace

at any price. But ^laria Theresa and Kaunitz remained steadfast.

Frederick, on his part, experienced his first disillusion when the

Saxon coui-t did not lay down its arms at the first summons, but, in-

stead of this, appealed to Austria for help, and concentrated its

troops in an almost unassailable position on the heights between the

Elbe and the Gottleuba Brook, opposite Pirna. Now was seen the

full graA-ity of Frederick's error; for he had to make up his mind to

star^^ng the Saxons out, thereby losing the wliole advantage of his

bold initiative. Long and bravely did the Saxons defend them-

selves under a thousand privations, in the expectation that tlie im-

jierial Field-^NIarshal Browne, with 35,000 men, would arrive from

Bohemia to their relief. But Frederick advanced to meet Bro-mie

with one-half of liis army, while the other maintained the invest-

ment of the Saxons near Pirna. The battle of Lobositz, on October

1, 1756, ended, after a stout resistance by the Austrians, in a vic-

tory for the Prussians, which was all the more creditable to them

that they numbered only 21,000 men.

The defeat of the Austrians decided the fate of the Saxons, who,

destitute of provisions of any kind, and now only 15,000 strong,

had to give themselves up as prisoners of war. The common sol-

diers were forcibly incorporated in the Prussian regiments, from

which they afterwards deserted in crowds. King Augustus III. had

to withdraw to Poland, while his family remained behind in Dresden.

The principality was treated as a conquered land, the magazines
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were plundered, a Prussian administration was instituted in Dres-

den, and the public property and all taxes were confiscated for the

use of Prussia.

Frederick had, indeed, opened the war more successfully than he

hoped for. However, nothing was attained beyond the disarmament

of Saxony. Frederick now had to go into winter-quarters, so that

Austria gained time for completing her preparations for the next cam-

paign. Thus Frederick's proper object in assaulting Saxony was

entirely nulHfied, and it rather resulted in gix'ing Austria occasion

for declaiming against his lust for conquest and for calling on her

allies for help.

In Versailles the dauphin's ^^^fe, a daughter of Augustus III.,

labored zealously, in conjunction with the Pompadour, to stir up

hostUitj' against Prussia. To tliis was added the fact that the

French ambassador in Dresden, Count Broglie, was ultimately pre-

vented by force from continuing his mtrigues. This was accounted

by France as a ^iolation of the law of nations, and charged against

Frederick accordingly, so that, although the great majority of French

statesmen were averse to an Austrian alliance, diplomatic relations

were broken off between France and Prussia.

And, to make matters worse, Frederick's last possible ally, Eng-

land, under the guidance of the weak and incapable Newcastle, was

in no condition to cope with a situation so weighty and critical.

NeiÜier in Europe nor America— whether hy sea or land — did

she show strength of auj' kind. In her transatlantic possessions,

she met with a formidable foe in the liighly gifted and capable

ilarquis of INIontcalm, who captiu-ed the English forts on Lake

Ontario, and made himself master of the whole region of the Great

Lakes drained by the St. Lawrence. The English fleet looked

OH impassively while a French army, on the call of Genoa, landed

in Corsica, and reduced it to a permanent French possession.

Already Newcastle had made himself familiar viith the idea of an

ignominious peace ; but here he found in parliament a vigorous oppo-

sition, which became stronger when Fox deserted the ministry.

Unacceptable as the bold and independent Pitt was to George II.,

the latter was forced to give way before the rising wrath of the

nation. Newcastle was dismissed and a new cabinet formed, whose

soul was Pitt, as Secretary of Foreign Affairs. The new ministry

set about providing adequate armaments, and paved the way

towards placing an Anglu-Hanoverian army of 50,000 men in
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Westphalia to combat the French there. Brunswick, Hesse-Cas-

sel, Bückeburg, and Gotha troojas were taken into English pay.

Meanwhile, however, Pitt's situation at home became intolerable.

While he laj' sick, the king and his friends, the majority of the

Lords, and all the adlierents of the court, were at work against him.

Finallj", the Duke of Cumberland declared he would not accept the

command of the allied army in Westphalia except on condition of

the great minister's dismissal. So, in April, 1757, Pitt, to the uni-

versal regret of the people, left office, to be replaced by Henry Fox.

Such a weakening of the English government necessarily gave

fresh heart to all the enemies of Britain and to those of Prussia. No

one was more assiduous than the Viennese court, which labored with

unflagging zeal for the ruin of its liated neighbor. In accordance

with some vindictive decrees of the imperial Aulic Council, the diet

at Ratisbon, on the motion of Austria, in January, 1757, declared war

on Prussia.

The Czarina Elizabeth's bitter hatred to Frederick made it easy

for the empress-queen to come to an understanding with her. On
February 2, 1757, the two empresses entered into a new alliance by

which each pledged herself to support the other against Prussia with

80,000 men— Russia, over and above, binding herself to operate

with her fleet— till Austria shovdd have recovered Silesia and (Jlatz,

and Prussia should have been completely humbled. Denmark and

Sweden were to be induced to co-operate ^\•ith the female allies by

the material advantages lield out to them at the cost of Prussia.

Sweden swallowed the bait. In vain did her king, Adolphus

Frederick, and his wife, Frederick II.'s sister, Ulrike, resist. As

France and Austria were working in concert, the ' Hats ' and ' Caps

'

in the Council of State united against Prussia, the liberal French

subsidies stimulating their zeal. In vain was it sho^^^l that Sweden's

religious interests ought to restrain her from a war against her ally

in the faith, just as her political interests shoiüd prevent her from

doing policeman's duty for her hereditary enemy and oppressor,

Russia. On March 21, 1757, tlie alliance of Sweden with Freder-

ick's enemies was signed. Frederick V. of Denmark, on the contrary,

persevered in a wise neutrality.

But in France, King Louis and the Pompadour would hear of

nothing but war in the grand style against England and Prussia.

The last Treaty of Versailles no longer satisfied them. At the end

of 175(1, accordingly. Count d'Estrees was despatched to ^'ienna,
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where he formally solicited an offensive alliance with Austria, and

permission to employ against Hanover the 24,000 men promised her

by France, and obtained it, but only on condition that France should

maintain 10,000 South German soldiers in the imperial army. France

took the electors of the Palatuiate, l>avana, and Cologne, as well as

the Duke of Würtemberg, into her pay, whereupon their contingents

joined the Austrian army. The Duke of Mecklenburg-ScKwerin,

who was in disagreement with Prussia in regard to some boundary

ofiices, showed himself no less hostile. And yet the public senti-

ment in Germany, even in its Catholic portions, was thoroughly

in favor of Prussia.

A world arose in arms against the little state. In Versailles,

Austrian poUcy won triumphs more and more brilliant. The war min-

ister, d'Argenson, as well as Machault, minister of finance and marine,

were dismissed because they were opposed to unconditional surren-

der to the Austrians, and replaced by incapable creatures of Pompa-

dour. Bernis, for his successful conduct of the negotiations with

Austria, received the foreign portfolio. The abbe was, at bot-

tom, a man of discretion, and would gladlj- have moderated the

mania in favor of the Viennese court that had taken possession of

Pompadour and the king; but, unfortunately, he lacked the strength

of character and self-respect necessary for the adequate \'indication

of his \'iews. He could do nothing but sigli when the Pompadour

expressed herself as charmed by the extraordinarily warm friendship

and respect which the strictly moral Maria Theresa constantly pro-

fessed for her— courtesan as she was. Notwithstanding, therefore,

Bemis's resistance, Kaunitz, by dint of unworthy fljitteries, carried

out his ends completely. On May 1, 1757, France and Austria con-

cluded a second Treaty of Versailles— the so-called Partition Treaty

— directed, not as French interests would have dictated, against Eng-

land, but exclusivel}' against Prussia; France thus losing sight of her

proper mission in order to aid the empress-queen in plundering, or

rather utterly ruining, her former ally. France bound herself to

place 105,000 men in the field against Prussia, as well as to pay a

yearly subsidy of twelve million florins till Austria had recovered

the lost provinces of Silesia and Glatz. Besides this, the empress

claimed the principality of Krossen wth the adjoining circles ; Sax-

ony was to receive the duchy of Magdeburg and the principality of

Halberstadt; Sweden, the part of Pomerania formerly belonging to

it with Stettin : while Cleves, Mark, and Geldern, were to be dis-
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tributed among the other allies of the two treatv'-powers. In case

of these cessions being realized, the empress-queen was to make over

to France the seacoast of Flanders, with Nieuport and Ostend, as

well as certain South Belgian fortresses and districts. After the

first pa_yment of subsidy, the French were to be free to occujjy Nieu-

port and Ostend, on condition, however, of restoring these cities at

the peace, in case Prussia should not be dismembered.

One sees from the treaties contracted with France and Russia

that Maria Theresa's aim was not so much the mere recovery of

Silesia as a wide extension of her domains through the annihilation

of Prussia, and the aggrandizement by tlie same means of Russia,

Sweden, and Poland. Ah-ead}-, in the beginning of 1757, she had

made no secret to the Frencli of her purpose of seizing still further

districts of Prussia for herself, and of delivering over Belgium and

Luxemburg, as well as the provinces of Prussia and Hither Pome-

rania, to foreigners. In the Partition Treaty Austria won a brilliant

victory over France. The advantages which were to accrue to the

latter power were unimportant as compared with tlie territorial

aggrandizement of Austria through the disintegration of her Prus-

sian rival, and the advantages which must come to her -ndthin the

empire through the breaking up of this stronghold of Protestantism.

So completely had Kaunitz and Starhemberg hoodwanked the Ver-

sailles government, that Austria was not required to declare war on

England nor to pledge herself to keep her hands off the Porte, the

protege of France. This Partition Treaty was carefully kept secret;

but at the beginning of spring, 1757, the French crossed the Rhine.

Frederick had spent the winter in Dresden, where, amid all the

animosities of its court aud j^eople, and the lieavy cares that stormed

in upon him, he had refreshed his heart with artistic and literary

recreation. Frederick's own heroic sjiirit buoyed him up in spite

of all difficulties and dangers. But advices came in from all sides.

He himself quailed before the dangers, the greatness of which he

only realized when state after state joined the coalition against

him. It was some consolation to him that in January, 1757, he

concluded a treaty with England, in accordance with which a corps

of 50,000 mercenaries in English pay and 20,000 Prussians was to

be set on foot against France ; England further promised to pay him

a yearly subsidy of £1,000,000, and to send a fleet into the Baltic.

But the treaty conditions were never fully carried out. As Fred-

erick could not spare 20,000 soldiers from Silesia and Saxony, Eng-
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land reduced the subsidy to £670,000, and detailed no fleet to the

Baltic to keep Russia in check. The king had thus little more than

his own right hand to trust to. Unweariedly and anxiously he pre-

pared for the fearful struggle, his fiist care being for financial re-

sources. Over and above the 4,000,000 thalers he had to look for

from England, he raised a loan from his subjects, debased the coin,

and imposed oppressive contributions on Saxony as well as on

Mecklenburg, which he had occupied on account of the hostility of

its prince. Through such means he was able to bring together a

field army of 150,000 men, and also 60,000 garrison troops, organiz-

ing, over and above this, a mihtia somewhat analogous to the later

Landsturm. The training and strict discipline enforced on the

common soldiers, the promptitude and warlike spirit of the officers,

the high military endovnnents and experience of the generals

(Plate V.), and, finally, the unparalleled capacity of the supreme

commander, made this army the first in Europe.

But, notwithstanding all this, the enormously disproportionate

strength of the enemy gave Prussia little ground for hoping for a

favorable issue to the conflict. As the Hanoverian army numbered

only 45,000 men, the king with his ally had but 195,000 men to

place in the field. Against these Austria had 143,000 ; France,

134,000; Russia, 120,000; the empire, 32,000; Sweden, 22,000,—

.
in all 452,000, or a proportion of seven to three. Frederick was

prepared for the utmost exertion. On his minister. Count Fincken-

stein, he conferred a sort of dictatorship over the entire domestic

administration. Besides this, he communicated to him well-consid-

ered and calmly elaborated secret instructions as to what steps he

was to take for the rescue of the state and the royal family in the

event of his army being defeated, the enemies pouring in from the

south or east, or his being slain or taken prisoner. " Should it

happen," he said in this most extraordinary document, " that I

should ]}e taken by the enemy, I forbid that the smallest regard

be had for my person or the least attention paid to what I may
write from my imprisonment. If such a miscliance occurs, it is

my brother who must be obeyed ; and he, and all my ministers and

generals, shall answer with their heads that neither a province nor

ransom-money be offered for my redemption, but that the war shall

be carried on as if I had never been in the world."

The king's plan was to make up for his inequality of force

through a rapid and decisive initiative. Against Russia and France,
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owing to their distance from the heart of his state, he had only to

act on the defensive ; but he resolved on precipitating himself with

all his energy upon the Austrian army in Bohemia, dispersing it, and

then, if possible, dictating peace on the walls of Vienna, for this was

his ardent, sole ambition. At first all went well with him. In

her capricious partiality, Maria Theresa intrusted the command-in-

chief of her army to her often-defeated brother-in-law, Charles of

Lorraine, who waited quietly in Vienna to see what his enemy

would do. Frederick's tactics were to make his adversary feel

secure through his feigned measures of defence ; then, on a sud-

den, in AjotI, 1757, he burst, with 117,000 men, in four corps, into

Bohemia, Prague being the common objective point. The Austrians

were completely surprised, and driven back ^^ith considerable loss

on the Bohemian capital. Here they took up a very strong position

to the east of the city, where Frederick attacked them on Älay 6,

1757. He concentrated all his strength against one of their wings,—
the right,— which, however, re-enforced from the second line, offered

a vigorous resistance. Field-Marshal Schwerin, who led the attack

in person, fell with the flag of his regiment in his hand. But when

the Prussians outflanked the Austrians' position on the right, and

their last strong intrenchnient was carried, the imperialists fell

into confusion. The Austrians lost 13,250 men. Frederick had

won a victor}', indeed, but at a dear price; 12,500 men belonging

to his most tried regiments lay on the field. Most painfully did

he feel the loss of the distinguished Schwerin. As the greater

part of the defeated army and its leader, Prince Charles, threw

themselves into Prague, the king determined to adopt the extremely

daring plan of capturing the fully demorahzed force by investing

the city.

Meanwhile, however, new energy manifested itself in the Aus-

trian generalship. Field-Marshal Daun, a circumspect, capable man,

set himself to organizing the troops that streamed to him from all

parts of the empire into a fresh army. Frederick at first refu.sed to

believe he could effect this, and did not make up his mind to taking

measures against the fresh enemy till it had attained its full strength.

Daun was thus enabled to advance at the head of 55,000 men to

Kolin, within a few miles of Prague, where the king at length con-

fronted him, on June 18, with 34,000 men. The fate of the whole

war depended on the battle. A new victory for Frederick implied

the annihilation of the last imperial army, the capitulation of Prague,
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and, probably, peace with Austria. As the Austrian position was

so strong in front as to be unassailable, he decided on making

his attack with his whole army on the right flank, and so rolling

his enemy up. But as Prince iMauriee of Dessau and General

Manstein blunderingly led their corps against the Austrian front,

these troops remained ineffective and remote from the proper point

of action, while, the Prussian cavalry being repulsed and reduced

to inaction, the battalions which were to deliver the decisive assault

received no support, but were compelled, after heroic resistance, to

give way before the immensely superior force which Daun, with true

instinct, instantly hurled against them from all his reserves. The

Austriaus paid for their ^•ictory with 8,000 men ; the Prussians lost

1-4,000 of their best infantry. Yet it was wonderful how soon the

king's elastic spirit rallied itself from its state of depression. But

the ultimate consequences were more serious than the defeat

itself. For the first time the Prussians, under Frederick^ had come

out the losers. His enemies, who had been all but ready to lay

down their arms, arose with renewed confidence against him. Espe-

cially ]Maria Theresa now looked mth fresh hope for the downfall

of her hated foe.

Stunning blows fell upon Frederick's head from all sides. First,

he had to give up the siege of Prague, and retire, not without heavy

losses, from Bohemia. His brother Augustus William, heir-apparent

to the throne, conducted the -nithdrawal of the blockading corps in

the most unskilful manner, and had to leave the army in disgrace.

In four months Frederick had lost 50,000 of his infantry, whom he

could never replace.

Meantime, the Russian army, 124,000 strong, under P'ield-]\Iar-

shal Count Apraxin, invaded Prussia, where there were only 28,000

soldiers, imder the aged Field-]Marshal Lehwaldt, to oppose him. At
Frederick's command the latter boldly attacked the superior force of

the Russians at Grossjiigerndorf on August 30, 1757. Ultimately,

indeed, the old warrior was repulsed, but not without inflicting on

the foe a loss threefold his own. Almost simultaneously with this,

a Swedish army, 24,000 strong, landed at Stralsund, whence it

pressed into Prussian Pomerania, where it found scarcely any one

to impede it. Still greater was the danger with which the country

was threatened from France.

The tidings of Frederick's glorious victor}' before Prague, together

with the indignation and shame at its own defeats, had inspired the
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English nation with such a frenzy for war that George II. felt him-

self forced to consent to the formation of a coalition ministry, with

Newcastle as nominal premier, hut with Pitt as secretary of state

and real leader. This ministry had almost the whole parliament on

its side, and Pitt's high merits soon won for him the confidence of

the sovereign also. He determined to fight France above all in

Europe. That the Belgian seaports should not pass into the posses-

sion of France, and that Russia should not fall under French influ-

ence, was a matter of life and death for English commerce.

In April, 1757, 110,000 Frenchmen, under Marshal d'Estrees,

had, without meeting with any resistance, poured over the Rhenish

and Westphalian possessions of Prussia. The Duke of Cumber-

land had only a mixed army of 52,000 troops, brought together

from various quarters, to place against the superior French force

;

and he showed himself to be a comjjletely incompetent general. At
Hastenbeck (July 26, 1757) he, without any reason, gave up as

lost a fight really won by his brave soldiers, and then, evacuating

all northwest Germany, retreated behind the impassable swamps

near Bremervörde. It was fortunate for Frederick that just at

this time the brave d'Estrees, through a court-cabal, was super-

seded in the command-in-chief of the French army by the Duke of

Richelieu, a man of no military capacity. But if Richelieu was

not diligent to pursue the Hanoverians, he was at least able to

take possession of and pillage the electorate and Brunswick. At

length he completely hemmed in Ciunberland on the Lower Elbe.

On September 8 the English prince was fain, through Danish media-

tion, to enter into the convention of Closter-Seven, by which his

confederate troops were to be sent home, and the Hanoverians

interned in Stade and its surrounding district. George II., always

anxious alaout Hanover, made an offer to Vienna to neutralize the

electorate ; and though the imperial government, flushed with its

success, rejected the proffer, nevertheless all resistance was at an

end in North Germany. Bruns\vick formally abandoned the Anglo-

Prussian alliance, and went over to Austria. The all-powerful coali-

tion was everywhere triumphant.

Frederick was furthermore stricken down with severe family

afiliction through the death of his dearly-loved mother. • He was

deeply shaken, and at times thought of seeking death on the battle-

field. But his heroic spirit enabled him to sunnount all the misfor-

tunes that had assailed him during the last fifteen months. The
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cowardly proposition of his brother Henry, that he' should cast him-

self unconditionally into the arms of France, and sacrifice Silesia,

found no acceptance with him. He opened, however, at one time

through the instrumentality of his sister, the ^Margravine of Bayreuth,

at another through that of Marshal Richelieu, secret negotiations

with the cabinet of Versailles. He even offered Pompadour Nen-

chiitel and Valengin for life ; but when France demanded the restora-

tion of Silesia to the empress, he refused. " There is no crown," he

wrote to Wilhelmina, " and no throne that I would purchase, by base

humiliation." What enabled him to bear up under his trials was

love for his country and people. It was a mercy for him that, just

at this time of dire extremity, Bestuzheff began to aim at a change

in the policy of Russia, moved in part by English gold, in part by

regard to the Prussian sympathies of the heir-apparent to the sick

czarina. When her death was thought to be approaching, Bestu-

zheff summoned his fiiend Apraxin from Prussia, who thereupon led

his army, in a comjJetely disorganized state, into Lithuania.

The danger in the east was for the moment removed ; but that

from the west became continually more threatening, so Frederick

resolved to meet it first. " To deliver the state," he wrote to

d'Argens, " I will attempt and dare impossibilities."

And he did dare them. Leaving the Duke of Bevern behind

him \Wth 43.000 men for the defence of Saxony and Silesia, he

marched with only 20,000 for the west, to meet the French. But

Bevern proved in no way competent for the great task of withstand-

ing the Austrian army of 90,000 combatants under Charles of Lor-

raine. At Moys, in September, 1757, Winterfeldt's corps was

defeated, and this distinguished general and trusted counsellor of

the king slain. Bevern rett-eated from Lusatia and Silesia till he

arrived under the walls of Breslau, thus giving up the strong for-

tress of Schweiduitz, which, with its garrison of 6000 men, capitu-

lated to the Austrians. At length, on November 22, Bevern's army,

now only 30,000 .strong, fought its way through the 80,000 soldiers

lying before Breslau under the Prince of Loiraine, Bevern himself

being taken prisoner. Even the Silesian capital capitulated without

resistance worthy of the name. Thus the greater part of Silesia

was lost, and the Prussian army there reduced to only 18,000 men.

New foes appeared against Prussia, whose ruin every one looked

forward to with certainty. By the beginning of August, the array

of the empire was at length got together ; in melanchuly condition,
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I'm. 8. — I'luirles de Kohau-Rohau, Prince of Soubise. After Massard. (Original

painting in Versailles, Historical Gallery.)
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indeed, and for the most part Prussian in heart, but still a re-enforce-

ment of 38,000 for Frederick's antagonists. In Prince Joseph of

Saxe-HUdburghausen it had an appropriate commander. To drag

this inert mass along, a French army 24,000 strong, under the

Prince of Rohan-Soubise (Fig. 8), a favorite of Pompadour-, was

joined to it. The French troops were without supplies, and competed

with theii' avaricious generals in stealing and plundering. Soubise

and Hildburghausen broke into Thuringia, and advanced upon Leip-

sic, while at the same time RicheUeu, who, in virtue of the Closter-

Seven convention, had no longer an enemy before him, wasted the

principality of Halberstadt with fire and sword. The Austrian gen-

eral Haddick made a raid on, and levied contributions from, Berlin

itself. Prussia lay o^Dcn on all sides to its enemies. The Ratisbon

diet felt itself so much emboldened that, in October, it put the

elector of Brandenburg under the ban.

When Frederick appeared with his httle army in Thuringia, Sou-

bise and Hildburghauseu retired before liini, while Richelieu— occu-

pied partly in negotiations with the king, partly in striving after still

more riches, and in sensual indulgences— remained wholly inactive.

Ultimately the first two commanders got orders from Vienna and

Versailles to wrest Saxony, at least, from the enemy in this cam-

jjaign. They were m all the better condition to do this, as they had

been re-enforced by a corps of Richelieu's army to 64,000 men,

while Frederick had exactly one-third of this number at his disposal.

Notwithstanding this, the king, on November 5, surpi-ised the French

as well as the troops of the empire, near Rossbach (Fig. 9), by a

sudden assault on their right flank. The onset of the Prussian

cavalry under the brave Seydlitz (Fig. 10), supported by a few

battalions of infantry, sufficed to scatter the enemy. The French

and imperiahsts behaved equally badly, only a couple of Swiss regi-

ments in French pay maintaining any sort of order. The Prussians

lost a Little over 500 men ; their enemies, ten times that number,

mostly as prisoners. The defeat led to the separation of the dis-

comfited armies, Hildburghausen withdrawing southwards, and Sou-

bise towards the west. Thus both were rendered harmless.

The battle of Rossbach raised the fame of Frederick higher than

ever before. All Germany was jubilant over the glorious victory won
by the small Prussian host over the arrogant French, for centuries

long the oppressors of the fatherland. Even in France itself—
where the Austrian alliance was not less detested than were the
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Pompadour and her creatm-es — the defeat of her clique was

heartily enjoyed, and made the subject of endless lampoons.

But Frederick saw in liis victory only the possibility of addressing

himself to other foes. Either the Austrians must be driven out of

Silesia or he must give up that province forever. And yet he led

only 34,000 troops, wliile Charles of Lorraine commanded 80,000.

But Frederick had under him an army sternly resolved on victory

or death. The king hurriedly made a short wül, and then addressed
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Fig. 9. — Map of the vicinity of Rossbach,

himself to the attack on the Austrians, now occupying an extended

and comparatively unprotected position near Leuthen (December 5,

1757). Leading them to believe that he was about to attack their

right wing, and thereby inducing them to re-enforce it, he marched

around behind a range of heights, against their left wing, whose

position he stormed, in obUque battle-order, in front and flank. The

wing was utterly routed before the other portions of their army

could take part in tlie fight. These last, already shaken, were at-
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tacked by the Prussians flushed with victory, and were rolled upon

each other, and driven off the field in precipitate flight.

This splendid victory, of which Napoleon said that it alone en-

rolled Frederick among the foremost commanders of all time, was, in

fact, the most glorious in all his career. The Prussian loss of some-

what over 6300 men was grandly counterbalanced by 10,000 Aus-

trians left on the field and 12,000 prisoners. Lorraine's army was

completely demoralized ; many thousands deserted, or gave themselves

up as prisoners. Only 35,000 sol-

diers, and more than the half of

these sick, did Prince Charles bring

back to Bohemia. Fourteen days

after Leuthen, Breslau capitulated

with more than 17,000 imperial-

ists. Before the end of 1757 all

Silesia, with the exception of

Schweidnitz, was again in the pos-

session of the Prussians. Even

Maria Theresa's firm and masculine

spirit began to waver. At length,

after the withdrawal of the Rus-

sians, Alarshal Lehwaldt tui-ned to

Pomerania, and drove the Swedes

not only out of the Prussian do-

mains, but also out of tlieir own,

with the exception of Stralsund

and the island of Rügen. Fred-

erick already hoped for a speedy

end to the war.

In Germany everyone was ju-

bilant over these brilliant victories

over the Swedes and French, as well as over the Croats and Pandours,

Magyars, and Slovaks of the Hapsburg double-eagle. The higher

officials, the officers, the experts, and the ' wise folk ' still shook

their heads over the situation, and, like Frederick's own brother,

reprehended the king most severely. But the great mass of the

people looked at him and his army with enthusiasm.

In England, also, Frederick was the idol of the people. Here

Pitt's administration began under the gloomiest auspices,— new

losses in America, the miscarriage of a costly enterprise against the

Fig. 10. — Barciii of Seyillitz. (From a

copper-plate engraving by D. Berger.)
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French harbor of Rochefort, increasing expenditure and debts. The

English admirals and generals everywhere showed indecision, and, if

not ph3'sical, at least moral, cowardice. Pitt himself became so dis-

couraged that he solicited an alliance with Spain at the high price of

the restoration of Gibraltar. But the news of the convention of

Closter-Seven especially had roused the liighest indignation in

Britain, the ministers roundly- threatening the ting that they would

do nothing more for Hanover. The danger that France might be-

come mistress of the whole Continent, to the exclusion of English

trade, was a special cause of excitement. George saw his offers of

neutrality rejected by Austria, and, realizing that his electorate was

to be rescued only by vigorous prosecution of the war, supported

Pitt in his exertions. On his return, Cumberland laid down all

his military dignities. For Frederick, the ' Protestant hero,' on the

other hand, the enthusiasm was unbounded. The streets of London

were aglow «ith illuminations for the victories of Rossbach and

Leuthen. Frederick's birthday was celebrated -n-ith no less festivity

than that of their own king. And in Pitt, Britain possessed a

minister of character strong enough to turn tliis enthusiasm to

account for the good of his country and ally. Fortunately the

French themselves, by not ratifying in due time the convention of

Closter-Seven and violating some of its conditions, gave the English

government a pretext for declaring it abrogated. For commander-

in-chief of the Anglo-German army Pitt selected Ferdinand, the

duke (properly only prince) of Brunswick, a man of fine culture

and upright, generous character, quahfied, besides, by familiarity with

the practice and theory of war, to discharge the duties of the high

office in a conscientious, circumspect, yet resolute manner. With

promptitude Ferdinand welded his 3'2,000 men into a firmly organ-

ized army, and drove the French, negligently led by Richelieu, and

altogether demoralized by the example of the incapable, discordant

generals, across the Aller. The French soldiers were unpaid, un-

victualled, unsupplied with clothing or tents, and encouraged to

plunder by their officers that the latter might buy their booty from

them for trifling sums. Under such circumstances Charles, the reign-

ing duke of Brunswick, permitted his brave troops to remain with

the allied army.

This year of the war, so full of \dcissitudes, closed with the de-

feat of the Austro-French plans everywhere. Frederick's states

to the right of the Weser were once more freed from the enemies
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that had threatened to ruin them, and that mainly through his own

well-directed exertions. For the French occupation of the Rhenish

and Westphalian provinces he liad abundant compensation in the

possession of Saxony, Mecklenburg, and Swedish Pomerania. But

this result he had purchased by the sacrifice of his brave army.

Scarcely 40.000 men remained to him of the 120,000 with whom he

took the tield eight months before. Meanwhile the enemy were

equipping themselves with all energy to resume next year their

schemes for his annihilation.

And France would have done better to direct her attention to

another quarter, where her own interests were imperilled to the last

degree by the British ; namely, to India. Here Siraj-ud-Daula,

nawab of Bengal, in name only a sul)ject of the Mogul sultan, had,

for several reasons, taken up arms against the British. In the year

1756 he captured Calcutta, their capital in Bengal, and on June 20

shut up 146 English prisoners in the ' Black Hole,' a dungeon eigh-

teen feet square, to be suffocated in that confined den by foul air

and heat ; only 23 were alive next morning. Clive, with only 900

Europeans and 1500 Sepoys, marched to take revenge on him. In

the beginning of 1757 Clive recaptured Calcutta, and surprised the

immense masses of Siraj-ud-Daula, which he utterly routed. Intimi-

dated by this defeat, the nawab concluded an alliance of friendship

with the English, thus putting them in a position to make them-

selves masters of the French settlement in Bengal, Chandemagor.

But wlien the nawab renewed his intrigues with the French, Clive

marched against him ^\ith 1000 Europeans and double that number

of Sepoys. Although Siraj-ud-Daula commanded 50,000 soldiers,

Clive, in June, 1757, attacked him near the village of Plassej", and

utterly routed him. This easily-won Adctory of Plassey established

England's sway, not only in Bengal, but over aU India. From that

day the Hindus began to recognize the English as their destined

lords and masters, and to submit to them on the first summons.

In place of Siraj-ud-Daula. Clive appointed, as nawab of Bengal,

Mir Jafiir, who had his luckless predecessor put to death, while to

Ensrland he ceded the whole Bensjal coast as far inland as Calcutta.

In this way the English East India Company acquired here, as they

had already done in the Deccan, a territory of wide extent, with

many millions of inhabitants.

Tliese successes gave fresh courage to all hearts in England, and

Pitt's energetic measures were applauded everywhere. The Lower
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House, with only one opposing vote, voted a grant of £10,500,000

for the energetic prosecution of the war. England could afford

to make such a sacrifice, inasmuch as, notwithstanding the war,

industry and commerce prospered as never before. Pitt felt that

he must get rid of the lax and incapable generals, and replace them

by men of more ability and resolution. Nor was he less inclined to

support Frederick, but with gold only ; while the latter asked for an

English corps to occupy Pomerauia and East Prussia, and an Eng-

lish fleet for the Baltic. But Pitt, in order not to disturb the Eng-

lish trade with Russia, refused tu break directl}' with that state.

After long negotiations it was agreed that an English garrison should

secure Emden, the harbor and capital city of East Friesland, for

Prussia, while Frederick should acquiesce in the English help being

only pecuniar)'. In the subsidy compact of 1758 England prom-

ised to maintain an army of 55,000 men for the protection of Hano-

A'er and northwest Germany against the French, as well as to make

a direct yearly paj^ment of £670,000 to Prussia.

In point of fact, Frederick had need, not only of a supply of

money, but also of a re-enforcement of his army. The Czarina Eliza-

beth unexpectedly recovered, and, moreover, detected Bestuzheff's

intrigues. In justifiable wrath she made him and his friend Apraxin

prisoners, and had them sentenced to death, whereupon Bestuzheff

was banished to his estates, while Apraxin was kept in prison till

his death, which occurred shortly after. A rival of Bestuzheff", the

Vice-Cliancellor Woronzoff, had now the guidance of affairs, and in

conformity with Elizabeth's wishes loyally supported Austrian in-

terests. General Fermor, an only moderately qualified but an hon-

orable and brave officer, in January, 1758, received orders again to

invade East Prussia, which he not only took possession of, but

caused to do homage to his empress. Frederick had, for the first

time, to give up that remote province, en-\-ironed by Pohsh territory

;

yet he never forgave the readiness with which it yielded to the Rus-

sians. His prospects for the future seemed to him gloomy enough.

Meanwhile the various Austrian lands \äed with each other in

patriotic exertions to raise for their empress-queen a new army,

which by the spring amounted to 120,000 men. As commander-in-

chief, Charles of Lorraine was definitely superseded by the \-ictor of

Kolin, Field-^Marshal Daun. Maria Theresa had rallied from her

temporary despondency, and was now more determined than ever to

continue the struggle to the utter abasement of Prussia. But a
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directly contrary feeling prevailed in Paris. The shameful defeats

of the French troops, the incapacity of their generals, the anarchy

in the administration, France's growing financial exhaustion, and the

overthrow of the Austrians, combined to make Count Bernis now

as despondent as he had formerly been light-hearted and confident.

In Vienna he urged peace with increasing earnestness. But as he

did not venture to speak with absolute decision, the Austrian states-

men, relying on the Pompadour, heard his desponding representa-

tions with evasive coolness.

For France the war assumed an aspect which was not creditable.

Her army in western Hanover, in Hesse, and Westphalia was so

ill-cared for, and its hospitals so scandalously neglected, that in

the hard northern winter it lost nearly half of its strength through

sickness. Richelieu, whose thefts and general rapacity had given

occasion to so much scandal, was recalled. But Pompadour was

no happier in the choice of his successor, the Count of Clermont,

a scion of royal blood and Abbot of St. Germain. This clerical

general retreated in the very beginning of the operations before

Ferdinand's columns of only half his strength, over the Weser, and

then, in April, 1758, over the Rhine. In all this he suffered severe

losses ; in prisoners alone 16,000 men. And his flight was all the

more ignominious that it took place when the French had not ven-

tured a battle. The discord between Paris and Vienna became

more and more pronounced A single defeat of the Austrians

would have broken up the great alliance. Besides, the two fore-

most Austrian generals, Daun (Fig. 11) and Laudon, were at

sword's points.

Meanwhile Frederick was in no position to take full advantage

of the favorable conjuncture. By making use of all the means at

his disposal, he had indeed once more brought together an army of

210,000 men, far from equal in quality, however, to that of the pre-

ceding year. In order not to deplete it of its best elements through

a great battle, he refrained from attacking Daun in Bohemia ; but

after recapturing Schweidnitz, he advanced into Moravia, and laid

siege to its capital, Olmiitz. But his army was too weak to carry on

a siege, and at the same time repel the advancing 70,000 imperialists.

Then, besides, the engineer corps was altogether incapable. The

able and energetic General Laudon,— a Scotchman by descent,

though born in Livonia,— after a successful engagement, got pos-

session of a great Prussian wagon-train laden with provisions,
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^qiLts aura jjleris etQdtvni^artUjtajil^' Ord mihf-tjrures

.

Fig. 11. — Count Paun. From a copper-plate eiiErraving by J. E. Nilson (1721-1788;,

original painting by Martin van ileyteus (1(395 or 1698-1775).
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ammumtion, and money. This heavy loss compelled the king to

give up the siege of Olmiitz, as well as all thought of seizing

Mora^aa, in place of which, in order to intimidate Dann, he pushed

on toward Bohemia. While the imperial commander was tardily

following liini thither, Frederick disappeared, and, with part of his

army, advanced by forced marches against the Russians.

General Fermor slowly advanced through Polish West Prussia

towards the Neumark of Brandenburg, the boundary of which he

did not cross till August. He besieged Kiistrin, harrying and

wasting the surrounding country in the most terrible manner. This

barbarous foe Frederick resolved to drive forth from the heart of

his states. Leaving the main body of his forces, he marched

with one corps upon the Neumark, in order to form a junction

with the troops lying there. He made the passage of the Oder with

32,000 men with success within view of the Russians 55,000 strong,

and on August 25, 1758, encountered, near Zorndorf, the far supe-

rior enem}', which had with all speed raised the siege of Iviistrin.

The thick masses of Russian infantry, supported by an admirable

artillery, defended themselves witli tenacity against the Prussians.

Not till charged upon by the matchless Prussian cavalry, led by

Seydlitz, the hero of Rossbach, were they constrained to retreat

(Fig. 12). Fermor left the Neumark, Ijut this was only a momen-

tary advantage. In his all but desperate situation i^ederick could

hope for success only through a decisive victory.

Again the king had to turn to another quarter, and begin Ids

task anew. Dann and the new leader of the army of the empire,

the Prince of Zweibrücken, threatened Saxony. The Austrian field-

marshal retired before the rapidlj- approaching Fi-ederick, and in-

trenched himself in unassailable positions in the neighborhood of

Görlitz. Frederick, unduly trusting to Daun's indecision, pitched

his camp, without due caution, near Hochkirch, over against the two-

fold stronger imiieriaKsts. Here Daun surprised him on the morning

of October 1-1, 1758. The Prussians, who defended themselves

with admirable coolness and dexterity, lost but few more men than

the Austrians, but were defeated, and forfeited nearly all their artil-

lery and baggage. The excellent generals, Keith and jNIaurice of

Dessau, were slain. Almost at this moment died Frederick's dearly

beloved sister of BajTcuth. In his despondency he composed a

funeral oration on her death and his own melancholy situation.

Fortunately- for him Dami did not follow uj) his victory with vigor;

Vol. XV.—q
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while Frederick, with the elasticity proper to him, rising superior to

defeat and private grief, set out for the relief of the Upper Silesiau

fortresses invested by another Austrian army. Scarcely had he

driven this forth when he returned to Saxony, driving Daun back to

Bohemia, and Zweibrücken to Franconia, where they took up their

winter quarters. The king's other adversaries had no greater suc-

cesses to show. Fermor, after the retreat from Zorndorf, betook

himself to Pomerania, to besiege Kolberg, which however, was so

valiantly defended by its citizens and its little garrison, under the

gallant Major von He^'de, that the mere approach of a Prussian

corps from Saxony drove the Russian general over the Vistula.

The Swedes, who had spent the whole year in marching and counter-

marcliing, were at its close driven into Stralsund with considerable

losses.

Thus the Prussian forces, in the course of their incessant move-

ments from the Warthe to the Fichtelgebirge, had not only beaten

the enemies out from aU Prussia, but also maintained Saxony and

Mecklenburg.

In this year, too, France— to the sacrifice of her own true inter-

ests— had employed her main force in the German campaign. Not-

withstanding the fact that Clermont commanded double the number

of troops that his antagonist, Ferdinand, did, he was not able to pre-

vent the latter from crossing the Rhine at Emmerich, but, dismayed

by the result of an engagement near Rheinberg, retreated without

further resistance to Cologne. There the desponding French prince

received his king's peremptory orders to advance. Thus compelled,

he obeyed, but only to be totally defeated by the weaker Bruns-

A^-icker near Crefeld (June 23, 1758). The victorious cavalry squad-

rons scoured Belgium up to the gates of Brussels. At the same

time the English fleet appeared before several of the French sea-

ports, bombarding them, and destropng supplies and ships. The

universal enthusiasm aroused in Britain by Ferdinand's successes,

at length moved Pitt to send over English national troops to re-en-

force him. But this re-enforcement was not so strong as it ought

to have been. The main French army was now increased to 72.000

men, and had, moreover, the competent Marshal Contades as its

commander. Soubise, with another -30,000, invaded the defenceless

pro^^nce of Hesse. To meet all these, Ferdinand had scarcely

45,000 combatants ; he therefore again crossed to the right bank of

the Rhine. Contades followed him, and sent 20,000 men to re-
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enforce Soubise, who now, at Liitternberg, overthrew the Hessian

general, Oberg, weaker by a half than he. The Rliine and the JMain

remained at the end of the campaign in the power of the French,

— for them a truly moderate success, as the lands of their enemies

had in no respect been intrenched upon.

The true advantage of the German war was reaped by England

— on the sea and in her transoceanic colonies. It appeared as if all

Europe were fighting to insure Britain's greatness and Britain's

wealth. France, by the one-sided employment of her sti-ength in the

interests of Austria, weakened herself completely on the maritime

and the transmarine theatres of war. The English, with impunity,

plundered the French coasts, destroyed the harbor (jf St. Malo, and,

through their more powerful squadrons, closed the sea to French

shipping ; and they were able to interdict to all nations traffic with

the French colonies. By the seizure of the colony of Senegambia,

Britain won the last African possession of France. Still more bril-

liant triumphs did England gaiu in America.

Only in India did advantages seem likely to accrue to France,

and that through the energy and abilities of a single individual. In

the spring of 1758, there had landed at Pondicherry, vnih a slender

force, to act as governor-general, Lieutenant-General de Lally-ToUen-

dal. His ardent spirit led him to undertake at once the siege of

St. David's, the strongest English fort on the Coromandel coast.

After compelhng this to surrender, he, without a moment's delay,

proceeded to assail Madras ; but the envy and disfavor of his own

countrjTuen, wliich were to frustrate all his schemes, were already

operating to thwart his efforts here.

The third year of the great European contest came to an end

without any of the parties having attained decided success. The

Russian aid had proved no gain to Austria and France, while, on

the contrary, the conquests of the English in America had been of

advantage to the enemies of the allies. And as these were made at

the expense of France, who bore the greatest part of the costs of the

war, this outlav soon became burdensome to her. Her maritime

trade, which had jäelded a clear profit of two hundred millions, no

longer existed ; the credit of her merchants as well as that of the

government was most deeply shaken. No wonder that Bernis made

offers of peace in Vienna and even in Berlin; but he only injured

his own position. Pompadour regarded the Austrian alliance as

her own special work; and Louis himself wished to acquire the sov-
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ereignt}- of Belgium for his daughter and his son-indaw of Parma,

which was only to he effected through the conquest of Silesia.

Bernis, endowed, by way of consolation, with the purple of a cardi-

nal, was depdsed from his office in October, 1758, and replaced by

i EfE^ BUG: KE :GH0ISEITL ,

Fig. 13. — iJukc ui Lliuiacul. Aller a cupper-plate engraving by I'ierru i'raiijois

Basau (1723-1797).

the Duke of Choiseul-Stainville (Fig. 1.3), a Lorrainer, envoy at the

papal, and then at the Austrian court, and a spirited, adroit, and

eloquent statesman. Enlightened, and of an open, straightforward

character, Choiseul was, however, somewhat fantastic in his schemes,
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troubling himself little about practical details. His origin and train-

ing inclined him towards the house of Austria. Bernis remained

for a time minister without a portfolio, but was, in December,

banished to one of liis abbeys.

Pompadour was rewarded for the loyalty she had shown to the

Austrian alliance by an immediate token of regard from the rigidly

moral empress-queen,— namely, by the latter's portrait set in costly

brilliants, worth 80,000 livres.

But the wishes of Maria Theresa were not realized to their full

extent. Choiseul was too much on the alert to shut his eyes to the

utterly negative results of the Austrian mode of making war, as

well as to the despoiling of the Parisian government by that of

Vienna. Where Bernis had complained, he acted. He forced the

empress to conclude two new treaties (December 30, 31, 1758), in

which she no longer insisted on France's guaranty for the restoration

of Silesia and Glatz, nor on the placing of a French auxiliary corps

at the disposal of the Austrian army, while the subsidy supplied

yearly by France was reduced from twelve to three million florins.

The latter country, however, pledged herself to placing an army of

100,000 men in Germany, and so took a most active, and, for her

own interests, a most prejudicial, part in the German war.

In the meantime Pitt had succeeded in restraining George H.

from entering into a neutrality convention for Hanover with Austria

and France. With honorable constancy Pitt declared in parliament

that he would give back all England's conquests in America, if this

were necessary, to bring back to her ally, the king of Prussia, what-

ever losses he might sustain.

However, Frederick spent the winter in Breslau in a sad enough

frame of mind, but preparing with incredible pains for the impend-

ing campaign. Even the subsidies of England, with the taxes im-

posed upon Saxony and Mecklenburg, were insufficient to supply the

12,000,000 thalers demanded by the war. Frederick had recourse to

the very equivocal expedient of a general debasement of the coinage.

In spite of this he had to reduce his army by 30,000 men. His best

officers and soldiers had fallen in his previous campaigns, while the

army of Austria, with her dependent lands of 15,000,000 inhabitants

to draw from, was constantly full. The king believed that, under

such circumstances, he must renounce the offensive, and limit himself

to the defensive everywhere. But such a mode of warfare was

altogether strange to him, and little in accord with his temperament,
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SO that occasionally he consoled himseK with literature. "While arms

were at rest, he assailed his enemies with a series of brilliant

anonj-mous satires, in which he exhibited the many-sidedness and

keenness of his intellect in a wonderful way. Sometimes, in order

to expose the pernicious views of his antagonist, he speaks in the

character of the secretary of Count Kaunitz ; sometimes, as a Swiss

professor, with the "siew of winning the sympathy of neutrals for

Prussia ; sometimes, as Prince Soubise, he writes to Marshal Daun,

in order to deride the pope, who sent a consecrated sword and hat to

the Austrian commander. Where do we tind the example of a king,

who, threatened with complete destruction by numberless foes, had

elasticity of spirit and nerve enough to make his enemies the laugh-

ing-stocks of Europe by satirical pamphlets'?

Maria Theresa, who had brought up her army to 200,000 men,

wished, above all else, to anticipate the total desertion of France.

For this reason she resolved to make this camjaaign a decisive one,

and to this end the Russians were to co-o^jerate with her. Accord-

ing to Daun's scheme, the latter were to advance from the Vistula to

the Oder, cross this river, and form a junction with the Austrians

at Krossen. By this the Prussian king would be compelled to

give up Silesia. Meanwhile, the movements of the Russians were

impeded, not only through Fermor's antipathy to the Austrians, but

also through a bold coup de main of the Prussians. In February,

1759, the latter made an incursion into the republic of Poland, and

totally destroyed the magazines which the Russians had established

there.

Ferdinand of Brunswick— whose army had been augmented to

70,000 men, while opposed to hira there stood 100,000 French,

under Contades and Broglie— at first undertook operations on a

somewhat large scale. Broglie had, in the beginning of the year,

occupied Frankfort with the armj^ of the INIain. Ferdinand made

an effort to wrest the city from the French, but was, if not defeated,

at least repulsed by Broglie at Bergen, April, 1759. More fortunate

was Prince Henry of Prussia, who, in a successful incursion into

Bohemia, destroyed seven imperial magazines, of the value of 600,000

thalers, and killed, or took prisoners, 3000 enemies ; and then, press-

ing forward into Franconia, drove the imperial troops before him,

and levied contributions to the amount of nearly a million thalers.

Through these bold operations the imperialists were reduced to cjuiet,

especially as they had in any case to await for the co-operation of
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the Russians. At length, in July, the determined will of the czarina

compelled the latter to move forward : the aged and incapable Count

Peter Soltikoff Ijeing the nominal commander-in-chief, who, however,

left the actual leadership to tlie abler and more resolute Fermor.

Frederick had inti-usted the watching of the Russians to his highly

valued General Wedell, on whom he conferred tlie special dignity of

a dictator. Wedell attempted to prevent the Russians' junction with

the Austrians ; but his 30,000 men were repulsed with considerable

loss by Soltikoff's 70,000 at Kay, in the neighborhood of Krossen.

The Russians now marched upon Krossen and Franlvfort-on-the-Oder,

while Daun invaded Silesia, whence he despatched 20,000 combat>

ants, under Laudon, to the help of his alUes. At the same time the

army of the empire burst into Saxony. In this extremity Frederick

resolved to evacuate the latter country for a time, save the main for-

tresses ; to intrust the guardianship of Silesia to Prince Henry ; and

to join Wedell's coi-ps with his best troops in order to make the

Russians and Laudon harmless. With a force of 47,000 men, he,

on August 12, 1759, boldly attacked the enemy, 80,000 strong, at

Kunersdorf, to the east of Frankfort^on-the-Oder, and succeeded,

though with great loss, in capturing the strong positions of the

Russians. But when his exhausted and tliinned infantry assailed

the Russo-Austrian reserve, under Laudon, they were repulsed, and

finally totally routed, his army losing more than a third of its num-

ber. After such a disaster, even the king's strong heart began to

quail. In vain had he sougbt death on the field of battle ; his cloth-

ing only was pierced with balls. It would now, indeed, have been

in the power of the Russo-Austrian army to give the final blow

to the weak and utterly demoralized Prussian army, and so end the

war with the destruction of Prussia. But the Russians— all classes

of whom were thoroughly anti-Austrian at heart— were not inclmed

to do anything more for their calculating and ease-loving allies.

Not without justice did Soltikoff complain to jNIarshal Dann that

he, in \dolation of all agreements, had refrained from uniting with

the Rvissians, and so prevented the annihilation of the hostile army.

He told him he had not carried out any single resolution, and, there-

fore, he (Soltikoif) could not, in reliance on him, take up his win-

ter-quarters in the enemy's country. In the middle of September,

Soltikoff wtlidrew to Glogau. In order to appease his temper,

Dann attempted to join him with a strong corps ; but Prince Henry

was able, by rapid marches, to compel the over-cautious marshal to
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retreat, in which Soltikoff and Fermor saw treachery on the part

of the Austrians. When Frederick, to whom the unexpected deliv-

erance from the apparently inevitable ruin had restored the elasticity

of his spirit, advanced against the Russians, with his hurriedly

re-organized little army, the latter refused to risk a new sacrifice.

In spite of energetic orders from St. Petersburg, the council of

war resolved on retreating to the Vistula. In vain did Laudon

urge a diversion to Breslau to scare Frederick back from the Aus-

trian boundary. Ruthlessly devastating all that came in their way,

the Russians returned to East Prussia. The consequences of the

battle of Kunersdorf were, nevertheless, most serious. The despon-

dency was so great, that General Schmettau, without more ado,

surrendered Dresden to the enemy. And a greater disaster followed.

General Finck, in whom Frederick placed the greatest confidence,

had, with only 12,000 men, driven 36,000 of the enemy out of

Saxony, Daun's main force holding Dresden alone. But when the

king, rendered over-confident by his recent successes, despatched

Finck's little corps to operate in the rear of the field-marshal, with

the view of forcing him to evacuate the principality, Daun threw

himself upon the little band, in the end of November, 17.59, and

compelled them to surrender as prisonei's. This defeat at flaxen

was, in reality, more disastrous than the defeat of Kunersdorf. It

gave the Austrians courage again, and raised the empress-queen's

hopes and determination to continue the war to the bitter end, while

it shattered the negotiations for peace just entered upon.

In territory, the king had lost in this campaign only Dresden

and the country lying between that citj' and the Bohemian frontier

;

nevertheless, it had been very calamitous for him. The year 1759

had shown that even his own powers suffered imder the incessant

labor and excitement; that the newly organized regiments and the

recent generals were no longer equal to the old ones ; that it was

no longer possible to defeat a greatly superior force of the better

disciplined enemies with weak corps ; in short, that Frederick must

ultimately be crushed between his over-powerful antagonists. Ever

after this time of misfortune the king's character was embittered,

and he became acrimonious and unlovable. The terrible con-

sciousness that to his own errors was due the loss of so many

tried companions in arms continually preyed on his spirits. It was

some sort of compensation for Frederick's defeat, that, on the other

theatres of war, fortune had not smiled on the arms of his adversaries.
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The Swedes, 15,000 strong, had first broken into Pomerania,

entirely denuded of troops, and into the Ukermark, which they

had all but exhausted through money contributions and requisitions

for supplies. But when, after the withdrawal of the Russians, they

saw themselves assailed by 3000 Prussians under Manteuffel, they,

notwithstanding their superiority in numbers, retreated with all

haste to their own country.

But especially brilliant had been the campaign of Ferdinand of

Brunswick. "Choiseul had entered on the new year of the war with

the most magnificent designs. Contades and Broglie were, by a

vigorous assault, to take possession of the electorate of Hanover,

while in all the seaports of France warships and transports were

being built in order to convey to Great Britain 70,000 French sol-

diers, by whom the island was to be reduced to humiliating subjec-

tion. The means for these stupendous undertakings were found by

the new finance minister, Etienne de Silhouette. To elevate France,

in place of England, to the j^osition of the first colonial and naval

power, and so to secure for her the hegemony upon the ocean as upon

the land, was this man's grand idea. In order to carry this out, he

required a large accession to the state receipts ; and this he secured,

in a most adroit and appropriate way, by making the farmers of the

revenue and other financiers permanently disgorge a portion of their

enormous gains, and employing this new source of income as the

basis of a loan. In view of such gigantic schemes of attack, Pitt

remained perfectly tranquil, conscious that England's power was

quite adequate to coj^je with them. Calling out the militia of the

whole island, he kept his fleets cruising off the French seaports so as

to prevent the junction of the various French squadrons. At length

the French ^Mediterranean fleet was successful in j^utting out from

Toulon, but only to be overtaken by the British admiral, Boscawen,

off Lagos, on the Portuguese coast, and to be in great part destroyed

(August, 1759). With no less energy did Admiral Hawke drive

the Brest fleet into the Bay of Quiberon, and nearly annihilate it.

France had to make up her mind to renounce further resistance

by sea.

Nor did the French experience better fortune in the land war.

After Broglie's victory at Bergen, the two French generals invaded

Hesse and occupied it, and then, turning towards the Weser, seized

Minden, the principal fortress on the course of that stream. But

Ferdinand now called a halt on their proceedings ; and while his
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daring scouring-parties compelled Contades to weaken himself b}-

sending out numerous detachments, he met the attack of the French

main army at Minden (August 1, 1759). Ferdinand's adroit ma-

noeuvres, the not irreproachable behavior of the French troops, and

the jealousy of BrogUe, who left his superior commander, Contades,

without assistance, combined to give the victory to tlie alhes. Only

the criminal hiactivity of Lord George SackviUe, general of the Eng-

lish cavalry (who was afterwards tried for it by court-martial), saved

the beaten army from entire disintegration. Through the battle of

Minden, Westphalia and Hanover were delivered from the fate of

being ' converted into an utter wilderness," which the French minis-

ter of wai", BeUe-Isle, had designed for them.

Pursued by the allies, Contades retired first to Hesse and then

to Nassau. In vain did King Louis and Belle-Isle urge him to

resume the offensive, and to take up his \\iuter-quarters in some

German province. Officers and soldiers were completely demoral-

ized, and would hear nothing more of a war in Germany. At length

Contades was i-ecalled, and replaced by his rival, the Duke of Broghe.

This fiery and enterprising general promptly adopted the offensive.

But his attempts all proved fiascos ; in particular, the newly orga-

nized Wiirtemberg corps of 12,000 men— sold to the French by

their tyrannical duke, Charles Eugene— entirely disbanded itself.

After several unsuccessful engagements, Broglie had to retire still

farther than his predecessor, and take up his winter-quarters on the

Rhine and the Lower Main.

Scarcely better was the fortiuie of the French in India. Mutiny

amongst his own soldiei-s, want of supplies, and the approach of an

English fleet, had compelled Lally-Tollendal to raise the siege of

Madras. And while the French fleet (Fig. 14), after an indecisive

fight with the EngHsh, returned, without further effort, to the Isle

of France, Enghsh re-enforcements landed, under the brave and en-

terprising Colonel Eyre Coote, who at once began operations by the

capture of several of the enemy's forts.

These discomfitures affected the French all the more sensibly

on account of their desperate financial situation. AU Silhouette's

schemes and labors were shipwrecked through the enormous de-

mands of the war, carried on simultaneously in the four quarters of

the globe, and through the incapacity and rapacity of the adminis-

tration. The year 17-59 closed M'ith a deficit in the French ex-

chequer of 217,000,000 livres. As a permanent remedy for the
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financial disorders, Silhouette sensibly proposed a comprehensive

income tax and a sweeping tax on luxuries. But this called forth

the opposition of the self-seeking proprietary classes, whieli found

Fig. 14. — The " HiTciik-s." Kri-iich tri-atr nf tifty-i-i-ilit yiiiis. 1 1 )r;iu ii liy i tzauue.)

energetic and effective expression in the Parlement of Paris. It

was at this time that the frivolous Parisian society gave the name of

' silhouettes ' to those black shadow-pictures which gave only tiie

outlines of the ligures without any details. The weak, character-
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less Louis XV. recoiled before the hostile attitude of the court. In

November, 1759, Silhouette was, after a short term of administra-

tion, dismissed, and replaced by Bertin, hitherto a lieutenant of

police, wlu), indeed, left tlie leading circles in peace, but tliereby

brought the financial crisis momentarily nearer.

Choiseul recognized that peace— especially with its most power-

ful enemj-, England— was an urgent necessity for his country ; and

he was strengthened in this conviction by the new sovereign of

Spain.

Ferdinand ^'I., the second son of King Pliilij) V., was, no less

than his father, of a gloomy, melancholy temperament, often com-

pletely hj-pochoudriacal. Only the voice of an Italian singer, Fari-

nelli, had power to charm him out of his moods ; and to him he

intrusted the greatest share in the administration of the state. The

wretched sovereign died in the summer of 1759, and was succeeded

by his younger brother, Charles, hitherto king of Naples, who

now made over the latter kingdom to one of his sons, under the

guardianship of the trusty Tanucci. Charles III., for twenty-five

years an enemy of Austria, mshed, even against the will of Maria

Theresa, to mediate a peace between France, Prussia, and England.

The two latter kingdoms had anticipated him l)y already issuing in-

vitations to a congress at Ratisbon. Representatives of the five

main belligerent powers met there, in November, 1759. But the

whole business went to pieces on the obstinacy of Austria and

Russia, who would not recede a hair's-breadth from the annihilation

of Prussia. Choiseul saw with regret this result of the confer-

ence, imph'ing, as it did, the destruction of Prussia as a state, the

omnipotence of Austria in Germany, and the consequent exclusion

of French influence from the whole land, the supremacy of Russia

over the whole North, the destruction of Poland, and the subjection

of Sweden. To change this situation, so dangerous for France,

through energetic intervention, Choiseul did not think himself in a

position to attempt, inasmuch as his hands were tied by the treaties.

However, he was anxious at least to put an end to the disastrous

war with England, and offered her a separate peace under the most

alluring conditions. Such a peace would have delivered Prussia

into the hands of her over-powei"ful foes, and made her ruin inevi-

table. George II. and Newcastle were inclined to listen to the

French enticements, and leave their ally to his fate. Pitt alone

has the honor of having spared Frederick this extremity, and

England the ignominy of a violation of her treaty.
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Meanwhile what France had dreaded came to pass. Russia

demanded dictatorially compensation for her services in the war,

through the surrender to her of the province of East Prussia. Kau-

nitz was unable— if he would continue the struggle with Prussia—
to refuse the claim. In April, 1760, Austria and Russia concluded

a new agreement, by which, in case of Silesia and Glatz coming into

the possession of the former, the czarina was promised the province

she required. Further, Austria made the proposal to make over this

pro\'ince immediately to the crown-prince, Peter, until he, by ascend-

ing the Russian throne, could incorporate it in his own empire ; in

return for which Peter was to give his Gottorp portion of Holstein

to Denmark, whereby the latter kingdom would be won over to

co-operate against Prussia.

The new compact chained Russia faster than ever to the Aus-

trian alliance in the war against Frederick, who, if he had not pos-

sessed the greater part of Saxony, would have been in no condition

to conduct a new campaign. So this unfortunate land had again to

raise 5,000,000 thalers for the Prussian army. Nevertheless, Fred-

erick was able to bring into the field only 90,000 troops against

120,000 Austrians, 60,000 Russians, 20,000 Swedes, and 20,000

soldiers of the empire, in all 220,000 men.

Only his wonderful elasticity of spirit saved the king. The

thoughts of suicide, which sometimes assailed his soul, soon van-

ished. In his winter-quarters he wrote odes and epistles, which

rank with his best literary efforts, as well as " Observations on the

Character and Military Talent of Charles XII. of Sweden." A man
of such greatness of soul misfortune might bend, but it could not

break. Then there came again bitiug pamphlets ; amongst these

six letters in which Phihihu, agent of the Chinese emperor in Eu-

rope, gives derisive expression to his views in regard to the affairs

of Europe. The irrepressible humor prevailing in this satire gives

no indication of the authors sense of the dangers by which he was

surrounded.

And 3'et tlie opening of the new campaign was again marked by

fresh misfortune. In order to deliver the fortress of Glatz, besieged

by the bold and enterprising Laudon, Frederick sent General Fouque

with 11,000 men to Landeshut to threaten Laudon's communications

in his rear. But the Austrians now knew how to make use of their

superior power. With a force of threefold strength, Laudon threw

himself upon Fouque's men, whom he either slaughtered or made
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prisoners (June 23, 1760) ; only 1500 men escaped. It was a repe-

tition of the affair of flaxen in the previous year. After the engage-

ment, Laudon seized Glatz, whose garrison he also made prisoners

;

and he contemplated a like lot for Breslau, which he immediately

set about investing. But here General Tauenzien, with only 4000

men, defended himself with heroic braverj', till idtimately Frederick

arrived from Saxony to his relief. On the other hand, Daun joined

Laudun, and arrayed 90,000 men against Frederick's 30,000, — a dis-

proportion still greater than tliat before the battle of Lenthen. The

Russians, whom their marshal, the old and bitterly anti-Austrian

Soltikoff, had delayed as long as possible, had at length arrived in

Silesia, and were with difficulty held in check by the weak corps of

Prince Henry. The king resolved to put an end to the intolerable

situation by a battle. He had been informed that Dann had said:

" The sack is open, we need only to close its mouth to make the

king and his army prisoners." Smiling, Frederick replied :
" All

riofht : but 1 think we shall make a hole in the sack." While Daun

was making elaborate dispositions to encircle him, Frederick threw

himself at Liegnitz (Fig. 15), August 15, 1760, on Laudon's divis-

ion, which he completely routed, the Austrian loss amoimting to

11,000 men, the Prussian to only a third of that. Daun did not

venture on anything more, but retreated without further resistance.

The battle of Liegnitz, in which Frederick displayed his full

miHtarj^ genius, rescued the Prussian army ; it did more than this,

it restored to it, after the constant mischances of the last two years,

confidence in itself and in its great leader. But further practical

consequences, by reason of the enemy's vast superiority in strength,

it could scarcely have. " In other times," the king writes to d'Ar-

gens, " the affair of the 15th would have settled the campaign

;

to-day it is nothing but a scratch. Only a great battle can decide

our fate. It is herculean work that I have to accomplish, and that

at an age when my powere are deserting me, and sickness more and

more taking possession of my body, and, to tell the truth, when

hope, the sole consolation of the unfortunate, begins to fail me.

You are not sufficiently informed in regard to the condition of

affairs, to realize all the dangers that threaten the state. I know

them, and conceal them from the world."

The king's letters shed a clear light upon the situation and his

mental condition. Surrounded by powers ten times stronger than

Prussia, — by fifty-five millions as against five and one-third mil-
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lions,— his heroic struggles might indeed delay the iumihilation of

his state, but could not prevent it. In order not to discourage

entirely the brave men still true to him, and not to fill his triumph-

ant foes with the confidence of victory, he had to hide his anxieties

from the world, and to bear a countenance expressive of cheerful

self-confidence.

The enemies pressed into his territories from all sides. A\'hile

he drove Davm back to Bohemia, 40,000 Austrians and troops of

English , Milo«

Fig. 15.— Liegnitz and Vicinity,

the empire, under the Prince of Zweibrücken, entered Saxony, and,

dri\'iiig the weak Prussian corps there before them, took possession

of nearly the whole electorate. Ultimately the Russians, too, ral-

lied themselves to two undertakings, — a renewal of the siege of

Kolberg and a predatory raid on Berlin. The former, tlirough the

indomitable courage of the garrison and the citizens, proved unavail-
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ing, till the approach of a small Prussian division induced the

Russians to withdraw. The raid upon Berlin was more successful.

Without resistance the allies were able to take possession of the

city. The citizens of Berlin and Potsdam had to make up a contri-

bution of 2,000,000 thalers, and royal property to double that value

was destroyed. After four days, the king, approaching by forced

marches, frightened the enemy away, the damage done being oidy

material.

Frederick gave himself no rest. In point of fact, it was an

unconditional necessity for him to drive the enemies out of Saxony,

without whose contributions in money and recruits he would have

been luiable to continue tlie war. He marched, therefore, to the

Middle Elbe, the enemy retreating with all speed before him. But

Field-[Marshal Damr, on the peremptory order of his court to main-

tain Saxony at all costs, advanced against him, and took up at

Torgau a position naturally strong, and by liis orders carefully forti-

fied, on the heights of Siiptitz. Althougli Frederick had but 40,000

men to set against the 60,000 .Vustrians, he determined on an iunnc-

diate attack. His plan was for General Zieten (Fig. 16), to make

a feint upon the too strong southwest front, while he himself, with

the greatest part of his arnij-, assailed the nt)rth side of the impe-

rialists' position. Although his most desj^erate efforts were unavail-

ing to carry the heights, they gave Zieten time in the deep darkness

of a late autumn evening (Xovember 3, 1760) to storm the Iiill

commanding the field of battle. Dann, who had already despatched

couriers to Vienna with tidmgs of a victory, had no\^', himself

wounded, to l)eat a hasty retreat. The Austrians had lost, in killed,

woundetl, and jirisoners, nearly the half of their army, 24,000 men ;

the Prussians, some 13,000. The victor}' of Torgau enabled Fred-

erick to hold Saxony with the exception of the district of Dresden.

Even Maria Theresa began to doubt the issue of the struggle.

The Swedes had made their wonted inglorious campaign of

marching and counter-marching.

And yet, notwithstanding his two victories, Frederick's cause did

not progress. No momentary success was longer of avail to save

him. The Austrians had won Glatz, and with that a secure base of

operations against Silesia, while the Russians occupied a part of

Pomerania and of the Neumark within a few miles of Berlin.

The year had proved still more unfavorable for Duke Ferdinand.

He had this time to oppose him an energetic and able adversary in

Vol. XV.—

6
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HANS lOACHlM
KdnifflicVie r FreufcKer

VthXrtn 3atj3,^ayJä^y.

VON 2IETEN
General tier Cavallerie

<^j ^cAjrartztn, tyl.^l£rs C/n^enj Jitft^r

Fig. 16. — Hans Joachim von Zielen. From a copper-plate engraving, 1782, by Daniel

Berget ; original painting, 1760, by Anna Dorothea Therbusch (1728-1782).

Zieten'.s bear-skin cap, with the brass eagle-wings and his panther-skin, are now kept

in the Hohenzollem Museum in the Palace of Monbijou at Berlin.
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the Duke of Broglie, who havuig at length attained the object of

his ambition, the sole command of the French army, had now under

him no fewer than 120,000 men. Against this force, Ferdinand

could place only 75,000 in the field. He resolved, therefore, to

restrict himself solely to the defensive. Through adroit movements,

however, Broglie was able to break suddenly into iioorly guarded

Hesse, to defeat the hereditary prince of Brunswick (July 10, 1700)

at KorI)aeh, and take possession of Cassel itself. Duke Ferdinand,

who had meanwhile defeated, at \\'arburg, a French corps detached

to Westphalia, endeavored to save Hesse by a diversion, by sending

his nephew, the hereditary prince, with 30,000 men to the Lower

Rhine, thus threatening Broglie's communications as well as the

Belgian territories. But the prince, through the tedious investment

of Wesel, lost precious time, till the French general, de Castries,

arrived, and defeated him at Ivloster-Camp (October, 1760). Ferdi-

nand's direct atteinj^ts at attack on Hesse failed similarly; so that

Broglie was able to penetrate all the more easily into southern Han-

over, seize Göttingen, and maintain himself there. The enemy had

thus inflicted serious damage on Frederick's confederates.

The defeat of the French in the American colonies was of no

advantage to Frederick. The cabinet of Versailles year after year

lavished its resources of men and money hi useless wars on the

Main and Weser, and incapacitated itself for defending its colonies

against the attacks of England.

In the East Indies the Marquis of Lally-Tollendal was left

entirely without sup^jort from France, and was unalile to mthstand

his brave and capable adversary. Colonel Eyre Coote. He was deci-

sively defeated by the latter at Wandewash. As the battle of

Plassey delivered Bengal to the English, so did that of Wandewash
dehver over the much-contested Carnatic. All the places in this

district occupied by the French were taken within a short time ; and

then their last and main settlement in India, Pondicherry, was be-

sieged, and after six weeks surrendered.

As in North America, so also in the East Indies, the French power

was completely and forever subverted. The French East India Com-
pany had soon after to dissolve. The much sought after and lucra-

tive East India trade was now in the hands of England exclusively,

a sufficient compensation for all the sacrifices she had made in the

course of this war.

It is the custom of France to ascribe all the misfortunes that
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befall her to individuals, and so free the nation from all responsibility

for them. Lally-Tollendal, who had developed very considerable

abilities, and who had been only the victim of the incapacity of the

central government, and the spiteful intrigues of those about him,

was, on his return, cast into the Bastille, and after he had lain there

for fifteen months was condemned for high treason and executed—
one of the most scandalous legal murders of all time.

Thus at the end of the fifth year of the war, the results of this

terrible world-struggle seemed to be the annihilation of Prussia, and,

in compensation, the expansion of the Anglo-Saxon race over every

quarter of the globe. But the former result could be avoided, and

the latter maintained, only if a Pitt continued to sit at the helm

of the English sliip of state. But this condition, so essential for

the continued existence of Prussia and for the permanent continu-

ance of a policy honorable and advantageous to England, was becom-

ing- more and more doubtful.



CHAPTER III.

THE PEACES OF PAKIS AND IIUBERTSBURG.

AMID a profusion of successes and triumphs, such as no English

king of modern times had experienced, George II. died of

apoplex}^ October 25, 1760, in his sev^enty-seventh year. His son

Frederick had died before him, wherefore he was followed on the

throne l)y his grandson, George III. (Fig. 17), now in his twenty-

third year. Tlae new sovereign was a young man of sincere jiiety

and honorable disposition. He led an exemplary family life, and by

so doing gave an example to the aristocracy and citizens generally,

which effectually checked the corruption and immorality which had

prevailed in England for more than a generation. But George was

at the same time dictatoiial and obstinate, determined to be king, not

in name onl}^ but in reality, and to niake his will everywhere author-

itative. Want of training and experience contributed to make this

purpose of his prejudicial to the state. A Scottish nobleman, John

Stuart, Earl of Bute, a master in the art of intrigue, but otherwise

devoid of every statesmanlike quality, had, with crafty calculation,

flattered the autocratic tendencies of the prince. Through these

base means Bute had secured an absolute influence over the voung
king. He was jealous, above all, of the position and merits of Wil-

liam Pitt ; and to overthrow him, and take his place, was the object

of all his efforts. With this end, the whole political system which

this great minister had built up must be overturned, his work sub-

verted, the war brought to a close, and jieace concluded at any price.

Bute easily impressed these views upon George III., because the king

was born and brought up in England, and therefore cherished but

little interest for Hanover, and regarded the firm and bold character

of Pitt as standing in complete opposition to his own autocratic

longings.

All this meant serious dangers for Frederick II.. otherwise so

sorely threatened. If England withdrew her hand from him. and

refused her subsidies, the ruin of the king and his state was inevita-

ble. But this catastrophe did not occur immediately. George III.

85
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and Bute did nut feel themselves, for a time, in a position to over-

throw a minister who had raised the fame and the power of the Idng-

dom to an unexampled height, and who had the enthusiastic suji^Joit

'Cdi-^j/äm'Ci , msf^'^^^^^^^^^^
Fig. 17.— George III., King of England. Reduced facsimile of an engraving,

1772, by Hichard Houston (1728-1775) ; original painting, 1771, by J. Zoffany

(c. 1733-1810.)

of the whole nation. Recourse must be had to intrigue. For the

n;üment Georjje srave evidence of his unlimited confidence in Pitt's
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administration, so that the latter was conAdnced that he would be

permitted to carry out his policy till the conclusion of a peace. The

speech from the throne demanded the vigorous prosecution of the

war, to meet wliich the English budget was increased to the then

unparalleled sum of £20,000,000 sterling, among the war expenses

being the customary subsidies to the king of Prussia.

But the latter was more clear-sighted than Pitt. He regarded

all this as only a postponement of the evil day wliich he saw to be

ine\'itable. In order to divert his mind, Frederick caused his private

orchestra to be summoned to Leipsic, where he lay in winter-quar-

ters. With it came his faithful body-musician, Fasch. The latter

found his sovereign prematurely aged, his mind tinged with a mel-

ancholy little in hannony with his former cheerful and genial nature.

Even the plajing of his beloved flute had become distasteful to him,

so that he had almost entirely given it up. " The everlasting tur-

moil," wrote Frederick to his esteemed friend, the Countess Camas,

" has made me so old that you would scarcely know me. On the riglit

side of my head the liair has all become gray ; my teeth break and

fall out ; and my face is wrinkled bke a lady's crumpled petticoat

;

my back is bent like that of a monk of La Trappe." In Leipsic he

sought to make the acquaintance of Gottsched and Geliert. But

these were not the men to cure his low opinion of the literatui-e of

his country.

Amid all his cares a star of hope now dawned upon him. The

peace negotiations which had proved so fruitless in former years

appeared at length to take a palpable form.

King Charles III. of Spain was of the firm con\'iction that after

the complete destruction of the French marine by England this lat-

ter country would banish all other states from the sea, would seize

all transoceanic colonies, and, in short, monopolize the trade and

power of the world. To prevent this result he felt compelled to

proclaim war against England. A Genoese whom he brought wdth

iiim from Naples, the Marquis Squillace, was named minister of ma-

rine and finance ; and in this twofold capacity all the resoiirces of

the land were put at his disposal for the construction of a power-

ful fleet. Meanwhile, before having recourse to warlike measures,

Charles resolved to attemjjt the bringing about of a peace which

should deliver the marine trade of France and of the neiitral powers

from English rapacity. In this he found full acquiescence from

Choiseul, and at liottom from George III., who in March liad ere-
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ated his favorite, Lord Bute, secretary of state. At Clioiseul's sug-

gestion, a congress of representatives of tlae belligerent powers met
in Augsburg, in April, 1761 ; and, wliile its deliberations protracted

themselves endlessly, England and France attempted separate nego-

tiations. These took at first a very favorable course, the capture of

the island of Haiti and that of Belle-Isle, on the Breton coast, having

made France inclined for peace.

But all these expectations were to prove deceptive. Pitt, in the

haughty self-confident tone of the victor, put forward two uncondi-

tional demands,— that England should retain all the conquests she

had made in the coui'se of the war, and that, after the conclusion of

peace with France, she should continue to support her Prussian ally

as hitherto. To these terms Choiseul felt that he could not assent.

He knew that in case of a new breach with England he was secure

of Spanish support. The Spanish ambassador at Paris, Charles

in."s confidential counsellor, (irimalcU, left the French minister in

no doubt on this point, and tried his best to bring about an offensive

and defensive alliance between the two Bourbon powers till the

humiliation of arrogant England should be accomplished.

Thus the hopes of jjeace vanished, and the Prussian king ^\•as

forced to enter upon a new campaign.

The incredible carelessness with which Austria had left to him
almost the whole of Saxony and Thuringia as winter quarters,

put him in a position to bring his army (Plate VI.) again up
to 100,000 men. Even in April a Prussian division was sent

against the enemy's troops encami)ed on the Saale and in the Fichtel-

gebirge, and that with such success as to drive them into Franco-

nia, and to levy over a million thalers in contributions. The meagre

advantage and the heavy losses resulting from the great battles of

the last year induced the king to decide to take the defensive.

With this end it was his main object to prevent the junction of the

Russian army, 70,000 strong, again under the old Field-Marshal

Buturlin, with that of Austria, luimbering 75,000 combatants, the

command of which, after the battle of Torgau, had been made over

to Laudon. For a long time Frederick carried out Ifis aim, because

Buturlin, like all the other Russian generals, was by no means well

disposed to the Austrians. But in the middle of August, 1761,

Laudon, with as much adroitness as energy, effected a junction with

him at Striegau. Frederick's situation became exceedingly critical,

inasmuch as he was exposed to the attack of an enemy of about
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LAUDOX STORMS SCÜWEIDNITZ. S9

threefold his own strength. In order to protect Schweidnitz, the

bulwark of Upper Silesia, he pitched liis camp at Bunzehvitz, in its

neighborliood, and at once began intrenching it with all his might.

But he would liave been lost througli tlie overwlielmLngly superior

strength of liis enemies, had it not been that the old discord

broke out between their commanders, which gave him time to make

his camp virtually impregnable. Meanwhile, liowever, the Prussian

army soon suffered dreadfully from want of provisions, so that there

would presently have been nothing left to Frederick but the danger-

ous expeiUent of breaking his waj- through his foes, when suddenly,

in the middle of September, Buturlin separated from the Austrians,

and, leaving behind him a comparatively weak corps under General

Czernicheff, returned to Poland, whereupon the king was able to

leave the 'hunger-camp' of Bunzelwitz. With the energy peculiar

to him, Frederick instantly despatched 10,000 men, under Platen, to

Poland, who, anticipating the Russians there, destroyed a great part

of their magazines, killed or took ^^risoners several thousands of the

enemy, and then returned in safety to Pomerania.

Frederick, in order to allure the Austrians out of Silesia, retired

with his main army, as if threatening an attack upon Mora^•ia.

With a Daun, such a plan might have been successful, but not with

a Laudon (Fig- 18), who combined sound judgment with circum-

spection and energy. The imperial general did not trouble himself

about Moravia, but improved the departure of the king to throw

himself unexpectedly upon the strong Schweidnitz. On October 1

he stormed this fortress, and made its garrison prisoners of war.

The whole south of Silesia was now, -nith the sole exception of

Neisse, in the power of the Austrians. In vain did the king try to

force Laudon to fight, that he might avenge the loss he had suffered,

or win back the fortress. Laudon kept his forces in their quarters

till the -svinter season put an end to operations.

At the same time the enemies, through their superior strength,

were able to strike Frederick a still more severe blow than the

storming of Schweidnitz. A Russian army of 30,000 men, under

the expei'ienced and able General Rumiinzoff, had long, and for the

third time, been employed on the siege of Kolberg. Prince Eugene

of Wiirtemberg, who, from Stettin, endeavored to relieve the threat-

ened fortress, could do nothing. The lieroic von Heyde, commandant

of Kollierg, had to suceumi) through want. In November he and

his devoted garrison surrendered themselves as prisoners. The
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whole of Farther Pomerania, together with the Neumark, wliich

had furnished the most of his available soldiers, were now lost to

Frederick. In view of such losses it was only a small consolation

Kaorioi (rum CaMs cJ C . c^i .

C/i/Krii/is CamjUf 'urre/cAa//u^

^MJeß/ts Cm/urnAc/

Fig. 18. — General Laudoii. After a copper-plate engraving, 1783, by F. V. j:)urmei

that Colonel Belling, with little more than 2000 men, ke^jt the

Swedes in check in Hither Pomerania. Just as little success

crowned the attempts of Field-Marshal Daun an<l tlie troops of the
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empire in Saxony, where Prince Henry and General Seydlitz, with

not half their strength, maintained their positions against them.

On the western theatre of war, Duke Ferdinand, in order to

recover the lands caj^tured by the French in the previous year,

opened his campaign in February. Unexpectedly he forced his

way into Hesse, and drove the thoroughly surprised Broglie back

to the Main. But wlien Ferdinand, instead of pursuing the French

and completely scattering them, split up his strength in Uiying

siege to various Hessian fortresses, Broglie concentrated his troops,

and, re-enforcing them, again assumed the offensive, with the

result of throwing back the allies, with considerable losses, to

beyond Göttingen. Broglie's army was increased to 60,000 men,

while Soubise led 80,000 against Westphalia. Ferdinand had little

more than the half of these numbers, so that he was unable to

prevent the two hostile armies uniting at Soest. ^\'ith apparently

overwhelming strength tliey attacked him, on July 15, 1761, at

Yellinghausen ; but as Soubise left the burden of the day to Bro-

glie, the French were defeated with heavy loss. This defeat brought

the hostility between the two French commanders to open expres-

sion. They again sejjarated ; Broglie passed over to the right bank

of the Weser, while Soubise remained in Westjahalia. At the end

of the year the mutual relations of the powers in Western Germany
were essentially the same as at the beginning, v^gain bail France

all but exhausted herself through her armaments.

Nevertheless, Frederick found his situation perilous to the last

degree, and had recourse to the most extraordinary expedients. He
negotiated with the .sultan in regard to an attack on Austria, and

with the Grim Tatars in order to induce them to attack Russia.

On the whole, the conclusion we arrive at is that Frederick's situa-

tion, at the end of the camjjaign of 1761, had become all l)ut des-

perate. Already, in the line of fortresses, which up to this time

had defended his lands, there had been lost Dresden, Glatz, Schweid-

nitz, Kolberg. The greater part of his states were in the hands of

the enemy. His army numbered scarcely 60,000 men, and was in-

creasingly difficult to supplement. And, to cap the climax, the

desertion of England now took place.

Pitt's hard conditions, urged in so arrogant a tone, as well as

the promises of Spain, moved Ghoiseul, in the beginning of August,

1761, to break off negotiations with England. Immediately upon

this, Ghoiseul and Grimaldi signed two secret treaties in Paris, the
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first of these being the famed ' Family Compact,' by which the Bour-

bons of France, Spain, Naples, and Parma were guaranteed tlieir

possessions in all quarters of the world, and which, in particular,

bound tlie future rulers of France and Spain to regard an enemy

of either one of them as a common foe, and to conclude no peace

without mutual assent, while the subjects of each were to enjoy the

same commercial privileges as the natives in either country. The

second treaty concerned present circumstances. It stipulated that

the Catholic King, in case peace was not concluded between France

and England by ^lay 1, 1762, should declare war on the latter

kingdom, in return for which France was to enforce all the claims

of SjDain, and make over to it the island of Minorca. The king

of Portugal was to be forced to enter into an alliance with both

courts.

Thus, after sixty years, the fears cherished at the beginning of

the War of the Spanish Succession had come to be realized. There

' were no longer any P3Tenees ' ; to the foreigner France and Spain,

each under the sceptre of a Bourbon, had become one single, mighty

power. Pitt decided to anticipate the hostilities of the Catholic

King by an immediate declaration of war. But Bute and King

George seized this occasion for at length overthrowing this hated

ruler of Great Britain. To the insufficiently informed public, Pitt's

insatiable lust for war was denounced ; and it was said that he wished

to pick a quarrel with Spain without sufficient ground, while the

difficulties of keejiing two naval powers in check at once were

dwelt on with emphasis. Thus the great statesman's position

was shattered, his own colleagues in the cabinet deserting him.

Since he was thus unable to carry out his views, he resigned his

office, on October 5, 1761. However, Pitt's views were justified,

for in the beeinnine of 1762 war was declared by both sides. But

Bute, who had shown his political incapacity in the most striking

manner, thought that he celebrated a pre-eminent triumph over his

great rival by moving the king and parliament to suppress the

wonted subsidies to Prussia. This unseasonable parsimony was

necessarily a stroke of the hardest kind to Frederick XL, who would

have been irretrievably ruined but for the occurrence of an unfore-

seen event. In the long run, however, the measure reacted more

injuriously for England herself. Ever after Frederick cherished

an enmity towards that country as vehement as that wliich Maria

Theresa cherished for Prussia. A decade later there came a time
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of need to . England, when she bitterly repented the violation of he^

most stringent moral obligations.

The news from London brought deep discouragement to Frea-

erick, and still deeper to his generals. Nevertheless, he was firmly

resolved to carry on the war to his last man, and to the last foot of

his land. His heroic constancy, his single-hearted patriotism, and

all his labors were at last to find their reward. A reaction set in

that suddenly put an end to aU the hopes of his enemies.

On January 5, 1702, Frederick's bitterest enemy, the Czarina

Elizabeth, died, and with that the whole situation was changed.

The deceased czarina was succeeded on the throne by her nephew,

I'lince Charles Peter Ulrich of Holstein-Gottorp, under the name

of Peter III. (Plate VII.). This prince had, since Elizabeth's

accession to the throne, received his education in Russia, and gone

over to the Greek church, but at heart he remained a German.

Unfortunately his moral and intellectual training was comjjletely

neglected by the coarse and uncultured czarina, so that his natural

waywardness and inborn impetuosity were aggravated through the

grossest excesses. Even during Elizabeth's lifetime, he had ever

showed himself to be an enthusiastic admirer of Frederick and of

Prussian customs, so that the czarina kept him aloof from business,

and had him carefully watched. On his ascending the throne, he

recalled over 20,000 exiles from Siberia, abrogated the state's secret

tribunal, prohibited torture, abolished trade-monopolies, and intro-

duced other beneficent reforms. But the good impression which

these measures ought to have made were destroyed when he fool-

ishly paraded his Holstein s^Tiipathies, and aped all that was Prus-

sian. His repugnance to the coalition with Austria was turned to

intense hatred because his beloved Holstein had been given up for

East Prussia. Much rather would he have wrested the whole of

Holstein, and, if possible, also Schleswig, from the Danes, and united

himself with the powerful monarch of Prussia. As it was, he

promptly entered into friendly relations with Frederick, and restored

the Prussian prisoners. In March, 1762, he concluded a truce with

him, to which there followed, on May 5, a definitive peace between

Russia and Prussia ; the former countr}' renounced all its conquests,

and the province of Prussia was released from its oath of allegiance

to Russia, and restored to its native ruler.

It is a debatable question whether this war was originally entered

lato by Russia from regard to her own true interests. But now that
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Russian blood had been flowing for six years, and that untold mil-

lions of gold had been lavished on it, it roused— and justifiabl}-—
the highest indignation among the Russian people that all this should

have been rendered nugatory through the caprice of a foreign-born

ruler. But to make matters worse, Peter, within a month of the con-

clusion of peace, entered into an alliance with Prussia, not only

defensive, but also with an offensive aim, and directed against

Denmark.

With one stroke Frederick was relieved from all difficulty, a

million subjects restored to him, and a hmidred thousand Russian

combatants transformed from enemies into allies. Maria Theresa

lost every hope of recovering Silesia, and all the efforts with which

she had vexed the world for seven long years were conclusively

foiled. Besides, the intolerable burden of taxation compelled Aus-

tria, in the completely disordered state of its finances, to a considera-

ble reduction of its army, while Peter, on the other hand, ordered

General Czernicheff to join the Prussians with 20,000 men.

To the king himself his deliverance seemed little less than a

miracle. In his jubilation he lauded the poor half-demented czar

as 'divine.' Frederick now directed his efforts only to making

peace. Good fortune intoxicated him as little as mischance had

humiliated him. This trait is, perhaps, more characteristic of Fred-

erick's greatness of soul than his constancy under all the calamities

of the last years. "With his mind bent only on peace, he conducted

the war this year rather as a diplomat than a soldier.

Notwithstanding all the intrigues of France, Sweden, who now

dreaded seemg the Prussian corps in Pomerania falling with all it3

force on her poorly-led troops there, humbly solicited the king for

peace, which was granted at Hamburg in May, 1762, on the ground

of the status quo ante bellum. Soon thereafter ISIecklenburg acceded

to the Peace of Hamburg. So, now freed from these less important

enemies, and supported by Czernicheff's corj^s, Frederick resolved

to resume offensive operations, and, by wresting Upper Silesia from

the Austrians, to bring about a peace.

The force opposed to him was commanded by Daun, who

unwillingly, and only in obedience to his monarch, had again under-

taken the lead of the Austrian army. He established a strong camp

on the Burkersdorf heights, near Schweidnitz, while 35,000 Austrians

and the army of the empire fought against Prince Henry. Frede-

rick sought, above all, to entice Daun out to a battle. When all
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his allurements failed to induce Daun to leave the Burkersdorf

heights, the king decided to capture them by storm ; but at the same

moment when he was making preparations to carry out his purjjose,

unwelcome news arrived from St. Petersburg which threatened to

make his situation again most critical. Peter III. had been deposed

by his own wife.

In the year 1743, when for a short time friendly relations

existed between the Czarina Elizabeth and the Prussian king, the

former desired Frederick to look out for a wife for the heir-ap-

parent to her throne— Peter. The king's choice fell upon the

daughter of a petty German prince,— the Prince of Anhalt-Zerbst,

a field-marshal in the Prussian service. This seemed to assure

Frederick of her devoted attachment. Scarcely fourteen years old,

Sophia arrived in Russia, where, on joining the Greek church, she

assumed the name of Catharine. But the able, self-reliant woman,

conscious of her aim, soon disappointed the hopes of her royal

patron. Amid all the cabals of the St. Petersburg court she held

herself thoroughly neutral, and sought only to satisfy the czarina.

Notmthstanding, she was regarded with mistrust and disfavor by

the latter, who soon came to regard F'rederick with the bitterest

hostility. And as little favor did Catharine find in the eyes of her

husband, who entirely neglected her, to immerse himself in child-

ish enjoyments. Her only supporter was the Chancellor Bestuzheff,

who, though hostile to her, afterwards, in consideration of the

czarina's advancing years, thought it wise to ally himself with the

clear-sighted, ambitious, and resolute wife of the future czar.

Most sedulously did the young wife prepare herself, through the

study of books and people, foi- the role she meant to play. To
secure her future she must give an heir to the empire ; and as tiie

unfriendly relation between her and iier husband gave little prospect

of such a consummation, Bestuzheff induced the Czarina Elizabeth

herself to advise her niece to enter into relations elsewhere. Cathe-

rine accepted her counsel, and formed a liaison with the chamberlain,

Soltikoff. The fruit of this connection was the Grand-Prince, later

the Czar Paul. But when Bestuzheff discarded Soltikoff, lest he

might become too powerful, Catharine entered into re'ations quite

openly with the young and elegant Polish ambassador m St. Peters-

burg, the Count Poniatowski. These acts had led Peter to conceive

the bitterest hate for his wife, and his wish to be separated from her,

and to banish her from the countr}-, was only frustrated by the
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opposition of the czariua. Catharine, on the other hand, observed

the greatest cii-cumspection in regard to him, and intrigued against

him, so that, to secure the favor of the national party, she, in direct

contrast to his Germanizing mania, assumed tlie character of a thor-

outrli Russian.

Fig. 19. - -Medal conimemoratiug Catharine 11. 's accession to the throne,

side : St. Petersburg presents to Cathai'ine the crown of Russia.

Reverse

After his iirst promising proceedings, which followed immediately

on his ascending the throne, Peter III. roused the wrath of his people

by a series of measures offensive to their feelings and at variance with

their views. He threatened the orthodox clergy with the couiisca-
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tion of all their possessions. He set about jjreparing war against

Denmark. The army he especially offended by ostentatiously pre-

ferring the Holstein troops to the Russian guards, and insisting on

the introduction of Prussian discipline and tlie Prussian uniform.

Resides all this, he made himself conteuiptiljle by his unprincely

conduct, his coarse pleasures, and almost continual drunkenness.

Against Frederick's express advice, he offended his wife in all ways,

brutally hisulting her in public. It was said that the czarina was

to be sejjarated from her husband, and even imprisoned, so that

Peter might be able to marry liis mistress, the Countess Woronzoff.

Catharine resolved at any price to avert the fate threatening her.

She found enough ambitious friends and assistants in those around

her — the dissolute Princess Dashkoff" ; Count Panin, a military

officer of high rank; the influential family of her lover, Grigori

Orloff (Fig. 20); and the heads of the clergy. With l)ut Httle trou-

ble the officers and soldiers of the guard-regiments were won over to

her; and under their protection slie was, on Jiüy 9, 17G2, pro-

claimed czarina (Figs. 19, 21, 22, and Plate VIII.).

The whole national party received her with acclamations. On
the following evening, at the head of 15,000 soldiers, she broke into

the pleasure palace, where the emperor then was. Peter offered no

resistance, but tremblingly subscribed the ignominious abdication

"laid before him. Without being j^rmitted to see his wife, he Avas

carried in custody to Ropsha, A\here, some days later, the OrloÖ's

had him strangled (July 17). The new czarina, Catharine II., had

not expressly given her assent to the assassination ; but, though per-

fectly conscious that it was in contemplation, she did nothing to

prevent it, nor to punish the murderers afterwards.

After the murder of her husband, this foreign, German princess,

'

ascended the Russian throne, to the exclusion of her own son Paul,

the legitimate heir. Without any strong personal feeling excej)t

for sensual enjoyment, but of extraorchnary keenness of percejjtion,

of unwavering resolution, and of unscrupulous ambition, the czarina

seized the reins of power and conducted the government. To her

Russia is indebted for its permanent elevation to the rank of a

European power. Her extraordinary knowledge of men enabled her

to choose the most fitting instruments, while she strove persistently,

in the spirit of Peter the Great, to civilize the people of her empire

and to extend its power.

Frederick was most deeply struck by the news of these occur-

VoL. XV.-7
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Fig. 20.— Count Grigori Grigorievitch Orloff. Reduced facsimile of an engraving

by E. CheinessofE ; original painting by de Bellay.
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reiices. Czernicheff was immediately recalled from the Prussian

army, and the evacuation of East Prussia by the Russian troops was

countermanded. Vienna was jubilant. But neither the king's evil

applehensions nor the hopes of ]Maria Theresa were verified. The

hostile tone of the manifesto of July 9 was only meant for the Old

Russians, and did not express the true sentiments of Catharine. On

the contrary, she remained constantly true to her Prussian father-

land and its king, to whom she owed her greatness ; and in liim

she hoped ultimately to find the best ally for her ambitions plans.

Although the offensive alliance which tlie czar had entered into with

him was not maint;üned in its validity, the peace of Älay 5 was con-

finned in all its details, and a stop was put to the renewed occupa-

tion of the province of Prussia, which the Russian generals in their

firet zeal had set about seizing.

jNlade perfectly easy on this side, Frederick, on .July 21, ITlii, ad-

dressed himself to the storm of the heights of Burkei-sdorf. He had,

through earnest solicitation, been able to prevail upon his ardent

admirer, Czernicheff, to delay his withdrawal for a few days, so

that Dann, imperfectly instructed in regard to the views of the Rus-

sians, detailed a part of his troops to keep them in check. The

Prussians now successfully stormed the fortified lull. Daun had to

evacuate Silesia, and retire under the guns of Glatz, and Frederick

was able to proceed to the investment of Schweidnitz. This was

no light undertaking: for the Austrians had strengthened its for-

tifications, and furnished it -«-ith a garrison of 12,000 picked men,

under the brave and discreet General Guasco. The siege, very indif-

ferently conducted by the Prussian engineers, endured for three

months. On the other hand, an attempt by the Austrians to relieve

it was victorious!}- frustrated by the Duke of Bevern, on August 16,

at Reichenbach. At length Guasco had to surrender, vnth the

remainder of his troops, as prisoners of war (October). Prussian

Silesia was once more free from its enemies, who now had only

Glatz in their hands.

Meanwhile Prince Henry (Fig. 23), with 30,000 men, defended

Saxony with great tenacity against the more than double strength

of Austrians and troops of the empire under the Prince of Stolberg,

and even sent raiding corps into Bohemia, which there levied heavy

contributions, and destroyed a part of the enemy's magazine. After

the capture of Schweidnitz, he received some re-enforcements from

Silesia. Thereupon he attacked the enemy at Freiberg, and com-

pletely defeated them (October 29, 1762).
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Equally fortunate was the campaign of Duke Ferdinand of

Brun.swiek, although he had to contend against the most decided

antipathy of Lord Bute. Luckily the mtrigues of Soubise and his

patroness, Pompadour, had Ijeen successful in ejecting the able and

energetic Brogiie from his command, and in substituting for him the

pliant d'Estrees. Soubise again showed his incapacity in a very con-

spicuous manner. He let himself be surprised by Ferdinand at Wil-

helmsthal, and driven under the walls of Cassel with a loss of 4000

men. This defeat compelled the French to evacuate Göttingen, and

now the duke could proceed to the reconquest of electoral Hesse.

He defeated the French anew at Homberg and Lutternberg, and

retook from them the whole of the electorate. Finally Cassel itself

capitulated with its numerous garrison, on November 1, 1762.

The results of this campaign at length bent the strong spiiit of

Maria Theresa. The only gain that she had made in the Seven

Years" War consisted in the fortresses of Glatz and Dresden, and

these would be lost to her in the next campaign. That France was

more and more anxious to make its peace with England was well

kno\\'n; and in this case Austria would be left to fight alone against

Prussia, a condition which the empress and Kaunitz had, from the

beginning, regarded as unpromising for them. Li point of fact,

hatred had not blinded Maria Theresa so completely as to make her

incaj^able of recognizing the extraordLnary superiority of Frederick

and his officers over all that Austria could place against him. And,

tinally, the year 1762 had shown that Frederick could meet all his

needs without English subsidies, wliile the Austrian finances were

completely disorganized, and utterly inadequate to maintain a new
campaign ^\^thout subsitlies from France. With a heavy heart, but

in obedience to unmistakable necessity, ]\laria Theresa— in order to

avoid direct and humiliating steps— made use of Saxon interven-

tion to make propositions for a truce to the Prussian king. With
the moderation and love of peace that he had shown throughout the

whole war, F"rederick at once acceded to her proposals ; and on

November 24, 1762, a truce was agreed on. It was to last till

March 1 of the next year, and was the sure preliminary for a per-

manent peace.

In revenge for the meagre assistance lent the empress by the em-

pire she did not include its troops in the suspension of arms. Fred-

erick took advantag(^ of this omission to give the princes and cities

a wuolesome waruinjj a<rainst future hostilities on Prussia. In No-
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vember, 1762, General Kleist, with 6000 cavalry soldiers, advanced

into Franconia, where he levied contributions on all sides ; great

fortresses like Nuremberg surrendered to his hussars, who even

put the diet at Ratisbon in terror. The immediate consequence

of this expedition was, that the electors of Bavaria, the Palatinate,

and Mayence, the bishops of Bamberg and Wiii-zburg, and others,

withdrew from the alliance against Prussia, and recalled their con-

tingents from the army of the empire.

Jleanwhile Lord Bute had in vain tried to shake himself free

from Continental complications. One of the main aims of the two

great Bourbon powers, in the making of the Family Compact, had

been to attack Portugal, in order either to compel England to de-

spatch a large part of its troops to that country, or to take possession

of it themselves to trade it off for the English acquisitions in

America. Charles III. of Spain accordingly made the demand on

King Joseph I. of Portugal to declare war upon the English, with

whom he maintained the most friendly relations ; and when, as ex-

pected, the Portuguese king refused to do this, Spain and France

declared war against him. Portugal was hy no means strong enough

to resist alone the Spanish force. The hated Castilians in a few

weeks became masters of northern Portugal. Then the aspect of

affairs was suddenly changed. England sent to Lisbon a small

force of troops, arms, money, a store of ammunition, and, above all,

an illustrious general of the school of Frederick the Great— Count

William of Lippe-Bückeburg. The new leader was able, in a short

time, to reorganize the Portuguese army, and with it, re-enforced by

the English, he drove the Spaniards, in spite of their superiority in

numbers, across the frontiers, and took from them a number of their

own fortresses.

The intervention of Spain was not of the least use to her French

allies. In the beginning of 1762 Admiral Rodney conquered the

French Little Antilles. Still more important was the enterprise

undertaken in the sjiring by Admiral Sir George Pocock against

Havana, the emporium of Spanish trade in America. The city was

fortified in the strongest manner, and occupied by a garrison equal

in number to its assailants. English persistence and valor conquered

all difficulties. After a siege of four montiis the Spaniards were

forced to deliver up, not only the city, but also all the ships lying in

the harbor, as well as the whole western part of Cuba (August,

1762). The booty which ivW into the hands of the English
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amounted to $15,000,000. And with this the series of misfortunes

which Spain was to suffer for its foolish participation in the Anglo-

French war was by no means brought to a close. An expedition was

QjTScru
@/u^e a/rere du. if/Zqy.

Fig. 23.— Prince Henry of Prussia. Copper-plate engraviug (17G7) by G. F. Schmidt.
" Graveur du Roy " (1712-1775) ; original painting by Charles Amädfe van Loo

(1715 or 1718 uutil near the end of the century).
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despatched from Madras against Spain's flourishing settlements in

Eastern Asia, the Philippine Islands, which ended in the capture

of the latter, as well as of a hooty of .S4,000,000. Shortly afterwards

the English seized a Spanisli silver fleet which brought them another

prize of the value of $7,000,000. These extraortlinary successes had

only one meaning to Lord Bute,— namely, tliat they would dispose the

minds of his enemies to reconciliation. He caused, therefore, negoti-

ations for peace to be opened at Versailles through the king of

Sardinia ; and on these Choiseul readily entered, because he was con-

vinced of the thorough uselessness of the Spanish alliance for France.

As the parties on all sides wished for peace, the negotiations made

rapid progress. On November 3, 1762, the preliminaries were agreed

upon at Fontainebleau, to which the conclusive peace followed at

Paris on February 10, 1763. The old boundaries were to be restored

ever3-where, with, however, numerous exceptions in favor of England.

In America, Canada and Cape Breton were surrendered by France

to her, as well as the whole land to the east of the Mississippi,

which now became the eastern boundary of Louisiana. In tlie West

Indies, too, France gave up Tobago and several other islands. In

Africa, she had to evacuate her possessions on the Senegal. As to

India, the French agreed to maintain neither fortresses nor troops in

Bengal. Spain liad to surrender the great peninsula of Florida to

England, and even restore Minorca to her. France magnanimously

comj^ensated her ally by making over to her the rest of Louisiana,

with New Orleans.

The ruin of her whole colonial empire was, for France, the sad

result of tills perversely undertaken and miseralily conducted war.

With such heavy material losses was associated the disgrace which

her constant defeats by land and sea cast upon her arms. Her

marine was jiractically annihilated : and her finances were so disor-

ganized, that the silver plate of the king and private persons had to

be sent to the mint for coinage.

The Seven Years" War, in so far as it was carried on outside of

Germany, had two very important results,— the exclusive occupa-

tion of the East Indies by the English, and, what was still more

important, the falling of the whole of North America to the Anglo-

Saxon race. For it was already evident that the weak Spanish

power would not be long able to maintain itself in the territories

west of the Mississippi against the victoriously on-pressing Anglo-

Saxon element. The new world had become the destined portion of
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this Teutonic race ; and the colonies which lay desolate and unaf-

fected by general culture under French and Spanish sway were to

progress with unprecedented rapidity, and soon to constitute one of

the leading factors of civilized liumanit}'. But this develoj^ment was

to accrue to the good not of England, but of a sister nation, who
had attained her majority and self-confidence in this struggle, and

who, since she had no longer an equal enemy to dread, within a

short time declared herself free from the protection and sway of the

mother country.

Otherwise Great Britain was dissatisfied to the last degree with

the Parisian treaties. The war had cost her heavy sacrifices in blood

and treasure. During it the national debt was doubled, increasing

from £60,000,000 to £122,500,000. The public was indignant that

large conquests should be given back to Spain and France, and,

with justice, ascribed the blame for this to Lord Bute's yearning for

peace. But what made the policy of the favorite much more harm-

ful to England was his unfaithfulness to engagements.

Lord Bute had, through bis hatred for Pitt and his system, been

induced to conduct himself in the basest manner towards Prussia.

As he had, both in St. Petersburg and Vienna, offered England's

support against Frederick, so the preliminaries of November 3, 1762,

only settled that the French and British troops should have till

the next spring to evacuate the German territories, but not that the

Prussian fortresses occupied by France should be delivered over to

Prussia herself, not to the .Vustrians or troops of the empire. All

Frederick's representations against such perfidious conduct on the

part of the English government remained ineffectual. The conse-

quences were not long in shomng themselves. France not only

o-ranted the empress-queen, under the form of overdue subsidies, a

support for the year 1763 of 12,000,000 livres; but she made over

to her the corps of Saxon renegades to be paid by France, and

promised to evacuate for her the Prussian fortresses in Cleves and

Westphalia.

Fortunately the Austrians did not have enough troops in their

Netherlands to carry out this latter plan. King Frederick mean-

while caused some hired regiments to advance immediately into the

district of Cleves. The peace-loving Choiseiü had no mind to begin

a formal war -näth Prussia ; and so he concluded with her, in the

beginning of 1763, a convention in London, according to which the

Rhenish and Westphalian provinces of Prussia were given back to
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the latter country, wliile the Austrian Netherlands, during the con-

tinuance of the Prusso-Austrian war, were to be declared neutral.

This last provision, through the progress of the negotiations be-

tween Frederick and Maria Theresa, became illusorj-. The king was

ready for an accommodation, under the single condition of the St(i-

tus quo ante helium. In point of fact, this was an evidence of great

moderation on Frederick's part; for, if the Austrians still had the

little fortress of Glatz, he, on the other hand, held possession of

almost the whole of Saxony. On December 30, 17G2, the repre-

sentatives of Austria, Prussia, and Saxony met in Hubeiisburg,

an electoral Saxon hunting-castle between Leipsic and Meissen.

Kaunitz, indeed, again attempted to retain at least Glatz for his

empress, and to gain some other advantages fi)r her allies ; but Fred-

erick insisted rigorously on the renewal of the Peace of Dresden of

Fiu. J4.— Medal commemorating the Peace of Hubert sbiirg.

1745. He declared he would not evacuate Saxony till the county of

Glatz, with all its works and artillery, was delivered up. As little

could Saxony make her claims for indenuiity of avail. As Prussia

maintained its standpohit, " that the Sumn euiqne was the most nat-

ural basis for an equitable peace," the others had to submit. The

Peace of Hubertsburg ( Fig. 24) between the three powers was signed

on February 15, 1763, entirely on the basis of the Peace of Dres-

den. The empire had, four days before, concluded its peace with

Prussia. On the whole, Frederick regarded the conclusion of the

long-continued and terrible war rather with sorrow than with joy.

He felt too sensibly how nuieh the war iiad cost him, and that it,

notwithstanding its ultimate fortunate issue, had become the catas-

trophe of his life. " I shall now see you, my good little mother,"'

he writes to the Countess Camas, " and I hope it will be at the end
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of this or the beginning of the following month. You will find me
much altered, and almost childish

;
gray as an ass, and like a man

who daily loses a tooth, and has become half invalid through the

gout. We have lost our friends, but our enemies appear to continue

for all eternity." And in the same tone he writes to d'Argens a

week after the conclusion of the treaty : " The best of all is the

peace itseK ; and every good citizen may rejoice in it. I return an

old graybeard to a city (Berlin) in which I recognize only the walls;

where I no longer meet a friend, but where an endless task awaits

me, and where, within a short time, I shall, lay my old bones to rest

in a place of refuge where no war, no mischance, and no baseness

of man, shall disturb them."

On March 30, 1763, Frederick returned to his capital, which he

had not entered for more than six years. He came at an unexpected

hour, in order to evade any ovation, which would have ill-accorded

with liis embittered mood and his desire for soothing intellectual

quietude. He saw the Immensity of the task before him, of curing

his land of the wounds inflicted upon it liy the war.

Austria saw her finances completely disorganized. The war had

cost her yearly over 50,000,000 florins (.>20,000,000), and the public

debt was increased since 1761 by 88,000,000 florins (*35,200,000).

Such burdens were too heavy for the financial abilities of the state.

Henceforth almost each annual budget showed a deficit. Frederick

liad, in the Peace of Hubertsburg, promised his electoral vote to the

eldest son of the imperial pair, Joseph II., for the throne of Rome.

Joseph was indeed elected without opposition, on March 27, 1763,

but the somewhat shabby manner in which the coronation was cele-

brated some days thereafter, in Frankfort, could not but open men's

eyes to the fact that through Austria's ineffectual struggle with a

vassal state the imperial prestige in Germany and the authority of

the empire of the Hapsburgs in Em-ope had been much prejudiced.

The financial situation of the Prussian state was, on the other

hand, comparatively very favorable. In extraordinary expenses the

war had cost it only 64,750,000 thalers ; while the war-treasury, con-

stituted by the king, had received 78,375,000 thalers, so that nearly

fourteen millions were still on hand. There were added, in the course

of the year 1763, out of other war-reserve funds and overdue con-

tributions, at least 22,000,000 thalers; so that Frederick (Fig. 25)

came out of the war with at least 36,000,000 thalers of surplus,— it

must be owned for the most part in depreciated money,— and that
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without having imposed any new tax on his sul)jeets, an admirable

testimony to his financial diseretion and economy. But of his mild-

ness towards, and consideration for, his subdued foes, and lilierality

I'lo. 25. — Fr<--.h;rick II. From a painting by Daniel (_ hodo-sviecki, one oi tlie few for

which the king sat. Now iu the possession of Herr Rndolf von der Leyen in Cre-

feld, to whose family Frederick the Great gave the portrait.

towards individuals— the less said the better. But he saved his

state ; and that was assuredly his highest duty, — nay, under the

circumstances, almost his only duty.

•Much worse than the condition of the state was that of the im-

poveri.slied Prussian people, sorely thinned by the tax of blood it

had paid. Yet it is proper to note that the sufferings of his subjects
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called forth Frederick's most sincere sympathies. But these e^als

were only temporary, while tlie favorable consequences of the great

struggle were as durable as they were effective. For the national

development of Prussia, and of Germany in general, it has proved

to be of the greatest consequence. Hitherto Prussia had remained

a sort of subordinate state. What successes she had formerly won
had been in maiou with numerous allies, and had been gained over

an exhausted and mutilated Austria; so that it was easy to believe,

that, under more favorable circumstances, the latter could without

much trouble recover Silesia. The Seven Years' War had effectu-

ally disposed of this idea. Against almost all Europe, Frederick's

genius and the valor and devoteduess of his people had maintained

this important province. Prussia had coped successfully with three

great powers. No one could now deny her right to be classed

among the leading states. The Prussian army was unquestionably

regarded as the foremost in Europe. Of wresting Silesia from

Prussia, no one longer thought— not even Maria Theresa herself.

Not Prussia alone, but all Germany, was elevated through the

glory that the former had gained in the mighty conflict. The liero,

now looked at with admiring wonder by the wliole world, was a Ger-

man. Purely German troops had conquered, in spite of superior

numbers, the Croats and Pandours, Russians and Swedes; German

troops in the pay of England, though almost exclusively non-Prus-

sian, had defeated the hated and arrogant French. These successes

I'estored to the Germans the consciousness of their own sti-ength and

ability, that had been so long lost to them. Only thus was a national

and independent intellectual life, free from servile imitation of the

foreigner, made possible for the German people. Imbued with

greater respect for and interest in themselves, their essential nature,

and peculiar qualities, the German people took a b}- far warmer

interest in the new literature, now brilliantly develojiing itself, than

they had ever done before. Lessing was the first to effect, in the

domain of poetr}-, what Frederick II. and Ferdinand of Brunswick

had effected on the battlefields ; but he could not have done this

without the inspiration which their deeds gave him. Not till the

outbreak of the great conflict did liis truly creative period begin.

Thus the campaigns of Frederick the Great, especially in the Seven

Years' War, constitute an epoch, not only in the political, hut in the

literary, history of Germany, from which an entirely new and finer

development takes its date.
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The passage in Wahrheit und Dichtung (" Truth and Fiction ")

is well known, in which (Toethe associates the new birth of German

literature ^^•ith the personality' and triumphs of Frederick. Frederick

he regarded as not belonging to Prussia alone, but to all Germany.

And in this conception Goethe was far from being alone. Fried-

rich Nicolai, the editor of the epoch-making Litteraturbriefe, shows

expressly that these owed their origin to the great deeds of the

Seven Years" War. Many others then living testified with what

rejoicing and proud enthusiasm the best of their contemporaries were

thus imbued. '• Our historical style," says the judicious Justus

M(")ser, " became improved in pioportion as the Prussian name be-

came distinguished and our own history became more important and

worthier of us." Frederick himself in no way misapprehended the

importance of his achievements for the fatherland at large. Even

in the autumn of 1756, he wrote to his sister of Bayreuth: "It sliall

never be said, so long as one Prussian is aUve, that Germany has

no defender."

But it was not Frederick's successes in war alone and their

national importance which produced the wonderful uprising of the

German national literature. What gave to the Seven Years' AVar

an importance in a literary aspect altogether different from that

which the no less glorious eras of 1813-1815 as well as of 1870 and

1871 possess, was that it meant also the "sdctory of enlightenment, of

spiritual freedom, of intellectual independence, over the bigotry then

prevaiHng in Austria and its vassal lands, — the victory of the

modern sentiment of nationality and of the modern indi^^dual con-

science over the antiquated political powers and over religious

oppression and stagnation. True to Prussia's mission in the world's

histoiy, Frederick appeared as the glorious representative of the

revolutionary powers in their best sense, as against a rigid and dead

conservatism. Because he identified himself with the boldest asjjira-

tions of the period, filled himself with their spirit, and became the

spiritual and intellectual leader and champion of his time, his sub-

jects felt that they were, in a certain sense, free men, and their king

not a despot, but their leader.

Was it a mere accident that, in 1766, a few years after the end

of the Seven Years' War, Kant (Fig. 26), in the "Dreams of a

Ghost-seer" (^Träume eines Geistersehers'), unfolded the principles of

his famed sjstem ? The enthusiasm of the Prussian people for

their hero-king and spiritual liberator produced an immediate effect
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in the domain of poetry. It was at this time that Gleim gave to the

world his " AVar-Songs of a Prussian Grenadier," which Lessing

compared with the creations of a Tyrtaeus ; that Ramler composed

his artistic odes to the king ; and that Schubart, the bold bard of

freedom, caused his hymns from his stern cell in the distant sti'ong-

FiG. 26. — Immaiiui'i Kiuu.

hold of Hohenasperg to resound with the name of Frederick. But

in the strictly political sense the Seven Years' War was decisive for

the whole future of Germany. It gave rise to that settled antag-

onism between the two great German powers and their respective

adherents wlaich shattered the antiquated institutions to the very

ground, in order to lead to the second birth of the German state
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under happier and truly national conditions. The conclusion of

the Peace of Hubertsburar was the sealing of the dualism of Ger-

many. Prussia had fought, not only against the queen of Hungary

and Bohemia, as in the two first Silesian wars, but against the

emperor and the empire, and had come off victorious. The imperial

authority had received its death-blow. The bauds of the empire

were loosened ; and a part of its states henceforth grouped them-

selves around Prussia, as another part did around tlie official head

of the empire. The subjects of Frederick the Great— the Prus-

sians— felt themselves as something apart and distinct from the

empire. The development of the German nationality which was

perfected in 1871 had its origm in the years 1740 and 1756.

Vol. XV.—S



CHAPTER IV.

THE •ENLIGHTE:NMENT' and JESUITISM IX THE SOUTH AND
WEST OF EUROPE.

THE French ' enlightenment ' of the first half of the eighteenth

century,— that is, the doctrines of that school of encyclopedists

which inculcated liberation from the prejudices of the Middle Ages,

and especially from the domination of the priesthood ; the setting of

the masses free from oppression and exploitation by the privileged

classes ; and the exclusive authority of pure reason and soiuid judg-

ment, not only in the domain of the intellect, but also in those of

the state and society,— this teaching, emanating from England, but

acquiring a new direction on the Continent, had, through the long-

established predominance of French modes and the French language,

rapidly spread over all Europe. Everywhere it gained the favor of

the cultured classes. Montesquieu and Voltaire were read with

avidity in the most remote quarters of the globe, and their princi-

ples became the common property of the whole civilized world.

Maxims noble in themselves and easily intelligible, apparently no

less in harmony with historical experience than with the claims of

reason, expressed in elegant, spirited, and -witty language, every-

where produced the deepest impression. Had not every land suf-

fered luider religious quarrels and under the pressure of the feudal

system? Did not every government feel itself aggrieved through

the claims and traditional prerogatives of the clergy? Should men

not accept that doctrine which, in lieu of these evils, promised well-

being to the individual and increased riches and power to the state ?

Additional weight was given to these theoretical considerations by

the actual application of ' philosophical principles ' by the most re-

nowned of all princes, Frederick the Great. An example given by

a universallv admired ruler must quickly gain imitators. But more

than this : through his enlightened manner of rule the king had se-

cured for his little state an unexampled development of power, and

so augmented it with rich conquests as to place it, at one stroke,

in the number of the great powers. What Frederick's predecessors,

114
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and especially his father, had done towards attaining this ohject, was

virtually unknown out of Prussia. -Ul the more, therefore, were

men inclined to attribute the magnitieent and brilUant elevation of

Prussia exclusively to Frederick's rationalistic principles of govern-

ment. ' Enlightenment,' therefore, became the catchword, not only

for the cultured subjects, but also for their rulers, who through it

hoped to confer on the people of their states every sort of earthly

felicity,— on their lands fabulous greatness and power, and on them-

selves unheard-of independence and absolute authority. They found

ministers, who, themselves filled with Like views, zealously co-operated

with them for the realization of such aims.

No land had suffered more severely under the prevalent social

and religious organization tlian Portugal, Ij'ing so remote from the

centres of European culture. Her sixty years' imion with her hated

and tj-rannical Castilian neighbor had blasted her prosperity, para-

lyzed her strength, and brought about the loss of most of her colonies.

The last remains of national energy had been exhausted in the War
of Liberation against Spain. In oixler to be able to maintain her

independence of this far superior antagonist, Portugal liad put herself

under English jjrotection, for whicli England exacted great commer-

cial sacrifices. Financially and politically a vassal suite of Great

Britain, Portugal became more and more obscure, and more con-

tracted in every respect. This condition reached its climax under

the long govenmient of John V. (1706-1750). This ruler, at bottom

not without good parts, was a \'ictim of religious insanity. Almost

the whole income of the land was spent on ecclesiastical objects.

New and immense monasteries were erected constantly, till the

number mounted up to eight hundred. A full tenth of the popu-

lation wore clerical attire, and lived in constant idleness. A patri-

archate was established in Lisbon, and endowed with prebendary

preferments and judicial functions of all kinds, after the pattern of

the papacy and the college of cardinals. The gold and diamonds from

Brazil proved insuflicient to meet the claims, and the most pressing

wants of the state had to be neglected. An army and fleet existed

only on paper. The exclusive favoritism for pietistic devotees pro-

moted ignorance and superstition, while it annihilated manufactures

and commerce. The noljles and priesthood could treat the people as

they chose ; and the latter fell more and more into a double serfdom

— material and spiritual. Filth, povert}', ignorance, and immoral-

ity Avere more prevalent there than in any other European land.
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Uuder such unfavorable cireunistances King Josej)!! mounted the

throne, on July 31, 1750,— a man little adapted to give them a more
favorable turn. A mild, just, and pious prince, he was devoid of all

firmness of will, uncertain in his jiurposes, and altogether inexpe-

rienced in affairs, to which he much preferred the enjoyments of the

chase and of music. It was, therefore, most fortunate for Portucral

tüat he devolved the administration of the state upon a man who
possessed enough firmness of character to guide it into better paths.

Sebastiao Jose de Carvalho e IMello, later INIarquis of Pombal
(Fig. 27), was born the son of a simple country gentleman, in the

year 1699. Educated

by his own private

i, study more thoroughly

and independently
than he could have

been at the official in-

stitutions of learning,

of a tall, noble form,

amiable and eloquent,

he liad, at an early

pei'iod, recommended

himself to the leading

circles. He was sent

as ambassador, first to

London, then to Vi-

enna, where he devel-

oped such high states-

manlike talent that he everywhere attracted respect and admiration.

At the same time the sagacious man, eager for knowledge, made

himself familiar at the different courts mth the constitution, laws,

politics, and industries of the various European great powers. No
wonder that King Joseph, immediately upon his accession, called

him to the ministry of foreign affairs, and soon (1701!) intrusted to

him the guidance of all public business, creating him, in re\\ard for

his extraordinary services, first. Count Oeyras, then jMarquis of

Pombal.

Pombal devoted his inexliaustible power of work and his wealth

of ideas entirely to the welfare of the state as he understood it. lie

jiossessed an excellent insight into questions of political economy,

which he regarded not only in their pecuniary, but also in their
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moral, aspect. His objects were the elevation of the people, mor-

allj', intellectually, and materially, and their emancipation from the

yoke of the nobles and clergy as well as from the tutelage of Eng-

land. In the pursuit of these high aims he did not recoil before the

breach of positive law, before violence, nay, before cruelty itself.

Like all his contemporary represenüitives of enlightened absolutism,

he did homage to their model, Frederick the (ireat.

Above all, Pombal combated with tlie greatest energy the

encroachments of the nobility. Against their rapacity and violent

exercise of their feudal privileges, he took the most effective meas-

ures, as well as against the criminal outi'ages which made the coun-

try roads and even the streets of the cities unsafe. 15y suddenly

reclaiming, under pretexts of any kind, the gifts of extensive tracts

of land in the colonies which earlier kings had made to the noble

families, he deprived the aristocracy of their main source of income,

and weakened their power and influence in an extraordinary degree.

At the same time he combated the persecuting zeal of the clergy b}-

subjecting, in 1751, the Inquisition, in all its details, to the super-

vision and the higher instance of the secular courts. The court

household, too, was restricted, and its costs reduced to a half. The

administration of the finances, which had hitherto been characterized

by the most shameless plundering of the people for the benefit of the

officials and nobles, was now regulated in the best manner and super-

vised. Royal sugar-refineries and powder-factories were erected,

the silk manufacture, as well as other cognate branches of industry,

were fostered by immunities of all kinds, while great privileged

companies were established. The land began gradually to assume

another and more prosperous aspect. Pombal treated all who did

not unconditionally su])mit themselves to him as criminals. A
strong censorship gagged the pi-ess, the prisons were filled with

persons who had in any way allowed themselves to expi-ess discon-

tent with the government. Soon all opposition was silent.

Only one estate was bold enough to oppose the enlightened

tendency of Pombal's administration,— the clergy, and at their head

the order of .Jesuits. The hostility between the fathers of the order

and the minister was aggravated by certain special occurrences, and

assumed an acute character.

The spirit of the order of Jesuits in the second half of the sev-

enteenth century experienced an essential transformation. The

order renounced the old ascetic piety, its rigid discipline, and the
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entire subordination of itself to the will and interests of the Holy-

See, in order to enjoy the pleasures of this life, to seek intercourse

and influence with the mighty- of the world, and to engage every-

where in juridical and commercial affairs. In Rome its house resem-

bled an immense magazine, where wares of all kinds were for sale.

In South America it possessed, not only the most numerous herds

and many mines, but also six great sugar-refineries. The bulls

directed by Popes Urban VIII. and Clement IX. against its com-

mercial and industrial undertakings the order disregarded. It thought

no longer of subduing the world to the religious and rigidly eccle-

siastical spirit; its aim was quite simple, namely, to make itself

indispensable in all ways to the rulers of tlie world, and through

their agency' to become itself the ruler. Through their doctrine of

' Probabilism,' which permitted tlie doing of anything -nhich could

be defended by any plausible reason, the Jesuits silenced every^ scru-

ple of conscience, and opened a wide door for the indulgence of all

wicked appetites, l^ltimately they characterized as sins only crimes

that were committed through the pure love of sin. Through the

doctrine of mental reservation, every sort of falsehood and decep-

tion and even perjury itself was declared permissible. The Jan-

senist controversies had brought about the renewal of the old alliance

between the Jesuits and the Holy See. But the order did not, there-

fore, let itself be diverted from the woiidly course on A\liich it had

entered ; only it now expended the riches and power it acquired for

the promotion of Ulti'amontanism. In this attitude the Jesuits

were still powerful in the eighteenth century. They were the con-

fessors of the great and princely^ and guided the education of the

youth of the higher classes. Their political and commercial enter-

prises coiupassed the world. Inasmuch as tliey employed aU their

resources in defending the claims of the papacy to supremacy, and

furthering the power and influence of the clergy generally, tliey-

necessarily came everywhere into conflict with the new sceptical

spirit of reform. Their very existence was seriously threatened,

and this all the more because their lust of power, cupidity, and arro-

gance made them as much hated by the whole body of the clergy as

by the freethinkers themselves. With the approval of the Spanish

government, they had established in 1610, in Paraguay, a special

commonwealth m which the fathers exercised, in thirty-one \-illages,

absolute rule over some hundred thousand Indians. This they

named the " State of the Seven Missions." Here it must be con-
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fessed that for the first and last time an attempt was made with

success to win over the wild natives of South America to peaceful

industry. But the wily fathers knew how to employ their subjects

for the benefit of their order, which drew a yearly profit of some

four million dollars from tlie " State of the Seven Missions." In

the year 1750 Spain and Portugal settled a long protracted boundary

quarrel, the former ceding the '• Seven Missions "' in exchange for

the Portuguese pro^dnce of Nova Colonia. But the Jesuits of Para-

guay refused to surrender their independence. They armed the

Indians, devoted to tliem with superstitious fervor and unbounded

gratitude, organized and disciplined them, and resisted tlie united

Spanisii and Portuguese forces there for several years.

This procedure aggravated Pombal's and the king's antipathy to

the Jesuits, which was further increased through a frightful disaster

which befell the land and the disreputable role which the Jesuits played

in connection therewith. On November 1, 175Ö, the city of Lisbon

was visited with a terrible earthquake, which laid it almost entirely

in ruins, wliile the waters of the Tagus rushed in over its l)anks, so

that more than :30,000 of the inhabitants jjerished in the ruins and

the water. To complete the misery, a violent conflagration broke

out; and bands of criminals, escaped from prison, assailed the fleeing

inhabitants, murdering and plundering them. Amid the general

paralyzing terror and dismay Pombal did not lose his head. In

order to avoid contagious diseases the dead were buried immediately.

Supported by contributions from the whole world, Pombal set him-

self, with indomitable energy and with no less artistic than practi-

cal insight, to the i-ebuilding of the city, which arose more beautiful

and better constructed than before.

Pombars services during and after tliis catastrophe would alone

have sufficed to recommend his name to the grateful remembrance of

his people and humanity. But the clergy, and especially the Jes-

uits, reckoning on the superstition of the i^eojile, saw in this calam-

ity only a welcome opportunity for giving expression to their hatred

against the minister. They sought to convince them tliat PomljaFs

godlessness had invoked the earthquake as a punishment of Heaven.

Iving Joseph, however, valued Pombal too much, and was filled with

disgust for such calumnies, and with contempt for their authors.

The Portuguese Jesuits proceeded to encourage commotions at

home, as they had already done in America. Thus they let loose a

storm which effected the annihilation of the order for four decades.
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For all the injuries that England had inflicted upon the industry

and commerce of Portugal through the introduction of her own pro-

ductions almost free of duty, Portugal received only a slight indem-

nification through the ' JNIethuen Treaty,' concluded by the English

ambassador Methuen in 1703, which admitted the wines of Portu-

gal into England on much more favorable conditions than those of

France. Thus Portuguese wines were almost alone consumed in Great

Britain, so that the trade in them took an extraordinary rise. In

order to render the vine-growers more independent of the hard terms

of the English buyers, Pombal established, in 1756, the ' General

Wine C'ompany of the Upper Douro,' which was secured in the

right of pre-emption and some other privileges, and which, on the

otlier hand, was bound to pay an adequate price to the producers

according to fixed rules. The Jesuits in Oporto painted this com-

pany in the blackest colors ; and in February, 1757, a revolt broke

out in Oporto, under the leadership of the order, which had to be

suppressed by force of arms.

Pombal now held it to be high time for him to proceed against

such an open act of hostility. In September, 1757, the confessors of

the royal family, all Jesuits, were dismissed, and their order generally

was forbidden to appear at court. At the suggestion of the Portu-

guese government, Pope Benedict XIV., who by reason of his mild

and conciliatory disposition was by no means in harmony with the

order, prohibited it from engaging in business in any form, as well

as from striving after secular dominion. Although commonly the

Jesuits in no wise troubled themselves about papal bulls, these were

most strictly carried out in Portugal, Cardinal Saldanha, the patri-

arch of Lisbon, placing himself on the side of the king and the

pope. He even suspended the Jesuits witliin the bounds of his

province from the pulpit and confessional. But on the death of

Benedict XIV., in May, 1758, Clement XIII., a friend of the order,

ascended the papal throne ; and Pombal would probably have had

greater difficulties in respect of the measures directed against it, had

not an unexpected incident changed the aspect of affairs.

In September, 1758, an attempt was made to assassinate the

king. Pombal availed himself of this to make his most dangerous

enemies among the nobles and clergy harmless. The monarch, still

terrified and trembling for his life, was ready for every act of violence.

The eminent families of Aveiro and Tavora were branded as the

instigators of the crime, and their members were executed with cruel
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tortures. Next the Jesuits were accused without the least ground,

as it appears, of having advised the king's murder. Immediately

ten of their most eminent meniliers -were arrested. The whole pos-

sessions of the order within the kingdom were confiscated ; and

finally, in September, 1759, notwithstanding the opposition of the

pope, it was expelled from Portugal and her colonies. This measure

was carried out with rigorous severity.

War was declared in the little kingdom against the whole eccle-

siastical hierarchy. New measures of hostility were adopted by the

bold minister, conscious of his aim. Royal enactments largely di-

minished the number of the monasteries, and made entrance into

them more difficult. In compensation, everything possible was done

to spread knowledge among all classes of the people. Pombal estalv

lished common schools in great numbers, which gave instruction

gratuitously, and thus tended to cure the ignorance and superstition

of the lower classes. But the minister cared for the higher studies

also. The cf)lleges were reorganized on the basis of national cul-

ture, especially of the diligent cultivation of the native tongue.

No longer were the young people to waste their time on purely

formal grammatical studies of Latin and Greek. Lay instruction,

from its highest to its lowest grade, was systematically reorganized

with an insight far in advance of the institutions and ideas then

prevailing, thus bearing the highest testimony to the creative and

far-seeing genius of Pombal. Amongst the various institutions of

learningf that owed their origin to him was the first commercial

high school that ever was founded, the effect of which proved

most beneficent for Portugal.

Politically Pombal was the ally of England, although he resolutely

repelled every attempt of the more jjowerful confederate to coerce the

little kingdom. In respect of commerce and niaiuifactures, he labored

with zeal, and almost with violence, to destroy the overshadowing

English influence, not only by founding and developing new manu-

factures, but also by regulating them. It was, indeed, impossible

for his efforts, in this respect, to succeed to the full extent at which

he aimed ; for it was beyond the power of the most gifted and ener-

getic individual to transform within a short time the inherited

condition of a whole people, and convert it into its opposite.

Nevertheless, he succeeded in so far that, in the last years of his

government, the exports very considerably exceeded the imports, the

culture of the vine and manufactures wei'e largely advanced, while
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Portugal possessed a good, newly created war marine, an excellently

disciplined army of 32,000 men, and a reorganized system of finance

whicii replenished the treasury with 37,000,000 dollars of ready

money. Pombal did not regard the colonies merety as sources of

wealth for the mother-country, but attempted to give them an abid-

ing civiUzation.

Meantime the battle between state authority and the order of

Jesuits, begun in Portugal, had extended also to the other lands

of western and southern Europe. The question here was not in

regard to a partial measure or the caprices of a despotic govern-

ment; the conflict was between the secular and free spirit of en-

lightenment and the extreme representatives of the ancient and

traditional. The quarrel with the Jesuit order was a fight of van-

guards in the great battle wliich the new intellectual and political

spirit had begun against the traditions of the Äliddle Ages, and

which culminated in the French Revolution of 1789.

In France the reform spirit found its most efficient coadjutor in

the literature wMch then exercised such a powerful influence on the

public mind. Voltaire stood at that time in the zenith of his fame

and authority. The whole aristocracy rewarded his frivolous creations

with the liveliest aj)plause, httle thinking that such views would, to

the hurt of the ruling classes, gradually spread from themselves to

the masses. Voltaire's romances attacked at once the ecclesiastical

and political views then prevailing on the continent of Eiirope, and

mercilessly aimed at overthrowing them. In his philosophical writ^

ings, which otherwise were very unimportant, Voltaire (Fig. 28)

lauds the convenient sapience of the hedonite, who seeks to satisfy

his conscience with a sceptical deism. In order to be independent

of the court and government of France, he purchased the estates of

Les Delices and Femey, on the Lake of Geneva, where he afterwards

constantly lived. But the ' Hermit of Ferney ' did not spend his

days in comfortable indolence, and now first proved himself the un-

wearied champion of justice, and of spiritual and intellectual free-

dom, against priestly and judicial oppression, and here achieved his

most brilliant and noblest triumphs.

In the year 1762 the fanatically Catholic Parlement of Toulouse

had condemned to death Jean Galas, a Protestant, on the atrociously

absurd charge of having murdered his eldest son on account of his

inclination for Catholicism, had caused him to suffer on the wheel,

and had sent his whole family to be shut up, as accomplices, in mon-
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astei'ies. Voltaire took uj^ the cause of the unfortunate victims of

intolerance with a moral indignation whose sincerity and persistence

induce us to overlook many of his faults. With his pen, influence,

and money, he was unweaiied in his efforts for the Galas familj-,

and Ijroui^ht it al)<)ut that, in ITtJö, the council of state (juashed the

sentence of the Parlement of TouU)Use, declared the victimized Calas

chateau of Fenu-v in ITil 1 li\ Daiizel.

innocent, and set all those belonging to him free, the king awarding

to him and them a gift of 36,000 livres. It was Voltaire's grandest

victory, and at the same time a terrible defeat for the gloomy spirit

of persecution dominating the religious political system that pre-

vailed in France from the time of Louis XIV.

And as here, so in many other cases, Voltaire raised his voice

in defence of tlie peisecuted and oppressed. He it was who pro-

tested against the judicial murder of Lally-Tollendal, and effected
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the rehabilitation of the name of the unfortunate governor. His

chateau of Ferney became an asylum for all unjustly prosecuted

people. He fought the cause of the peasants of Franche-Comte,

pining under the hai-d serfdom of the monasteries. His words

found an enthusiastic echo throughout all Europe. Condorcet says

with truth, in his Life of Voltaire, " The empress of Russia, the

kings of Prussia, Denmark, and Sweden, strove to merit the praise

of Voltaire, and supjoorted him iu his acts of beneficence. In all

lands the magnates and ministers wlio strove for fame courted the

ajiplause of the philosopher of Ferney, and communicated to him

their hojies for the progress of rationalism, and their plans for the

dissemination of light and the extinction of fanaticism. He had

founded an alliance throughout all Europe of which he was the soul,

its war-cry being ' Reason and Toleration.' If there was an} where

a gross act of injustice perpetrated, a bloody deed of persecution

enacted, or the dignity of humanity violated in any way, a produc-

tion of Voltaire set the culprit in the pillory before all Europe."

But already a spirit manifested itself among the members of the

literary school founded by Voltaire that went far beyond him in

daring revolutionary scepticism. While Voltaire never entirely

gave up the present as his basis ; while his Ecrasez Vinfdme had

neither religion nor the monarchy as its object, but only fanaticism,

the hierarchy, the feudal system, and violence of every sort, the new

party opened a systematic war upon all traditional convictions in

respect to religion and morals as well as against political and social

distinctions. Atheism and the dissolution of society were preached

with a vehemence and intolerance developed quite as strongly by

these extreme radical opinions as by religious bigotry. Everything

in their philosophy was referred to strictly materialistic and atomistic

principles ; and their dangerous doctrines found increasingly nimier-

ous adherents amongst the masses, and were cordially adopted and

propagated even by the blinded higher classes.

The most zealous apostle of these opinions was Denis Diderot

(1713-1784), a lively, able, and logical writer, without high genius,

but distinguished for acuteness, wit, and firm purjjose. Diderot at

first took up the position of the English deists, but this soon failed

to satisfy him. In his " Introduction to Great Principles," he still

resolutely defends the deistic doctrine of the personality of God,

and recognizes in Him " the highest reason that has originated every-

thing, antl works onlv through mediate causes." But he did not
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long remain at this stajre. In his Lettres sur Irs avcugles (1749),

he launched the first atheistic pamphlet upon the world, comprising

at the same time an ojjen declaration of war against the whole mod-

ern moral system. The government believed that it was incumbent

on it to proceed with energy against this anti-religious tendency.

Diderot was committed to long imprisonment in the fort of Vin-

cenncs. Thus Louis XV. placed himself in direct antagonism to

the principles of toleration and freedom of thouglit wliich then

more and more took possession of the minds of men. 15 ut the

leading circles of France would not allow themselves to be restrained

from proceeding anew against an intellectual and sj^iritual movement

by means of brute violence. This course, however, because of the

strong current of public opinion, had scarcely any prospect of endur-

ing success. It only set the government in opposition to the general

movement, and this opposition had but the effect of undermining

the foundations of the state.

Diderot (Fig. 29) was not discouraged by the punishment he

had suffered. In the year 1753 he published his main work,

L'Interpretation Jr la Nature. Here the being of the Godhead, of

a Fro\'idence, and the existence of a moral law, are expressly con-

troverted, and men counselled to disabuse their minds of these and

similar ideas, and rather occupy themselves with the investigation of

those things calculated to increase their material well-being. Matter

is self-constituted, eternal, without beginning or end ; all jirocesses

consist in the play of atoms, which are moved by the force inherent

in them. We see from this that Diderot's theory has for its watch-

words Force and flatter, and as these have decided the material-

istic mamier in which the succeeding generations have regarded the

universe, the " Interpretation of Nature " comprises the germ of the

Darwinian doctrine of Evolution.

A detailed exposition of his ideas Diderot nowhere gives. They

appeared to him as self-evident and to be accepted unconditionally.

His later philosophical writings comprise only the renewed expres-

sion of them, while carrjdng them out still farther. The modifica-

tions of matter, the endless cycle of life, is all that is real. \' irtue,

vice, self-respect, shame, remorse, are childish prejudices, only to be

disregarded. Every man acts as conditions compel him. The ex-

treme consequences of the materialistic doctrine he deduced with a

terril)le severity of logic, and with an admiral^le, though piactically

pernicious, boldness.
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Diderot, in his philosophy, took his departure from the English-

men,— Locke, Shaftesbury, and Bolingbroke, — but ultimately -went

far beyond them. In like manner, liis purely literary productions are

based on English patterns. In romance Richardson, in the drama

George Lillo and Edward Moore, are his models. It is self-evident

that, -ndth such philosophical and political convictions, nothing of the

DKMS DlDEROr

Fig. 29.— Denis Diderot. From a copper-plate cngraviiic; by Daviil, a pupil of LeBas
(1707-1783) ; original painting by L. M. van Loo (1707-1771).

ideal, the heroic, or of the grandly elevated, are to be looked for

in his novels and theatrical jaieces. The practically useful, the

narrow burgher sphere, the every-day life of the common people, are

therein dej)icted. This tendency was too much in accord with the

rationalistic and levelling spirit of the period of ' enlightenment

'

not to find acceptance far beyond the boundaries of France. No
less a man than Lessing translated two of his c^liief dramas,— " The

Natural Son" and " The Father of a Family,"— which were also pro-
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duced in Italy. His romances, " The Nun " and " The Nephew

of Kameau," depict the moral corruption prevailing in France before

the Revolution. The psychological dissertations are characterized

by subtlety and keenness ; but the cynical contempt of the world,

the self-sufficient pessimism predominating in them, have a repulsive

effect, and neutralize the charm of even their happy ease of style.

Diderot was also an art critic, and that in the spirit of modern

' Naturalism,' which has to recognize him as its fathei-. Only nature,

as such, shall the artist produce in all its aspects ; but the thoughts

and feelings suggested by it are to find no expression. The en-

nobling, elevating, and purifjing spirit of art he fails to take into

account.

To-day Diderot is scarcely read ; but his inflvience on the eigh-

teenth century is not for this reason to be undervalued. He was as

diligently studied abroad as in France ; and though he was known to

be the avowed favorite of the empress Catharine II., he nevertheless

had a party in his own country. A numerous school of writers, who

desired to make themselves notable through the extravagance of their

opinions, seized with avidity on his doctrine, and sought to transcend

him through proclaiming it in the noisiest possible manner, and in a

way to capture the populace. There was the debauchee Lamettrie,

a decayed physician, whose pliilosophy culminated in holding that

the highest aim of man ought to be the satisfaction of his appetites.

It was by no means creditable to Frederick the Great that he admitted

Lamettrie, who realized his own theories in the most scandalous

manner, to his society, while I.essiug luul Mendelssohn were ex-

cluded. Claude Helvetius, sprung from a family of the Palatinate, a

rich farmer-general of revenue, ^^•as induced, through his measure-

less v'anity, to employ his leisure ui literary productions of the most

pronounced materialistic character. In his book Sur Vesprit (1758),

he traces man back to the animal standpoint, and, denying all dis-

similarity of indi\ddual endowments, ascribes all distinctions to

adventitious circumstances. These destructive tendencies are pro-

pounded with an audacity and impudence that clearly show how
much progress they had made among the general public, and how
certain they were of popularity. The government believed that it

must again vigorously intervene. The Archbishop of Paris, the Sor-

bonne, and the Parlement branded Helvetius's book as most per-

nicious. It was publicly burned by the executioner, and the author

dismissed from his offices about the court. Helvetius now ventured
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to appear in a still more impassioned and aggressive guise in his

work De I 'Iiommc, in which he directly attacks the social and politi-

cal institutions of France, and denounces them as doomed to irre-

mediable destruction.

Like Helvetius, Baron Paul Henry Thiry d'Holbach was a German
(born 1723); but he came earh* to France, and through his training

developed into a full-fledged Frenchman. His wealth enabled him to

indulge his vanity, and to make his house the rendezvous of the

' philosophers,' by whom he was mockingh' called the ' House Stew-

ard of Philosophy.' The good baron was altogether incapable of

conceiving a single original thought, but only gave expression to

the ideas suggested by his friends and guests. This he cbd in liis

Systeme de la Nature in the most bai'cfaced and scandalous man-

ner. In it man is characterized as a machine, felicity as the sole

virtue; the ideal, the beautiful, and good— every nobler emotion in

man— are branded as false and to be rejected.

The champions of enlightenment, civic freedom, and rationalism

felt the necessity of uniting to produce one great literary work which

should be at once the manifesto and arsenal for the whole party.

Diderot had conceived the idea, and worked at realizing it from

1746. He desired to produce an encyclopaedia of all human knowl-

edge and conceptions on the basis of the new ' philosophy.' For this

end he brougrht himself into connection with all the distmgnished

writers of France, finding, however, special assistance in d'Alembert.

D'Alembert was bom in 1717, the illegitimate child of Madame

de Tencin and of Destouches, an officer of engineers. Abandoned

by his heartless parents, and brought up by a poor woman, he at

an early period showed extraorcUnaiy mathematical fcilent. When
not yet twenty-four years of age, he was chosen a member of the

Academy of Sciences, but he was no less interested in philosophy

and literature. His refined, moderate, and somewhat timid nature

recoiled before the brute force of rigid logical deductions. A dis-

ciple of Bacon and Locke, and consequently professing the theory

of the exclusive experience of the senses, he, nevertheless, turned

away with disgust from the boisterous proclamation of crude mate-

rialism, and resigned himself to a gentle and modest scepticism.

It was d'Alembert who wrote the scientific introduction to the fii-st

volume of the Encyclopaedia (Unci/rlopedie), which appeared from

1751 on. It was a literary achievement which attracted the greatest

attention, and secured for its author a place among the forty immor-
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tals of the French Academy. He explained, ^\ath the greatest clear-

ness and precision, the aim and import of tlie whole work. After

depicting with subtlety and complete understanding the progress of

intellectual work in the preceding centuries, he proposes, as the

proper object for such work, the elevation of the old learning to the

unity of a strictly philosophical, and therefore thoroughly consistent,

system of knowledge. This was what the Encyclopaedia was de-

signed to comprise— a compendium of all that was worth knowing

under a uniform and comprehensive view of the universe.

The repi'esentatives of the traditional order of things immedi-

ately recognized the danger with w hich so powerful a party-creation,

designed on so grand a scale, thi-eatened them. The Archbishop of

Paris issued a pastoi-al letter against it, wliich, however, had only the

usual effect of making the vast and expensive work sell, and of caus-

ing it to be read with avidit}-. In February, 1752, the government

forbade the sale of the first two volumes, wliich had alread}^ appeared.

But as the government itself now came to be at v'ariance with

the clergy, it, eighteen months later, allowed the publication of the

other parts to be proceeded with. But soon such violent and fanati-

cal materiaUsm made itself manifest that Voltaire and d'Alembert

withdrew wholly from the work. The Encyclopedists no longer

constituted the whole body of the philosophei-s, but only the extreme

portion of them, and that the extreme anti-religious portion. The

government anew sought to stop the work. In 1757 a law appeared

which threatened the compilers, printei-s, and disseminators of anti-

religious books with death. At length the authorities flagged in

their opposition, and this the more especiall}' because the Encyclo-

paedia fouiid acceptance in the highest circles. The publication of

the seventeenth volume, in 1766, completed the work.

The Encyclopaedia is probablj' the work that, after the Bible,

has exercised the most influence on the minds of men. Many might

disapprove of individual eccentricities and extravagances ; but, on

the whole, the entire cultured world accepted the views predominant

in it. Much that was superficial and erroneous came, in this way,

to affect the manner of thought of the eighteenth century ; but in

addition to this, it inspired love and enthusiasm for freedom, for the

dignity of man, for reason and loyalty to conviction, and inextin-

guishable hatred of fanaticism, hj'pocrisy, priestcraft, and arrogant

narrowness.

Innumerable books, dissertations, pamphlets, and letters dissemi-.

Vol. XV.—

9
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nated the revolutionary doctrines through all the strata of the people ;

and these received a special political character through the writings

of Rousseau. This philosopher had already, in his treatises on the

causes of the difference amongst men, indicated the establishment of

the political commonwealth — the so-called ' civil contract '— as

one of the main causes of all the injustice and misery in the world.

Already he had there spoken of citizenship, universal freedom and

equality, and the sovereignty of the people. These views and watch-

words he expanded into a system in his book, Du Contrat Social,

appearing in the year 1762, with the same animating and brilliant,

and therefore doubly captivating, eloquence which secured for his

other works such a deep and permanent influence on the peoples of

Europe.

The " Social Contract," following the example of all teachers of

the law of nations since the time of Hugo Grotius, starts out from

the thoroughly erroneous doctrine of the civil contract, but asso-

ciates with it the noble principle that no man can alienate his own
or his posterity's freedom, and that personal freedom is an inborn

and inalienable right of every man. Therefore, Rousseau concludes

somewhat capriciously, the piimitive peoples could not through the

civil contract subordinate the will of all individuals permanently to

that of a single individual, but only to the will of the Avhole people

that comprises in itself all individual wills. Every individual is an

equally privileged citizen of the entire state, sharing in its guidance,

but obeying the laws given out by it. The whole people (totalitj')

cannot -wish to hurt itself and is therefore infallible. All powers

— the legislative, judicial, executive — belong to the sovereign, that

is, to the collective will of the people. This has no other limit than

the private rights of the individual. Deputies cannot give expres-

sion to this collective mil, for that would be for the electors the

surrendering of their civic rights of sovereignty. The collective will

can be uttered only by the general meetings of the whole people.

There the decision rests with the majority, to whicli the minority

must absolutely submit. Distinctions of faith produce dissensions

and discord amongst the citizens, therefore the sovereign has the

right, and it is its duty, to prescribe a state religion, to wliich every

one has to conform on pain of banishment.

Montesquieu's Esprit des Lois was the gospel of the cultured

burgher-class, and, as such, shaped the constitution of 1791 ; tiie

Contrat Social became the gospel of the masses, and shaj^ed that
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of 1793, and by so doing prepared the way, much against the will of

its philanthropic and sentimenüd author, for the demagogic Reign

of Terror. Here we find all the watchwords of the club-period,—
absolute equality of all citizens, sovereignty of the people, official

religion of reason, the invalidity of deputies' mandates as against the

direct will of the people. In it, too, deadly hatred of monarchy finds

exjiression. Rousseau placed liimself in absolute antagonism to en-

lightened absolutism, and even to constitutional monarchy of the

English type. From this the terrorists, thirty years later, got the

doctrine, that to bear the name of a king is a crime, and a crime

worthy of death.

And yet Rousseau did not see that he was substituting for mon-

arch}' a much worse t3"ranny than tlint of the despot ; that, namely,

of the blind masses goaded on by their ^\ild passions. To this tyr-

anny there are no bounds. It dictates the laws, executes them, and

pronounces judgment. It affords no room for consideration ; right,

reason, and experience have no j)lace in it. What aceidenuiUy

pleases the populace must be carried out. Hereditary respect, intel-

lectual superiority, honestly gained property, are of no account;

only numbers are valid. Rousseau did not comprehend that tlie

absolute sovereignty of all destroys the freedom of each individual.

In his theory there was no protection for the minority; no senate,

no tribunal, to which it could appeal. A majority of even one voice

made it defenceless, and devoid of every right. Rousseau satisfied

himself with the axiom that the whole body of the people cannot

err. The experiences of the much-lauded republics of Athens and

Rome might have taught Rousseau of what great and disastrous

follies and crimes mob rule is capable.

Rousseau has been wrongly sujiposed to have been the author

of modern socialism. It is true he declares the introduction of jiri-

vate property to have been one of the main causes of human misery.

But he recognizes that, now that we are living in an organized state,

care for the security of property and respect for it is the first of all

civil duties. He only counsels, in his Disi-oiirs sur Veconomie poli-

tique, the imposition of heavy sunij^tuarv taxes in order to ob\'iate

the too great accumulation of riches in the hands of a few.

Further than Rousseau went several of his contemporaries, who
plainly derived their views from him. The Abbe Morelly pidjhshed

anonymously, in 17.55, his Code de la Nutiire. demanding sum-

marily the abolition of property, as well as of the system of morals
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based on it, community of goods, right to work, general free educa-

tion, tlie absolute equality of all. Even a meritorious historian and

careful thinker like ^lably let himself be led astray by the " Social

Contract," and sought to go beyond it in his paper on legislation.

All these books were eagerly read, and produced a hazy, indistinct,

but all the more passionate, intellectual commotion that penetrated

more and more deeply into the lower strata of the people.

Rousseau did not assume the role of a legislator and reformer

in the domain of politics only ; he wished to play the same part in

that of education. In the same j-ear, 1762, in which liis Contrat

Social appeared, he pubHshed his book Emile, ou de VEducation.

In this he justly attacked the then merely mechanical sj'stem of

education, substituting for it a purely ' natural ' sj'stem, with a

tendency, however, to a one-sided development of the physical

powers and instincts. Nevertheless, the great effect produced by

the work did not, on the whole, redound to e^il. The beneficial

impulses communicated by Emile have been permanent. In place of

the stiff frigidity and dry pedantry with which children had been

hitherto treated by teachers and parents, he substituted a much

more genial and loving relation, — a true and spupatlietic apprecia-

tion of the capacities and requirements of the childish mind, and

regard to the shamefully neglected development of its body. The

whole modern system of education, as later estabhshed by Pesta-

lozzi, received its first impetus from the suggestions of Rousseau's

Emile.

Especially valuable is the third part of this romance, bearing the

title of the " Confession of Faith of the Savoy Vicar." In these

beautiful narratives, Rousseau breaks no less decidedly wiüi the

sceptics and materiahsts than -nith the disciples of an irrational

orthodoxv. He creates a religion based upon the moral perceptions,

and in accord with rational con%'ictions. It was due to this book,

above all, that the spark of spirituaUsm and ideahsra was not fully

quenched in French societjs and that all did not become debased

into pure sensualism and utilitarianism. But its author had to flee

to Neuchatel, — then Prussian, — where Frederick the Great, al-

though far from being in love with the radical politician, granted

him a secure asylum. In his " Letters from the IMomitain " he

championed the cause of religious and pohtical freedom with a

power and enthusiasm that stirred all Europe.

In order to introduce his views to all circles— even to those
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usually inaccessible to scientific and philosophical considerations—he

embodied them in the form of a romance. The object of La Ko}v-

velle Hi'loise is to exhibit how completely the prevailing morality

is at discord with nature, and to depict the conflicts arising out of

this antagonism. It aimed at substituting for dogma and the cate-

cliism a religion and morality based on just sentiment and sound

reason, equally distinct from rigid dogmatism and repulsively dis-

torted materialism. The " New Heloise " had much greater success

in Germany than in France, where it was severely attacked. No

author had proliably ever before produced such an effect upon a

foreign people as Rousseau did upon the Germans. His enthusiastic

temperament, his interest in religion, his depth of feeling, combined

with the independence and fearlessness of his nature, moved the hearts

of all Germany in sympathy with him. But in France also Rous-

seau's delineations awakened a taste for nature and a natural life.

Thoroughly moderate, as compared w^th the advocates of these re-

form tendencies, appeared those men who were then kno-rni as

' philosophical economists ' and today as ' political economists.'

And yet— though not lending the Revolution its abiding character

— they, in a great measure, gave the first impulse to it. Since the

days of Colbert, the ' mercantile system ' had controlled the com-

mercial and financial policy of France. This system aimed at devel-

oping commerce and manufactures at the expense of agriculture, on

which the main burden of maintaining the state ultimately rested.

The indirect taxes, the j^oU-tax, the gratuitous construction of roads,

were all imposed on husbandry, which was the occupation of the

peasantiy, and which was pui-sued by at least twenty of the then

twenty-five millions of Frenchmen. But to these peasants there be-

longed only one-third of the soil : fully two-thirds were in possession of

the greater land-owners, the clergy, and the nobles, who seldom saw

their estates and retainers, and troubled themselves still less about

them, but squandered the income drawn from them in the cities,

and especially at the court. Their estates were parcelled out to

farmers, who had generally to pay their lord the half of the produce

(^metayers). By reason of this enormous impost, the tenants had

neither interest in improving nor the means to improve their acres,

which became miserably run down, and yielded very poor crops. In

a like manner the lower classes in the cities were despoiled of their

rights through the rigorous restrictions imposed on them by the

guilds, in favor of the wealthier families of the masters.
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Already Vauban and Boisguillebert had, under Louis XIV.,

recognized and exposed the wrongfulness of these conditions. In a

still more compi-ehensive and effective manner, Cantillon, in his

Essai sur la nature du commerce, assailed the mercantile system, to

which he mainly attributed the economic backwardness of France

as compared with England, because the former attached exaggerated

importance to industry as compared with husbandry. The two per-

manent foundations for all trade and national prosperity he held to

be agriculture and fisheries, which alone enabled a sound and solid

system of traffic to be established.

Cantillon's theory— which men called the ' physiocratic ' — was

first truly developed, towards the middle of the eighteenth centuiy,

by the physician Quesnay (Fig. 30) and the merchant Gournay.

Frangois Quesnay (1G94-1774), the favorite pliysician of Louis XV.,

was a rigid monarchist, but, nevertheless, a true philanthropist, and

in close intercourse with the Encyclopedists. In a series of woi-ks

on political economy he distinguishes three classes,— the producing

class, the distributing class (that is, commercial men), and the re-

ceiving class (officials, teachers, artists, etc.) ; and of these he declares

the first to be the most important and tlie absolutely indispensable,

from which the other classes are derived, and without which they

could not exist. The surplus income of the landed proprietor over

expenses Qproduit nef) is the source which feeds manufacture and

commerce, the arts and sciences, and from which the state derives

its taxes. Without pierceiving that manufactures and commerce, as

well as agriculture, create new values, he saw in the last the only

productive industry, and urged, therefore, that those emplo3-ed in

it, and especially the actual tillers of the soil, should be delivered

from forced labor, that the grain trade should be declared free, and

all internal customs duties abrogated. His system found an enthu-

siastic advocate in the Provencal IMarquis of Mirabeau the Elder,

the father of the renowned Kevolutiimary orator. (Tournay was some-

what more moderate, appreciated the value of manufactures as well

as of husbandry, advocated the removal from both of restrictions

of every kind, such as guilds, monopolies, and the like, and already

showed that free competition was the life-nerve of the well-being of

a state. With him is said to have originated the famed and now so

much controverted principle, Laissez faire, laissez passer.

One-sided as the physiocratic theory was, and little scientific value

as it possessed, it at least served as a counterpoise to the unjust and
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illiberal mercantile system. Its principles found admission into the

administration of foreign lands as well as of France ; but in the lat-

ter country they met with obstinate resistance from traditional views

and prejudices.

Fig. 30.— FrangoLs yue.suay. From a oopper-plale engiaviiig, 17ü7, by Jeau Charles

Frangois (1717-1769) ; original painting by Freduu.

More and more irresistibly did the craving for a change in the

condition of the whole French people take possession of the public

mind. The learned societies and the inferior clergy were seized by

it. Polemical treatises, brochures, and letters appeared almost daily.

Every man had these productions in his hand, and craved more and
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more ardently that their demands should be conceded and the abuses

abolished. Timid attempts to defend the traditional system expe-

rienced more and more the antagonism of the public, their authors

being regarded as accomplices of the police. Already even the

highly conservative parlements ventured to demand the limitation

of the royal power, and guaranties for the personal freedom of the

individual. Even before the Revolutionary literature attained full

sway, parlementarism, Jansenism, and the constant abuse of the

authority of the king, had paved the way for these demands: this fact

is too frequently forgotten, and the influence of the ' philosophers

'

overrated accordingly.

Outside of this reform movement and its noisy debates stood, in

modest simplicity, a true philosopher, Etienne de Condillac (1715—

1780). He, too, at first adojated Locke's views ; but in his main

work, Traite des sensations, he advances to a purely materialistic

development of the theory of cognition, referring all perceptions,

judgments, and conclusions to the impressions of the senses, and

their necessary and inevitable consequences.

All scientific observation of details became expanded at this time

into half philosophical, half fanciful, general views. This character-

istic appears most clearly in the admirable, and yet so defective,

works of the great investigator of nature, Buffon (1707-1788),

whose Histoire naturelle, generale et particuliere presents, in a capti-

vating style, a noble picture of the whole animal world, although

its more specific details are in a great measure erroneous, or at least

inexact.

In order to appreciate the great power of this rich, varied, and

yet on the whole transient literature, in the France of that day, we

must remember that that country, in consequence of her continuous

mischances abroad, losses, and humiliations, was great and important

only through her literature, which exercised an influence far greater

than that which the daily press now enjoys. And the effectiveness

of this literature was increased through the influence of the Parisian

salons,— those social circles which highly accomplished and wealthy

ladies gathered around them, consisting of learned men, writers of

eminence, and their own high-born friends, who, as a class, favored

the reform tendency, and not only influenced public opinion, but in

a great measure created it. Never did the social talent, inherent

in the French mind, celebrate more brilliant triumphs than in the

eighteenth century. 'Society' ruled as an absolute monarch, and
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brought politics, religion, science, and literature before its judgments

seat, and decided upon eveiytliing with spirit, wit, and light-hearted

volatilit}'. Almost every work was laid before some salon before

being given out to the public. This circumstance contributed in an

extraordinary degree to the dissemination of the writings and views

of the French authors of the period throughout all Europe. While

Versailles, as seat of the court, gave the tone to France, Paris, fi"om

the middle of tlie century, was its intellectual centre. The govern-

ment itself was jjartly responsible for this, its persistent striving

after absolute power and rigorous centralization having drawn all

political life to Paris. Thus it happened that in the period of the

Revolution Paris alone decided everything.

The revolution had been already accomplished in the minds of

men before it embodied itself in facts. It would be false to ascribe

it directly to the writings of the ' philosophers.' These, indeed,

gave it its leaders of the higher classes ; but the masses of tlie

people were brought to embrace it mainly by the sufferings they

endui-ed as well as by the worthlessness and the heartless self-seek-

ing of the government and the ruling classes, and the aljuses prac-

tised by them. The intellectual tendencies to revolution, and the

degeneracy of the French state, led up, in various ways, to the great

cataclysm. The aristocracy, interested most of all in the mainte-

nance of the present condition of things, were wont to make them-

selves merry over the situation, and to declare it intolerable. They

derided the government, and did homage quite openly to that mate-

rialism preached by Diderot and his school. This was the mode,

and the lords and ladies of the great world accommodated them-

selves to it. Even the clergy, especially those of higher rank,

participated in the general infidelity and immorality. Every mem-
ber of good society had a 'feeling heart,' and grieved, in theory,

at the lot of the poor and starving, while the radical views pro-

pounded b}- sophistical thinkers found ready acceptance with super-

ficially cultured minds. It cost so little to accept and avow them,

while they constituted an excellent subject for the exhibition of

wit. No one suspected that weapons were thus being pressed into

the hands of their enemies, who were soon to awaken them from

their beautiful dreams, and rudely assert equality with them.

These conditions were not confined to France. The supremacy

which the French language had tlien acquired over all Eui'ope dis-

seminated such views and sentiments throughout all that ([uartcr
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of the globe. The works of Voltaire and Kousseau, of Cantilloa

and Quesnay, kindled men's hearts everywhere. The whole cul-

tured world appeared to be in a conspiracy against traditional

institutions and ideas.

A society so constituted was necessarily embittered to the

utmost against the Jesuits ; and we know, in point of fact, that

the public sentiment was most implacably hostile to them. The

events in Portugal, and the war of annihilation that Pombal had

waged against them in that country, admonished their numl)erless

foes in France to similar procedure. And it was not long till they

Üiemselves gave their enemies the very pretext best suited for their

purpose.

In spite of the express and repeated prohibition of Pope Bene-

dict XIV., the French Jesuits had persevered in prosecuting their

lucrative trade in the colonies. Father La Valette had, as presi-

dent of the Jesuit West India Mission, established vast plantations

on the island of Älartinque, and, in the name of the order, disposed of

their produce to excellent advantage. A Marseilles house accepted

bills of exchange from him to the amount of two and a half million

francs ; but when some ships freighted by La Valette were captured

by the English, and the father became insolvent, the order dis-

avowed all responsibiUt}', because La Valette, by engaging in com-

mercial enterprises, had transgressed the rules of the Society of

Jesus. The Marseilles house, threatened with bankruptcy, then

got a judgment from the Court of Commerce of that city which

held La Valette and his superior. Father de Sacy, liable for pay-

ment, and declared the whole order, with its properties situated in

France, jointly amenable. Instead of obviating greater misfortune

by redeeming the bills, the order was indiscreet enough to appeal

to the most inimical Parlement of Paris.

This court joyfully availed itself of the occasion to strike the

Society of Jesus a fatal blow. As it had now to decide whether

La Valette had violated the constitutions of the company or not,

it demanded and succeeded in obtaining the production of the

statutes of the order, hitherto so carefully kept secret; and after

finding these not to be legally binding, and condemning the society

to the payment of the two and a half millions, it declared a number

of these laws to be seditious and dangerous to the state, and several

of the privileges conferred on the company by the jmpes to be abuses

and invalid. The works of twenty-four Jesuit authors were ordered
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to be publicly burned by the executioner, all their schools and novi-

tiates were closed, and the subjects of the king debarred from hold-

ing intercourse with them.

These hard decisions — the revenge of the Jansenists for their

earlier persecution by the order— were received by the public with

almost unanimous ap[)robation. In vain did the French Jesuits seek

to save themselves through the cowardly expedient of submitting

themselves to the decrees of 1683, formerly so bitterly denounced

by them. Even the larger number of the bishops showed themselves

hostile to them. Choiseul, then prime minister, who was on the

friendliest footing with the Jansenists and the Parlement of Paris,

did nothing whatever to avert the doom impending over them.

The Parlement was free to go still further. The very merits of the

Jesuits contributed to their ruin, for since they urged the banish-

ment of the royal mistresses from the court, the Pompadour labored

with all zeal to prejudice the monarch against the order, and brought

him more and more over to the side of the Parlement. On August

ti, 1762, the latter body enacted the decisive decree, dissolving the

society of the Jesuits in France as being incompatible mth the

welfare of the state. Yet permission was granted to individual

Jesuits to remain in the kingdom, and to retain possession of their

ecclesiastical preferments, on condition of their swearing to renoimce

all community with the order and its doctrines, so far as the same

were directed against the royal authority. As a matter of course,

few were found to accede to the condition, whereupon tlie Parlement,

in March, 1704, decreed the banishment of all Jesuits from France,

a sentence which the king mitigated by permitting such of them to

remain as were willing to submit to episcopal jurisdiction and the

laws of the state. At all events the order, as such, was extirpated

in France, one of its greatest and richest provinces. From the close

understandinsr existing- between the different Bourbon prineelv

houses, the other branches of the family were disposed to proceed

against the society in the way that had been adopted in France. In

vain did Pope Clement XIII. attempt to come to the help of the

Jesuits and to defend their order through the constitution ApoatoU-

cum jxiscendi, prepared in deepest secrecy, January, 1765, and

directly pronouncing the society as sacred. In almost all the Catho-

lic states the dissemination of the constitution was most strictly

prohilnted, in some cases on pain of death. Everywhere it had as

a consequence the adaption of measures hostile to the order, most of
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all, however, in the state that had been the stronghold of the most

exclusive Catholicism.

Spain had been, since the accession of the Boiirbons to its throne,

engaged in a violent conflict with the Holy See in regard to the

powers of the state and church, wliich, after lasting for half a cen-

tury, was settled by the concoi-dat of 1753, conceding to the crown

the nomination to nearly all the ecclesiastical dignities of Spain, and

by so doing acknowledging the justice of the "views it maintained.

Within their state these Bourbons meddled in no way with the power

and wealth of the national church. In a land which at the begin-

ning of the eighteenth century numbered not more than five mil-

lions of inhabitants, there were no fewer than 180,000 clergy ; that

is, one to every twenty-eight souls. There were, indeed, among

these, 110,000 monks, and only 22,000 priests. The cliuieh enjoyed

a yearly revenue of nearly 400,000,000 reals, or 120,000,000, more

by far than that of the state.

The Bourbons endeavored to inspire the effete land and people

with new life and fresh strength. Under Philip Y., the army and

navy were reorganized, and a most beneficial impulse given to manu-

factures and commerce. Literature also, particularly historical lit-

erature and such as related to political economy, unfolded its

blossoms anew. Ferdinand VI., on his part, intrusted the guidance

of internal affairs almost entirely to a man in many respects resem-

bling Choiseul — namely, the Marquis of Ensenada. This minister,

ff)rmerly a pi-ofessor of mathematics, was thoroughly imbued by the

French spirit of innovation, unwearied in his efforts at reform, a

man of ability, but -nätliout great store of political knowledge or

strength of will. Nevertheless, he effected much good in many

departments, and that the more especially as he was kept within

bounds by liis adversary, Carvajal. Tl trough a revenue of 360,-

000,000 reals (fl7,.525,000), the state budget was not only brouglit

to an equilibrium, but on the death of the king 300.000,000 reals

($14,540,000) were found in the treasury. Ensenada conceived

the beneficent idea of superseding the indirect taxes, collected at im-

mense cost, by a judiciously apportioned income tax; but this

scheme was too radical to be carried out. On the other hand, how-

ever, he was successful in freeing the deeplj- depressed Spanish

agriculture from its heaviest burdens, and in materially promoting

it by the abolition of internal duties on grain, and by tlie improve-

ment of the means of communication. Devoted though the king was
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to the church, the power of the Inquisition was materially restricted.

On the other hand, science and learning were favored in every way.

Unfortunately Ensenada did not, like Ponibal, labor in the cause of

popular education; for he, like his Parisian contemporaries, consid-

ered that the lower classes should be kept dependent on, and subor-

dinate to, those of higher rank. In the year ITo-l he fell a victim

to the English influence then predominant in ^ladrid ; yet he was

quickly liberated from the prison to which he had been committed,

and, most of the charges brought against him being found thoroughly

groundless, he was endowed with an honorable pension.

On August 10, 1769, Ferdinand VI. (Plate IX.), as alieady

mentioned, died childless. He was succeeded by his half-brother

Charles (Fig. 31), up to this time ruler of Naples and Sicily. As
Charles's eldest sou was imliecile, and his second son destined to be

his successor in Spain, his Italian domains fell to his third son,

Ferdinand. This last was still a minor; and Naples enjoyed for

years the beneficent guidance of the JMarqms Tanucci, whom Charles

had nominated as president of the council of regency.

The new king of Spain, who now assumed the title of Charles

III., was estranged from the land of his birth by nearly thirty years'

absence. Without regard to the tenacious nature of its people and

their prejudices, Charles resolved, through the help of two Neapoli-

tans whom he had brought with him,— tlie ^larquises Grimaldi and

Squillace,— to extend to Spain the reforms that he had introduced

in Naples. He made the two Italians his ministers. Squillace en-

tered with zeal on the path pursued by Ensenada, going even bej'ond

him in it. Notwithstanding Spain's unfortunate participation in

the Seven Years' A\'ar, her finances were maintained in exemplary

order, security and peace restored to the land, the capital modern-

ized by street police and lighted at night, and the encroachments of

the clergy repressed with firmness. Squillace essentially restricted

the censure of books as practised by the Inquisition ; and by a

decree of Januar}- 18, 1762, all papal bulls, briefs, and provisions

had to be submitted for approval to the royal coimcil of Castile

before they acquired validity in Spain.

The Spaniards were indignant because they were ruled by for-

eigners. Three bad harvests, and the dearth consequent on them,

were directly referred to the diabolical devices of the hated alien

ministers. The clergy, who saw in Squillace the declared enemy of

tlieir pi-erogatives, fomented this bad feeling ^\•ilh all their power,
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and endeavored to mould it for their own ends. Patriotism and

religion aj^peared to be in a conspiracy against the despised Neapoli-

tans. A well meant but despotic decree, through which Squillace

Fig. 31.— Charles III. of Spain. From a copper-plate engraving by Raffaello

Sanzio Morghen (1758-1833) ; original painting by A. R. Mengs (1728—1770).

tried to substitute for the national costume the ordinary attire of

EuroiDe, gave the secret leaders of the populace a pretext for resort-

ing to violence. The outbreak occurred on Palm Sunday (March.
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23, 1766). The soldiers and police were hunted down and slaugh-

tered, the houses of Squillace and Giimaldi wTecked, the palace of

the kinsr even tlu-eatened. Crucifix in hand, a monk at the head of

the infuriated mob compelled the king to dismiss Grimaldi and ban-

ish Squillace, as also to revoke their most obnoxious orduuiuees.

Squillace witlidrew to Sicily, till, some years later, Charles sent him

as his envoy to Venice.

But Charles III. was just as firmly resolved that the royal power

should not be made subject to the caprices of street mobs and their

secret leaders, and that he would persevere in the path on which he

had entered, and avenge himself on the authors of the commotions.

It was not long doubtful where he had to look for these. The warn-

ings of Tanucci and of his other trusted servants recun-ed to his

mind. To the place of first minister he called a Spaniard, but a

Spaniard of like mind with Squillace, — the Aragonese, Coimt

Aranda, an enlightened, benevolent, and energetic statesman.

Aranda was able to suppress the disorders rather through kindly

treatment than through violence. He reorganized the civic admin-

istrations, and brought it about that the communal representatives of

]\Iadrid themselves petitioned the king to revoke all the concessions

made to the mutineers. Then Aranda proceeded, with the full

approval of the monarch, directly against the clergy.

The wrath of the king was directed especially against the Jes-

uits. To investigate the causes of the uprising, Charles instituted a

secret junta, comprising several eminent juiists and the renowned

political economist Campomanes, which found incontestable evidence

that the suspicion entertained in regard to the Jesuits was jiistified

in fullest measure. Tiie events in Portugal and France confirmed

his resolution to extirpate utterly the order in Sj^ain. The work

was taken in hand with extraordinary promptitude and in deepest

secrecy.

In the night between March 31 and April 1, 1767, all the Jes-

uits in Madrid— and next night the members of the order in all the

provinces and colonies— were apprehended by the police and sol-

diers, conveyed to various seaports, and then, to the number of six

thousand, deported at once to the States of the Church, to be "under

the immediate, wise, and sacred guidance of His Holiness." Clem-

ent refused to allow the unfortunate Jesuits to land. Charles then

iiirluced the French minister, Choiseul, to admit them into the wild

and disorderly island of Corsica, whence the pope at lengtli had
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them conveyed to the States of the Church. All Clement's repre-

sentations against the suppression of the order in Spain Charles

rejected categorically. All the Spanish imiversities were strictly

forbidden to teach the dogmas peculiar to the Jesuits, and the

return of any of their members was prohibited on pain of death.

Charles III., not yet satisfied with his revenge, exerted his whole

influence to move his son, Ferdinand IV. of Naples, and his minister

Tanucci, to drive the Jesuits out of that country also. From Ta-

nucci's well-known sentiments, this was not chfficult to effect. In

November, 1767, the members of the order were deported from both

Sicilies.

Of the Boiu'bon courts, Parma was now the only one left to be

dealt ^vith. Clement XIII. was embittered to the utmost asrainst

the House of Bourbon. The powerful sovereigns of France, Spain,

and Naples he did not dare to attack directly ; but he believed he

could strike them in their most sensitive part by wreaking his re-

venge on the weakest member of the house, Duke Ferdinand I. of

Parma. This prince, still very young, had committed the govern-

ment to a Frenchman, Guillaume du Tillot, an ardent convert to

the principles of the ' enlightenment.' He stripjjed the clergy of the

power of acquiring landed property, made them subject to the same

taxes that the lay population had to pay, and prohibited them from

appealing to Rome against the native ecclesiastical authorities.

Thereupon Clement issued a vehement Monitorium against Feixlinand

I., in which all the counsellors and executors of the ecclesiastico-

political laws lately promulgated in Parma were threatened with

the ban. To justify his procedure he appealed not only to the bull

In coena Domini, whose extreme hierarchical claims had never been

acknowledged by the Catholic powers, but also to Pai-ma's feudal

dependence on the Holy See. This attack of the pontiff on Parma

had only the consequence of uniting the Bourbon courts against the

Jesuits and their patron more closely than before. Within a month

from the issuing of the Monitorium the Jesuits, to the number of

150, were deported from Parma to the States of the Church, and

their properties, as in Spain and Naples, seized by the state. They

were also driven forth from Corsica and Malta. The great Bourbon

courts regarded the procedure of Clement XIII. as an act of hostility

directed against them all, as in truth it was. When the pope did not

give the satisfaction demanded in a collective note by their envoys,

France took possession of the counties of Venaissin and Avignon,
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while Naples occupied its papal euclaves Beuevento and Ponte-

corvo. Clement XIII., humbled through the feeling of his power-

lessuess, besought the Empress Maria Theresa for protection for lier

religion and church ; but this princess also was roused to anger by

the pontiff's ill-timed claims for power. She prohibited the publica-

tion of the bull In coena Domini in her dominions, and caused such

copies as were found to be burned.

Spain, who had assumed the leadership in the whole campaign

against the Jesuits, now, for tiie first time, spoke the decisive word.

In August, 1768, she demanded the immediate suppression of the

order. In the beginning of the next year Portugal, France, Naples,

and Sicily joined in the demand. The threatened annihilation of

the order so highly esteemed by him broke the heart of Clement

XIII., now in his eighty-third year. On February 2, 1769, he

suddenly died.

The four Bourbon courts, as well as Portugal, now att^iched the

utmost importance to elevating a cardinal devoted to themselves to

the chair of St. Peter. At length the collegfe decided to elect a

peasant's son of weak character, who owed his advancement to the

Jesuits, Lorenzo Ganganelli. It has been a matter of controversy

whetlier he had formally pledged himself to the crowns, before his

election, to the abolition of the order, and so won their support for

his acquisition of the tiara. Documents emanating from liimself

leave us in little doubt in regard to some such simoniacal compact,

however much all the parties sought to disavow it.

Clement XIV. (Fig. 32), the title assumed by the new pope,

was, in his heart, in nowise inclined to comply with the wishes

of the five courts. He therefore continually found new pretexts

for postponing the fatal measure. The fall of the enlightened

Choiseul, and his replacement by the bigoted Duke d'Aiguillon, in

1770, gave him the hope that it might be altogether abandoned.

But Charles III., who had made the destruction of the order his

lifetask, held the French coiut firmly to the resolution it had once

avowed. ]\Iaria Theresa's assent ^^as required as the dowry of her

daughter, Marie Antoinette, on her marriage with the dauphin. At

length the unhappy Ganganelli had to give way before the threats

of the powers and their reminders of the pledges he had given them.

On July 21 he issued the brief, Thnniinis ac redemptor, through

wliich, under heavy accusations, he abolished the order of the Jesuits.

There were at that time 22,589 Jesuits, of whom about half had

Vui.. XV.—10
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entered priestly orders. The provisions of tlie brief were so hard

that tliey met with general disapproval ; Venice, for example, mitigat-

ino- their execution in lier temtory. In the main, ho^^•ever, it was

carried out by all Catholic I^.urnpe without the least delay, even the

pious Empress Maria Theresa complying with it. The possessions of

the Austro-Hungarian Jesuits, valued at three million florins, were

seized by the state ; but when the pope ordered that these should be

made over to the other spiritual orders, he found no one to listen to

him. The various governments confiscated the respective possessions

in favor of their treasuries. The only sovereigns who maintained the

order in their states were the Protestant Frederick the Great and the

schismatic Czarina Catharine II. of Russia. The former held it

perfecth' harmless, and saw in its Silesian members able and very

cheap teachers of the youth. Catharine, on her part, favored the

society in her Polish acquisitions, using it as a tool for Russianizing

Poland. This unhajipy kingdom found in the Jesuits the most

zealous servants of its most merciless oppressor. In return, Cath-

arine allowed them to choose a vicar-general to themselves, who, in

1782, formally assumed the rank of General of the Order.

It is not true, as has been said, that Clement experienced severe

qualms of conscience on account of his treatment of the .Jesuits

;

but it is true, on the other hand, that the remnants of the order

everywhere showed him the bitterest enmity, harassing his very

soul. So it can easily be understood, that when he suddenly died,

on September 21, 1774, not yet seventy years of age, men attributed

his demise to poison administered by the Jesuits. Älany surgeons

who were present at the autopsy, and several influential cardinals,

and even his successor, were of this opinion. But it is perfectly

possible that the noxious climate of Rome, and the constant state of

dread in which he lived for the plots of the order, sufiiciently

account for his untimely end.

The dissolution of the order of the Jesuits was one of the most

weighty links in the cliain of events which evidenced the invasion

of the governments of the period by the purely worldly and the

anti-Christian spirit, and which established ' enlightened absolutism

'

in nations hitherto the most backward of all. In sacrificing this

order, which had been its most zealous champion, in deference to

pressure brought to bear on it by the secular powers,_ the papacy

plainly acknowledged its claims to be untenable, and o\^iied itself

defeated. This result was only another evidence of the general re-
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volt against the hierarchy. In consequence of all this, restrictions

were imposed on the regular clergy ; and their numbers diminished

throughout all Catholic Europe, even in the Austria of Maria

Theresa. In several Italian states the Inquisition was abolished

;

and the people, -«ith every demonstration of joy, burned the papers

of the hated tribunal in the public squares.

In this spirit. Count Aranda, formerly ambassador in Paris, and

imbued with the literary influences prevailing there, as well as with

the views of Choiseul, set to work to transform the cliaracter of his

people. He was supported in this by his colleague,— Count Florida-

Bianca, an able diplomat, who, as ambassador in Rome, had con-

ducted the negotiations that resulted in the abolition of the order of

the Jesuits. In conjunction with these two politically energetic

men, Campomanes labored for the economic renaissance of the nation.

In 1773 Aranda had to give way before his numerous personal

enemies, and returned to his ambassadoiial post in Paris. After a

short admmistration by Grimaldi, Plorida-Blanca, in 1777, accepted

the position of first minister, which he filled with his long proved

ability. Under such distinguished, and yet such peculiarly and vari-

ously endowed, leaders Spain experienced a period of prosperity and

development in every field, which, unfortunately for the much-tried

land, was of short duration. The extensive, but hitherto wholly neg-

lected, communal lands were partitioned, and conferred on industrious

husbandmen. The grain-trade was emancipated from every restric-

tion. The state established magazines to provide against years of

dearth or famine. The coinage and the financial system were reoigan-

ized on new principles. All raw materials, in whatever quantities,

were admitted free of duty. The system of taxation was reformed in

accord with rational principles. The power of the civil, and especi-

al! v of the judicial, magistracy was raised so as to be above mihtary

and hierarchical caprice. The police system was remodelled so as to

give public security. A law strictly regulated the yearly levy for

the military service, and reduced the number of the classes exempted

from it. Indeed, there was no branch of the national life and state

administration to which this government did not direct its well-meant

and zealous, though no doubt sometimes mistaken, efforts. The

lands, buildings, and revenue set free through the expulsion of the

Jesuits were, for the most part, devoted to the institution of a system

of secular education. The teachers had to snljmit to an examination

by the state, but were compensated therefor by the Ix'stowal of
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numerous privileges. The universities were reformed. A national

economic society was formed, consisting of the most eminent

grandees, statesmen, and experts of the land, in order to promote,

theoretically and practically, agriculture, manufactures, and com-

merce ; and this society had active branches in all the more important

cities. The results of tlieir studies were soon visible. The system

of public charities, the poor laws, and vagabond laws were reformed

in the most effective manner. Canals were constructed, especially

with tlie object of irrigating the arid Spanish soil. The king and

his children established model farms for the improvement of hus-

bandry. The legislation favored the tiller of the soil, and protected

him against oiDpression and spoliation by Ins landlord. In like man-

mer, skilled artisans and engineers were attracted hither from abroad,

and macliines and models purchased to jjromote the fabrication of

similar objects at home. The fine arts were liberated from all guild

fetters. The trade with America, which formerly had been Umited

to Cadiz and Se\-ille, was made free to all, thus tripling itself, while

the custom-duties accruing to the state were doubled. A trading-

company was established for the Philippines, and, what was of more

importance, a national bank. Though all these reforms were never

fully completed, still a general impetus was given to improvement

everywhere. This reform movement, like those of Frederick the

Great and Joseph II., of Pombal and Tanucci, was of a strictly

monarchical character. But it effected more good for the Spanish

people than all the spasms of democracj-, taken together, have done

for it in the nineteenth century. To this day the Spanish look back

on the period of Charles III. as the golden age of their country.

With no less ability did Florida-Blanca conduct the external

policy of Spain. He brought at length the long continued boundary

quarrel between Spain and Portugal in South America to a close

favorable to the former (1777), and next year entered into a close

commercial and political aUiance with Portugal, liighly advantageous

to both states. Treaties with Turkey and the Barbary States

secured the Spanish marine on the Mediterranean ; besides all this,

despite of Spain's participation in the American war (1779-1783),

the finances were in the best order.

Clement XIV. had offered peace to Portugal also, and found

Pombal veiy ready to meet him half-way. So long as King Joseph

lived, all the intrigues against Pombal, even when fostered by mem-

bers of the royal family, came to nothing, owing to the implicit con-
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fidence of the sovereign in his minister. But after the monarch's

death (February, 1777), a complete revolution at once set in.

Joseph had left only daughters. The eldest, who was altogether

in the hands of the clergy, undertook the government with the title

of Queen Maria I. Pomhal was promptly dismissed, though at

first with every mark of favor. The fanatical part of the clergy

were now at an advantage in every way. Pombal's written defences

asrainst the more and more violent accusations of his adversarieso

were condemned by the court of justice and destroyed. At length

a criminal investigation was instituted against him, now a man of

eighty years. As powerful friends still interested themselves for

Pombal, he was only exiled to the provinces, and death soon de-

livered him from the attacks of his enemies.

jNIaria I., by nature a mild and noble woman, was so possessed

by a fanatical piety that it more and more clouded her soul, till at

length the unfortunate princess became a victim of insanity. She

made the clergy and the high nobihty again the ruling powers in

the kingdom. In place of the educational institutions founded by

Pombal, monasteries arose, and the common schools were put under

the charge of the clergy. Notwithstanding, the higher education

was still an object of particular care to the new government, which

no less sedulously continued the plans initiated by Pombal for the

promotion of commerce and manufactures. Thus the good work

elfected by the minister was in some measure, at least, perpetuated.

That the Portuguese jaeople have remained prosperous, industrious,

and contented during the whole nineteenth century is mainly due to

the well-directed efforts of Sebastiao Jose de Pombal.

Not the Pyrenean peninsula alone, but all the peoples of Europe,

felt the influence of the predominant French culture. Even remote

Russia could not escape it. Her poetical literature assumed, under

the dramatist Lomonosoff, and Demetrius Cantemir, an exiled Mol-

davian prince, at once historian and satiric poet, a thoroughly French

character. Catharine II. cherished still more unqualified admiration

for the French intellect than Frederick the Great himself. She

caused regular reports to be sent her by Baron Grimm in regard to

the literary situation in Paris. She invited Diderot to St. Peters-

burg, whose cold climate and autocratic atmosphere he was unable

to bear for any length of time. She gave a pension to d'Alembert,

who was bitterly hated and persecuted in France.

Much deeper were the effects produced in Italy. A school of
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jurists and politicians arose in this land wholly subject to the influ-

ence of the latest French literature, and especially of Montesquieu.

The Milanese Cesare Bonesano, iMarquis of Beccaria (1735-17U3),

published in 17ti4 liis renowned work "On Crimes and Punish-

ments." " In order that every punishment," he said, " shall not be

an act of violence perpetrated by an individual, or several individu-

als, upon a private citizen, it must be public, speedy, necessary, as

gentle as possible proportionate to the offence, and prescribed by the

laws." In these few pregnant words Beccaria has summed up the

whole programme of modern times for the administration of justice.

He was also an effective worker for the abolition of the death

penalty.

And as jurisprudence, so there flourished in Italy its related sci-

ence of political economy. For the first time agriculture found, in

1765, an academic instructor in Piero Arduino of Padua. Lodovico

Ricci of iNIodena was a gifted and zealous advocate of Gournay's

individualistic doctrine, which again found an ardent antagonist in

Federico GalUani of Foggia. Palmieri of Lecce mediated between

these two with the result of producing a sound and rational eclecti-

cism. The reno'UTied Beccaria entered the lists here. Although on

the whole a pliysiocrat, he moulded this doctrine in an original and

judicious manner. His work " On Agriculture and Älanufactui-es
"

contains many \aews which Adam Smith carried further in his later

work. A lively interest in political economy and political theories

took possession of the cultured classes of the peninsula.

The mild and enliglitened tendency in jurisprudence found prac-

tical realization in at least one portion of Italy. After the death

of the Emperor Francis I., his second son, Leopold, inherited the

grand-duchy of Tuscany; and the twenty-five years of his reign

(1765-1790) constituted the happiest epoch for that rich and higlily

ci\'ilized state. Leopold carried out a ripely thought-out system of

useful and seasonable reforms. He came first to the aid of agricul-

ture, by parcelling out the comparatively unproductive communal

pasture-lands, and submitting them to more intensive cultivation, by

checking the extension of the greater estates through limiting the

right of succession according to primogeniture, and by facilitating

the sale of uncultivated properties. He abolished the grand-ducal

monopolies of tobacco, of the manufacture of iron and other wares,

which had been established througli the fiscal policy of the later

Medicis ; suppressed the custom-liouse lines in the interior of tlie
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state, and built numerous roads and bridges. In the interests of

commerce, he granted full freedom of conscience to all the foreign-

ers Uving in the seaport of Leghorn. Contrary to the practice of

enlightened absolutism elsewhere, he granted the representatives of

the communes greater independence in the adniinisti-ation of the

communal lands and the fixing of the communal taxes. Esj^ecially

salutary was his reform of the judicial system. In place of the nu-

merous local laws, he established a uniform system of legislation and

a well-ordered administration of justice. The new criminal code was

thoroughly imbued with the humanitarian ideas of the eighteenth

century. It abolished torture, the confiscation of goods, and, for the

first time in history, the punishment of death.

The anti-clerical sentiment of the period found expression in Leo-

pold's innovations. By increasing the fixed incomes of the priests,

he was able to abolish the burdensome church-tithes. The parishes

were allotted by public competition, ecclesiastical brotherhoods were

prohibited, and a tolerably advanced age fixed for the profession of

the monastic vow. Ecclesiastical jurisdiction was restricted to reli-

gious offences, and could impose onlj- ecclesiastical penalties, while

the clergy were subject to the civil law for all transgressions of it.

In the other Italian land ruled by the house of Lorraine-Haps-

burg— Lombardy— equally favorable conditions prevailed. The

finances were in excellent order, the taxes reduced, and the internal

custom-house lines swept away. Roads and canals were constructed

and the cities beautified. The state university, Pavia, flourished

under excellent professors, native and foreign. Here Volta, the

great physicist, taught. The government rewarded meritorious au-

thors, and carefully collected and published original historical docu-

ments. But Sardinia and Piedmont, under Charles Emmanuel III.,

an uncultured and distrustful prince, was one of the most backward

and rudest countries of the peninsula. And on the east of Lom-

bardy, in the territory of Venice, the degradation was still deeper.

The population was, indeed, still 4,500,000, and the yearly revenue

still 6,000,000 ducats ; but corruption was everywhere rampant.

Certain rich families purchased the poor nobles,— the ' Barnabotti."

— and through their votes dominated the Great Council and all

magisterial offices. The people were kept in check by espionage and

division into castes, namely, citizens and plebeians. Every quarter of

the city, every industry, had special and unequal prerogatives. The

external policy of the republic was that of weakness and fear. Still
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worse was the state of matters in the States of the Church. Father

Beccatini, a contemporary of Pope Pius VI., acknowledges, in a

eulogistic biograpliy of this prince, that, with the exception of

Turkey, there was no land worse governed than that of the pope.

The corn-trade was a monopoly of the government; industry was

all but extinct. The land-tax was farmed out for a miserable

40,000 ducats, although it would easily have brought double. The

people, notwithstanding the countless priesthood, were utterly bru-

talized. In the eleven years of the rule of Clement XIII., 12,000

mm-ders were chscovered, and of these not fewer than 4000 were

perpetrated in the city of Rome. Pius VI. was, indeed, a man of

fine, majestic appearance, an elegant and impressive orator, full of

boundless ambition, but without solid merits. After more than two

centuries, he was the first to revive nepotism. In this and similar

ways he renewed the abuses of the popes of the fifteenth century.

In Xaples the innovations continued to be limited to the ecclesi-

astico-political domain. Here the tyrannical disposition of King

Ferdinand IV. led him to be influenced l)y the anti-hierarchical

views of Tanucci. Ferdinand appointed the bishops of his king-

dom without any ratification by the Vatican, and prohibited them

from making use in their titles of the words, ' Through the grace

of the Apostolic Chair." As Pius VI. refused to consecrate such

prelates, the king threatened to have this done by his own bishops,

and thus compelled the pontiff to submit to his ^\ill.

To the same line of policy belong, in a certain degree, the meas-

ures adopted by Tanucci for the advancement of secular education.

To this end the incomes of the confiscated properties of the Jesuits

were in a great measure devoted. Every commune had to estab-

lish one or more public schools, in which reading, writing, and ele-

mentary arithmetic were taught. In every great city there was a

college, where twelve professors lectured on secular and ecclesiasti-

cal subjects. In the towns of middle rank there were smaller col-

leges. All ecclesiastical supervision of. or interference with, these

institutions was strictly prohibited. The universitv' of Naples was

housed in the former elegant palace of the Jesuits, and its chairs

were filled with numerous able and well-paid professors. These in-

stitutions produced the happiest results. Intellectual culture, so

long neglected, began to flourish in Southern Italy ; and a succes-

sion of men of eminent talent distinguished themselves in the

various branches of knowledge.
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But these institutions, unfortunately, gave no promise of long

durability, inasmuch as they were only the work of Tanucci and his

individual co-operators. Neither the coarse, uncultured king, nor

the people, took the least interest m them. The government con-

tinued in its old arbitrary, dishonest, and reckless course. The mid-

dle and lower classes remained the victims of feudal privileges and

abuses. Trade and industry were paralyzed by irrational mediaeval

restrictions, and, besides this, by state monopolies, whose number

Ferdinand constantly augmented. The administration of justice was

cruel and arbitrary. Membership in a lodge of Freemasons, and

even taking part in a meeting not expressly sanctioned by the police,

were held to be oä'ences worthy of death. Good laws were promul-

gated in numbers large enough ; but no one carried . them out, the

officials and barons troubling themselves least of all about them.

Reform received its hardest blow when, in the year 1777, the

Queen Maria Carolina, daughter of Maria Theresa, a proud and ar-

bitrary woman, effected the overthrow of Tanucci, who had resisted

her passionate and tyrannical aspirations. He retired to his estate,

where he died in poverty in 1783. The removal of this highly

meritorious man from the government opened an era of reaction and

financial disorder.

And matters went much the same in Parma. Here Duke Fer-

dinand was tired of his enlightened minister du Tillot, and replaced

him by the Spaniard de Lano, who beUeved that he would find fame

in undoing all that his predecessor had effected. The ecclesiastico-

political innovations were annulled, the Inquisition restored, and

peace made with Rome \vith considerable sacrifices of the authority

of the sovereign. On the whole, it must be said that the princely

reform movement of the second half of the eighteenth century had

for Italy, with the exception of Tuscany, only the effect of aggran-

dizing the power of the monarch. Otherwise, the peninsula retained

its bad laws and its oppressive feudal system. From 1748 to 179G

— that is, for half a century— the Apennine peninsula enjoyed un-

broken peace under the new ruling houses tliat foreign force had im-

posed upon her. But this condition of rest, unexampled in her

history, only served to demoralize completely the enslaved and dis-

pirited people. A republic that had earlier held a world position—
Genoa— still maintained 1500 mercenaries; the republic of Lucca,

200. No man would engage in work ; every one wished to enjoy

himself in his own way. The monstrous number of cloisters
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encouraged idleness, partly through the example given by the monks,

partly through the alms which they distributed, without distinction,

to the feeble and the healthy, to the unfortunate and the lazy, alike.

Beggary, imposition, and robbery appeared as quite natui-al, and by

no means unseemly, conditions.

Literature could not but be affected by this complete degeneracy

of the It;ilian people. In style it was extremely pompous ; but the

intellectual contents were narrow. The authors were sejjarated

from the people by an impassable chasm. Their productions no

longer bore the stamp of nationality, which in earlier times had

conferred its high value and abiding j^opularity on tlie whole of Ital-

ian literature. All the more readily, therefore, it fell under the in-

fluence of the brilliant and highh' gifted neighboring nation, France.

The Venetian advocate. Carlo Goldoni (1707-1793), made an end of

the irregular popular farce by seekmg to replace it by the comedy

after the manner of Moliere. To this extraordinarily productive

writer \\'e cannot deny rich power of fancy, perfect knowledge of

scenic requirements, and a happy gift of observation of all the ex-

ternals of life ; but he lacks true poetic feeling. He met his well-

deserved fate when, after fifteen years of triumph, he was suddenly

beaten out of the field by a rival of thoroughly opposite character,

and a jjartisan of the popular comedy. Count Gozzi, and compelled

to seek refuge in Paris. Gozzi (1722—1806) was a true poet, who
knew how to give to his comedies of domestic hfe, and their charac-

ters, a true and sharply defined individuality which never trans-

gresses the bounds of literary license. Gozzi knew how to wield

the weapon of derision with as much power as pungency against the

foibles of contemporary philosophy.

But Gozzi remained quite isolated. Thoroughly Frenchified

was the tragic poet. Count Vittorio Alfieri of Asti (1749-1803).

Filled with measureless vanity, he believed that he could excel the

French poets, even in their own field. If the sentiments and ideas

expressed in his tragedies are in themselves elevated and noble, he

kills our feeling of pleasure in them through the overdone simplicity

and consequent unnaturalness of the plot, the •s'iolence of expres-

sion, the unharmouic repulsiveness of his style, the fury of his pas-

sions, and the pedantic observance of the rigid external rules.

It remains for us to mention that Italy was able to maintain

only in a moderate degree her ancient fame in the natural sciences.

Stdl, the penijisula had the honor of numbering among her sons a
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Galvani (1737-1798) aud a Volta (1745-1827), the apostles of the

doctrine of electricity. And amid the deep decadence that had

fallen upon Italian art, the star of sculpture arose on the horizon in

the person of Canova. He belongs, however, to another and more

vigorous ejioch of the national spirit in Italy, tlie aiDproach of which

had been perceived and announced through Alfieri and some other

distinguished spirits. " The day will come," exclaimed that poet,

*' when the Italians wül again arise heroes upou the battlefield !

"



CHAPTEE V.

PRUSSIA AKD GERJL4NY DURING THE PERIOD OF PEACE.

RICH iu fame and glory, but impoverished in means, and sorely

reduced in numbers, the Prussian people had come forth

from the eventful Seven Years' War. Frederick now set to work

to cure the wounds which tlie great conflict had inflicted on his

lands.

First of all, he had to reorganize the finances and the monetärer

system. Irrespective of the English subsidies and the Saxon and

Mecklenburg contributions, the king— as he would have recourse

neither to new taxes nor to loans— had met the costs of the war

mainly through two means,—debasement of the coinage and the issu-

ing of treasury bills. Not only were the Brandenburg and Saxon

coins issued b}' liim far under their nominal value, bu-t he also con-

cluded secret compacts with petty princes,— veritable fabricators of

false money,— whose coinage he, in consideration of a proportionate

advantage, forced into circulation in his own lands, thus creating

disorders and losses of all sorts, enlianeement of prices, and usury.

All of this depreciated coinage was, on the close of the war,— in the

years 1763—1764, — suddenly taken out of circulation, and accepted

at the pubUc treasiuies only at its metal value. Much of it was

worth only a fourth of its face value. This sudden yet necessary

demonetization of the coinage, guaranteed by the image of the king

and the arms of Prussia, was undoubtedly a sort of national bank-

ruptcy, which brought ruin on numberless private persons, and in-

flicted losses and injuries on trade and commerce much more serious

than would have resulted from a heavy but discreetly imposed and

justly allotted war-tax. And such a tax would have been assuredly

more profitable to tlie king than this trafiic in money, whose profits

he had to share with numerous unscrupulous speculators. The Gen-

eral Directory itself ascribed the decadence of trade and industry to

the ' twice-repeated ' reduction of the coinage.

Tlie second means was not less unjust and calamitous for those

157
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affected by it. All salaries and pensions had been withheld from

the year 1757, and paid in treasury notes, redeemable after the close

of the war. But, as a matter of course, the longer this end was in

coming, and the more doubtful that Prussia's fate appeared to be-

come, the lower these treasury-bills sank in value— ultimately to a

fifth of their nominal value. One can imagine to what terrible suf-

fering this gave rise in many official families. At lengüi, in 1763,

the bills were redeemed, but only in depreciated coin— a device

thoroughly discreditable, and altogether unworthy of Frederick. He
excused himself on the gromid of necessity, but, as already said, the

land could much better have borne a heavy income-tax than this

cruel infring-ement of claims.

The energy that Frederick displayed in bringing help to the most

sorely stricken cUstricts is all the more admirable. Nearly the

entire country had been more or less devastated by the enemy, who,

besides Üiis, had extorted contributions to the extent of 125,000,000

thalers. The fields lay waste, because cattle and seed-corn were

alike wanting ; while, by the loss of nearly half a million of inhabi-

tants, the land was partly stripped of its laboring strength. Twen-

ty-five thousand bushels of corn, 17,000 bushels of barley, and 35,000

horses were distributed gratuitously. Every regiment despatched

hundreds of peasants to their homes, who again devoted themselves

to productive labor, especially to agriculture. Of the funds the king

had raised for a new campaign he allotted more than 7,000,000 to the

separate provinces according to their needs. In many districts large

remissions were made of taxation. Älost zealously Frederick set

himself to rebuilding the houses burned down by the Russians. Be-

sides this he revised the financial accounts, with the view of restor-

ing the old system down to the minutest item.

In three of his works,— "Anti-Machiavelli." written in the be-

ginning of his career ; in the " Memorabilia of the House of Branden-

burg," in the midcUe ; and in his " Essay on Forms of Government,"

at the end (1777),— the king has given expression to the sentiment,

that " The prince is the first servant and the first official of his state."

" He owes it," he says, in the second work mentioned, " an account

of the use he makes of the taxes which he raises in order to defend

the state by the troops
;

" and he is bound " to support the dignity

with which he is invested, to reward services and deeds of valor, to

restore, in a certain measure, the equilibrium between the rich and

the oppressed, and to aid the unfortunates of all classes in every
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way." And Frederick did more than merely express such noble

sentiments in beautiful and striking \\ords ; he realized them in

the must loyal manner all through liis reign of nearly fifty years.

To him military functions appeared in no way tlie weightiest

element in the princely calling. " It is obviously false,"' he says,

" that the prince should be nothing but a soldier. By their origin

tlie princes are, first of all, judges ; and, if they are generals, that is

only a supplementary function." Among the duties of the judge,

Frederick included care for public order, for administration of

justice, and for the public welfare generally. He emphasized neither

his rights nor the enjoyment of kingly authority ; in it he saw

ratiier a heavj- and responsible duty. He did not regard the state as

belonging to him, as monarchy had claimed since the days of Louis

XIV., but himself as belonging entirely and utterly to the state. To
have first announced this doctrine, and carried it out in action, and

so to have given the most brilliant example to the princes of con-

temporaneous and succeeding times, the world wdll ever regard as

constituting one of Frederick's fairest titles to enduring fame. The

day was strictly parcelled out ; and every hour had its allotted dutj',

with which it was invariably occupied. One sees from the second of

his " Political Testaments " (1768) how closely he had investigated

the needs of each individual province of his state, their productions

and conditions of existence. On this he based a minutely detailed

and comprehensive plan for the advancement and expansion of in-

dustry. The meanest of his subjects were encouraged— indeed,

ordered to address their solicitations to him. Everj^ petition was

disposed of on a journey just as promptly as in Potsdam or Berlin

(Plate X. : Fig. 33). This he regarded not as a grace on his

part, but as a right due by liim to his sul)jects. Five, or at most

six. hours he allowed for sleep. In a single day he often issued

more than a hundred ordinances concerning foreign policy, national

improvement, military undertakings, and theological or educational

matters. Only through this never-flagging, daily-renewed self-sac-

rifice was he enabled to maintain Prussia at a height of power and

prestige to which her material strength bore no proportion.

In point of fact, Frederick was penetrated with the conviction

that, for the weal of the state, it was essential that every initiative

should emanate from the prince, who ought in person to control

the whole administration. Not that he ascribed to the king either

immediate di\-ine guidance or supernatural endowments ; this was
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very far from being liis conception. He regarded it, not as a right,

but as an . obligation incumbent on him to intervene personally in

every matter of state, and speak the decisive word in regard to it.

He saw in the »Saxony of Count Brühl, in the Sweden of an oligarchy

of nobles, in the Russia of Bestuzheff, m the France of Pompadour,

the melancholy consequences of administration through ministers

and favorites. For the sake of his subjects, therefore, Frederick

was firmly persuaded that the monarch must be his own first minis-

ter, and that his officials, able as they might be in their special

departments, should be merely instruments in the hands of a skilled

Fig. 33.— The Brandenburg Gate in Berlin about 1760. From an otchiug Liy Daniel

Chodowiecki (172t!-1801).

and wise master. He often treated the most eminent and most tried

of his officials with unmerited harshness and contempt. And yet

Frederick's princely eye enabled him, -wdth but a single exception,

to select only worthy and distinguislied men as ministers. Contra-

diction enraged him to the utmost. The privy finance-counsellor

Ursinus, who had induced the General Directory to accept a motion

contrary to one of the king's plans, was instantly dismissed, and com-

mitted to the fortress of Spandau (1766). The whole history of his

state led Frederick to adopt such arbitrary views. Brandenburg-

Prussia had become what it was only through its rulers. Their

moderation, firmness, sense of the practical, and tlieir high concep-

tion of their princely calling, had elevated Prussia— mostly against
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t'.ie will of the subjects— to a firmly consolidated, great, and illus-

trious commonwealth. Of this Frederick was thoroughly convinced,

and to this con\iction was added the feeling of his own worth and

the still nobler sentiment of duty to his people. His own sovereign

will had augmented Prussia by a half, and made her a European

power. But in return he could bear no degree of independence in

regard to his own well-considered resolutions. His system was

indeed exclusively associated with his own personality, and in that

there lav a great danger. Only a genius of the first order was in

any way competent to fill the role of a sort of omniscient and omnip-

otent Pro\idence. Such a kind of rule, under less gifted successors,

must infallibly lead to neglect tif the most important matters, to

multiplicity of comparatively uiiinteUectual administrators, to the

collapse of the whole machine of government and of all public insti-

tutions.

The chief departments of the Prussian government— the ]\Iinis-

terial Cabinet for foreign affairs, the General Directory for home

affairs, finances, and commerce, and the Ministry of Justice— were all

organized on a collegiate principle. Every one of these bodies com-

prised several ministers, to each of whom a special department was

allotted, but w'ho arrived at all important decisions only after taking

common counsel with each other and with the privy councillors of

the entire collegiate body. The pro\'incial authorities were organ-

ized in the same manner. But this organization, though maintained

in regard to its forms, was overridden by Frederick in regard to

its essence, inasmuch as he despatched the most important business,

especially in regard to foreign policy, either without participation,

and even ^^ithout the knowledge of the ministers, or, according to

his own pleasure, intrusted the caiTying out of his royal mandates

to individuals selected by himself. At no time did he attend the

ministerial councils. All was ruled from his own cabinet. His

adjutant-generals, who dealt with military matters, and the cabinet

coimcülors, who had to do ^vith ci^'il affairs, were, according to his

own expression, onh^ his secretaries or clerks. For this reason he

took his privy cabinet-councillors only from men of the middle class

and mostly from inexperienced subaltern officials, so that they should

be entirely without influence, and completely amenable to his con-

trol. But even under Frederick, this arrangement showed the most

serious defects. As the ministers scarcely ever saw the king, and

therefore were precluded from explaining their views to him, and

Vol. XV.—U
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as, in consequence, the cabinet^councillors were the only j^ersons

with whom the king regularly took counsel on the most various

affairs, these latter came to exercise an imjiortant influence upon the

ruler's decisions. By reason of the Icing's unwearied power of work

and keenness of perception, whicli took notice of the smallest as well

as the most imporbint matters, this evil could take no alarming pro-

portions. But often even the best and most clearsighted ruler must

be led through personal moods, feelings, and prejudices to adopt

unjust and unappropriate measures ; and this was occasionally the

case witli Frederick himself.

The whole administration, even to the smallest detail, was most

keenly supervised, the exchequer strictly reviewed, and every act of

disobedience, of negligence, unfaithfulness, or caprice on the part of

the officials, punished with Draconian severity. Seldom in his

instructions did the Idng give exjaression to his satisfaction with

them ; reprimands and reproofs constituted their almost constant

diet. Frederick knew how poor his state was, and how every fibre

had to be strained to provide the needful means, and how neglect

in a single point might lead to the collapse of the whole artificially

constructed machinery of state.

Still more than his officials did Frederick regard his army as the

secure and reliable support of the state. He saw in it the founda-

tion of Prussia's rapidly attained greatness and power, and accord-

ingly busied himself unceasingly with it, down to the minutest

details of the service and discipline. Besides being its commander,

he was also its indefatigable instructor and administrator, for a real

war-minister he never had. His activity ami industry in this re-

spect were truly admiral>le. To the arm}', that is, to its officers, he

granted important prerogatives. He held them to be not only more

honorable, but also more clear-sighted, than his best civil officials,

and in cases of conflict decided always in their favor. " In my
stiite," he writes, in 1784, to Count Kayserling, "a lieutenant stands

for more than a chamberlain."

But if the officer was granted the foremost place in the state and

in society, he was, on the other hand, subject to no small drawbacks.

The pay of a lieutenant was very trifling, ten thalers montlily.

Debt was restricted in every possible way. Before liis thirty-fifth or

fortieth year, the lieutenant could scarcely hope for the compara-

tively better paid position of captain. The younger officers were

not allowed to marry. The daily mechanical monotony of the drill,
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the sui'ly harshuess of the chiefs who were resjjonsible to tlie king

for the conduft of all their officers, the constant self-control to which

they had to submit, all contributed to constitute no happy or elevat-

ing life. Then every jear a review took place before the ruler,

a time of severe probation and anxiety (Plate XI.). Not the

smallest fault escaped Frederick's keen eye. Reprimands, derision,

threats, were rained upon them, often liumiliatious that compelled

immediate resignation. When, in 1784, the Silesian army corps did

not full}- satisfy the king, he wrote to its Inspector-General, the

graj'-haired and highly meritorious Tauenzien : " My army in Sile-

sia was never so bad as now. If I had made shoemakers and tailoi-s

into generals the regiments could not be worse." Tauenzien de-

manded and received his discharge. Lieutenant-generals were often

put under arrest. Generals and commanders of battalions were

ordered to the rear without ceremony. Even in the officers, Freder-

ick did not see men, but instruments for the ends of the state

;

and these he used mercilessly, throwing them away when they

appeared of no more use to him. Humane or benevolent this

indeed was not ; but if the little Prussia was to maintam her position,

there could be no talk of humanity and pliilanthropy. Efficiency

was the foundation on which he built up liis army, combined with

unconditional submission, and the example of its leaders from the

highest to the lowest, each in his own sphere.

It would be unjust to conceal that Frederick rewarded officers of

extraordinary merit to tlie best of his ability, and that, when in the

mood, he knew how to thsplay the most fascinating affection for his

gray-haired war-comrades. Such cases were exceptional ; but they

show that the voice of his heart, which formerly was wont to speak

so clearly, was not fully brought to silence in his old age. Yet, in

most cases, there were no pensions for the able officers, however

eminent in rank. If Frederick behaved with so little consideration

for the officers— his noblemen— it is easy to tmderstand he had no

consideration whatever for the privates, who were looked upon sim-

ply as nullities. Although in many details Frederick had made the

service less stern than it was imder his father, and less burdensome

for the people, on the whole, however, he had not essentially altered

its conditions. In one respect, indeed, there was direct retrogression.

Frederick augmented the number of native Prussians freed from

military service, and abolished the principle of universal liability to

duty. Of natives he would have only 'common people;' and in
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the year 1742, he decreed that two-thirds of the soldiers should be for-

eigners, enlisted not rarely by means of deceit and violence, in whom,

as in all his other soldiers, he saw only machines to be used at his

despotic pleasure. Military service was even made a punishment

for crime. Such an army was only to be kept together tlirough the

strictest supervision and intimidation, in accordance with the maxim

often expressed by Frederick, that the welfare of the army was en-

tirely dependent on the soldier fearing his own officers more than

the perils he was exposed to in war. Discipline and punishment

were barbarous. Caning was of daily occurrence. Arrest and con-

finement in fortresses, aggravated by penalties of all kinds, was by

no means rare. Such iron discipline had, indeed, made his army into

a machine not to be sm-passed, but requiring a master-mind to set it

in motion and keep it in order. When tliis failed it, at a later time,

the whole institution went to pieces, and disbanded itself at the first

time of real trial. Frederick II. fell into the error of so many ener-

getic and gifted statesmen, of attributing too little worth to moral

motives and the co-operation of many different üidividuaüties, and

of expecting all from mere mechanical obedience.

The army was continually augmented in proportion to the greater

extent of the country and the increase of the population. It ulti-

mately counted, in round numbers, 200,000 men, of whom about a

lialf were either permanently or transiently on furlough. Thus

Prussia had, on the basis of a census of five and a half millions, a

standing army amounting to two per cent of the gross population.

When we consider that now in Germany the army in peace is little

more than one per cent of the people, we can easily appreciate the

heaviness of the burden which such a terrible equipment imposed

upon the impoverished Prussia of the eighteenth century. Only the

circumspection, economy, and unwearied watchfulness of a Freder-

ick made it possible for him, not^\'ithstanding the pecuniary burdens

imposed on his people, to carry on great wars independently. He

reckoned it essential that he should be able at all times to place an

army in the field within five or six weeks.

This army system had, as we see, deep and l)road shadows ; but

all defects were, in a great measure, compensated by the genius and

unwearied power of work of the sovereign. And then the whole

institution was adapted to a period when the same drawbacks, lint

not the same advantages, prevailed in all armies. Had Frederick

lived to see the revolution brought about at the close of the eight-
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eenth eentiiry, he would, (l(iul)tless, have accommodated the military

relations of Prussia to the demauds of the new period.

If the king filled the highest administrative posts almost exclu-

clusively with nobles, these, in return, enjoyed, iii virtue of their

militaiy dignities, an altogether exceptional consideration. He be-

lieved he could trust only to the feeling of honor native to the

aristocracy. To the artillery alone, which was regarded as of

meaner rank, and the servant of the other departments of the ser-

vice, were the common people admitted as officers. Frederick, when

discussing army matters, used to speak with great contempt of the

'proletariat." The monarch who, in poetry and prose, celebrated

humanity and the equality of all, cherished in practice the most

laarrow-minded prejudice. Even in the improvement of the land,

the nobles were constantly preferred, and were free from all direct

taxes. Frederick's special aim was to maintain this privileged class

as the nursery for officers. Many millions of thalers were made

over to its members, partly as gifts, to enable them to pay their

debts, parth' as loans at one per cent. The utmost respect for the

nobility was inculcated upon all officials ; for " such, with their sons,

nuist constitute the defenders of the land." With the view of

maintaining the integrity of the class, the sale of a noble's estate to a

commoner was most strictly prohibited. No alliance was permissible

between the nobles' and conimonere' families. The marriage of a

nobleman, especially of an officer, with a commoner, was not per-

mitted ;
" for otherwise I should soon have nothing but bourgeoisie

for officers." Frederick was wont to confer no prerogative gratui-

tously. He even prohibited the purchase of peasants' and common-

ers' estates by the nobility, as well as the pursuit of commerce. He
further required tliat the nobles should not sit idly on their estates,

but that they should serve the king and the state, in the army or

administration, for meagre pay ; the higher honor attached to their

caste being supposed to compensate them for whatever sacrifices

they made. A nobleman could not leave the country without ro\'al

permission, could not even study at foreign universities.

In the service Frederick recognized no prestige as attaching to

rank. A prince in his eyes was nothing more than the lowest

class of the nobility. ' Old Dessau,' an immediate prince of the

empire, was most severely reprimanded for the smallest mistake.

When the Count of Schulenburg recommended his son to speedy pro-

motion, in virtue of his rank, the king wrote him (1783): "I must say
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to you tliat I have already given orders that no count be received

into my army; for as soon as they have served one or two years

they return to their home, and their ser\'ice is all vain show. If

your son \^dshes to serve, his countship has nothing to do '(vith

the matter; and he will receive no advancement unless he learns

liis business thoroughly." What a contrast to the foolish preference

shown to the high nobility in the Austria, France, England, and

Sweden of that time

!

As little did high rank avail where law and justice were in

question. Here even the members of the royal house had to submit

implicitly to the laws. Such principles gained for the Hohenzollerns

a degree of popularity such as no other princely house could boast of.

Frederick made repeated attempts for the effective amelioration

of the condition of the peasant class, who in almost all Prussia

were in a state of subservience to the landed proprietors. Forced

labor for his master claimed the peasant's best strength and time.

The lord and his officials assumed an unlimited right of punishing

liim. In every act of civil life he was at the disposal of his supe-

rior, whom his children had to serve five years for miserable board,

and from foi;r to six thalers of wages annually. Frederick now

intervened in numberless cases from his feeling of justice, in favor

of the poor, oppressed, plundered, and abused class. Unjust stew-

ards and proprietoi-s were reprimanded and punished by the mon-

arch. Royal officials who punished the peasants by flogging were,

according to an edict of 1749, to be committed for six years to a

fortress. The kmg would not permit the number of the peasant

population to be lessened, lest tliere might be a diminution in the

tax-payers and recruits; and for this reason a law, of August, 1749,

prohibited the so-called hauernlegen, that is, the confiscation of the

peasants' holdings and their cultivation by the landlord. While

hi neigliboring countries the technical improvement of the great

industries led to large numbers of such confiscations at this time,

Frederick guarded against this in Prussia, though the landlord's

prerogative of driving forth one peasant and replacing him by

another was in no way infringed. Only in the royal domains was

this forbidden, and that first in the year 1777. Frederick very

often availed himself of opportunities for improving the condition of

the peasantry. A cabinet order of 1784 introduced a -revision

of all the acts in regard to forced labor throughout the whole mon-

archy. The serfdom of the peasantry was altogether at variance
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with the king's feeling of justice, a sentiment to which he frequently

gives expression in his writings. In his essay ou forms of govern-

ment he says : " The fact that the peasant belongs to the land, and

is the serf of his lord, is revolting to mankind." He pubhcly de-

clared :
" It is in conformity with my intention that the peasantry

shall be free men and not slaves." Like his two immediate pre-

decessors, he made repeated attempts to effect the abolition of

serfdom, as in 17G3, and again shortly before his death, in the sum-

mer of 1786. But ultimatelj' this was abandoned out of regard to

the assumed interests of the noble warrior-caste, and through their

resolute opposition to it, as well as that of the bureaucracy allied

with them. The king, ^\-ho so well knew how to make his wUl effec-

tive in other matters, gave way, so that all ended in affording the

peasantry a very small degree of reUef. Only in the royal domains

were the days of forced labor limited to three in the week, and the

service partially commuted for money payments.

The e^ol was that Frederick in no way regarded husbandry as

by far the most important source of national income, as without

doubt it was in the Prussia of that day. Rather, as a zealous advo-

cate of the mercantile sj-stem, he put agriculture at a disadvantage

as compared with commercial industry. Tliis may sound like a

paradox when we regard the millions which he expended for the

elevation of husbandry, and the unweaiied care which he devoted

to it. And yet so it was. All the implements of the peasant

and the necessaries of life were greatly increased in price by the

high protective duties. All the wares of the hand-worker had to

be brought from the frequently far distant town. On the other

hand, through the prohibition of the export of grain, with the ^^ew

of keeping bread at a low price, and the wages of the laborer propor-

tionately low, his earnings, especially in good years, were most mate-

rially reduced, so that it was impossible for him, over and above his

hea\'y payments t<5 the state, his landlord, and the church, to main-

tain himself and his family in any degree of comfort. In like man-

ner, with the view of fostering the cloth manufacture, and especially

of detrimentally affecting the manufacturers of electoral Saxony in

Lusatia, the exportation of sheep, sheepskins, or wool was forbidden

on pain of death. The exportation of flax and hemp, of hops and

ra"s, was prohibited in favor of the weak home industries ; as if a

flourishing agriculture and a strongly developed system of cattle-

breeding had not offered a richer equivalent for foreign manufac-
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turers than the meagre products of Prussian commercial industry;

and as if these did not constitute the soundest and most durable

foundations for a national system of manufacture. Thus, in the

most of the provinces, husbandry was pursued in an antiquated

fashion, and not intensively ; and Prussian cattle were almost uni-

versally of a miserable type. Prosperity, freedom of action, and an

enterprising spirit, had altogether deserted the peasant class, impov-

erished and circumscribed as it was on all sides.

Frederick, indeed, did all to assist husbandrj- that his economic

system permitted. Great grants in aid were made to it, wliich the

king, by his painstaking economy, was able to wring from his scanty

budget. In his wondrous hberality for any object having the com-

mon good in view, lies the most appropriate explanation of, and

apology for, the sordid harshness he often showed to individuals.

The banks of the Netze were made arable through ditches, and

were capable of maintaining nearly 4000 new families, and the

marshes of the Oder were dramed. On no less grand a scale was the

di"ainage of the Drömling morass, in the district of Magdeburg, which

rendered 177,000 acres of land fit for cultivation, and that of the

marshes of the Warthe, where nearly 123,000 acres were reclaimed.

The lands thus made arable, as well as other waste places, were

chiefly occupied by foreign colonists, of whom Frederick introduced

no fewer than -300,000 into liis land. In these and similar enter-

prises he found most efficient help in Franz Balthasar von Brenck-

enhoff (Fig. Si), the son of a cavalry officer of the Palatinate, who

had been of such eminent serAice in the commissary department in

the Seven Years' War, that the king made him a pri^'y councillor in

his administration. In the organization of the newly acquired West

Prussia he later proved of the most efficient service.

Frederick was unwearied in liis efforts to help and instruct his

people. He began the beneficent work of di^•iding the land into

districts or parishes, according to English and Swiss models, and

carried out the plan despite a constant struggle M'ith the indolence

of the officials and the narrow-minded conser\atism of the peasants.

Through persevering and vigorous efforts, he compelled the latter to

adopt the cultivation of lupines, so well adapted to sandy soil, and

especially of potatoes, in which he recognized a most essential means

of subsistence for the poor. He sought also, though in vain, to sup-

plant the old three-field system by the much more advanced English

rotation of crops. He caused the peasants to be taught, at great
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cost to himself, the raising of hops and fruit, the stall-feeding of

cattle, and the proper care of poultry.

Frederick, in the twenty-three years from the Peace of Huberts-

burcr to his death, spent no less than 40,000,000 thalers in the

Fig. 34. — Franz Baltha.sar Schönberg von BrenckenhoS. From a copper-plate en-

graving by C. G. Ra.sp ; original painting by C. F. R. Li.sce\vsky (172.5-1794).

improvement of the land,-— an immense sum in proportion to the

meagre income of Prussia. Besides all this, he took measures espe-

cially calculated to maintain the landed possessions of the nobles.

This class, especially in Silesia, had sunk deeply into debt through
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the war. Auctions became more and more frequent, and only insuffi-

cient prices could be gotten for the lands put up for sale. For tliis

reason Frederick caused a scheme, devised by the Berlin merchant,

Büring, to be remodelled by his minister of justice, von Cai-mer, into

a bank for advancing loans on real estate. Tliis scheme came into

effect in 17G9 in the form of the Silesian pro^dncial bank of credit,

wliieh accepted deposits, to lend them out again on the estates of the

nobles up to the haK of their value. The maintenance of the

landed property of the nobles, and a material rise in the value of their

estates, were the consequence of tliis important measure. The pro-

prietary of the other provinces to the east of the Weser soon followed

the example of Silesia, and the provincial sj'stem of credit compre-

hended almost tlie whole state. Later, these noble loan associations

became the centres of the feudal reaction against Canner's legislation,

and especially against the reforms of Stein and Hardenberg. The

king also knew how, by the introduction of a series of admirable

and well-considered measures, to come to the aid of the impoverished

mercantile class, as by the establishment of the Prussian bank (1765),

and the maritime trade (1772), which latter had the business of

supplying the eastern proAdnces with salt, and, in return, securing for

itself the export of the wax collected there.

Besides the millions which Frederick expended for the promotion

of industry, he invited foreign manufacturers into the land, and

founded, through funds supplied by the state, woollen and silk mag-

azines, and manufactures of every sort. An excess of exjjorts over

imports was, indeed, rejDorted annuallj', but the figures were alto-

gether unreliable. The larger number of the enterprises founded by

the state shortly collapsed, partly because the necessary knowledge

or the natural preconditions were wanting, but mainly because people

relied on support from the government, and the exclusion of competi-

tion, and so relapsed into indolence, maladroitness, and self-seeking,

while able and enterprising people were intimidated from establishing

business with their own means. Impediments restricted the interior

trade. The velvets of Crefeld, for example, could easily be disposed

of in foreign countries, but not in Prussia, to the right of the Weser.

The state was divided into three districts of production, in hostile

competition vnth each other. On behalf of the whole artificially

fostered and yet sickly manufacturing industry, the international

trade was entirely annihilated in consequence of the enormous im-

port, export, and transit duties, prohibitions, and custom exactions.
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It has been repeatedly maiiitained of late, as it was by Frederick

himself, that the young industry of his laud absolutely required this

protection. And it cannot be denied that moderate duties might

well have been of assistance to Prussian manufactming industry,

then in competition with that of better developed states. They

would jirobably have fully sufficed to foster a vigorous industry ; for

although Prussia was deficient in capital, experience, and skill, as

compared with England, France, or even Saxony, yet, on the other

hand, raw materials, and, above all, wages were much lower there

than in these lands, a fact all but equalizing their conditions. But

Frederick's extreme protection policy only served to call forth arti-

ficial schemes not in harmony with the character of the land and the

people, and therefore inevitably doomed to ultimate failure, irre-

spective of the fact that it was most prejudicial to husliandry and

commerce. If, however, the Prussian state did advance in popula-

tion and prosperity, this is to be attributed, first, to the most Uberal

^appropriations of the king, then to the long peace after 17G3, as well

as to the natural advantages of many provinces, and finally to the fact

that Frederick's system was a fixed and unchangeable one, to which

men gradually accommodated themselves.

The clear income of the state in the year after the Seven Years'

War amounted to some 12,000,000 thalers. This sura appeared to

Frederick entirely too small ; and he attributed this inisatisfactory

condition, al)ove all, to the want of skill in the Prussian authorities

in de\dsing schemes of raising money, and in administering and

utilizing the indirect taxes. Therefore, despite of the opposition

offered by the General Directory, he, in the year 1766, intrusted

their administration to French officials, — the so-called Regie. In

the main his views were thoroughly just and praiseworthy, his wish

being to remove the taxes from the necessaries of life indispensable

for the poor classes, and transfer such to the articles consumed by

the higher classes. The duties on grain were abolished; but the king

not only burdened tobacco, coffee,- and wine, but also fresh meat,

beer, and brandy, with increasing imposts. Salt, an altogether in-

dispensable article, was, hke tobacco and coffee, declared a state

monopoly, and the prices of these wares were increased four- and five-

fold. And yet these oppressive and everj-where hated measures were

all but unavailing for the state exchequer. They led only to the vast

increase of smuggling, which, enormously increased by the high assess-

ments of the Regie, resulted in consequences disastrous to the in-
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come of the state and to pul.)lic morals. More than two-thirds of the

coffee required for consumption was smuggled, liespect for the law

suffered everywhere, but especially to an almost indescribable extent

amongst the dwellers on the borders. Regular battles took place

between the smugglers and the revenue officers, and assassinations

of the latter were all too frequent. Disregard of the law came to

be considered as something morally permissible and profitable to the

individual.

The net revenue of the Regie was proportionately small; and while

the receipts of the Regie exceeded those of the old administration by

only eight per cent, the expenses were ninety per cent greater. The

total increase of revenue effected through the Regie, deducting the

newly imposed taxes and the income from the lately annexed West

Prussia, amounted in twenty-one years to only 16,000,000 thalers.

Such a trivial gain was plainly too dearly bought, through the endless

extortions and frauds practised by the foreigners upon the people.

An administration thiough Prussian officials and on traditional Prus-

sian principles would certainly have given better results for these

twenty-one years of peace, taking into consideration the increase of

the population and the development of their jarosperity. Frederick

himself was not content with these foreigners and their efficiency,

and more than once gave expression to his feelings. " I will have

no more Frenchmen," he said, as early as 1776 ; and yet he permitted

them to continue.

This Regie, with its developed system of spies and denunciations,

with all its disastrous moral results and with its foreign-speaking

officials, condemned by Frederick himself, robbed the king of the

affections of his subjects. The bitter hatred against the French offi-

cials, which led in many places to tumults and disorder, was trans-

ferred, in jiart at least, to the king, who had called in and pro-

tected these foreigners.

All the more glorious and the more jiui-e does the fame of the

great monarch show itself in his rigorous and impartial administra^

tion of justice, at a time when in all other lands princes or parlia-

ments arbitrarily encroached upon it. " In a case of law I cannot

decide directly," he said to an eminent petitioner; " the judicial con-

stitution of the land can in no way be altered, because the la«s must

rule. I cannot help you through interference in your case ; this is

plainly against my sentiments, according to which I leave all legal

matters to the conscientious discretion of my courts of justice."
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The courts were most strictly enjoined to impartiality without

respect of persons. The king himself set the example in this re-

spect hy referring the complaints of relatives and princes against

citizens, and even against Jews, to the competent tribunal. On one

occasion he said, " The laws are above all people, be they called

marshals or not. If this is not agreeable to them, they may leave

the country." This impartiahty he manifested no less in cases where

liis own interests were at stake. He submitted impUcitly to the

decisions of his tribunals. It is known that the suj)reme court used

force to\\-ards the royal officials, \\\w were able to appeal to the sov-

ereign command of government, in order to compel them to obedi-

ence. "The laws must speak and the sovereign must be silent,"

said Frederick, in his " Political Testament," in the year 1752.

Such higb-principled abstinence from interfering with justice appears

all the more admirable when we consider the absolutist inclination

of his self-reliant, energetic nature.

Regarding himself as the proper and liighest judge of his sub-

jects, he held himself bound to watch over the impartial acbuinistra-

tion of justice. Especially after the Seven Years' War, his views

of men became decidedly pessimistic ; he mistrusted one and all, and

therefore believed that even in his excellent judges he must often

assume criminal personal interest, or at least a propensity to juristic

quibbles and imnecessary proceedings. lie complained in the year

1767 that the process for indemnifying certain persons burned out

in Frankfort^on-the-Oder had not advanced a step for three years.

" This is not a solitary case of procrastinated discharge of justice.

Others have already come to my knowledge, and you -will therefore

do well if you especially insist on the prompter treatment of cases

;

and to this end examine the courts, and make an example of any
members thereof who are guilty of such negligence." Among the

best-known cases is that of the miller Arnold, who, condemned by pro-

cess of law, and ultimately despoiled of his mill, brought a complaint

to the king himself that he was altogether unable to pay his rent,

inasmuch as the high functionary von Gersdorff had diverted the

water from his mill by the formation of a carp-pond above it. Fred-

erick deputed for the investigation of the case a soldier. Colonel

Heucking. The latter, who probably saw that the king had already

taken the miller's part, returned a report entirely in favor of the lat^

ter. But the supreme court, on appeal to it, steadfastly maintained

that Arnold had suffered no loss through the high functionary's
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carp-pond. Thereupon the king declared that the judges had jDro-

nounced an unjust verdict. The high chancellor, von Fürst, was

forthwith dismissed in the deepest disgrace, three administrative

counsellors, and two members of the snjDreme court were deposed,

and all confined in the fortress of Spandau, and condemned to com-

pensate the miller.

Although this decision was unjust, the motive which actuated it

was noble and honorable. Frederick regarded himself as specially

the ' king of the poor,' and as such called on to assist the meanest

of his subjects in maintaining his own. " In m}' eyes,'" he said, in

1777, to his minister of justice, "a poor peasant is of as much worth

as the best^born count and the richest nobleman, and the law reaches

the highest personages as well as the meanest." It is to be observed

that such encroachments on the administration of justice were never

made in the interest of the exchequer or in favor of the preroga-

tives of the crown, but solely to defend the weak and needy

against suspected injustice. Little as these encroachments are to be

approved of in themselves, they were, nevertheless, the consequences

of a high and honorable conception of the duties of a sovereign.

Frederick was unwearied in hstening to complaints. It sometimes

occurred that he despatched a messenger to bring to Potsdam peas-

ants who did not have the courage to prefer their coniiJaints. He
was, indeed, only too much disposed to lend credit to people bring-

ing foolish, or even malicious, charges. But Frederick was no

senseless t3'rant ; and when the authorities were able to show that

the right was on their side, he was not slow in expressing senti-

ments of satisfaction and praise.

The miller Arnold's case had the beneficent effect of being the

occasion of a comprehensive and enduring judicial reform. Coc-

ceji's law code had remained only a draft, and even its beneficial

changes in the conduct of processes were more and more neglected.

Cocceji's successors, Jariges and Füllst, jüelded to the position of

the judges and advocates of the period in favor of written pleadings,

and allowed the oral pleadings to fall into disuse. The scheme of

the Silesian minister of justice, Carmer, for a reform in administering

the law, was vigorously contested by Fürst before the monarch, who,

therefore, gave no decision. Yet it could not remain hidden from

the clear eyes of the great king that the administration of justice

was retrograding in the Prussian state. To this dissatisfied feeling

and his mistrust of Fürst was due Fredeiick"s frequent interference
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in the years from 1774 to 1779 in the administration of justice, and

the prompt dismissal of the high chancellor. But Frederick did

not content himself with a single outburst of anger, but adopted

the firm resolution to reform ids judiciary. In December, 1779, he

called Carmer to the important position of high chancelloi', with the

express view of setting a reform of justice afoot. In April, 1780,

he ordered the new chancellor to compile a genei-al law-code for all

the Prussian states. Carmer was commissioned to convert the

written treatment of cases into oral pleadings before the judges. In

this sense the new regulations for conducting cases were comjjiled,

and that so promptly as to be ready to be published in the spring

of 1781.

The code itself made much slower progress, being drawn up

with the greatest deliberation and care, and, therefore, only very

gradually. It shows the exalted conceptions of the king, as well

as of Carmer himself, that the latter received permission to submit

the different parts of the code, as soon as they were draught*.'d, to

the opinion of the public, and the remarks of all who felt themselves

competent to offer such. Eminent jurists and philosophers received

direct invitations to criticise, and prizes were offered for the best

papers on the separate parts of the code as they appeared. Freder-

ick and his high chancellor renomiced the monopoly of legislation

legally appertaining to them, in order to induce the people themselves

and the whole cultured world to co-operate in the work. The new
code was not the arbitrary compilation of certain officials sitting

around a green table ; it was much more the pure expression of the

German conception of the law of that period. The Codex jtiris

Fridericiani, later called Allgemeines Landrecht, was a creation

attempted before this by no state,— viz., the codification of the

whole law of the land on the basis of old Roman tradition, national

views, and reason.

Still more worthy of fame is the manner in which Frederick

himself defines and limits the royal power, and causes, not only its

rights, but also its duties and restrictions, to be set forth. It is

there distinctly and clearly expressed that the supreme head of the

state holds his position only for the weal of its inhabitants, and that

he cannot further restrain the natural freedom and rights of the

citizens than this accrues to the general interest.

This liberal conception of the royal power was in harmony with

Frederick's procedure in regard to the press. To be able to appre-
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ciate this impartially it must not be forgotten that at that time in

all Europe, England not excepted, the periodical press, and even

books, were subject to the most rigorous legal restrictions and penal

provisions. Frederick, on the other hand, announced the absolute

freedom of the press from censure. But unfortunately he did not

remain true to his principle, and it fared badly enough with the

Prussian gazettes. In order to prevent his own views from being

prematurely divulged, or foreign courts from being insulted, he pre-

scribed, in 1741, that nothing must appear in the public press with-

out the sanction of the authorities. But in books, whether literary

or scientific, the wiiters were free to say Avhat they chose. From

time to time, indeed, edicts of censure appeared, but for form's sake

only, and they were so httle enforced that almost no one handed in a

work for examination. The zeal of a censor oi- of the general solicitor

was repressed by the philosophical king. " Without freedom to

write what one will," he remarked in 1771, ' men's spirits remain

in darkness."

The press enjoyed absolute freedom especially in the spheres

of religion and philosophy. Berhn thus became the capital of the

deistic ' enlightenment,' the headquarters of those rationalistic views

whose foremost representatives were Garve, Nicolai, Biester, (iedike,

Mendelssohn, with whom Lessing, though far their superior, was in

sonie measure in touch. The Protestant church was threatened

with complete dissolution through this ' enhghtenment,' since all

its theologians of authority did honor to the comfortable philosophy

of this tendency. It must be confessed that the churchmen of this

school, esijecially during the administration of the minister Zedlitz,

ruled mattei-s witli a liigh hand, and appointed only men of their

own latitudinarian views to clerical or educational offices, and even

endeavored to enforce a new and more liberal hjTnn-book upon the

Lutheran congregations. Frederick himself on one occasion inter-

vened m the same spirit by deposing the Abbot Hähne of Ivloster-

Bergen, near Magdeburg, on account of his pietism.

Nevertheless, he allowed the ecclesiastical sects of every sort full

freedom to worship as they pleased. Even Mohammedans he was

inclined to attract to his land. Those Lutheran congregations which

were unwilling to accept the new rationalistic hjTun-book had full

permission to adhere to the old. Not without sarcasm, Frederick

declared that every man might sing as much stupid and nonsensical

stuff as he pleased. In other cases, also, he defended freedom of
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conscience for the orthodox as against the ' enlightened.' In num-

berless letters he gives expression to the view that the niajoritj'' of

men are tlie incurable victims of prejudices and superstitions, for

which the statesman must therefore show some indulgence. The

same ^^ews led him to regard the assaults of the younger French

' philosophers ' on religion with the utmost disfavor. It is known

that after the dissolution of the Society of Jesus he retamed the

order in his land. But the Jesuit« soon had to renounce both their

name and garb, and, under the name of ' Priests of the Royal School-

Institute,' were restricted in their luljurs to the higher branches of

education.

But it must be confessed that, notwithstanding the tlieoretic

proclamation of compulsory education for Protestants and Catholics

alike, in the " General Regulations for Common Schools," Frederick

showed no very lively interest in the school system, except where, as

in West Prussia, it was mixed up witli politics. The positions of

common teachers he rather regarded as simply provisions for his

uneducated and invalid sokUei-s. It fared better with the higher

education, for which he selected an excellent superintendent in the

Silesian, Baron Karl Abraham von Zedlitz. For the gymnasia the

king drew up an excellent scheme of education, in which he espe-

cially insisted on cultivating the reasoning powers of the pupils,

instead of merely cramming their memories. But money for edu-

cational objects he almost invariably refused to advance.

The intellectual development of Prussia was, moreover, impeded

through Frederick's dislike for the German language. Nevertheless,

the reproach so frequently heard that the great Iving was a friend of

the French and a traitor to German nationality is altogether un-

justified. In innumerable passages of his writings he shows a

strong Prussian feeling, as well as patriotism for all Germany. The

French, owing to the position of their affairs, he was rather inclined

to underestimate. But, as he himself acknowledges, he had in his

youth acquired an imperfect comprehension of the German language,

his reading m it being limited to the learned books of the seven-

teenth century. The comitless provincialisms of the German peo-

ple caused him to regard their language as a collection of dialects

devoid alike of literaiy balance and precision. This prevented him

from appreciating the brilliant rise of German literature which took

place during his reign, promoted in no small degree by the grandeur

of his own personalit}'. At the period of a Wieland, a Lessing, a

\oL. XV.— 12
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Goethe and a Schiller, he yet sought for the main representatives

of German literature in Garve, Gottsched, and Geliert. He speaks

liimself of this matter in his letter to Voltaii-e of September 8, 1775

:

" You maintain, with right, that now for the first time knowledge

begins to dawn on our good Germans. They love belles-lettres, and

seek to collect specimens of it ; and these will be transplanted from

the foreigners to us, but our soil is not yet sufficiently prepared that

such should be indigenous to it." From this letter we gather that,

although Frederick was in the main ignorant of German literature,

he was by no means indifferent to it. But all his efforts to further

the development of the German language and literature miscarried,

and that necessarily, since they proceeded from false premises. His

errors in tliis respect, as well as his patriotic zeal, are incontestably

manifested in his essay " On German Literature, its Defects and

the Means of Remedying them." In this he expressed the hope

:

" We shall yet have our classic authors ; every one will read them

for the sake of his own ciüture ; our neighbors will learn German,

and speak it at their courts with delight ; and it may well happen

that our sjjeech, when it is fully developed through the favor con-

ceded to our best authors, will become disseminated from one end of

Europe to the other." But he did not dream that these authors had

already appeared. He regarded the idylls of Gessner and Götz's

pitiable elegy Die Mädehenmsel as still the masterpieces of German

poetry. He surrounded himself exclusively with French authors

and literati ; his theatre was French; his academy was French. Tliis,

to all thinking Germans, wounded and discouraged the ever-increas-

ing consciousness of their own worth. In reahty, the indifference

exhibited by Frederick towards German literature accrued rather to

its benefit than its injury.

As an author the king was busy up to the last period of his life,

but always in the French tongue. One cannot, indeed, maintain

that the works of liis advanced age— "The History of the Seven

Years' War " and of the War of the Bavarian Succession, as well

as of the negotiations which ended in the partition of Poland—
are equal in value to the productions of his youth and early man-

hood. But in one point of view they exhibit the excellences of all

Frederick's historical ti-eatises ; much as the comj^iler may present

things from his own point of view, he never knowingly diverges

from the truth to exculpate liimself. In close connection with his

historical ^vl•itings stands his gift of political satire, whose lash he
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had no scruple in making his enemies to feeh But it is marvel-

lous how the king, const;intly overwhelmed ^^^th work in every

department of state as well as by his voluminous correspondence,

found leisure and strength to pay attention to abstract problems, and

make them the objects of his study. In all this one recognizes the

inexhaustible richness of his mind and the matchless expansion of

his sympathies. Education was one of the favorite sulijects of his

speculations, all the more because he had been imbued by the prin-

ciples of the first school of French ' philosophers,' who directed their

attacks only against religious prejudices and against wronging and

abusing the lower classes. He was a decided antagonist of the later

radical school, which not only directed its attacks against all religion

and idealism in every form, but also declared war upon royalty and

especially upon the traditional political system. Against the natu-

rahsm of this school was directed the " Critical Review of the System

of Nature hj Baron Holbach," while against the revolutionary prop-

aganda was addressed his " Review of the Treatise on Prejudices
"

by the Parisian lawyer du Marais. Both writings show that Fif d-

erick, notwithstanding all his scepticism, was far from doing homage

to either jjhilosopliical or political radicalism. In 1779 he took the

field anew against the school of " Diderot, Jean Jacques Rousseau,

and the so-called philosophers, who are a disgrace to literature," m
his " Letters upon Love to the Fatherland." Here the king no

longer contents Idmself with mere denials, but expounds in noble

and beautiful language the duty of the citizen, and especially the

ruler, to his country-. These treatises, as well as liis " Essay on the

Forms of Government and the Duties of Princes," will always remain

to bear honorable testimony to Frederick's elevated and noble senti-

ments, which, even in his old age, were not quite overshadowed by

misanthropy, isolation, and his more and more strongly developed

self-will. Tlie views and sentiments expressed in these books corre-

spond with the opinions uttered by him forty years before in his

" Anti-Machiavelli." Notwithstanding the development of particular

features, his powerful character remained consistent tliroughout his

long and eventful life.

To all his manifold literary productions must be added the

political " Testaments " compiled by Frederick from time to time,

and his numerous military treatises, of which Preuss enumerates no

fewer than thirty-two, and these are not all.

With iron energy this ruler strained the strength of his people
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to maintain Prussia's position as a great power. He had the lively

conviction that a little land that had succeeded in attaining such a

degree of eminence was doomed to become the object of envy and

hostility to its neighbors, and must, therefore, ever be ready to fight

for its existence. In his " Observations upon the Political Condi-

tion of Europe," written in Älay, 1782, he expresses the apprehen-

sion, " that in tliirty years there ^\^ll be nothing more heard either of

Prussia or the House of Brandenburg." We knoM' how frightfully

near to fulfilment this prediction came in the year 1812. The dire

experiences of the Seven Years' War had, in a very peculiar way,

imbued the king's mind with such reflections. In order to obviate

the possibility of such catastrophes, every one must be ready to

offer himself up for the good of the state. Of civic independence or

municipal self-government no one dared to speak. On the contrary,

Frederick made an end of the last relics of the indei^endence and

freedom of action of the city magistracies. He nominated the mu-

nicipal officials, and interfered personally in aU. the details of civic

administration ; and the property of the cities was no less at the king's

disposal than their officials. The surplus of their revenues, often

attained by scandalous neglect of all municipal institutions, found

its way into the royal coffers. But that \\as not the worst. Still

more disastrous was the total extinction of all public spirit and of

the last remains of true citizenship among the most intelligent and

industrious part of the people. This was the worst, almost the

fatal, blot in Frederick's system. " All for the people, nothing

through the people,"' was the watchword of enlightened absolutism.

With avaricious parsimony and rigorous severity Frederick

watched over the public funds, when the ends in view did not affect

the well-being or power of the state. " I have no money, and I am

hard of hearing," was his answer to petitions for support, for pensions,

and even for the fulfilment of state obligations. To petitions for com-

pensation for the injuries done through the Russians, the king asked,

" whether they cashed to be indemnified for the damage done by the

Flood. " Still worse was it that his most meritorious diplomats, in

answer to their petitions for reimbursement of their ruinous outlays,

received only the rebuff : ^'Toujour» de I ^argent ? je n'ai rien." This

severity in regard to individuals, however, appears intelligible and ex-

cusable — and to a certain extent even necessary ^—
• when we reflect

on the task that devolved on Frederick of maintaining his great work

in its integrity with means all too meagre. The aim constantly be-
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fore his mind was not the welfare of each individual, but the power,

the strength, and the greatness of the people as a whole. And in

how high a degree was Frederick justified in all his efforts I His

administration of the finances gave the most brilliant results. In the

last year of Ms life the net state revenues mounted up to nearly

20,000,000 thalers, almost three times the amount of the mcome of

the first year of his reign. In this way he was able to expend not

less than 12,500,000 thalers yearly on his army. And, notwith-

standing this, the great king left behind him a treasure of 55,000,000

thalei-s, saved after the Seven Years" War. Such administration of

finances was unique at a time when other states were, for the most

part, on the brink of bankruptcy.

This was the case even in a country whose prince, although by

no means loyal and grateful to him, was a disciple of Frederick, —
namely, in Wiirtemberg. From the vicious financial administration

of its duke, Charles Eugene, there resulted the constitutional con-

flicts that at that time agitated all Germany.

In the larger numljer of the German lands the material and moral

degeneracy resulting from the Thirty Years' War had had as its con-

sequence the annulment of the institutions of the different estates,

and the complete evolution of the territorial sovereign's power. But

in Wiirtemberg tiie power of the estates was too firmly established.

All but overwhelmed by his necessities, Duke Ulrich, in the Agree-

ment of Tübingen of 1534, had been forced to concede a series of

valuable prerogatives to the landed proprietors, the most important of

which was the administration of the taxes through their o«ni officials,

in virtue of which a great part of the real government of the country

was in the hands of the estates. For the practical exercise of such

authority Ulrich's son, Christopher, had granted, on the dissolution

of the provincial diet in 155-1, the institution of a permanent Com-

mittee of the Estates, which committee should rule, as an independent

central authoiit}', in conjunction ^v^th the duke. Tliis thoroughly

parliamentary constitution of the duchy received a predominatingly

democratic character through the fact that the Swabian nobility had,

almost without exception, become immediate subjects of the empire,

and therefore being free from subjection to the duke, no longer

constituted a part of the estates of the land. The estates com-

prised now only the deputies from sixty-seven cities, and fourteen

'prelates,'— that is, the abbots of the landed monasteries. But

now the monasteries had been converted into Protestant founda-
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tions, and the ' prelates ' into Lutheran beneficed clergy, who, them-

selves signing from the citizen class, were in closest connection with

it. Thus it hajjpened that in this little land of 3500 square miles

in extent, and some 600,000 inhabitants, a peculiar state had arisen,

ruled by its parliament of commoners, and ^\as, in consequence

of this constitution, in the most prosperous and contented condition.

The popular organization of Wiirtemberg had victoriously re-

sisted all the attempts which its dukes had made in the first half of

the eighteenth century to destroy it -with the view of restoring

l^rincely despotism, and of finally annihilating Lutheranism in favor

of their o^v^^ Catholic creed. After the sudden death of Charles

Alexander in 1737 everything seemed won (see p. 107, Vol. XIV.).

The regency sought the closest relations with Protestiiut Prussia;

and, in 1741, the thirteen-3-ear-old Duke Charles Eugene was sent to

King Frederick II. to be trained by him. Three years later Charles

undertook the government, equipped witli the best instructions by
his royal teacher.

Unfortunately these noble admonitions bore no fruit in the case

of the hot-blooded, sensual, arrogant, and self-seeking young prince.

In 1748, indeed, he married Frederick's niece, Frederica Sophia of

Bayreuth. But this marriage turned out ill, and not only alienated

Charles from the Prussian court, but led him, through his disgust

for his mfe, to indulge in boundless debaucheries. The discreet

persons who had hitherto counselled him were dismissed, and re-

placed by an unscrupulous and prodigal courtier, Count Montmartin,

who was made minister of state, and by a brutal soldier. Count

Rieger. The ducal palaces became the scenes of public and private

debaucheries and ^^-ildly extravagant orgies. To these there was

added the no less costly game of playing at war. As the o]:)edient

servant of Austria and France, Charles precipitated himself into the

Seven Years' War, alike against the interests of his country and the

Protestant sympathies of its inhabitants.

To meet his extraordinary demands Charles soon liad recourse to

unconstitutional measures. The Wiirtemberg constitution knew

nothing of conscription, but only of voluntary enlistment; but Rieger

introduced a thoroughly tyrannical and vile system of impressment,

against which no mdustrious workman and no father of a family

was secure. The Committee of Estates opposed such despotic

procedure. But the duke responded to their humble representations

in the coarsest manner, and finally disbanded the committee, and
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sent their leader, the pnivincial councillor, Johann Jakob Moser, to

close imprisonment in the Ilohentwiel (1759). The taxes refused

b}" the estates \yere now levied in defiance of them, monopolies intro-

duced, and the provincial coffers broken open and jiillaged i)y the

duke in person. The scandalous ecclesiastical councillor, Wittleder,

meanwhile plundered the religious institutions, and sold the spirit-

ual offices to the highest bidders.

In all these outrages Charles Eugene calculated upon tlie pro-

tection of the imperial court, whose ally he was, and with which he

stood in close connection through his religious creed. But, after the

end of the war, tlie estates summoned up courage enough to address

themselves simultaneously to the imperial Aulic Council and to

the three Protestant powere— Prussia, (neat Britain, and Denmark
— with the petition for the protection of their constitutional rights,

and the liberation of the illegally imprisoned Moser. Frederick of

Prussia effected the immediate liberation of Moser, and obtained the

summoning of a provincial diet in September, 1764:. But Charles

resumed his contemptuous and tyrannical proceedings without the

least regard for the constitution or the diet. Again Frederick inter-

vened, and this time with the direct threat of employing force.

Frederick's threat, and the repeated injunctions of the imperial

Aulic Council, the duke dared not longer disregard. In the spring

of 1766 ]Montmartin received his dismissal, and Wittleder was

driven forth from the land. Rieger had already been a prisoner

for some time in Hohenasperg. Thus, to the great rejoicing of the

Wiirtembergers, the tools of the tyrant were overtlirown. After

tedious negotiations, an agreement in regard to the succession was

arrived at between the estates and the duke, which, confirmed by

the emperor, implied a complete victor}^ of the old constitution, its

revival and confirmation in all its main points.

Nevertheless, the success of the estates by no means meant a good

government. Their rule degenerated int(3 a self-seeking and mori-

bund system of nepotism and red-tape that paid not the least regard

to the welfare of the people. Moser, who earnestly advocated a

reform, and especially a more rigorous supervision of the pro^oncial

administration, was ejected by the estates from office. In accord-

ance with this they gave free scope to the duke's tyrannical caprices

when these did not trench on their own interests and the strict let-

ter of the constitution. Cliarles Eugene was able, as before, to sell

his unfortunate subjects to the English for service in their American
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war, or for the no less deadly service in their garrisons in the fever-

infected districts of the West Indies, and to the Dutch for service at

the Cape of Good Hope. Whoever refused to go on the deadly

expedition was shot down on the spot. We all know how the

young Schiller had to save himself from Charles Eugene's despotic

moods through flight, and how Schubart, the highly gifted musician

and poet, was shut up in a frightful den in the fortress of Hohen-

asperg, from wliich he was not liberated till ten years later, on the

application of the Prussian king. Neither in Wiirtemberg, nor

anywhere else in Germany, did one voice venture to raise itself

against such infamous violation of justice and law.

Charles enjoyed ultimately, owing to the invincible loyalty of his

people, a certain kind of popularity. His stately person and brilliant

mien, and the si^lendur of his palaces, made a deep impression on

the multitude. To this was added the halo of romance with which

his relation to his ' Franzel ' surrounded him. Francisca, the beau-

tiful and engaging daughter of the poor Baron of Bernai-din, had

in the first years of her marriage with the deformed and bad-tem-

pered Baron of Leutrum become acquainted with the duke, who

fell passionately in love with her. But she refused to surrender

herself to his wishes until her marriage with Leutrum was dissolved.

Created imperial Countess of Hohenheim, Francisca remained mod-

est and unassuming as before, and appears to have imbued the duke

with the mildest and most benevolent sentiments possible. To her

influence was apparently due that remarkable rescript extracted from

the haughty prince on his fiftieth birthday, in which he openly ac-

knowledged his errors and wrong-doings to the whole land, and

promised reformation for the rest of his life (1778). But the old

coarseness and self-seeking always reasserted itself. After the

death of his first wife, Charles made the Countess of Hohenheim

his legitimate wife in 1785, but died shortly afterwards in 1793.

Charles of Wiirtemberg was not the only German jirince who
stained his name through ignominious traffic in soldiers, and who bar-

gained away the blood of iiis subjects for the means of filling his cof-

fers and gratifying his lusts. At that time, after the failure in all

the German territories of the estates to co-operate with each other,

princely absolutism attained its acme. Tlie martial training of

the princes made them only the more disposed to regard tlieniselves

as the unconditional lords of the life and jiropei-ty of their subjects.

Scarcely had the war between England and her North American
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colonies broken out when the petty princes of Germany vied with

each other in offering their regiments for sale to King George. As

a matter of course the more important German military states, like

Brunswick and Hesse-Cassel, were of most consequence to the

English government. The former of these two lands comprised,

indeed, only 1400 square miles and 150,000 inhabitants; but Duke

Charles I. (1735—1780) had always some 5000 sokUers under arms.

As he scattered gold by the hantlful on pompous festivals, mistresses,

the Italian opera, and the French ballet, the English offers appeared

to iiini a providential dispensation. He sold his 4300 soldiers fur a

moderate price,— fifty thalers for every man, and a subsidy of 64,500

thalers in tire gross. Besides, every slain soldier was paid for at

the rate of fifty thalers a head, every wounded one at that of sixteen

and two-thirds thalers. In Hesse-Cassel the traffic in men had been,

for a century, organized in the most admirable manner; and the Hes-

sians had been accustomed to fight on any side for the benefit of

the piincely coffers, finding great pleasure in their wild life of con-

flicts and excesses. Landgrave Frederick II. (1760—1785) divided

his time very artistically between enjoyments of every sort and

erecting magnificent buildings on the one hand, and developing a

rational army system, moulded after the Prussian, on the other,

which had to pay for all his indulgences. He concluded an agree-

ment with Enghmd, yielding liim very extraordinary advantages in

return for his 12,000 men. Hanau, Waldeck, Ansbach-Bayreuth,

Zerbst, followed such a noble example. In all 30,000 Germans, of

whom 17,000 were Hessians, were sliipped off to ^^merica. Nearly

two-fifths of this number never returned, but fell in remote lands

in support of British interests and power.

These facts, constituting probably the most disgraceful page of

German history, were passed over in the Germany of that day with

little notice. Schubart and Schiller devoted to them some burning

words of just indignation. Frederick the Great demanded, in his

sarcastic liumor, for the passage of tlie unfortunate mercenaries

through the Weser Pass, near Minden, toll for the cattle to be

slaughtered, as it were; but, with these excejjtions, all remained

quiet.

Neither the emperor nor the courts of the empire found anything

objectionable in such abuse of the princely power. Of the two high-

est tribunals— from whose decision the electoral and many other

privileged provinces were exempt— the lieiolishofrat (Imperial Aulic
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Council) was completely dependent on the emperor, but was so

poorly paid by him that its members regularly took presents from

the coutending parties, according to the amount of wliich was deter-

mined the order in which the suits were to come. F. K. von Moser

declared openly in his journal, the Patriotisches AreMv, that the

larger part of the aulic councillors were notoriouslj- destitute of the

three most important qualifications of the judge,— knowledge of

law, love of justice, and an honorable mnid. Joseph II., indeed,

intervened with sharp ordinances in which he reprimanded the

judges in the rudest and most hisulting manner ; but, inasmuch as

he did nothing to augment their insufficient pay, the evil remained

as great as before. Still worse was the condition of the Reiclts-

Kammcrgericht (Imperial Court of Chancery). Here only the presi-

dent, his substitute, and one assessor were nominated and paid by

tlie emperor, the other assessors being appointed and paid by the

estates of the empire. Hence the emperor was the natural enemy

of the court of chancery, which he sought to make secondary to the

Aulic Council, which was dependent on himself. The other estates

of the empire also did not wish the Kammergericht to become power-

ful to the abridgment of their own influence, and so that theii' own
sovereign power in regard to the administration of justice sliould

be restricted by it ; and for tliis reason resolved to do as little as pos-

sible for the Kammergeiicht. Thus the number of judges reiDained

at seventeen, in place of the legitimate fifty, and their pay was Hm-

ited to the most meagre sum possible. The enormous number of

processes was altogether disproportionate to the small staff of judges,

who were wont accordingly to dispose of those cases where tlie par-

ties had given them liberal bribes. One can scarce!}- blame the

judges for their procedure. In the year 1769 the empire owed them

more than half a million thalers of overdue salaries ; and, in keeping

with this, the roll of cases undisposed of mounted up a year later

to 61,233.

After many efforts, the emperor succeeded, in 1767, in iirevaihng

on the diet to send out a commission of twenty-four members to

Wetzlar. But, as political and personal party-spirit prevailed in this

body, the inspection was conducted with endless disputations and

prolixity, and the result of the work of the commission was little

better tlian a nullity. Ultimately, after eight years, the whole mat-

ter became a subject of wrangling between the Corpus Evangclicorwn

and the Catholic 'conference' in the diet. So in 1770 the commis-
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sion came to a standstill. In such circumstances the courts of the

empire were in no condition to fulfil their raison d'etre. It fared no

better with the military constitution of the empire, which alone could

have secured Germany's influence and integrity. More than ever it

was found that the contingents of troops wrung from the diet by

long, urgent pressure and negotiations existed only on pajjer. Every

state sought to shift the burden from its own shoulders, and to con-

tribute as few men as possible. The soldiers were enjoined to "fire

very slowly so that their ammunition might not give out." Deser-

tion was directly encouraged, the deserters being sure of a friendly

reception and the best usage at home. The smaller states of the

empire were anxious to save their money and the lives of their men

in every way practicable. The greater ones were unwilUng to weaken

their sovereigns by the despatch of troops to the imperial army. For

the feeding and equipment of its troops every state had to care for

itself ; so that, for example, the troops of the Swabian circle were

supplied from ninety-six different centres. With all these the unfor-

tunate imperial commander had to keep up special communications.

In addition to this the armaments were very poor. In the battle of

Rossbach, for example, of 100 muskets not more than twenty could

be discharged. Such an army could only earn the contempt and

ridicule of friend and foe alike.

The German constitution of the period presented a melancholy

caricature of the federal state. It liad become completely effete,

and served only to prevent the organization of new and better insti-

tutions for the whole German people. Without doubt the constant

antagonism between Austria and Prussia bore a great part of the

blame for tliis melancholy state of affairs. But things had been

no better in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. Discord was

rife then also ; and the essential cause for it was the selfishness of

the jirincely aristocracy, and the complete want of patriotism for

the greater country.

The people, as such, had long accustomed themselves to regard

the proceedings in Ratisbon, and especially the concerns of tlie

empire, with perfect apathy and indifference. More deeply stirred

at least were the educated people by the reform movement whicli

was then taking place within the Catholic church of Germany.

We have already seen that the rationaUstic spirit had penetrated

even within the strong walls of the Romish hierarchy. One fruit of

the rationaUstic movement was a work in the Latin tongue, appear-
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ing in 1763— professedly at Bouillon, really at Frankfort— nnder

the pseudonym of a jurist, Justinus Febronius, and bearing the

title Be Statu Ecclesiae et Leyitima Fotestate Romani Pontificis

("Concerning the State of the Church and the Legitimate Power of

the Roman Bishop "
). Although the compiler avowed himself a true

Catholic and an advocate of papal authority, he yet defined the

latter in a way that imported a complete revolution in the constitu-

tion of the Romish church. He advocated the restoration to the

prelates and national churches of their ancient independence, and

the recognition of the pope as only primus inter pares ('first among

equals 'j, and called upon princes to take so important and salutary

a work in hand. The bishops, too, he called on to work with all

their energy, so that the rights of which they had been despoiled

through the wiles and violence of the Romish court should be again

restored to them. The dogma of papal infallibility Febronius re-

jects with prompt decision. Only the universal church, on which

Cluist had conferred authorit\% is incapable of error. For these

ends ecumenical and national councils must be summoned, which,

in conjunction with the Catholic princes, should restore the church

to its legal position.

In reality Febronius's book contained nothing eitlier very new

or very stiggestive. The doctrines which it propounded had been

already inculcated innumeraljle times by jNIarsilius of Padua. Wil-

liam of Occam, John Gerson, and others. Thej- constituted the

principles contended for by the reform-party at the councils of Con-

stance and Basel, and, finally, at that of Trent ; but on no occasion

had they been carried to ^-ictory. Febronius stated a falsehood

when he contended that he took his stand on the council of Trent.

In reality this coimcil had been rendered all but a nullity by the

triumph of papal omnipotence. Tlie ideal condition which Febro

nius magnified had never existed, nor had the church assemblies

ever played the part which he ascribed to them.

Nevertheless, the book created a great sensation by reason of the

anti-hierarchical, Jansenistic, and rationalistic tendency of the period;

and it was forthwith disseminated throughout the Catholic lands by

numerous editions, and by translations into modern languages. It

soon became known that the author was a high dignitary of the

Catholic church; namely, Johann Nikolaus von Hontheim, thesuffra-

gan bishop of the elector Clement AVenceslaus of Treves. Pope

Clement XIII. thought it Ids duty to denounce the book In" means
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of accusations and threats. But, well as he knew the true autlior,

he did not venture to name him, or even expressly to condemn him ;

so Hontheim remained practically nneontroverted.

In the sphere of politics publications followed each other with

wonderful rapidity. Johann Jakob Moser carried on in his numerous

writings the theoretical fight against princely absolutism, which he

had in actual fact waged against it in Wiirtemberg. ^\'itli airiiiKiny

he controverted the princiiJe that all right must give way to regard

for the public good, and that tlie sovereign is the only judge of what

constitutes the public good, and of what it demands.

Mosers son— Friedrich Karl ( 1723—1798)— walked in his fath-

er's footsteps with no less courage, ability, and constancy. Early

instructed in political affairs through his high public offices, the

young Moser published, in 1759, his renowned book. Der Herr mid

der Diener (" ]\hister and Servant"), in which he expounded to

princes and officials the principles of a true and wise administration.

With justice he declaims against the custom— unfortunately too

prevalent in Germany to-tlay— of seeing in the prince, above all, the

soldier, and of training him accordingly, thus gi\ang, in anticipation

as it were, the prince a false position m regard to his officials, and

tliese a false position in regard to the subjects, and subordinating

all interests to military ones. For the first time Moser says boldly

that the official is not a servant of the king, but of the state.

The two Mosers were by no means friends of the ' Enlighten-

ment,' but were rather politicians, of a pietistic disposition as to reli-

gion, with a strong tendency to conservatism. The latter tendency

was still more the case with a man all of whose eminent endowments

as a pohtical thinker and writer were in a great measure neutralized

by his stubborn prepossession for the antiquated and irrevocably

dead, namely, Justus Moser (1720-1794). A long residence in

England had o^jerated to fructify and develop his mind, as was the.

case with so man}^ other writers on I)oth sides of the Rhine. As
a historiographer ]\löser mainfcuned a right view of history, and

gave ;in original impulse, inasmuch as, with a sympathetic feeling for

ever3'thing affecting the jjeople, he recognized the necessity of mak-

ing the social organization of a state the central point in his presen-

tation, especially for the Middle Ages. Unhistorical, on the other

hand, is his blind prepossession for the customs and forms of the

past and his antipathy to progress and evolution. These excellences

and blemishes appear most prominently in his strictly political writ-
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ings, the most renowned of which are his " Patriotic F'antasies

"

(1774). Unfortunately Moser places the chief good, not in the

rational developjiieut of what has already taken form in history, but

in a return to an ideal, and erroneously depicted, condition of the

past. By so doing he promoted German patriotism, and stimulated

especially patriotic national poetry, but also called forth all the aber-

rations of a reactionary romanticism in literature and in the ' histori-

cal school,' which was hostile to progress, both in the domain of the

state and legislation. On the other hand, it must not be forgotten

that Moser— a tenaciously conservative man— did, in an age of

over-govemment and princely absolutism, plead boldly and with

inspiring words for the independence of the provinces and com-

munes, the general arming of the people, for trial by jury, and free-

dom of trade.

Moser had worked pre-eminently for the future. For the moment
' enlightenment ' bore full sway. But the evil of unjaatriotic sub-

ordination to foreigners, and to influences altogether at variance with

the German nature, bore its corrective with it. Frederick's victories

recalled the German nation to a conception of a native nationality,

and inspired it with vigorous sentiments. The thirty years of j^eace

following on the Seven Years' War gave to literatui'e, stinudated by

Frederick's victories, the possibility of undisturbed development,

and to the public, time and leisure to interest itself, so that a lively

interchange of sentiments and ideas between authors and the people

arose.

In the last period of the Seven Years' War there set in a whole-

some reaction against the over-admiration of a superficial and almost

dissolute so-called ' jjhilosophy.' This reaction was promoted by

Mendelssohn, Garve, and Abbt, and continued till it culminated in

Lessing and Kant. People may laugh at the narrowness of the

views characterizing these first^named ' popular philosophers,' but

the fact is that they, through their accentuation of deism and morality

as the foundation-stones and necessary objects of all philosophy,

i;escued the German citizen class from the moral degeneracy with

which it was threatened, and inculcated a mildness of disjiosition, a

freedom from prejudices, and a noble philanthropy towaids all men,

such as had never existed in the past, and which, alas, has since

their time been forgotten. Amongst the nobility the Gallicizing

tendency remained the prevailing one ; but the cultured middle

class adhered to the German popular philosophy.
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Truly German also was the love for nature and the fine sense for

its charms as exhibited in the poetical pieces of an Uz, and especially

of Ewald von Kleist and Salomon Gessner. Amid the harren and

unintellectual monotony of a garrison life the sensitive heart of

Kleist, a Prussian officer, became alive to the dehghts of an existence

in close association with nature. With this feeling he wTote his

"Spring" (^Der FrüMinif), an animated, graceful, and pious picture

of nature, which the jioet intended to sup2)lenient by portraying the

other seasons. But his work remained only a fragment, for Kleist

died on the field of Kunersdorf (1759). Our sympathies are less

moved by the artificial and sentimental children of nature of the

Swiss, Gessner, which plainly took shape under the powerful influ-

ence of Rousseau.

A peculiarly German branch of the prevalent popular philosophy

is that branch called aesthetics, which Alexander Gottlieb Baumgar-

ten (171-1-1762) founded as the logic of feeling. As the aim of

aesthetics Baumgarten set up the perfect ideal of the sensuous per-

ceptions— hitherto entirely neglected by philosophers ; that is,

beauty. For the first time imagination was conceded its rights side

by side with the intellect and reason, and was estimated and repre-

sented according to its own proper laws. This was a scientific fact

of the first rank, although Bauiugarten's exposition was little in

keeping with his admirable principle. Sulzer and Mendelssohn,

however, labored further in the direction indicated by him.

But the greatest aesthetic achievement was accomplished by
Johann Joachim Wiuckelmann (1717-1768), who, in first appre-

hending and exhibiting the true nature of Greek art, established

the ideal of beauty for aU time. Under the most miserable circum-

stances, the love for antiquity and its art, fostered through visits

to the Dresden collection of antiquities, kept him from discourage-

ment. At length by the dear price of conversion to C'athohcism

he purchased the possibility of betaking himself to Rome, and thei-e

looking at antiquity face to face. At the age of tliirty-eight he left

the narrow restrictions of his native land for the freer and more
congenial life of the south. In Rome he so immersed liim.self in

the antique that he became saturated with its forms and principles.

After publishing many separate pieces he embodied his views as a

whole in his " History of the Art of Antiquity" (1761).

It was the first history of art that rose aliove dry catalogue and

general, vague eulogy. With wonderful discernment and nicest
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appreciation, Winckelmanii's genius penetrated into the inner nature

of the plastic arts and their laws. If he suffers from a certain one-

sidedness that eulogizes too exclusively beautj- of form at the ex-

pense of the idea to be convej-ed by a work of art, this is to be

accounted for by the twofold fact that he was not able altogether to

escape the influence of the aesthetic views of his contemporaries, and

that he saw around him, not the originals of the golden age of Greece,

but only late Roman copies or productions. The peaceful simplicity

and grandeur, which he so rightly recognizes as the essence of

antique art, constitute also tlie essential feature of his own manner

of thought and writing. Seldom has a secular book exercised so

jjowerful and enduring an influence as Winckelmann's " Historj^ of

Art." Not oifly does a new art epoch take its date from his work,

but the whole historical and aesthetic manner of observation of the

Germans has been influenced by it. It fii-st taught people to seek

in the monuments of the past the inmost thoughts and feeUngs of

those among whom they were produced.

For the less gifted artist, especially the painter, Winckelmann's

teaching, conceived in a too one-sided s]iirit, is dangerous. An
obvious example of this is seen in his most intimate friend and com-

panion in Home, the German painter Raphael Mengs (1728-1779).

Mengs was an artist who originally combined with praiseworthy cor-

rectness and dehcacy of touch in drawing, and a lively sense of form

and powerful modelling, the gift of most striking characterization,

as is to be seen in liis youthful pastels and in the portrait of his

daughter in the Barberini Gallery in Rome. But his exclusive ad-

miration for antique form, as such, seduced him to spiritless and

barren eclecticism, which in his iiistorical and mythological iiictures

dehghted in a succession of beautiful but stereotyi^ed and all but

meaningless figures. Still he is by far the greatest of the German

paintei-s of that time. Among others Angelika Kaufmann gave evi-

dence of efforts to go beyond the ordinary commonplaces.

If German art remained restricted to narrow bounds, there was

initiated, by the first appearance of "Winckelmann. the grand and

only classical period of German literature. At its head stands the

powerful figure of Lessing.

Lessing's whole life was war; but war, not for petty personal

interests, but for freedom of thought and against falsehood and

hypocrisy ; war for the dignity of knowledge as opposed to vacant

obscurity and mean plagiarism ; win- for the free exercise of tlie
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national character unaffected by the influence of foreigners,— war,

in short, for the good, the right, and the beautiful, as opposed to

every perversion and every prejudice. In all his eniploj-ments and

offices he always preserved his independence and uiu-estricted free-

dom of action. These eminent qualities, so rare amongst German
authors, make Gotthold Ephraim Lessing dear to every German of

true culture, and give him a place above all the other thinkers and

poets of his race.

Lessing is further distinguished from the other poets of his

native land, in that with all his clearness and keenness of judgment,

he yet possesses a mind wide enough in its grasp, as well as practi-

cal enough, to keep him clear of all merely pedantic and narrow-

minded formalism.

Lessing conclusively liberated German poetry from the French

influence, once salutary, now long become an unnatural fetter. He
effected this through his keen, justly appropriate criticism, which,

like every truly productive critical agency, was creative by reason

of an exact study of literature, ancient and modern, and the finest

independent synthesis. He was further creative as being the

founder of a national drama. This Lessing, who not unjustifiably

renounces for himself the proud title of ' poet,' has yet given us

in his " ^linna von Barnhelm " the first and best German comedy,—
a veritable " victory of Rossbach on the field of the drama." He
wrote also the first good German tragedy in his " Emilia Galotti."

He was wary enough, indeed, to lay the scene in a foreign land ; but

every one felt that his " Emilia " was a protest against the despotic

and immoral practices of many German courts of the period, and

represented the victory of moral princij^le over them. Tlie whole

poetic opposition of the ' Period of Storm and Stress,' and espe-

cially Schiller's youthful dramas, owe their origin to the impulse

given by Lessing (Fig. 35). Lessing's great significance in the

histoiy of the German drama lies in this, that he solved the great

problem of reconcihng the artistically ideal and the nationallj^ popu-

lar, which Klopstock himself had only inadequately solved in the

other departments of poetry. From his day German poetry was
freed forever from the restraint of French classicism, and assunied

its own proper national character. With his dramas he was also

the creator of the German stage. Lessing's Dramaturgie and Les-

sing's dramas are tlie text-books and manuals of every Cierman

actor.

VuL. XV.—13
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Fig. 35.— Lessing. From a copper-plate engraving, 1772, by J. F. Bause (1738-1814)

;

original painting by Anton Graff (1730-1813).

IMuch weakfi- than in his " Minna "' and " Emilia " is the artistic

structure of Lessiug's last theatrical creation— Nathan der Weise

(" Nathan the Wise "). It may even be doubted whether the subject
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of this drama— the magnifying of freedom of spirit over all preju-

dices and arbitrary restrictions— lends itself readily to di-amatic

treatment. But the st)de of thought in it is so noble, the senti-

ment so pure, and the language so captivating and inspiring,

that, notwithstanding all its weakness in treatment, it elevates

the audience to the highest point of which humanity is capable.

" Nathan " announces the good message of modern times, that not

dogma, but only moral power, purity of soul, and its ability to train

humanity in the exercise of virtue, constitute the essence and real

worth of religion. " Nathan the Wise," high as it stands above

the general tendency of the ' enlightenment,' is nevertheless its

most glorious product ; to this day it protests against narrow-minded

orthodoxy, as well as against vindictive intolerance and the meanest

and most selfish passions that corrode the spirit. No nation in the

world has two such philosophical dramas to point to as " Nathan "

and " Faust ;
" and if the latter is characterized by deeper power of

thinking, " Nathan " operates on the soul of man much more power-

fully.

By the side of the superb development of the spirit of Lessing

in the domain of poetry stands liis mfluence in the field of science.

His labors here would have sufficed to secure for him imperish-

able renown, most especially of all in the sphere of philosophy and

aesthetics. His Laokoon and allied writings constitute the neces-

saiy complement to the works of Wiuckelmann. Enthusiastically

as Lessing recognized the latter's greatness, he, nevertheless, com-

bated the grave aesthetic errors into which the great art-historian

and all of his contemporaries had fallen through their preference for

vain and empty allegory, and for the cold personification of abstract

general conceptions, which, from the collapse of the Renaissance, in-

troduced disorder into the plastic arts. Especially did Lessing, with

his sure eye and firm hand, fix the characteristics and boundaries

between the plastic arts and poetry. Thus Laokoon became, as it

were, the incontestable scripture of artistic doctrine.

Finally, in the field of theology, Lessing's independent and pier-

cing spirit made itself entirely free of the superficial rationalism of

' enlightenment.' Against every attempt at oppression, and against

all intolerance, be it from the side of the ' watchers of Zion,' or

from the side of the freethinkers, Lessing spoke out lioldly with

holy wrath and destructive force. He roused the popular heart of

Germany from the very depth. As he himself was every inch a
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man, so every one of his writings «'as a great, manly, redeeming

deed.

Only at a modest distance does Christoph Martin Wielaud (1733-

1813) follow after Lessing. Wieland was a feUow-combatant with

the great hero in that he took the field against the seraphic and

bombastic conceptions of the followers of Klopstock, and sought to

vindicate the rights of the truly human nature »f man, especially of

his senses. In the first able German romance, " Agathon," he really

succeeded in transferring his countrymen and contemporaries from

tlie blue aetiier of an extravagantly exuberant epopee to the firm

ground of reality. He maintained implacable war against the false

sentimentality of the followers of Klopstock, their wailings in church-

yards, their tears of sensibihty, their friendshii:) kisses, and tlieir

tedious amours. But it is a misfortune that Wieland confused the

natural use of the senses with studied sensual enjojmients, and

naive simplicity v\'ith voluptuous and sensual gratifications. This

audacious immorality, often transcending his French prototj'pes, has

deprived tlie larger numljer of Wieland's productions of abiding

worth. Even his contemporaries accepted them witli hesitation

;

and now Ms " Oberon,"' clad in all the charms of a captivating and

most fertile fancy, is almost his only work read. Still, Wieland has

the merit that he showed the higher classes that German spirit and

German speech also knew how to sport gracefully, and thus prepared

tliem for the apjjearance of a still grander literature.

Even in the sixties of the eighteenth century, men reproached

Wieland for his imitation of the French. In point of fact, Wieland

declared patriotism to be a passion incompatible with the truly eos-

mojjolitan principle. In this he did not stand alone ; it was the

fashion of the time for a man not to be the citizen of a state, but a

citizen of the world. Lessing, who contended with zeal and success

for the liberation of German literature from foreign influence, saj's

plainly, " I have no conception of the love of country, and it

appears to me at best a heroic weakness that I gladly dispense

with." Similar passages might be quoted in any quantity from the

writings of Schiller and Goethe. Herder finds in the conception

of ' the Nation ' simply " a great ill-tended garden fuU of useful

plants and weeds, a rendezvous for follies and errors as well as for

excellences and virtues." In the capital of Frederick the Great,

Nicolai said plainly, " German national spirit is a political nonen-

tity." But such sentiments are not to be regarded as amazing at a
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time when the nilers held the people far aloof from any participa-

tion in the administration of public affairs ; when they confeired on

the burgher class, as an act of favor, exemption from military ser-

vice ; when it constituted the ideal of even Frederick the Great to

carry on war exclusively through foreigners, so tliat the natives of

his state could pursue their callings peacefully, and thus be in a

position to pay their taxes promptly.

From this pleasant dream of humanity and cosmopoUtanisin, from

the tranquil enjoyment of the most beautiful productions of mankind,

ancient and modern, the Germans were to be fearfull}- awakened

by the cannon-thunder and exactions of the French ' Liberators.'

Meanwhile, however, their great thinkers and writers had taught

them to be proud of the name ' Germans.'



CHAPTEK VI.

THE FIRST PARTITION OF POLAND AND THE WAR OF THE
BAVARIAN SUCCESSION.

WHEN Cathaiine II. (Plate XII.), by a coup d'etat, set

the crowu upon her head, it was everywhere believed,

and most of all in St. Petersburg itself, that her rule would be of

short duration. A new revolution, it was exjiected, in favor of her

son or of the incarcerated Ivan, would soon depose her from the

throne. But she disappointed all these pessimistic expectations, and

established herself every year more firmly in her seat. This foreign

woman, this German student of the French literature of the ' en-

licrhtenment,' knew how Avith inimitable dexterity to accommodate

herself to the Russian nature, and gradually to make herself the

recognized personification of the interests of the whole land. With

as much skill as energy, she preserved the equilibrium between the

foremost families and the different parties of the state. Her lover,

Grigori Orloff, forced her, against her will, to a marriage with him-

self. His family was everywhere hated for its gross violence and

arrogance ; and she therefore .set up against it another prominent

accomplice in the coup cV etat, the Count Nikita Panin, an able and

accomplished man. The insolence of the guards, who, since tlie

fall of Peter III., believed themselves to be lords of the emjjii'e, she

knew how to subdue by well-timed severity. She crushed out the

last spark of clerical independence by confiscating the extensive ec-

clesiastical properties, and by taking on herself in return the payment

of the priests, and the maintenance of the religious houses and bish-

oprics. The arbitrary power of the senate, too frequently misused

for the protection of unscrupulous oificials, was essentially restricted

through the election of two new consultative central boards in im-

mediate communication with the empress ; namely, the council of

state and the privy cabinet. Through this the form of government

became completely absolute ; but from acts of despotic caprice to-

wards individuals Catharine was careful to restrain herself. She

knew how to keep the favor of the ' patriots ' by reserving all the
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EKATEPllHA BTOPAfl CATHERINE the SECOND.

Catharine II. of Russia.

From an engraving by James Walker (1748-1808) ; original painting by J. B. Lampi (1751-18301.
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official positions of esjieeial dignitj' for Russians, associating with

each, however, a German mentor, who did the real work, wliile the

natives, to the greatest satisfaction of the nationalist nobles and peo-

ple generally, carried off the credit and the remuneration. She was

also able to attract numerous German ctilonies for the settlement of

tenantless districts, especially in the south. But she was foiled by

the selfishness and vanity of the higher classes in carrying out a

better system of education, and in her attempt to abolish serfdom.

It was not hypocrisy which prompted Catharine to maintain a

close correspondence with Äladame Geoifrin, with Diderot, Grimm,

and other leaders of the French 'enlightenment.' She transferred

such of their principles to Russia as seemed appropriate for that

half-barbarous land, and not calculated to weaken her own autlior-

ity. She was, in short, an ' enlightened ' absolutist. Everywhere

she endeavored to promote the welfare of the people, conform-

ity to law, and even personal freedom. Every subject was free to

approach her; with indefatigable diligence she investigated every

complaint and claim. In the first years of her rule she personally

compiled a minutely detailed " Instruction for the Draught of a New
Code of Laws." In this sue declares that " all this may displease

those flatterers who daily repeat to the rulers of the world that their

people were created only for their pleasure ; but, as far as we are

concerned, we count it a glory to say that we are where we are oidy

for the good of our people." Everywhere in the "Instruction" she

speaks of freedom, justice, natural right, and natiu-al order. The

code demanded the abolition of torture ; the institution of funds to

provide for peasants in their old age ; tlie introduction of popular

judicial forms, and the adoption of measures looking to the abolition

of serfdom. To consult in regard to this " Instruction," and to pre-

pare a code in harmony with it, the empress, in 1767, siininioned a

sort of parliament consisting of 504 representatives of the different

estates of tlie empire, and bearing the name of a ' Legislative Com-

mission.' But these members showed themselves so discordant and

so incapable, that the czarina, weary of tliem, dismissed them to

their homes, without tangible result, at the end of 1768.

If Catharine's strong will subordinated itself, in questions of

administration, to the rules of law and tlie welfare of the citizens, in

tlie domain of foreign policy she could act with the most unlimited

and autocratic power. Her \aews were at first directed to the suIh

jection of the two fcjrmerly powerful neiglibor states of Poland and
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Sweden. In both countries she hoped to avail herseli for this end

of the selfishness and avarice of the dominant nobility.

In the subjugation of Poland, Russia threatened Austria as well

as Prussia ; in the subjection of Sweden, she threatened Prussia and

especially its Baltic provinces. Catharine sought to anticipate the

opposition to be expected from both powers by alljüng herself before-

hand with one of them. With this \iew she addressed herself to

the more enterprising, the bolder, and the more unhesitating Prus-

sian sovereign. Paiiin (Fig. 36) was a partisan of the Prussian

alliance ; therefore the czarina with great readiness turned to the

king. A close relation with Russia was not acceptable to Frederick,

who saw with anxiety the expansion of tlie Russian power; but,

constrained by necessity, he had to accept the Russian alliance, and

even to court it.

The hostility of Austria to Prussia had in reality become in no

degree mitigated after the Peace of Hubertsljurg, for immediately on

the conclusion of it Älaria Theresa had begun the most l)itter quar-

rels. Again and again Frederick endeavored to establish good rela-

tions with Austria. But every hope of rapprochement between the

two German powers was wrecked on Älaria Theresa's passionate

lust for revenge. Frederick was compelled to contemplate, with

painful certainty, the necessity of a fourth war mth her. \\i\.\\

Austria, France, notwithstanding all its sombre experiences, stood

in closest connection. By this power, too, Frederick saw himself

threatened. Whither could he turn for help against so dangerous a

coalition ? On England he could not rely at aU. This the history

of the last quarter of a century had demonstrated in the clearest

manner; and the situation had been aggravated by Frederick, who

immediately after the conclusion of peace, fell into a \'iolent dis-

pute M'ith his ally regarding overdue subsidy payments, in the

course of wliich he confiscated the English propertj' within his bor-

ders. There was, in fact, nothing left him but to try Russia. The

king could not possibly let it come again to pass that the Russian

corps should occupy East Prussia and Pomerania, while Austrians

appeared on the Oder, and the French on the Rhine and Weser.

Even at the sacrifice of imjjortant interests, he must seek Russia's

support against France and Austria. And sympathy for the republic

of Poland could in no way prevent him. It had been for some time

ver}' annojdng to the Prussian monarch that PoUsh West Prussia

cut off his province of East Prussia from the main part of the state,
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l-'iG. 3Ö.— Xikita Ivauovitcli, Couut of Pauin. From a copper-plate engi-aviug, 1792,

by Antoine Radigues ; original paiuting by Röslin.

SO that in tlie event of a war with Russia, East Prussia would he

irretrievably lost. Furthermore, the Pules had never made; the least

atteinjjt to fulfil the duties of a neutral stau'. In fact, the I'olish

magnates had seized the opportunit}' of pressing into and plundering
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the Prussian provinces during the Seven Years' War. Frederick

had, therefore, little sympathy for the Poles.

The internal conditions of the republic were favorable to Cath-

arine's plans. For half a century anarchy alone had made progress

in Poland. Never has a great state of 14,000,000 souls presented

a more melancholy spectacle than Poland did then. The legal

equality of all nobles was now changed into a cringing submissive-

ness of the hundred thousand poverty-stricken petty dependents to

some hundred rich and powerful patrons. Surrounded by these

numerous bands of clients, ready for any act of violence, the Potockis,

Czartoryskis, Radzivils, Lubomirskis, Branickis, and the Sapiehas

^tX2^:^^^s^^i2-^,^^^^jj:^^;^^L/sc—

Fig. 37.— Facsimile of the signatiu'e of Catharine II., from a letter to the Councillor

Wolkoff, dated St. Petersbm-g, September 22, IT'.lo. Slightly reduced. (In the

possession of M. Paul Dashküfl', in St. Petersburg.)

lorded it at pleasure over all the land, perpetrating with impunity

the grossest outrages, and often engaged in feuds with each other.

Over and aljove the outlays for tlieir noble dependents, the magnates

squandered their vast incomes in the coarsest debauchery, while the}'

would not sj)end a groat to promote the weal of the state or mitigate

the miseiy of their peasants, who were pining in M^retchedness and

want. All classes were uneducated, filthy, and of barbarous man-

ners. The sway of the nobles had, to the great misfortune of the

land, practically annihilated the l)urgher class. Only in the German

cities of Dantzic and Thorn did tliis preserve any signs of existence,

and it did not take any part in the business of the state even there.

Besides these two cities, only Warsaw, Cracow, and Lemberg were

walled; the other so-called cities— in realit}' villages— consisted.
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with the exception of isolated stone mansions of the nobles and the

monasteries, entirely of wooden buildings, in which lived a poverty-

stricken population of petty tradesmen and day-laborers. The little

business that could not be dispensed with was in the hands of the

Germans, and especially of the Jews, who were little better than

outlaws, and thei-efore alienated from the people and the state.

The clergy were all-powerful, especially the Jesuits, but did notliuig

to inculcate moralitj' or culture upon the nobles and people. The

bishops took a hvely interest in political party fights ; whUe each

vaunted liis patriotism and devotion to ' freedom and the faith,'

aU competed eagerly for French, Prussian, and esi^eciaUy for J{us-

sian subsidies. All were at one only in the policy of depressing

to utter poW'Crlessness the sole authority that could have brought

deliverance or improvement in anj' way, namely, monarchy. E\en

the diets, those assemblies of the representatives of the nobles,

possessed no influence. From 17-19 they had not been able to come

to a singrle resolution.

In reahty it was Russia that ruled in Poland, the Saxon kings

only acting as governors. Augustus II. was brought back to the

throne solely through Russian baj'onets, and Augustus III. had to

thank the same agency for his election. Count Broglie, as ambas-

sador of Louis XV., for some time made desperate efforts to reliabil-

itate the old French influence against the Russian party in Poland.

But the alliance into which France, in 1756, entered with Russia,

as the helpmate of Austria, rendered all his labors of no avail;

France's Polish partisans are in the habit of seeing themselves

deserted, and offered up as victims. The recall of Broghe, in 1758,

meant France's withdrawal from an active policj' in Poland, and tlie

relinquishment of the latter country to Russia. In vain did the

French charge d'affaires in Warsaw warn his government of Russia's

ambitious plans.

This agony of a great, and once powerful and gifted, people is a

pitiful spectacle ; and the sadness is in no respect mitigated by the

consideration that tlie deadly sickness was brought on, and ag-

gravated in its course, by the nation itself. Poland's worst enemies

were Poles. Russia found the firmest supporters of her influence in

the republic in the members of the powerful family of Czartorj-ski.

All the efforts at reform by King Augustus III. and the court-

part}' they resisted with zeal and success. They proceeded to open

treason by declaring that " our country would sing the praise of
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the czarina if she would associate its existence with the real interests

of her own empire, in so firm a manner than any change in Poland

would be impossible without Russia's consent." Emboldened by

this and similar utterances, Catharine gave free rein to her tyranny

in Poland. Against the exjDress will of Augustvis III. and the

PoUsh senate, she compelled the Courlanders— vassals of Poland—
to depose their duke, a son of the king, and again to acknowledge

Biron, the Russian grandee, as their prince. Deeply mortified by

this humiliation, which he had no means of averting, Augustus III.

died in October, 17G3. And yet so great was the charm of the

kingly title, that the eldest son and successor of the deceased, the

Elector Frederick Christian, and, after his death, his uncle. Prince

Xaver, were eager candidates for the Polish crown of thorns. But

Russia and Prussia were equally firndy resolved that no Saxon should

again mount the Polish throne. The Russian minister. Count Panin,

spoke directly to the Prussian envo3\ Solms, in December, 1763, of

a partition of Poland, in case the Poles sliowed an}' resistance.

Frederick at the time recoiled from this scheme with alarm, for in

such a plan he saw the outbreak of new disorders in scarcely pacified

Europe. In order to he prepared for this eventuality, however, and

to be secure of Russian support, he concluded, in Ajjril, 1764, a

treaty of alliance with the czarina, both powers pledging themselves

to libei-al and reciprocal heljj for a war of defence, and likewise to

assist a PoUsh noVileman to the throne, in case of necessity, by force

of arms. They likewise luidertook to defend the nonconformists in

the republic against all attempts at oppression by the Catholics, and

finally to maintain the existing constitution of Poland, — that is to

say, the state of anarcliy agreeable to both powers. In regard to

Sweden, Prussia had to undertake a similar obligation. The compact

was especially favorable to Russia, as Prussia guaranteed her swr.y

over Poland and Sweden. Only reluctantly did Frederick agree to

these conditions dictated by Russia. Denmark also joined the

alliance, at least as far as regarded such conditions as aimed at

making provision for disorders in Sweden.

Russia was now free to do as she thought best in Poland ; and

that all the more, because Austria could undertake nothing against

the northern powers without the assent of France, and Louis XV.
was unconditionally disposed to peace. Catharine had long had

her candidate in readiness,— a relative of the Czartor} skis. Count

Stanislaus Augustus Poniatowsld. The count was then tlurty-two
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years old, an elegant, finely acconiplisliecl man, who luul studied

in Paris. An amiable and adroit man of the world, he had, at the

age of twenty-five, presided over the embassy in St. Petersburg, and,

while holding this office, enjoyed the intimate favor of the czarina.

Catharines keen knowledge of character was not obscured by her love

affair ; but she recognized that the count, under a brilHant exterior,

concealed great weakness of intellect and character. Such a man

promised to be, as king of Poland, a pliant tool of Russia. In vain

did the patriotic party of the PoUsh nobility conclude, under the

leadership of the crown commander-in-chief, Branicki, an alliance

with the partisans of Saxony, and set up Prince Xaver as a candidate

for the throne. Thej- were only languidly supported by Austria and

France, while Catharine dampened their patriotic ardor through the

judicious distribution of 3,000,000 rubles in the form of bribes. She

further caused 30,000 soldiers to advance into Poland and 10,000 to

occupy Warsaw itself, and induced Prussia to place an army on the

frontiers. Poniatowski had long before come to a friendly under-

standing with Frederick. As a matter of course, the Czartoryskis

also collected troops, and worked ^vith all zeal for the elevation of

their relative. The jjatriot bands were defeated, in June, near

Slonim ; and Poniatowski was, on September 7, 1764, elected king at

Warsaw under the name of Stanislaus Augustus. Of the 80,000

nobles qualified to vote, only 4,000 apjjeared at the polls (Plate

XIII.), which were surrounded by Russian bayonets. Tliis was the

third king that Russia had forced upon her unhappy neighbor king-

dom. Of the independence of Poland there could be no longer any

question ; in fact, if not in name, she was a i)i'ovince of Russia.

Stanislaus Augustus (Plate XIV.) was, so far as his vanity, his

weakness, and love of pleasure permitted, a well-meaning, patriotic

man. He acceptaJ his position as king quite in earnest, and hon-

estly desired to reform his countr}'. In such a laudable effort lie was

supported, not only by the Czartoryskis, but also by Count Panin,

who had been raised to the dignity of a Russian higli-chancellor.

Russia was at length secure of Poland's alliance and submission,

and was now anxious to see the republic as strong as possible. But
here Stanislaus met with decided resistance on the part of Frederick

II., who had l)een induced to favor the nomination of Poniatowski

only because he considered him weaker and more powerless than

any foreign prince who cDuId as])ire to the Polish throne. Prussia's

interest was to di> ht-r utMinst to insure that Poland remained weak
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and helpless. This consideration determined P^rederick's [»jlioy. He

had, after the election, addressed a very friendly letter to the new

king, and had repeatedly admonished his Russian ally to treat the

Poles gently and not drive them to despair. But of Stanislaus's re-

form plans he would liear nothing. He opposed them, and was able,

idtimately, to bring the czarina to the view that Poland should be

kept in a state of internal disorder. Austria also worked in the

same spirit. But a short time before Catharine had supported the

confederation planned by the Czartoryskis, in favor of carrying

througii invigorating reforms ; now she forbade all such attempts.

The position of Stanislaus Augustus consequently became a very

unhappy one. The Russian envoy in Warsaw, Prince Repnin, a

coarse, brutal man, was resolute in carrying out Russia's will uncon-

ditionally, and through threats and bribes always gained his end.

Russian troops remained in increasing numliers in the territory of

the republic. The king was able to do nothing but send petitions

to St. Petersburg, which were scornfully rejected, or give vent to idle

threats, \\hich were treated a\ itli contempt. At length he fell out

entirely with Russia. At the diet of 1766 he attempted, against the

will of the latter state, to effect the repeal of the Liberum veto, but

had to discover that Repnin's influence was much more powerful

than his, so that the deputies confirmed the pernicious prerogative

anew. Through this treasonable attitude the Polish aristocratic re-

public invoked, as it were, its own doom, and gave itself up to well-

deserved extinction.

Only in one particular had Russia been unable to force its own

views upon the diet,— namely, in cases where the shameful intoler-

ance of Poland was concerned. The equality of rights for dissen-

ters, — Protestants as well as schismatic Greeks,— demanded by

Russia and Prussia, in conformity with the treaty of 1764, was

unanimously refused, partly at the counsel of Austria.

But Catharine was in no wise willing to rest satisfied with the

rebuff siie had suffered in Poland. It was her fixed purpose to

avenge herself for it, and to bring the obstinate state to its knees.

She caused 15,000 fresh troops to advance into Poland, and called

on the dissentei-s to constitute confederations. Thereupon the Prus-

sian Protestants met to form a union, in March, 1767, at Thorn,

while the Greek Catholic Lithuanians did the same at Sluzk. Cath-

arine took both confederations under her patronage, and joined with

them the Saxon patriotic party. The separate federations coalesced,

in .June, 1767, at Radom, into one great General Confederation.
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Frederick the Great was, even from the beginning, by no means

in harmony with tliis violent procedure of the Russians. He saw

clearly that the question liere \\as not at all one of religious tolerar

tion, but simply one of the permanent estal)lishment of Russian

domination in Poland. He was heartily weary of playing squire

in the politics of the northern power. Notwithstanding, he did not

think of putting an end to the Russian alliance, which alone pro-

tected him. He renewed it in May, 1767, but \\-ith the important

supplementary provision, that Russia for the future should iudenuiify

him for any aid he lent her in money or troops.

Meanwhile the General Confederation had acquired an extraordi-

nary expansion. The former Saxon party among the magnates

crowded into it with zeal, in order to be done with tlie hated Czar-

toryskis, and to drive them and their partisans out of their offices

and places of power. It is said that 80,000 nobles were present at

the meeting in Radom. Intimidated by the renewed Russo-Prussian

alliance, and abandoned by Louis XV., Austria, notwithstanding her

earlier promises to the Catholic party, declared herself neutral.

Nowhere did Stanislaus Augustus see the possibility of aid.

Driven by necessity, he again threw himself into the arms of Rus-

sia. A new diet was summoned, and the elections took place under

the coercion of Russian weapons. And with no less violence was

the diet itself treated. Warsaw was surrounded with Russian

troops ; and Russian cannons stood on the opposite bank of the

Vistula, their muzzles pointed at the castle where its sittings were

being held. The still recalcitrant bishops and senators Repnin

caused to be arrested. The diet submitted implicitly by accept-

ing, in February, 1768, the conditions that Russia prescribed for it.

The nonconformists obtained full ci\il ecpiality with the Catholics,

only the king and queen being required to belong to the Catholic

confession. Tiiese provisions were placed under the protection of

Russia and the Protestant powers. Further, the right of the nobles

to elect the king was again confirmed under the exclusive guaranty of

Russia, as was also the prerogative of the Liberum veto, with tlie one

exception of questions of internal administration. Not until Poland

had delivered herself over, bound hands and feet, to the arbitrary

will of Russia, did the troops of the latter country, after four years'

occupation, leave the territory of the republic. Stanislaus Augustus

was rewarded by the czarina for his ignominious submission by an

augmentation of his pension.
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It soon became clear that the counsels to moderation which

Frederick II. was never weary of impressing on the St. Petersburg

government were fully justified. At the moment wlien Catharine

believed she had won everything, all was put in doubt If tiie

feeling of nationality appeared dead in Poland, religious fanaticism

was still in fidl strength. In the southeast of the republic, in the

A^oivodeship of Podolia, Krasinsld and Pulaski incited a rising at Bar,

in the uame of the menaced Catholic faith. The whole clergy sup-

ported the movement, and thousands of men ready to fight streamed

to Bar; and several magnates, hitherto belonging to the Russian

party, joined this new confederation. The fonnation of the Confed-

eration of Bar (ITÜS) was probably the most eventful occurrence in

the whole history of Poland, leading, as it did, to her fall. But for

the moment matters assumed an asjaect serious enough for the Rus-

sians. Their regiments had to return to Poland, devastating the

land everywhere, and gaining several military advantages. They

captured Bar, and even Cracow, the second city of the kingdom.

Yet in all points of the widespread Polish territoiy revolts burst

forth against the Greek heretics, and even the i^easants took part in

the struggle. The dissenters were hung wherever they were found,

being considered allies of the Russians.

The worst was that the Polish question, as Frederick always

dreaded and had warned the czarina, threatened to lead to a general

European conflagration. Choiseul warmly took the part of the

confederates, and sent them money and trained French officers.

Still more dangerous was the intervention of Turkey.

Turkey had been from the beginning of the eighteenth century

in tlie power of the .Janizaries, who installed the weak sultans or

niuidered them at their discretion. Like Mustapha II., in 1703, his

brother Achmet III. died of poison, in 1730, both in consequence of

a revolt of these restless and rapacious pretorians. One of the

latter, a former peddler, Patrona Khalil, ruled the empire for two

months (October and November, 1730) with insolent tyranny.

The sultan and minister alike obeyed his \vill with trembling. At

length another Janizary of herculean frame was won over,— Khalil

Pehlewan, the Wrestler,— who, mth his oificers, forced his way

into Patrona's house, and cut him and his friends to pieces. There-

upon a widespread butchery of the Janizaries ensued, and continued

till 16,000 had fallen. Such was the way in which Turkey was

then governed.
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And yet the Osmanlis had not forfeited their old mihtary prowess.

When in the year 1722 tlie dynasty of the Sofis perished in Persia

in a frightful civil war, the Tui-ks wrested all the western prov-

inces of that kingdom from their Shiite neighbor land. Mahmud 1.

(1730-1754), successor to Achmet III., was an inspiring and ener-

getic ruler, who mainly depended on the already too-powerful Jani-

zaries. He gave them a formal account of liis measuies, and of the

officials whom he meant to nominate. In return they were enthusi-

astically devoted to him ; defeated the Austrians in 1737-1739,

and fought bravely against the Russians. His valiant minister,

Raghib Pasha, was sent to Egypt to brhig the mutinous Mameluke

beys to reason, and completely subdued them. Mahmud strength-

ened himself through an alUance with France ; that country sent

him officers to discipline his troops, and supported him in every way

in the domain of diplomacy. He was a friend of the arts and sci-

ences, and enriched Constantinople with four hbraries and a mosque,

as well as with eight imperial villas, some of which were finished

with unexampled magnificence.

After the death of Mahmud I., Raghib acted as grand vizier under

his incompetent successor, and was able through his intelligent ad-

ministration to reduce the empire to order and insure its stabiüty.

Besides this he found leisure to compose many poetical works, for

which his countrymen have conferred on him the title of ' Prince

of the Poets of Rumelia.' To the misfortune of the empire, Ragliib

died in 1763, and the administration fell into the hands of Mustapha

HI. (1757-1773), a man not devoid of ambition, but sorely wanting

in endo^\^nents and energy.

The Porte had long observed with uneasiness the growth of

Russian influence in the neighboring republic of Poland, from which

it di'eaded a vast aggrandizement of t\\e already formidable power

of the Muscovites. Repeatedly had it called on Russia to with-

draw her troops from Poland, but was constantly rebuffed by

Catharine. The Russian troops were daring enough to pursue the

confederates upon Ottoman territory, in doing which the Turkish

provincial town of Balta was burned down and the whole population

butohered. The enraged populace of Constantinople called for war

in the most threatening manner, and the French ambassador joined

in the demand. The sultan gave way, threw the Russian ambas-

sador, Obreskoff, into prison, and on October 30, 17t!9, declared war

on the czarina.

Vol. XV.—U
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Had the Porte first made its preparation, and then commenced
hostilities, it would, owing to the weak condition of the Russian

army, whose most available troops were then in Poland, have been,

at least in the beginning, at a great advantage, and could have occu-

pied the defenceless Russian southeastern provinces at a blow.

And this the more, because, on the news of the breach between

Constantinople and St. Petersburg, the Confederation of Bar im-

mediately made great progress. When the detested Repnin was

^«?^
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Fig. 38. — Alexei Orlnff. on the Tchesme medal. (Original size.)

succeeded by the mild Wolkonski it was already too late to win the

love of Poland. It was lucky for Russia that, even at this moment,

the Polish grandees could not be brought to unite, while the proper

head of the nation— the king— only sought to mediate with great

timidity.

Besides, the Turkish war soon took a form favorable to the Rus-

sians. Catharine improved the time wasted by the Turks, and re-

enforced her army, and inspired her counsellors and people with

steadfast confidence. She promptly made the war an offensive

one l)y causing her troops to invade the Danubian provinces. The
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formerly so energetic Tui-kish nation, on the other hand, seemed to

desire to iir.itate its Sultan in lazy idulgence and pleasure. Even

tlie picked corps of the Janizaries had become enervated under the

reicn of Mustapha III. The administration had fallen into a state

of complete dissolution. Late in the summer of 1769 the important

fortress of Chotin fell, after a defeat of the Turks, into the hands

of the Russians, who thereupon seized all Moldavia and Wallachia,

whose Christian populations hailed them with joy. In the lands of

Fig. 39.— Reverse side of the im/ilal rummfuiuratrng the victory at Tchesme with a

plan of the fight. (Original size.')

tlie Caucasus, too, they made numerous conquests. For the year

1770 Catharine conceived the magnificent idea of exciting a general

revolt against Turkish sway in the Morea, which had long heen pre-

pared for this by the Russians. The Morea did, indeed, rise in the

beginning of the year, but was so poorly supported that the Turks

resubdued the peninsula in a few months, and cruelly chastised it.

The Russians annihilated, mainly through the services of tlie Eng-

li.shman Elpliinstone, then serving as a Russian adndral, in a battle

(July 6, 1770) ill the bay of Tchesme (Figs. 38, 39 ami Pl-Vtio
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XV.) the whole Tm-ldsh fleet, but failed to make any use of their

victory. Much more important were their successes on the Dan-

ube, where Rumänzoff dispersed the far superior host of the Turks

on the Kaghul (August 1). Almost all of the Turkish strongholds

on the Danube were cajitured.

Frederick II., like the other European powers, was very unpleas-

antly affected by the outbreak of the Polish disorders, and of the

Turco-Russian war. The projjosal of the czarina that Prussian troops

should enter Poland to re-enforce the Russian army there he repeat-

edly rejected in the most decided manner. On the other hand he had,

in conformitj' with the treaty of 1767, to pa}' to Russia, during the

continuance of the Tm-kish war, a yearly subsidy of 480,000 thalers.

He thought of getting some compensation for this ; and the plans

which he, as crown prince, had conceived nearly forty years before

again suggested themselves. In the political testament which he

made out, in November, 1768, for his successor, he names, amongst

the duties for future, the acquisition of Polish Prussia. And, in

the same mon. , he demanded that the Russians should require

from the republic compensation for the costs of the occupation and

the war, of which he also claimed his share. But, above all, he

wished for peace. Nothing was more hateful to him than the pros-

pect, in case of further complications, of being drawn into a war

against Poland and Austria. Prussia liad not yet, by any means,

recovered from the damages inflicted on her by the Seven Years'

AVar. And, finally, the disproportionate power which Russia had at-

tained through her conquests in Turkey was a cause of uneasiness to

Frederick.

"When in this mood he received an invitation from Choiseul to

a friendly understanding between the courts of Paris and Berlin.

The French minister's prevailing idea was to exact retribution from

England for her conquests from France in the Seven Years' War.

For this end it behooved him to neutralize the Continent, and to

hinder Prussia and Russia from entering into an alhance with Great

Britain. Russia he dreaded especially, and therefore sought to raise

enemies against her everywhere. Finalh' he addressed himself

directly to Frederick II. But the latter believed that he must de-

cline the alluring advantages wlaieh the French minister held out to

him as the price of an alliance, and which consisted of a considera-

ble portion of Poland, inasmuch as there was nothing further froni

his thoughts than to complicate lüraself with Russia. The diplo-
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matic union that, in 17(38, after a suspension of twelve years, had

been restored between France and Prussia, Frederick again put an

end to. Better prospects were offered by the negotiations with Aus-

tria, who dreaded being despoiled of all influence on the Balkan

Peninsula, and seeing the dominion of the lower Danube fall to the

lot of the czarina's emph'e.

The situation of Austria was by no means enviable. She had

come out of the Seven Years' War with a debt of 256,000,000

florins and a disposable yearly revenue of only 20,000,000. The

imposition of new and oj^pressive taxes had become a matter of

necessity. The lands inhabited by the Germans and Slavs had to

bear the whole burden, for the Hiuigarian diet granted an augmenta-

tion of taxes amounting to only 700,000 florins. In the Magj-ar

lands the imposts rested exclusively upon the poor. The conserva-

tive spirit that inspired Maria Theresa never let matters come to a

radical reorganization and thorough reform. The new penal code

of 1769, the JVemesis TJieresiana, still retained torture. The other

legal reforms remained unaccomplished, for the empress's legal tutors

were as little able to free themselves from the traditional views of

matters as their mistress was. The state which Älaria Theresa had

erected was like a modernized feudal castle,— a new stor}' was

added, new wings were built, but the whole rested on the old foun-

dation. The land-o\\niers still dominated the lower courts of jus-

tice, the police, and the school-system. Their property was more

lightly taxed than that of the peasants. Besides, there prevailed the

dualism of the empire,— Austria ruled by the Germans, and Hun-

gary by the ^lagyars ; the former with German as the language of

the administration, the latter with Latin ; the former with an admin-

stration, but without a constitution ; the latter with a constitution,

but without an administration.

In her external policy, too, Älaria Theresa's tenacious consen^a-

tism had borne no good fruit. The one-sided favoritism of Catholic

interests and the alliance with France, combined with her stubborn

hatred of Prussia, had not only neutralized the influence of Austria

in all weighty questions, but also threatened to leave it defenceless

against Russian encroachments, especially hi the Polish and Oriental

questions. There was absolute necessity for a change. Fortunately

for Austria, Maria Theresa had now to reckon with a new factor,

the young Emperor Joseph II. (Plate XVI.).

Joseph (born 1741), the eldest of sixteen children which the
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empress presented to her husband, was brought up by Ms mother in

comparative ignorance and in the practice of the most precise form

of pietism. But his ignorance the young prince soon surmounted

by his o\vn labor, at least in so far as concerned the practical de-

partments of administration ; the pietism made the whole system of

creeds hateful to him. The sad experiences of the Seven Years'

War impressed the conviction upon his acute intellect that there

was much amiss and rotten in the state, and that there was urgent

need for a fundamental reform. As he possessed alone of all those

about the court such ideas, he became self-willed, domineering, and

intolerant of opinions contrary to his own. Enthusiasm for the

greatness of his state and the welfare of its members had possession

of his mind, and to such objects he meant to devote his whole life.

But his too ardent temperament and a peculiar incajmcity for ripe

reflection, and want of political tact, caused him to undertake too

many things at once, and, underestimating all difficulties, to press

forward too impetuously to aims often chimerical.

In his marriage relations he was still more unfortunate than

Frederick II. His first, dearly loved wife, Isabella of Parma, was

snatched from him by death, after a union of three years. To his sec-

ond wife, Josephine of Bavaria,— forced upon him by his parents,

— he entertained a violent aversion ; but she, too, was carried off by

an early death (1767). Joseph's only child, the daughter of Isa-

bella, died in her ninth year. These sad events may account for

much of the austerity in the character of this, at heart, really good

and noble monarch. Pleasure and recreation Joseph sought chiefly

in music, the viola and violoncello being his favorite instruments.

He had not long been elected king of the Romans when the

death of his father, Francis I. (1765), raised him to the imperial

dignity. His mother placed him in the same false position in which

she had placed his father,— that is, she made him co-regent in name,

but permitted him in reality no independence. His ardent tempera-

ment, disposed to seasonable innovations, was too much at variance

with the tenacious conservatism of his mother for her not to cherish

mistrust of him. The most magnificent schemes floated through

his mind ; but he was not able to carry out one of them. At first

he submitted implicitly to the maternal tyranny, but at length he

was unable to accommodate liimself to the role which had been played

by his father. Often he demanded to be released from his position

as co-regent ; for, much as he and his mother loved each other, they
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quarrelled almost constantly. At length he acquired a certain

degree of influence on the internal administration, when questions

of principle were not concerned. Here he sought to reform the

S^^—-i:7.:>fc^«lj^~=—^"

I'Ki. 4U. — t'uunt Moritz Lacy. From a copper-plate engraving, 1770, by .J. E. Mans-

feld (17.38-1796); original painting by Kollomitoh.

military and financial systems. In the former, with the help of

Count Moritz Lacy (Fig. 40), who, though no pre-eminent com-

mander, was an excellent organizer, he effected much good. Of yet
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more importance were his financial triumphs. His immense private

wealth he made over entirely to the state, and employed it to con-

vert the rate of interest on the state debt from six and five to four

per cent, thereby saving the treasury about fom- millions yearly

(1767). Some years later (1775) Joseph was successful in restoring

the equilibrium between the income and expenditure of the state.

He encouraged commerce by abolishing the provincial custom-houses,

materially reducing, also, the import and transit duties, for he in-

clined to the jjhysiocratio principles. In the sphere of education, he

reorganized the University of Vienna— on the basis of state super-

vision, indeed— and, above all, the common school system, which,

at that time, was better ordered in Austria than in any other country

in Europe. At first he exercised little influence upon the foreign

policy, which he wished to make more vigorous and effective, even

at the price of an understanding with Frederick II.

Meanwhile, as Kaunitz saw that through the Prusso-Russian

alhance, as well as through the corresponding indifference of France,

Austria was entirely left out of account in the important Polish

question, he, too, began to look at matters from the standpoint of

the emperor. He even sketched out a plan for an alliance between

Prussia, Austria, and Turkey ; Prussia was to restore Silesia to

Austria, the indemnity for which was to be a slice of Poland. The

same idea of a partition of Poland was conceived simultaneously by

Frederick II., the Versailles cabinet, and the statesmen of Austria.

To put himself on a better understanding with Frederick, Joseph II.

arranged with Frederick for a meeting on the Silesian-Bohemian

frontier.

The friendly attitude of Austria made Frederick's position more

independent in regard to the czarina, who had hitherto treated him

as a sort of vassal. He took advantage of this change to make

an attempt for the attainment of the long-desired territorial con-

nection between East Prussia and the main body of his monarchy.

Accordingly, he sent to St. Petersburg a formal jtartition scheme in

regard to Poland, which he, b}' way of jn-ecaution, ascribed to a

Saxon tliploniat. Count Lynar (Febnuuy, 1769). He himself was

to get West Prussia and Ermland ; Austria, the district of Lem-

berg ; and Russia, a share of the republic at her discretion. But

Catharine and Panin would, on no terms, consent to such consider-

able portions being taken from Poland, and, accordinglj-, courteously

rejected tlu^ plan.
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All the more earnestly did Frederick wish to bring about an

understanding with Austria. In August, 1709, the preconcerted

meeting between him and the young emperor took place in Neisse,

where the king showed himself friendly and accommodating to the

last degree, liut Joseph distrusted his own ability to deal with so

experienced a politician as Frederick, and was not ready to enter

independently into a compact with him ; and therefore the result of

the meeting was much less than the latter had hoped for. In vain

did the king appeal to the sentiment of German patriotism, and point

to the threatening despotism of Russia. All that was arrived at was

that, in case of a war between France and England, Germany should

enter into a compact of neutrality, as well as that Austria and Prus-

sia should exchange pledges not to attack each other, if disorders

elsewhere should involve the two powers in a war on opposite sides.

The resolutions arrived at made a considerable impression on the

St. Petersbui'g cabinet in favor of Prussia. When the Russo-Prussian

alliance was renewed, in October, 1769, Panin gave the hitherto

obstinately refused guaranty for the near reversion of the Franco-

nian principalities of Ansbach and Ba3'reuth to the Prussian line of

the house of Hohenzollern.

Russia's new victories, in 1770, made Prussia as well as Austria

more and more disposed to restrict the limit of her advances. The

French alliance showed itself again utterly wortliless for Austria.

All the more was Austria led to approach Prussia. Here she found

the most complaisant reception, as Frederick saw with the greatest

anxiety the glances which the Russian court was casting on Poland,

as well as its schemes of conquest in Turkey, which threatened to

involve Europe in war. In September, 1770, PVederick had a new

interview, in the Moravian town of Neustadt, with the emperor, who
was this time accompanied by Kaunitz as his main agent. However,

the only result accomplished was that the hostile tension which for

thirty years had existed between the two courts was laid aside.

At the interview at Neustadt Frederick gained the conviction

that Austria would not consent to a material expansion of Russia on

the lower Danube. If a war broke out on this account, he himself

was bound to come, in conformity with existing compacts, with an

army to the help of Russia. But he would not endure such new

sacrifices in favor of a power whose progress was in no way agreeable

to him. He sent, therefore, without delay, his brother Henry to St.

Petersburg to try to effect a peace. On the other hand, wlien Rus-
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sia proposed a closer alliance with Prussia, iu return for which the

latter might look for a material augmentation of territory, the king

rejected it. But tlie matter seemed to be far from settled; for the

czarina demanded not only tlie Crimea, Moldavia, and Wallachia,

but also the protectorate over all the adlierents of the Greek church

residing in the Moslem empire,— demands that neither the Porte

nor Austria thought of acceding to. Frederick was indignant at

Catharine's arrogance, and tlireatened her quite openly. He felt

called on to co-operate with her in Polish affairs, but not in am-

bitious schemes against Turkey.

Then an event occurred calculated to alter the whole complexion

of the situation in St. Petersburg and Berlin.

Ever smce the days of Charles XII. and Augustus the Strong

talk of the partition of Poland had been heard from the most various

quarters. In 1763 the Saxon government was disposed to stir the

question up again, if only Saxony could get its share of the plunder.

In more recent times Austria and Fi'ance had proposed the matter no

less seriously than Russia or Prussia ; and it was Austi'ia that made

the actual beginning which led to the gradual disintegration of the

whole republic.

On the northern frontiers of Hungary there lay the thirteen

cities of the Zips, which hail formerly belonged to that Idngdom,

but which, pawned to Poland in 1412, and never redeemed, had

been for centuries regarded as Polish territor3^ These Austria

now occupied. But not satisfied with this, in 1770 she took posses-

sion of the districts of Neumarkt, Czorstyn, and Sandec, in which

lay the important salt-mines of Bochnia and Wielicka,— districts to

which Austria had not the shadow of a claim. The pretext was

that all that was meant was only a temporary occupation of these

lands ' for their protection ;
' but this jiretext was disproved by the

fact that the governor of these districts immediately assumed the

title of ' Administrator of the Recovered Territorj-.'

The example led to imitation. Catharine invited Prussia to take

possession of a part of Poland, the czarina believing that she would

thus be left to deal as she liked -with Turkey, and be permitted as

well to take possession of Polish territory (January, 1771). We
thus see that the direct impulse for the spoliation of Poland came

from Austria, but the immediate in%atation was issued by Russia.

It would be unjust, therefore, to make Frederick principally resjjon-

sible for this. Rather did the king hesitate at the Russian pro-
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posals, not so much from over-scrupulousness as from the fear that

to accept the invitation would bind him to take a part in the

struggles with Turkey iind Austria. But when Prince Henry, long

an advocate of the PoHsh acquisitions, returned to Berlin, he was

successful in changing his brother's views by convincing him of

the honesty and the reliability of Catharine's offers. He reminded

him that Prussia could find compensation for the help she had al-

ready given llussia only in a piece of Poland, and, on the other

hand, that only through the spoliation of that country could Russia

be diverted from her purposes in regard to Turkish territory, and

peace secui-ed. When Frederick became convinced of the soundness

and practicability of the plan, he entered upon it with zeal (]\Iarch,

1771), and urged in St. Petersburg its immediate execution. As a

matter of course he was not satisfied with getting Ermland alone,

but demanded the greater part of West Prussia.

In Vienna, also, he caused his purposes to be commmiicated ; but

here he met with decided resistance. Kaunitz and the Emperor

Joseph urged the reluctant Maria Theresa to a breach with Russia,

and to the military support of the threatened Turkey. Fifty thou-

sand men were placed on a war-footing ; and France promised her

stipulated contribution of 21,000 men. Ultimately the able Aus-

trian negotiator, Thugut, succeeded on July G, 1771, in concluding

an alliance with the Porte most advantageous for the empress-

queen. She was promised the cession of Little Wallachia, certain

commercial advantages, and 11,750,()00 florins of subsidy.

For Russia the situation had therel)y become very serious. If

the Austrians advanced into jMoldavia, the Russian army must im-

mediatel}^ withdraw into Poland. But in this land the Confedera-

tion of Bar made greater and greater progress, and Lithuania also

was in ferment. By these conditions the czarina was cast uncon-

ditionally upon the friendship of Prussia, and the roles were

thoroughly reversed. Panin, who at first would hear nothing of

the acquisition of West Prussia by Frederick, now gave his assent

to it. In return, he demanded the aid of Prussia against any Aus-

trian attack.

But just at the decisive moment Prince Kaunitz's courage failed

him to break definitively with Russia, especially as Maria Theresa

felt no desii'e to begin a new struggle in her old age. jNIeanwhile

the Russians had made new advances in the campaign of 1771.

Prince Dolgoruki (Fig. 41) had captured the lines of Perekop, de-
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signed to defend the Crimea, and thereupon conquered the nhole

peninsula ; while the possession of ^Moldavia and Wallachia was

maintained victoriously against all attacks of the Turks. In concert

with the empress and Joseph II., Kaunitz himself offered, -without

regard to the convention concluded with the Turks, to prevail upon

them to cede the Ciimea. On the other hand, Frederick moved

the Russian court to renounce Molda\äa and Wallachia, and to

compensate itself therefor by a large slice of Lithuania (end of

1771), Frederick promising, in case war should break out not\\"ith-

standhig, to place 20,000 men in Poland and Hungary at the dis-

Fio. 41.— Vasili Michailovitch DolgorukoS-Krimski.

by E. Kudrjakofl.

From ,1 copper-plate engraving

posal of the Russians. On these conditions Prussia and Russia

concluded, in February, 1772, a new alliance, comprehending the

plan for the impending partition of Poland in favor of both powers.

Russia was to get the Polish districts east of the Dwina, the Druss,

and the Dnieper ; Prussia, West Prussia with Ermland and Pomer-

ellen— but without Dantzic and Thom— as well as Great Poland

north of the Netze.

Meanwhile Austria, too, had assumed a milder tone. In Janu-

ary, 1772, Kaunitz covmselled accession to the Prusso-Russian parti-

tion schemes, in order by so doing to avoid war, and to preserve

Turkey from material injury. Älaria Theresa, indeed, experienced
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some conscientious scruples on account of this unrighteous despoil-

ment of Poland, but ultimately gave her consent that Austria, too,

should act ' a la prugstieiuie,' as she expressed it. This resolution it

was by no means easy for the gray-haired empress to adopt. But

by the representation that she would thereby avoid a fearful war,

she was prevailed on to accede to the partition of Poland ; and when

this had been effected, the Emperor Joseph made his influence so far

effective that Austria now caused herself to be paid twofold for

her •sdrtuous indignation. In a declaration of February 19, whicli

avowed Austria's assent, and her participatioia in the proceeds of the

plunder, she had still modestly claimed an equal share for each of

the three powers. Gradually, however, she laid claim to a territory

almost as great as, and much more valuable than, the Russian and

Prussian acquisitions taken together. She attained her end almost

in its entirety ; and this the more easily, because she caused 30,000

men to advance into Poland. On August 5, 1772, a definitive

partition-treaty was concluded between the three powers (Fig. 42),

which gave Austria the greater portion of the present Galicia. By
it Russia received 50,000 square miles of territory with 1,800,000

inhabitants ; Prussia, 15,000 square miles with 600,000 inhabi-

tants ; Austria, 32,000 square miles of very fertile land, ^^•ith

nearly 3,000,000 inhabitants. The empress could now afford to

forget Silesia.

How Poland would conduct itself in regard to this unheard-of act

of violence was the question which now occupied all Europe.

The French officers sent to Poland, among whom was the after-

wards so renowned Dumouriez, had in vain labored to bring aljout a

firmer org-anization in the forces of the confederates. The magnates

and their dependants preferred to spend the French money in wild

carousals, and, at most, to undertake forays. No wonder that the

confederates were driven farther and farther back by the Russian

troops. An attempt wliich their general, Pulaski, caused to be

made on his own king, suspected of an inclination towards Russia,

miscarried (autumn of 1771). When the Prussian and Austrian

troops occupied the districts indicated in the treaty of 1772, the con-

federates capitulated unconditionally. No heroic resistance was to

be expected from Stanislaus Augustus. While he protested to the

public in ceremonial harangues, in secret he negotiated with the

three powers concerning favorable conditions for his own private

coffers. Thus scandalously did he seek to make personal profit out
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Fig. 42.— A cartoon on the partition of Poland. Catliarine II., Stanislaus, .loseph

II., and Frederick II., with the map of Poland, showing the new boundaries of

the kingdom which has been partitioned by them. Stani.slaus is trying to keep

his crown from falling off his head. From a copper-plate engraving by Noel le

Mire (1724-1801). The picture appeared under the pseudonym "Erimele," and

was immediately prohibited, but the printer was allowed to take off as many

copies as he could make ou the day of its appearance.
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of the misfortunes of his kingdom. After he attained what he

desired, he hiuded, in the most coiu-tly terms, " the unselfish efforts

of the Empress Catharine for the peace of Poland." under the in-

fluence of tlie Russian, Prussian, and Austrian ministers, Stanislaus

and the senate summoned a diet to grant legal confirmation to the ces-

sion of the occupied districts. The diet met in the s^^ring of 1773,

but was poorly attended, and even the bribes and the threats of the

three envoys were unavailing to influence it. Russian troops had to

enter AVarsaw in order to render it more pliant. It chose a delega-

tion to consult concerning a comjiact with the three powers ; but this

began by pulRng its own patriotism in endless, pompous orations,

and then entered upon an inglorious bargaining, and bartered away,

often for ridiculously insignificant bribes, the welfare of the un-

happy country. The excessive jirolongation of the debates the

Emperor Joseph took advantage of to occupy a new district between

tlie Sereth and the Sbrutz, an example that Frederick II. Avas not

slow in following by advancing the Prussian boundar3--eagles some

distance beyond the Netze. To prevent greater losses, the delegation

made haste to sign, in the autumn of 1778, the cession compact, and

also accepted the draught of a constitution laid before it by the

three ministers. This constitution perpetuated anarchy m Poland,

and still further restricted the king's power. In the course of the

years 1774 and 177.') the full session of the diet confirmed all these

agreements.

The first partition of Poland was accomplished by her three over-

powerful neighbor states. First of all we must acknowledge that

the Poles richly deserved their fate. The self-seeking arrogance of

the nobles, and the servility of the people, had for two centuries con-

verted the republic into a loose conglomerate of 100,000 petty and

greater tyrants, who thought only of the gratification of their o'wti

interests and desires, and not one whit of the weal of the whole

people. Their zeal for their country soon became restricted to their

own personal interests, or, at best, to those of their intolerant con-

fession. But the criminal folly of the Poles must not prcAent us

from condemning a deed that resulted in tlie entirely unjustifiable

plundering of the weaker in favor of the stronger. The only one of

the three accomplice states who could in any way urge the plea of self-

maintenance was Prussia ; East Pi-ussia being, through the jwsition

of Polish West Prussia, altogether cut off from the main body of the

kingdom, and exposed, almost defenceless, to every hostile attack.
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Moreover, Frederick niiglit allege that the Pohsh provinces gained

by him constituted the only possible compensation for the 3,000,000

thalers tliat he had already paid in subsidies to Russia. Russia could

urge, on her side, that she took possession of her Polish districts in

order to assure herself of an equivalent for the Turkish conquests she

was not allowed to make. Austria acted without any sort of excuse

at all.

After the conclusion of tlie Polish partition treaty, the Turkish

war became objectless for Russia ; and even the Porte had soon to

Fig. 43.— RumänzoS. Taken from a medal. (Original size.)

realize that Austria by no means thought of rendering it the armed

help promised in the treaty of July, 1771, and already paid for

througli Turkish subsidies. At length Kaunitz declared that Austria

had, indeed, promised her aid to the jMoslems against Russia, but not

against Prussia, and that, therefore, the convention of 1771 was to

be Regarded as annulled. His country, however, was careful not to

return the subsidies it had received. The whole matter was nothing

better than a fraud. The Porte, in the summer of 1772, consented to

an armistice, and to taking part in a peace congress wliich was
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opened in the Moldavian city of Fokshani, which, however, proved a

fiasco, because the Turks refused to make cessions of any consider-

able extent. On the resumption of hostilities fortune was at first

favorable to the Turks (1773), but this was only a temporary respite.

The following campaign entirely changed the situation. General

Rumänzoff (Fig. 43) so completely surrounded the army of the grand

vizier, that the latter was able to rescue it only through the speedy

conclusion of peace. The peace of Kutdiuk-Kainardji (July, 177-i)

Fig. 44. — Reverse side of the medal coiiiiiiriiKnaiiii- ihe jduniey of Catharine II. to

Taurida (Crimea) in 1787, with a plan of the route. (See Fig. lOö.)

declared the Crimean Tatars independent of Turkish sway; and the

fortresses of Kertch, Yenikale, Kinbarn (the later Odessa), and the

whole stretch of land between the Uug and the Dnieper were ceded to

Russia. The latter power thus acquired the northern shore of the

Black Sea (Fig. 44) and received besides this the express right of free

commercial navigation on it. In addition to this, Russia made it a

distinct contlition of the peace that the free j^ractice of the Ciiristian

religion should be allowed the Äloldavians and Wallachians, and that

they should be given mild treatment, and only a moderate tribute

Vol. XV.—15
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exacted from them. Moreover, the Russian government acquii-ed

the right of interfering in favor of Äloklavia and Wallacliia through

its ambassadors in Constantinople, and, thereby, a pretext for con-

stant interference in the internal affairs of the Ottoman empire.

In general, this war gave the empire of the czar an unequivocal

predominance over its Turkish neighbor.

Austria now thought the moment had come to throw off the

mask in regard to Turkey. Without the least pretext she seized

that part of Moldavia lying between Transylvania and the newly

acquired Galicia, namely, Bukowina. Russia and Prussia were un-

willing to begin a war on account of this new acquisition of tlie

insatiable Joseph II. ; and the Porte was in no condition to do so.

Frederick II. at once set himself, with admirable energy and

judgment, to the task of civilizing and amalgamating his newly

acquired West Prussian territory. Both land and peojjle were in

the most deplorable condition. " The land is wasted and tenant-

less," complained a Prussian authority. " The breeds of cattle are

degenerate and worthless, the agricultural implements most imper-

fect, the arable land run down and full of weeds and stones, the

meadows converted into morasses, the forests cut down Avithout re-

gard to system, and largely destroj'ed. The strong castles and the

larger part of the lesser cities and villages have gone to rack and

ruin. The great proportion of the dwellings existing appear scarcely

fit to afford shelter for human beings, but are miserable hovels, con-

structed of mud and straw, without art or taste of any kind.

Through incessant wars and feuds, conflagrations and epidemics, and

the grossest maladministration, the land is depopulated and demor-

alized. The administration of justice is in a no less miserable con-

dition. The peasanti-y has all but died out. A middle class no

longer exists. Forest and marsh cover the state, where formerly a

numerous population found support."

With that ripe reflection and penetrating glance that distin-

guished Frederick in all his undertakings, he at once devised a

comprehensive programme for the material and moral treatment of

this desolate land, comprising the introduction of proved Prussian

institutions, the annulment of the powers of tlie nobles and clergy,

and the elevation of the burgher- and peasant-classes, especially

through the intermixture of German elements. Frederick's aim was

to make the new province of benefit to the whole state, but he saw

clearly that for this end pecuniary help Avas imperatively demanded.
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This avaricious financier did not hesitate to spend millions on West

Prussia.

The organization and administration of the territory were in-

trusted to the Ijest and most judicious officials that could he found.

The church-lands and great private estates were forthwith seques-

trated, the clergy heing compensated with half of the yearly rental

of the former church properties. The province was, for its better

administration, divided into small districts or circles, each with a

LanJrat, or high functionary, at its head. The impartial Prussian

jutUcial system, with its equal rights for all, came immediately

into operation. The subjects were declared freemen, and serfdom

was abolished, being superseded in such a way that no peasant, accor-

ding to Frederick's order of March 2, 1772, had to do forced labor

more than three days a week. " The best means," it is said in a

cabinet-order of April 1, 1772, "to introduce better ideas and habits

amongst these Slavic peoples will ever I)e to amalgamate them gradu-

all\- with Germans, even if that were only through the settlement of

two or three of the latter in each village." But not only were Ger-

man husbandmen and agricultural laborers brought here at a great

cost, but also skilled artisans were introduced into the cities for the

elevation of the industries and the bourgeoisie. As the king, over

and abo^-e this, provided considerable ' rehabilitation-funds ' for the

cities, they gradually i-ose out of their filth and ruins, and assumed

a cleanly and prosperous aspect. Some 1000 famihes of city colo-

nists and .300 country families— all pure Germans, ^nthout a Pole

amongst them— Frederick introduced into West Prussia. Finally,

many Polish and German schoolmasters were appointed, in order to

raise the lower classes to the Prussian standard. This last point of

view ever reappears in the enactments of the gre^t king. The rules

prescribed in the cabinet^order of June 7, 1772 are golden: "The
chamber must, above all, be watchful that, in the administration of

their offices, the functionaries do not deal mth the subjects accord-

ing to the old liarsh Polish conditions, inasmuch as his royal majesty

is resolved to see all slavery and serfdom abolished, and his subjects

treated as free people. Not the least difference shall be made be-

tween the Catholic and Protestant denominations, but all shall be

treated without the least regard to the religion they profess, and on

the same non-partisan footing."

With self-sacrificing industry the king was strenuous in his

exertions for the elevation nf the unhappy land. Houses were
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erected at the expense of the monarch, mills and factories founded,

and the waste lands cultivated. With almost feverish despatch,

the Bromberg Canal was constructed, uniting the Vistula and Oder.

Other water enterprises, as the deepening of the Lake of Goplo, and

especially the rendering of several of the rivers na\-igable, were car-

ried out. j\Iodel farms were organized, and forests and peat-hogs

were turned into arable land. For all these, and similar undertak-

ings in the province, the king allotted 7,750,000 thalers.

Nor were measures overlooked by this ruler for the moral

amelioration of the condition of West Prussia. The clergy were

enjoined to pay less attention to ceremonial observances than to

the moral elevation of the people. Care was to be taken for the

education of the whole population. The guzzling and carousals on

Sundays, when the whole peasantry were wont to drink tliemselves

into insensibility for the benefit of the manorial distilleries and

drinking-shops, were restricted by rigorous provisions. The old

unbridled license and dissoluteness, that accrued only to the good

of the dominant classes, was to be put a stop to. " No compli-

ments must be paid to the Poles, for by such they will be only

spoiled ; but they are to be held strictly to account that they live in

accordance to our orders, and promptly and duly discharge their

oblio-ations, without having the least indulgence allowed them."

In order that the land should come sooner into the possession of

the Germans, Frederick, in contraversion of his usual principles,

permitted the perfectly free alienation of the estates of nobles to

or among citizens (January, 1776). On the other hand, he sought

to win the favor of the Polish nobility by opening a military school

in Kulm for the gratuitous reception of fifty-six young nobles.

From the year 1772 to 1786 the population of West Prussia is

said to have been increased by 290,000 souls ; the state revenue

drawn from the province was augmented by a million thalers.

Through such thoughtful and kindly measures, Frederick suc-

ceeded in reconciUng the West Prussians to the new order of things,

and in quickly converting them into patriotic citizens. Every year

Frederick appeared personally in their country, whose prosjierity he

declared to be one of his favorite objects. He regarded the new

acquisition not so much as a gift enriching him, as a new obligation

laid upon him.

Frederick's attention was soon diverted from domestic questions

through the anxiety caused him by the lust for land of the Austrian
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government, which was falling more and more under the influence

of the Emperor Joseph.

The common solution of the Turco-PoHsli question by the three

Eastern powers had not been calculated to imj)rove their relations

permanently, while the arbitrary and unjustifiable seizure of the

Bukowina hy Austria had kindled anew the distrust of Russia, and

especially of Prussia, towards this power. Nevertheless, Central

and Eastern Europe enjoyed some j-ears of profoimd peace. Fred-

erick pursued a peaceful policy so long as that seemed possible. He

was then alarmed at the obvious purpose of the emperor, in taking

possession of Bavaria, of aggrandizing the German element in the

Austrian hereditary states, and of establishing for himself in South

Germany a thoroughly predominant position as a counterpoise for

Prussia's preponderance in the north.

The electorate of Bavaria was well worth the emperor's efforts

to acquire ; and the time now seemed favorable to Joseph for at-

taching a considerable slice of it to Austria. Of the younger line

of the Wittelsbachs, which according to the succession compact of

Pavia (1329) received Bavaria, only the ruling elector, ^Maximilian

III. Joseph, was ahve, the same who had ended the strife with

Austria through the Peace of Füssen. After his demise the legit-

imate heir of Bavaria, in conformity with the family compact, was

the head of the elder line, the Elector Chailes Theodore of the

Palatinate, who already reigned over 8500 square miles and some

700,000 subjects. Meanwhile Joseph II. refused to recognize the

succession compact concluded between the Wittelsbachs as not hav-

ing received imperial confirmation, and claimed a full third of the

inheritance, comprising all Lower Bavaria and several Swabian and

Upper Palatinate domains, as vacant fiefs, either of the empire,

or of Bohemia and Austria. On tliis point he had already been

long engaged in negotiations with the Elector Charles Theodore.

The latter, already an aged man, of weak, vacillating character,

without legitimate offspring, and the last of the Palatinate-Sulzbach

line, cherished no dearer wish than to pass the remainder of his

days in peace and quiet. Over and above this, the emperor held

out the hope to him that he would elevate his illegitimate chil-

dren to the rank of princes of the empire, and endow them with

estates, placing at the same time a considerable sum at the disposal

of the elector himself, who dearly loved pomp and profusion. In

consideration of these advantages, and in the hope of receiving the
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rest of Bavaria without more ado, Charles Theodore was read}- to

cede a considerable portion of the country to Austria. But mean-

while no definitive agreement had been arrived at between the

mutual plenipotentiaries, when, on December 30, 1777, Maximihan

Joseph of Bavaria suddenly died. The ministers immediately pro-

claimed the reimion of Bavaria with the Palatinate, from which it

had been separated for four and a half centuries.

On getting tidings of this, the Emperor Joseph (Plate XVII.)

immediately caused 20,000 men to advance into Bavaria, with the

threat that they would be followed by 40,000 if his claims were not

recognized. Charles Theodore (Fig. 45) had not the least desire to

offer resistance ; and in January, 1778, a compact was made in

Vienna, by which Lower Bavaria as far as the Danube, and a consid-

erable number of former counties and baronies were ceded to Austria.

The situation of Europe at the time seemed to favor this new spolia-

tion by the Emperor Joseph. France and England were occupied

in America, and Russia was considering a new Turkish war. From
Prussia the emperor exjjected only ineffective protests, for he assumed

that Frederick woukl not venture to break with the reorganized and

carefiüly equipped Austrians.

But the emperor had again overshot the mark. The Prussian

king was not the man who, because he himself Avas not threatened

at the moment, would quietly see danger looming up for the future.

The acquisition of Lower Bavaria must largely augment the power

of Austria, while its incorporation as a reverted fief would soon

be followed by similar claims. Frederick had a pretext for his 0]>

position in the outspoken antipathy of the people of Lower Bavaria

to Austrian sway, and in the aversion of the Bavarian statesmen to

the disintegration of their electorate. His case was strengthened by

the facts that; Charles II. of Palatinate-2weibrücken, presumptive

heir of Charles Theodore, had not taken part in the compact of

Vienna, and that Saxony as well as ^Mecklenburg had raised clain^s

to a share of the inheritance.

Frederick's object was to unite all these enemies of Austria

around himself. He was first able to induce Charles II. to enter a

protest against the compact of Vienna. Saxony was equall}^ easy

to win over. The Elector Frederick Augustus was deeply offended,

and threw himself openly into the arms of Prussia, concluding, on

]\Iarch 18, an alliance with Frederick II. Mecklenburg, too, pro-

tested against Austria's jaroceedings. To show tlie purity of his
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Joseph II. at the Time of his Co-regency.
Frum the copper-plate engraving (1778) by C. G. Schnitze (1749-1819) ; original

painting (1777) b.v Kyml.v.
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l-'i(i. 4Ö. — Elt'ctor ('liiuii's Tlu-mlnrr iif ihc I'alatinate. From a copper-plate engraving

by Romanet ; original painting Ijy runipeo Girolanio Battoni (1708—1787).

motives, Frederick made over his old claim to the duchies of

Jülich and Berg to Charles of Zweibrücken, who, in return, pledged

himself to undertake nothing without the counsel and consent of the

Prussian king. On account of the direct collision between the Prus-
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sian and Austrian interests, as well as of the haughty and aiiihitious

disposition of both monarchs, a personal correspondence between

Frederick and Joseph failed to bring about a reconciliation.

Although all P'lederick's efforts to find further allies remained fruit-

less, nevertheless, on July 3, 1778, he declared war on Austria.

Immediately thereupon Frederick in person led an army of

80,000 men from Silesia into Bohemia, while another Prusso-Saxon

army of equal strength, under the king's brother, Prince Henry,

also invaded Bohemia, the plan being to unite both as quickly as

possible. Against these, the Austrians stood in equal strength in a

strong position near Königgrätz. At fiist Henry as well as Freder-

ick pressed victoriously forward ; soon, however, the former slack-

ened, lost courage, and stood still, so that the junction with his

brother could not be effected. Under such circumstances the latter

dared not venture an attack on the 150,000 Austrians. Maria

Theresa was deejJy grieved over the fact that she had to engage in

a great struggle at her advanced age. She had, without tlie knowl-

edge of her son, despatched the young Thugut to the Prussian king

at Braunau to open peace negotiations, which, through the concilia-

tory disi^osition of the Idng, i)i'omised a favorable issue. In the

latter half of Septemljer, the Prussians Avitlidrew slowly toward

Silesia and Saxony, holding only Austrian Silesia. During the

winter the Austrians even repeatedly attempted, but without perma-

nent success, to take up a position in Upper Silesia and the county

of Glatz.

If Frederick's military undertakings had not resulted very bril-

liantly, the political balance inclined more and more in his favor.

France, engaged in a war with England, was little pleased with

Joseph's aggressive poUcy in Oriental affairs, and took Austria's

alleged violation of the Peace of Westj)halia as a pretext for deny-

ing the empress the stipulated succor. The Emperor Joseph was

still disposed to maintain Austria's claims at the point of the sword

;

but Iris mother had not the least desire to involve her empire in a

struggle of doubtful issue in the last da3-s of her life, so she had

recourse to the mediation offered by France and Russia. Even tlie

emperor's obstinacy was broken down by the tidings that Russia had

made peace with Turkey, and thus had a free hand to act against

Austria. After accepting the Prussian ultimatum,— in coirformity

with the Russo-French proposals,— negotiations were opened in

March, 1779, at Teschen, that resulted in the conclusion of the
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Peace of Teschen in the May of the same year. The empress gave

up all her claims to Bavaria to the elector of the Palatinate, and. in

retui-n received the frontier district of Bavaria, encompassed by the

rivers Danube, Inn, and Salzach. Saxony got the Bohemian fief in

its land— the district of Schönburg— and from Bavaria a sum of

4,000,000 thalers. With tlie same end, ^Mecklenburg was granted

for its state-courts the prinlegium de mm (ippellando, that is, freedom

from appeal to the courts of the empire. Prussia, on the other hand,

received nothing but the j^romise that, on the imminent extinction

of the Hohenzollern branch-line of Ansbach-Bayreuth, the union of

this principality with Prussia should meet witli no objections from

Austria. The War of the Bavarian Succession and the Peace of

Teschen had immediately onl}' the negative effect of liaving pre-

vented Austria from extending her sway over Soutli (lermany. But

their results were very weighty for the near future. Tlie military

prestige of Frederick was in some degree lessened, as he himself

acknowledged ; but Prussia's influence was all the more increased.

Not only was the predominance in Germany wrested from Austria,

but her progress on German soil towards the west was stopjied. She

was definitively relegated to the east,— to the Magyar and espe-

cially the Slavonian lands. All the more glorious was Pnissia's posi-

tion in the empire. Frederick, by maintaining without any selfish

object, and through the expenditure of large sums, the rights of tlie

weaker states of the empire against the encroachments of the ambi-

tious and domineering emperor, held now an entirely new position

in the world and especially in Germany. Up to this time men had

regarded him as a rapacious prince, and, with all their admiration,

ilreaded him as a ruler from whom neither friend nor foe had any-

tliing good to expect. He appeared now as the bulwark of peace

and right. The moral centre of gravity had so plainly passed over

to his side, that even Maria Theresa wrote to her son, " He is a

monster, but we are in the -svTong." Those states of the empire

which believed they had to dread the emperor, sought succor, from

this time on, in Frederick of Prvissia. The possibility of the later

League of the Gemian Princes (Fürstenhund') was created only

throug-h the War of the P>avarian Succession and the Peace of

Teschen. The recognition by the other states of Prussia's German

mission dates from the despised ' Potato War.'
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ENLIGHTENED ABSOLUTISJI IX THE NORTH.

ONLY partially had Cathaiine (Plate X\']ir.) been able to

realize hei- rapacious views on the neighboring kingdoms of

Poland and Turkey. In respect to the former, she had to reckon

with Prussia and Austria, and to grant them a share in the plunder.

Her plans extended to Sweden, so as to complete the subjugation of

the whole north and east of Europe to Russian supremacy. Ever

since the unfortunate war with Russia in the years 1741-1743, the

party of the ' Caps,' favorably disposed to St. Petersburg, had domi-

nated Sweden unconditionally. That country seemed to have fallen

completely under the influence of the czarina, and all the more

because England, in order to I'epress the ' Hats,' who were friendly

to France, had thrown her whole influence into the scale in favor of

the Russian part}-. A commercial treaty, concluded in the year

1766, between England and Sweden, bound the two states closely

together, and so worked indirectly in favor of the Russian efforts.

In vain had France endeavored to combat Russian predominance

among the SwecUsh aristocracy, which, since the alliance of the czar-

ina and Frederick the Great, had been zealously supported in Stock-

holm by the Prussian envoy. In vain had Baron Breteuil, the French

minister at Stockliolm, lavished millions on the avaricious part}'-

leaders to gain the predominance for the ' Hats.' The commercial

treaty which the Swedish aristocracy concluded, in 1766, with the

bitterest foe of France, England, completely opened Choiseul's eyes

to the fact that no benefit was to be looked for by France from the

predominance of the nobles. The recognition of this was of the

highest importance for the further develoimient of Sweden as well

as of northern relations generally. While the Versailles govern-

ment had favored the aristocracy no less than Russia and Prussia,

and, by so doing, in so far perpetuated the internal distraction in

Sweden, it now began to labor \\'ith zeal and success for the strength-

ening of the royal power, and so to resist Catharine's plans in a

234
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much more effective way. Monarchy, if it recovered its power

through French help, must submit to the influence of France. Tlie

aristocracy had shown itself, in the Russian and Seven Years' Wars,

utterly worthless as an ally, while in the real successors of Gustavus

Adolphus and Charles XII. powerful and effective confederates were

to be hoped for.

On April 22, 1766, Choiseul sent to Breteuil the decisive intima-

tion to give up liis support of a corrupt constitution, and to labor for

the restoration of the monarchical power.

The character of the contemporary puppet^king afforded little

hope of the speedy success of the new French policy. Adolphus

Frederick was too weak to carry through such a great revolution

with success. But jiartly through the counsels of the French envoy,

Count jSIodene, and partly through the admonitions of his fiery eldest

son Gustavus, he made an attempt, at least, towards strengthening the

royal power. In 1768 he required the council of state to summon

the whole diet, among whose members, from the prevailing discon-

tent in the country, he hoped to call forth a royalist reaction.

When the council of state rejected Adolphus Frederick's requests,

the latter, at the urgent admonition of his son, had recourse to the

extreme measure of abdicating. All the municipal and military

authorities refused to continue to discharge their functions without

authority of the royal name, and the rude Dalecarlians ajjpeared by

thousands at the gates of the capital to demand a king. So tlie

high nobles had to give way. In the spring of 1769 the diet was

summoned.

This body fulfilled only in part the wishes of the king. It dis-

banded, indeed, the council of sUite, which had been especially

offensive to him, and substituted one more friendly to the French in

its place. But it rejected, though only by a small majority, any

further extension of the royal functions. So things remained in this

state till the death of Adoljjhus Frederick, on February 12, 1771.

His successor, Gustavus III., was born in the year 1746. He
had growni up without serious intellectual or moral teaching of any

kind. Besides, the estates of the realm had promised themselves

the main guidance of the education of the young heir to the throne,

and intrusted it in particular to Count Charles Gustavus Tessin,

who had been formerly ambassador in Paris, where he liad become

an enthusiastic devotee of French literature. Through his teaching

Gustavus, also, became a true disciple of the French poets and
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philosophers. Voltaire was delighted with the prospect of seeing in

tlie heir to the throne one of his docile votaries. Thus was this

])rince alienated from his people. His father he despised ; with

his mother he lived hi strife ; against the Danish v.'iie, whom the

council of state forced upon him, he cherished a violent antipathy;

and even towards his l)r()thers and sisters his feelings were of the

coldest. In this way his temperament, arrogant and imperious hy

nature, became continually harsher, and more regardless of others.

No earnest work or any solid study had I'eally cultured and strength-

ened his mind. If we overlook the superficial French varnish given

him by Tessin, he resembled in many respects his ancestor, Charles

XII. He possessed the latter's energy and passionate nature, but

also his restless, adventm-ous character, and his contempt for all

moderate and maturely considered methods of action. Already,

durino- the crisis of 1768, he had recommended to his father a vio-

lent revolution or a coup d'etat. He undertook, towards tlie end of

1770, a tour through the Continent, which soon led him to the French

capital. Here he was able to win over the leading circles to his

views, and entered into negotiations with them to secure their sup-

port in carrying through a monarchical revolution. In the midst of

all his exertions, he received the news of his elevation to the throne

;

and while he publicly swore to be true to the constitution of 1720,

he secretly concluded a personal compact with Louis XV. for its

overthrow. He was given considerable subsidies from France, and

also an able and most clear-sighted counsellor in the person of Count

Vergennes, the new French ambassador in Stockliolm.

At first the king had to conceal his plans in the most careful

manner. Russia and Prussia were ready to maintain, by armed in-

tervention, the constitution of 1720, so favorable to Catharine's

rapacious schemes. The dominant aristocracy met the young ruler

with the most pronounced distrust, and even attempted to prevent

him from ascending the throne. At the diet the ' Caps ' and ' Hats
'

united against him. In the face of such dangers, Gustavus conducted

himself with perfect adroitness and dissimulation. While he won

the favor of the people of the capital by his amiable and affable

demeanor, he held himself carefully aloof from all government busi-

ness, and assumed the appearance of meaning to live only for his

pleasures. Tlie act confirming the constitution, which was laid

before him by tlie esUtes, he signed, with conscious perjury, and

without hesitation.
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He succeeded the more easily in this, because the estates had

•wasted nearly a whole year in useless recriminations. A terrible

dearth assfravated the irritation and discontent of the masses, who

expected an amelioration of their condition only through a strong

monarchical government. Vergennes urgently counselled the prince

to make use of this disposition for the carrying out of his designs.

In fact, a portion at least of the ' Hats,' who were engaged in the

diet in strife with the opposition party, went over, unconditionally,

to the kuig. Gustavus liad further won over a large number of the

officers of the troops garrisoned in Stockholm. So, in accordance

^\•ith a carefully prearranged plan, he gave the signal for the out-

break of the revolution. A Captain Ilellichius, devoted to him,

was instructed, on August 12, 1772, to begin a fictitious rising in

the fortress of Christianstad, so that the troops in Stockholm itself

could be collected, as if to suppress it. The new comicil of state,

composed of the ' Caps,' immediately entertained suspicion of the

king, and counselled his arrest. Gustavus (Fig. 46) had no time

to lose. On the morning of August 19, he, vnth the help of the

officers devoted to liim, addressed himself to two regiments, who

received Mm with applause. The people of Stockholm, long em-

bittered against the aristocracy, joined enthusiastically in the cry

:

" Long hve the king !
" The members of the council of state were

held prisoners in their chamber by tlurty grenadiers while the king

hurried through the streets, winning over the remaming three regi-

ments and the masses. Within two hours, and without the shed-

ding of a drop of blood, the coup cTetat was accomplished wlrich

made Gustavus III. a true king, and brought an end to the aris-

tocratic system of government, which had lasted more than half a

century.

After this the monarch made use of only mild measures. The

arrested state-councillors and their most important adherents were

restored to freedom. In tlie provinces the brothers of Gustavus,

who stood at the head of two army corps, succeeded in having the

revolution accomplished in Stockholm generally recognized.

Nevertheless, Gustavus could not think of introducing royal

absolutism into Sweden. He acted with consummate skill ; on the

one hand covering up his usurpation under legitimate forms of law,

on the other hand giving the public no time for reflection or for

organizing opposition. On August 21 he called upon the estates

in Stockholm to accept definitively the form of govermuent drawn uj)
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Ki<i. 46. —Gustavus 111. nf Sweden (Count of GothUuid). From an anonymous

copper-plate engraving, which appeared in St. Peter,sburg, June :io, 1777.

by himself, and bearing a moderately constitutional character. Under
the influence of recent occurrences, as well as of the inilitary force,

the four estates of the diet indorsed, almost without opposition, the

proposals of the king. The most essential of these was the abolition

of the power of the council of state, which in future was to be nomi-
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nated by the sovereign, and, insteac\ of a decisive voice, to possess

only consultative functions. The monarch had the entire disposition

of the armed force, the tilling of all military and civil offices, the

right of concluding alliances and treaties of every sort, of carrying

on a war of defence ; the consent of the diet being required only be-

fore engaging in an aggressive war, as also for the imposition of new

taxes and the promulgation of new laws. But he ccnild sunuinui

that body to meet at any time he wished, while it was deprived of

all legislative initiative, and could only consult on the proposals laid

before it by the king. In cases of necessity, the latter could even

dictate laws and prescribe taxes on his own authority.

This constitution purposely admitted of much ambiguity. All

depended on the spirit in which it was carried otit, and whether the

main empliasis was laid upon tlie constitutional limitations of the

monarch or on his independent prerogatives. jNIildly as Gustavus

treated his political opponents, and eagerly as he strove for popular-

ity, he yet reigned essentially as an absolute prince. For six years

he never summoned a meeting of the diet. It stood him in good

stead that Russia, which had tlie main interest in the continuance of

Sweden's old constitution, was at that time fully occupied with Turk-

isli and Polish affairs, and was besides intimidated through France's

threat to defend Sweden against any attack. Frederick the Great,

thougli bound to defend the constitution of 1720, did not think of

doing so without the co-operation of the czarina.

It is worthy of note that the same s]:)irit of French enlightenment

that was already dominant on the absolute thrones of Prussia, Aus-

tria, Russia, Naples, Tuscany, Portugal, and Spain, had now taken

possession of that of Sweden. Without troubling himself with the

constitution he had dictated, Gustavus, of his own authority, inti-o-

duced a series of important and meritorious reforms. Immediately

after tlie coup d'etat, he abolished torture, and the administration of

justice was thoroughly reformed. I>y means of workhouses, in wliich

voluntary laborers as well as tramps were received, the king not

only, as far as possible, mitigated distress, but promoted industry.

He founded the order of Vasa, to reward services rendered to agri-

culture, manufactures, and the arts. He created highly api^ropriate

institutions for the care of the public liealth. Commerce was pro-

moted by the construction of numerous canals, as well as by the

entire emancipation of the corn-trade. The export and maritime

trades were developed to an unparalleled degree. The public credit,
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also, was restored by him. Gustavus secured, by means of foreign

loans, the needful coined money for the redemption of all the out-

standing bank-notes. An exceedingly economical administration,

conjoined with a series of new financial arrangements, put Gustavus

in a condition to meet the state's obligations to its foreign creditors,

and, over and above tliis, to organize the military force of the king-

dom in an admu-able manner.

Nevertheless, creditable as these creations on the whole were,

their multi])licity, as well as the precipitate haste with which they

were introduced, showed how restless and unsettled the mind of the

3'oung monarch was. All his measures indicated less of patient and

sound judgment than of a desii'e for brilUancy, fame, and foreign

recognition. Gustavus boasted of these things to his Parisian

friends, male and female, even of an edict for the freedom of the

press, based on the decision of a former aristocratic diet. To
earnest work he was altogether averse, but all the more addicted to

dazzling and exceeduigl}- costly festivities. He revived the knightly

tournaments with all their ancient pomp, and prescribed a national

costume which turned out to be of Spanish fashion. He patronized

literature only in its showj- form of the drama, operas and ballets

being his especial favorites. He founded a Swedish academy, but—
as in the case of that of Frederick the Great— it was exclusively

characterized by P^rench methods and forms. His private life was

scandalously innnoral, and he lived on the worst conceivable terms

with liis inother and wife.

This conduct of the king gave rise to discontent, which, as a

matter of couree, the nobles were at pains to foment and aggravate.

But more serious errors were committed bj* the monarch. Formerly

the estates had, on moral grounds, prohibited the manufacture of

brandy. GustaAiis now (1775) instituted a ro3al brandy-monopoly,

and that under the most oppressive conditions. It gave constant

occasion for espionage, with its army of informei-s and its heavy fines.

The monopoly at length drove the country-people to despair. The

council of state, too, which still possessed some degree of indepen-

dence as representing the high nol>ility, was forced more and more

to the background in favor of alisdlnte government thiough cabinet

ministers.

The first diet after the revolution, that of 1778, did. not ven-

ture to offer any opposition. But people gave vent to their feelings,

and libels of all sorts showed the king that he was beginning to
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be hated in his dominions. Thereupon Gustavus issued an edict,

in Ma}', 1780, wliich, contrary to all his earlier princijsles, was

equivalent to the introduction of the censorship. Later and severer

decrees repressed all open criticism. Already disorders showed

themselves in man}- places in the land. These difficulties took from

the king all pleasure in the steady and conscientious conduct of the

government. He persuaded himself that a foreign tour, and the

applause he was siu"e to receive therein, would bring his domestic

enemies to silence. In realit}- he was allured abroad mainly by his

love of change and pleasures, and of brilliant pubKc displays. The

year from September, 1783, till August, 1784, he spent in travel in

Italy and France. After his return home he— the antagonist of

the aristocracy— admitted only the high nobles to his court, and,

on the same principle, nominated only such as prelates.

If he had cherished the hope of conciliating the eminent families

by such means he fully deceived himself. They never forgave liim

the couj) d'etat of August, 1772, wliile the common people were

now much irritated that only the high-born were nominated to

bishoprics.

Instead of taking account of public opinion, Gustavus thought

only of completely silencing it by depriving the estates of their last

vestige of power, and by superseding them by a mere committee,

•n-ith wliich he could, of course, deal more easily than with the diet.

^Vith this end he summoned this latter body to meet in 178(3.

But the new diet showed itself by no means so pliant as its two

immediate predecessors. The estates rejected every proposal looking

to the extension of the power of the government, and even contested

the validity of several of the king's measures. Under strong symp-

toms of mutual dissatisfaction the diet was dissolved by the king,

after a sitting of only two months.

Nevertheless, Sweden had, through the revolution effected by

Gustavus III., attained greater unity and greater strength and im-

portance, and had escaped the fate of Poland at the hands of Russia.

During his second residence in Paris, Gustavus had concluded a new
treaty with France (July 14, 1784), which not only promised him

extraordinarj"^ subsidies in time of peace, but considerable military

svipport in case of invasion.

While Sweden recovered herself, at least in some measure, from

the deep state of decadence into which she had fallen, her neighbor

and constant rival, Denmark, which for a century had enjoyed peace

Vol.. XV.—16
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and prosperity under the sway of its excellent absolute nionarchs,

now had to suffer from the errors of an incapable king.

The good and reforming government of Frederick V. (1746-

1766) and of his Hanoverian minister, Bernstorff, had not only

preserved the state from all useless participation in the Seven Years'

War, but also had understood how to settle the quarrel with Russia

over the Holstein-Gottorp affair. Bernstoi-ff was also successful

in fm-thering the jsrosperity of the land through the encouragement

he gave to its manufactures and to its maritime trade. Besides, he

lessened the burdens of the husbandman, and called into existence

numerous humane and benevolent institutions. While even Fred-

erick the Great recognized onlj- foreign

literature and art, the Danish monarch,

at Bernstorff's suggestion, attracted, not

only Klopstock and Cramer, but also

the teacher, Basedow, the historian, Jo-

hann Heinrich Schlegel, and the natural

philosophers, Oeder and Kratzenstein,

to his court and his academic institu-

tions. Science and learnincr were

equally favored. In Soröe there arose

an academy for the nobility in which a

number of Danish literati were em-

ployed. A Danish scientific society

was founded in Copenhagen ; a Norwegian, in Drontheim.

Frederick V. died on January 14, 1766, and was succeeded by

his son Christian VII. (Fig. 47), who was scarcely seventeen years

old. He was a fine looking, lively youtli, of good natural parts, but

steeped in ignorance, disposed to arrogance, yet cowardly, and utterly

corrupted by bad company. At first he intrusted the go^ernment

entirely to the tried Bernstorff, all of whose rivals he dismissed from

office. He himself, repulsed by his captivating and highly gifted

but ambitious wife, — the English Princess Caroline Matilda, —
gave himself up to the most unbounded excesses, that more and

more undermined his physical and mental powers. He took a long

tour for his health in 1768, but returned home in January, 1769,

sicker than when he left. But he brought back from his travels a

new and stiU young physician. Dr. Johann Friedrich Struensee.

Bom in Halle, in 1737, the son of a pastor, Struensee had, as a coun-

try physician in Holstein, gained the confidence and favor of the local

Fig. 47. — Cluistiau VII.

Denmark. From a medal.
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magnate, who had in turn recommended him to the king. Struensee

was a cultivated man of the world, endowed by nature with great

amiability, full of ambitious and well-meanuig schemes ; for the rest,

a pure materialist of dissolute habits, in short, a true disciple of

the French Encyclopaedia. His pleasant manners and medical skill

quickly won him the king's confidence and affection. Arrived in

Copenhagen, he brought about a reconciliation between Christian

and Caroline Matilda (Fig. 48). The queen, who thereby gained

the sway over her

husband, had learned

to value the adroit

mediator only too

highly, and in her

passionate love, in-

trusted to him the

ofuidance of affairs.

When Bernstorff op-

posed these intrigues,

he was in September

dismissed from all

his offices. Under

the simple title of a

roj-al ' reader,' the

young doctor became

the absolute ruler

of Denmark, and

took advantage of

his position to carry

out the views of the Encyclopedists in that kingdom.

The work attempted by Struensee was, from the first, doomed to

failure, especially as he, \\'ithout the least conception of practical

administration, set about it with extravagant haste, and began and

carried out his reforms in the most perverse way. His efforts were

well-meant, but adulterated with personal vanity and desire of glory.

In eighteen months there appeared no fewer than 600 new ordinances.

At the very outset an order was issued by the royal cabinet, not only

abolishing the censorship, but also superseding it by unKmited free-

dom of the press. The government was taken from the privy council

and the various colleges, which had hitherto possessed it, and con-

ferred exclusively upon the royal cabinet, — that is, on the all-power-

Caroline MatUda, Queen of Denmark.
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f ul Struensee. But most meritorious was his reform of the judiciary,

inasmuch as the judges had now to depend exclusively on their

salaries, and no longer on bribes, and were thereb3' induced to

expedite the processes. Pilvileged jurisdiction was, moreover, abol-

ished, and a stoii was put to the encroachments of the cabinet on the

domain of justice. The salt-tiuty, so oppressive to the poor, was

materially reduced. New hospitals, foundling asylums, and homes

for the aged were established. The forced services of the peasants

were reduced to a reasonable amount, and the husl)andman was

placed under the protection of the laws as against the arbitrary

power of his landlord. The civil administration also, and especially

the poUce, was completely reorganized, but in such a way as to open

a door for the interference of government in private affairs, and for

excessive supervision and regulations,. The diminution in the

revenue from salt, and the increased state expenditures, Struensee

covered through a somewhat questionable expedient, — namely, the

introduction of a royal lottery. Otherwise, however, he brought

order and economy into the deranged financial system, and succeeded

in clearing off the state delit.

In relation to foreign politics also, Struensee struck out into

quite a new path. Bernstoiff had purchased peace with Russia, and

her consent to the fin:d incorjxiration of the former Gottorp portion

of Sclileswig, only through Denmark's absolute dependence on the

St. Petersburg government. But Struensee adopted a more inde-

pendent and bolder tone towards this power, so that the Russian

ambassador left Copenhagen, and diplomatic intercourse between the

two states was icmpletely broken off. Struensee was not much dis-

turbed by th3 vehement threats of the czarina, but relied on the

alliance with 1 ranee. Against the Barbary states too, wliich had

been guilty of repeated acts of outrage on Danish shipping, the new

government acted with energy and spirit, equipping a large expedi-

tion for their effectual castigation.

Such proceedings necessarily increased the number of Struensee's

enemies. The whole liierarchy of officials, and the high nobles, who

saw themselves despoiled of all power, became his determined foes,

finding in the emancipateil press a ready agent for attacking and

libelling him. The Lutheran pietists, then a very influential party

in Denmark, hated him on account of his undoubted atheistic senti-

ments, as well as of several of his measures. Tiie uneducated classes

of the people were incapable of adequately appreciating the benefits
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he had coiiferretl. In diiLt to intimidate all his enemies, and to show

on what a firm foundation his power was based, he made his scandal-

ous intercourse with the queen public. In this he wounded the

moral feelings of the Danes ; and, being himself a German, he

wounded their national pride,— this all the more, because all the

royal ordinances and laws were promulgated only in the German

language. His imperious egoism and presumptuous arrogance

showed themselves in many other of his acts. All the friends of

the old system, all, in fact, who did not show themselves to be uncon-

ditional partisans of Struensee, were driven from office. In July,

1771, he was dignified by the läng with the title of count. He even

caused himself to be nominated cabinet minister, with the iniheard-of

and most unwarrantalile authority of having his signature recognized

as of equal valitlity with that of the king. To this offensive arro-

gance was added the recklessness with Avliich he enriched himself,

his relations and creatures, at the expense of the state. In order to

lord it completely over the weak-minded .king, he appointed a spy

over him in the person of the chamberlain, Brandt. This latter

official treated the unhajiijy monarch willi the greatest insolence and

cruelty, keeping him in subjection, like a wild beast, by means of

the cudgel and the lash.

Such a government could only be sustained through force. In

point of fact, by the autumn of 1771 the discontent of all ranks of

the people had become so great that Struensee had constantly to pro-

tect the court and his own person by numerous soldiers, and even

by planting cannon before the castle. This discontent encourao-ed

the noble enemies of Struensee (Fig. 411) to hatch a plot for the

overthrow of the queen and her minister, at the head of which ap-

peared no less a personage than the domineering stepmother of the

monarch, Juhana Maria of Wolfenbüttel ; Secretary Guldberg, Lieu-

tenant^General Count Rautzau, and several officers of high rank
being her main accomplices. Only calm energy, iron con.sistency,

and firmness could have saved the minister, «ho now had every man
against him, and none to rely on save tlie imbecile king. Mean-
while he himself did everything to hasten his own destruction. He
rejected all warnings, and neglected the business of the state to live

for his pleasures and the gratification of his vanit}'. The array,

which alone could have protected him, he exasperated through his

arbitrary changes ; and wlien sedition, therefore, made its ajipearance

among the body-guard, he failed to suppress it with firmness, but let
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the insurgents go home, carrying rich gifts along -n-ith them. Con-

duct so poor-spirited, and the disarming of the guards, relieved the

conspirators of all hesitation. To get possession of the king -was a

matter of no difi&culty. Being suddenly awakened in the night of

January 16-17, 1772, and informed by his stepmother of a pre-

tended plot of Struensee and his own -nife against him, he was

easily persuaded to sign a warrant for their arrest and that of their

partisans. Struensee and Brandt were shut up in a gloomy dun-

geon in the citadel of Copenhagen ; the unhappy Caroline Matilda

was carried to the fort-

ress of Kronenborof. A
new government was

formed out of tlie con-

spirators, M-hich imme-

diately began a criminal

process against the pris-

oners. Struensee showed

a lack of courage and

cdwardice that disgraced

his character. Through

the pretext that his life

would be spared if he

made a public confes-

sion, he was induced to

divulge in the meanest

way his confidential re-

lations to the queen,

and so worked her ruin

also. Witliout regard

to tire promise made to

the fallen minister, the government had him and his confidant

Brandt condemned to the loss of their right hands and heads for

the crimes of high treason and impiety. The execution took place

April 28, 1772. The government would gladlj- have brought the

queen to the scaffold, and disinherited her children as illegitimate in

favor of the offspring of Juliana Maria. But the threat of war by

George III. of England put a stop to further proceedings against her,

and the government was satisfied with dissolving the unfortunate

marriage. Caroline Matilda retired to Celle in Hanover, where she

died in 1775, not j'et twenty-four years old.

Fig. 49. — Johanu Friedrich Stnieiisee.
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As a matter of course the aristocratic government wluch now

was in power in Denmarli annulled all Struensee's reforms, even the

most beneficent, and tlivided the money of tlie state. The people had

bitterly to expiate its jubilation over the overthrow of tlie German.

Guldberg became, as the king's secretary of state, the soul of this

scandalous government. At length, in April, 1784, the scarcely

seventeen-year-old crown prince, Frederick (VI.), through gentle

compulsion, induced his mentally diseased father to nominate him

as regent. As such, he dismissed the Guldberg ministry, and shut

out Juliana Maria from all influence. He called to the premier-

ship Count Andreas Bernstorff, a nephew of the former minister,

who conducted affairs in the same liberal spirit as Struensee had

done, but in a better-considered and more methodical manner. Not

only by pursuing a steadfast policy of peace and neutrality was the

younger BemstorfJ the benefactor of Denmark, but also by the intro-

duction of a long series of judicious and useful reforms. The most

important of these was the abolition of serfdom.

Thus in this northern land, also, the spirit of the century tri-

umphed in spite of all hindrances on the part of the traditional

elements. In the more powerful neighbor-state, Russia (Plate

XIX.), it occupied the throne in the person of Catharine II., though

the tenacious conservatism of the barbarous masses did much to

impede its progress.

The common solution of the Turco-Polish question by the three

eastern powers did not have the effect of rendering their relations

more friendly ; while, on the other hand, the arbitrary and unright-

eous seizure of the Bukowina by Austria had roused the distrust of

Russia, and particularly of Prussia, against that power. Notwith-

standing, the next years were passed in the east in tranquillity and

peace. The alliance between Frederick and Catharine held Austria

in check ; the Prussian king followed, on principle, a policy of peace,

and the czarina's attention was mainly taken up ^\'itll the threaten-

ing attitude of a large j^ortion of her subjects. Among the lower

classes, as well as amonjr the nobles, hatred began to be felt for the

foreign woman who desired to introduce a multiplicity of innova-

tions, which might be appropriate enough for tlie unbelieving west,

but were in no sense suitable for the old orthodox Russia.

Repeatedly the czarina made the attempt to abolish, or at least

to restrict, the serfdom of the Russian peasantry ; but here she

met, from the otherwise so submissive nobility, resolute and stnl>
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bom resistance. Even her attempts to secure, at least, freedom of

marriage for the unfortunate serfs, as well as the right of purchasing

their freedom for a sum fixed by law, were baffled by the obdurate

nobihty. This fiiend of Voltaire and the Encyclopedists had, at

length, to introduce serfdom into that part of the empire where, up
to this time, it had been unknown,— namely, into the Ukraine, the

free land of the Cossacks. The people were too rude and ignorant

to appreciate the good purposes of their ruler, and saw in her only

the foreigner, who contemplated the subversion of their good old

traditional usages.

The long-threatening danger took a palpable form when, in Sep
tember, 1773, in the coui-se of the Turkish war, a Cossack, Jemelian

Pugatcheff, appeared in the district of the Ural, giving himself out

to be the czar, Peter III., escaped from prison, and come to vindicate

his legitimate rights. He immediately founil support from all sides.

The rising was a powerful protest against the corruption of the

ofticials and tlieir misrule, as well as against the slavery of the

peasants. The heavy levies of soldiers during the Turkish war had

aggravated the discontent, and the false Peter announced that he was

come to exact satisfaction for an injured people. Cossacks, work-

ers in the Siberian mines, oppressed peasants, and the Raskolniks

streamed in masses be3'ond number to Pugatcheff's banner. Even
many leading personages in St. Petersburg and Moscow appear to

have secretly favored the rising, wliich, like an irresistible stream,

rolled onwards towards the A'^olga. The troops desj^atched under

General Carr against Pugatcheff were completely defeated, and a

number of cities and strongholds taken. The whole southeast of

the empire was seized with the wildest excitement. Elsewhere, also,

the lower classes sympathized with Pugatcheff, so that his emissa-

ries found acceptance even in ÄIoscow, where the cry was often to

be heard, "Long live Pugatcheff! Long live Peter HI.!" The

important city of Kazan fell into the power of the rebels. Every-

where over the country the peasants rose, and murdered their

landlords. In June, 1774, Catharins's throne was most seriously

threatened ; but the socialistic tendencies of Pugatcheff "s masses,

and the indecision of the Cossack chief himself, saved her. The

former compelled the nobles and officials to stand by the empress,

and the latter gave her time to combat tlie revolt.

Count Peter Panin, a brother of the minister, was despatched to

the scene of the disorders with a large number of troops and ^ery
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extensive powers. But the most effective efforts for their suppres-

sion were made bj' a brave and determined oiTficer of German origin,

Colonel Michelson. In .\ngust, 1774, he inflicted a severe defeat

on the insurgents near Zarizyn, killing 2000 of them and making
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8000 prisoners. The dearth in the districts wasted by the war, the

severity of Panin's measures, and the disillusion of the peasants who

saw themselves only plundered and abused, resulted in the complete

dissolution of the rebel bands. At length some of Pugatcheff's confi-

dants delivered him up to the government troops. He was conveyed

to Moscow, where he was tried and executed in January, 1775.

But through these successes the rule of the czarina was not

secured. The discontented now turned their e3'es to the new legiti-

mate ruler in the person of Catharine's son Paid (Plate XX.;
Fig. 50), who Avas everywhere received with applause, while his

mother was allowed to pass in significant silence. Plots were dis-

covered among the guards to murder the empress, and elevate the

crown-prince to the throne. Paul was induced by his ambitious and

resolute wife, a jjrincess of Hesse, to particijiate in these intrigues.

Of course they came to Catharine's ears, but she did not think her

position strong enough to enable her to punish them. The list of

the conspirators which Paul himself— trembling for his life—
delivei'cd to her, she threw unread into the fire. Such ajjprehension

on the part of the czarina naturally emboldened men to new machi-

nations, even after the early death of Paul's wife. In order to get

rid of these domestic dangers, Catharine ado{)ted the plan of occupy-

ing the people's attention with a great and glorious war of conquest,

a decision in which she was confirmed by her new favorite.

Catharine had gradually become tired of the brutal Grigori

Orloff, and banished him from her presence. His position was taken

by Grigori Potemkin (Fig. 51), the son of a petty nobleman of

the district of Smolensk. He impressed the empress through his

gigantic form and great strength of body, and by his wit and strong

memory, but above all by his noisy boastfulness. He maintained

himself in his position by constantly fomenting her distrust of her

son, and representing himself as her only reliable defender, and by

dazzling her with brilliant pictures of fame and greatness, especially

the driving of the Turks out of Europe and the acquisition of Byzan-

tium. The deluded empress gave to her oldest grandson the name

of Alexander ; to her second— for whom she destined the Greek

empire— the no less significant name of Constantine. But the

strength of Russia was altogether inadequate for such vast under-

takings ; already Catharine had to carry on her wars Avith paper

money. She sought, therefore, an ally for her new policy ; and as

Frederick of Prussia was plainly averse to involving himself in Ori-
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ental adventures, she was induced to have recourse to his antagonist,

the ambitious and unstable Joseph II. She was all the more certain

to secure his favor because he had come out of the War of the

Bavarian Succession filled with the bitterest sense of wrong against

Prussia.

Russia immediately began ojierations with the determination of

making the influence she had acquired at Teschen really effective.

Fig. 51.— Potemkiii. Front side of the medal commemorating the joiirney to

Tiiurida. (See Fig. 44.)

With that selfish neglect of all patriotism, always characteristic of

the German princes of the empire, the petty sovereigns now ad-

dressed themselves to the mighty empress (Figs. 52, 53), begging

for her assistance in increasing their privileges, advancing their

titles, and for support in subsidies and pensions. Frederick II. was

in too precarious a situation to work against this tendency, but had

rather, in an almost humiliating wa}', to sue for the friendship of

the czarina.

But her superior position did not long satisfy the czarina, and
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Fifi. 52. — Coins of Catharine II. 1. Catharine in the fir.st, years of her reign (with

neck-ruffle). 2. Catharine about the middle of her reign. 3. Catharine iu the

la.st years of her reign. 4. fSiberiau copper coin.
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she aimed at tangible advantages in the form of conquests. Joseph,

who tliought he saw in this a means for recouping himself for all the

discomfitures he had suffered through the Peace of Teschen, declared

himself ready to assist her. The \^ish of rendering the Prussian

king powerless through tlie dissolution of his alliance wkh Russia,

and of thereby attaining the upper hand in Germany, and over and

above this, of actjuiring new lands in the Balkan Peninsula, blinded

the Austrian monarch to the dangers whicli must come to his empire

through the extension of Russian power to the Bosporus. Maria

Theresa, on the other hand, did not wish to see new complications and

dangers invoked around her at her advanced age ; and, besides this,

Fig. 53. — Coins of Catharine II. .5. Tauridian silver coin. 6. Ordinaiy coppei'

coin, such as were made in Moscow and St. Petersburg. 7. Coined in Jassy

from captured cannon.

she cherished a lively personal aversion to the immoral czarina.

But her opposition was no longer of avail to check the plans of her

ambitious son and the state-chancellor, who let himself be guided by

the former. On the other hand, Frederick did his utmost to main-

tain his alliance w-ith Catharine ; but as he made the integrity of

Turkey the condition for such a relation, he coidd offer no counter-

equivalent for Joseph's overtures. He found, on the whole, support

in St. Petersburg from Panin, who proposed to his empress, as a

check on Joseph's dangerous ambition, a trijile alliance between

Russia, Prussia, and the Porte. But the minister's plan, as may
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ALEXANDRE Co.tlTE DE BeSBOKODKA

Fig. 54. — Alexander, Count Besborodko. From a copper-plate engraving by James
Walker (1748-1808); original painting by J. B. Lampi (1751-1830).

easily be conceived, was promptly rejected. Cathariae only contem-

plated using Austria's support, without granting her in any waj- a

full share in the plunder.

When the able Austrian ambassador in St. Petersburg, Count

Cobenzl, at Joseph's behest asked a personal meeting between him
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and Catharine, the latter, notwithstanding the opposition of the

I'russian party in her coiut, and especially of Panin, willingly

acceded to the proposition. In conformity with her invitation,

Joseph, under the pseudon^-ni of Count Falkenstein, arrived at

Mohileff, in June, 1780. Amid endless festivities and pageants he

accompanied her to iloscow and St. Petersburg, the two monarchs

overwhelmino- each other ^^'ith all forms of adulation, and discussing

far-seeing schemes of conquest, which, however, resulted in no defi-

nite compact ; for so long as Maria Theresa lived, Joseph could

scarcely so much as think of the realization of his plans. Frederick,

alarmed to the utmost by this meeting, sought to divine its true im-

port by ininieiliately sending the Prince of Prussia to St. Petersburg.

But there the prince met with an unfriendl}' reception; and immedi-

atelj' after his departure, Catharine took the foreign affairs out of

the hands of Count Panin, and jnit them into those of the experi-

enced, but completely pliant Count Besborodko (Fig. 54).

At length the last obstacle to the Austro-Russian alliance was

removed by the death of Maria Theresa (Fig. oö) on November

29, 1780. The Viennese showed themselve perfectly indifferent on

the occasion of her obsequies, and were rather glad to be rid of their

old mistress. Matters wei-e by no means in a reassuring condition

in Austria. As Hungary contributed almost nothing to the taxes,

the War of the Bavarian Succession, which had cost 45,000,000

florins, had resulted in augmenting the taxes on the German heredi-

tary lands b}' ten per cent. With special apprehension, therefore,

the Austrian people regarded the new government, from which they

dreaded an adventurous foreign policy, and one of rashly jjrecipi-

tate innovations at home.

Immediately on the demise of the gray-haired empress, the nego-

tiations between Vienna and St. Petersburg became much more

animated. The two monarchs interchanged letters overfloMing with

mutual admiration and affection, and yet meant only to serve the

purposes of a calculating and self-seeking ambition. No specific

treaty was arrived at between them ; but in an autograph letter of

May 21, 1781, Joseph received from Catharine the proposed condi-

tions of the alliance, comprising not only the promise of mutual

support against any foreign assailant, but the pledge that in the

event of one of the two powers quarrelling with the Porte, the other

should place a large number of land and marine troops at its dis-

posal, and make peace only in comnioii with the other. Besides
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this, the czarina had, during their meeting iu the previous year,

given her assent to the exchange by Austria of the remote and—
for her— comjjletely useless Belgium for Bavaria. As it was known
that Prussia, under all circumstances, would resist the emperor's

acquisition of the latter land, the sharp point of the treaty was

Fig. 5Ö. — Maria Thyre.sa a» a widow, l-'rüui a ciippfi-platf tngraviug by Adam.

directed as much against Berlin as against Stamboul. Kannitz, as

hostile as ever to Prussia, was the only man who enjoyed the le^sjject

of the self-confident emperor. Both desired to carry out a new sys-

tem for Austria, which should enable them to conduct a war of con

quest abroad on a grand scale. But both these men, highly gifted
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as they were, entirely ignored the simple truth that a reform revolu-

tionizing all existing relations could only be carried out in a time of

the most profound peace ; and that it would be not only in vain, but

disastrous, to initiate simultaneously a domestic revolution and a

foreign war of conquest.

Tlie ojjportunity for foreign conquest appeared ready, when, in

May, 1782, conflicts over the throne broke out in the Crimea, which

the Treaty of Kutchuk-Kainardji had declared independent. Cath-

arine maintained that these conflicts were provoked by the Porte,

and prepared herself for armed intervention. In September, she

explained to her friends in Vienna her plans in detail. For her-

self, she desired only a piece of Bessaral)ia, with (^tchakoff, and

some islands iu the archipelago, while Moldavia, Wallachia, and the

rest of Bessarabia— under the name of Dacia— was to be made

over to a prince of the Greek church,— that is, to a vassal of Russia.

The whole south of the Balkan Peninsula was to fall, as a Greek

empire, to the czarina's second son, Constantine. In one word,

European Turkey was intended to form mediate Russian provinces.

The emperor ans\A"ered lier with no more modest counter claims.

He required, not only Little Wallachia, the banks of the Danube

as far as the mouth of that stream, western Servia, together with

Bosnia and Herzegovina, l)ut also Istria and Dalraatia, which belonged

to Venice, and the whole republic of Ragusa. When Catharine

would have nothing to do with such an unjustifiable scheme, the

emperor threatened her with a lireach of their treaty. The czarina

let him storm and rage as he would, and went quietly on her way

without again asking his counsel.

She oi'dered her troops, under Potemkin, to advance into the

Crimea, and decreed, in April, 17 S3, the incorporation of this pe-

ninsula with the Russian empire. Resistance on tlie jiart of the

natives was anticipated through the systematic and merciless butch-

ery of thousands of the nobles and men of higher position. The

Khan Shagin-Girei, in consideration of the promise of a yearly sub-

sid}', evacuated the land which he could not defend against the

czarina, and had liimself installed in the interior of Russia. The

Porte felt too weak to resist Russian outrages, and recognized,

through the Treaty of Constantinople CJanuary, 1784), Russia's ac-

quisition of the Crimea, ceding, over and above this, certain districts

in the Caucasus. In point of fact, Catharine was only prevented

from carrying out new acts of robl)ery at the cost of the impotent

Vol. XV.— 17
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Porte by France, who ostentatiously armed herself, in order, -uith

the help of Prussia, to ward off the perpetration of further acts of

violence on the Ottoman Empire. With the Crimea, Russia ac-

quired the dominion of the Black Sea, and from that time immedi-

ately threatened Constantinople.

The Emperor Joseph had seen with secret displeasure the one-

sided acquisitions of his dangerous ally. In order not to remain

idle on his part, he again took up his favorite plan of acquiring

Bavaria, through giving Belgium in exchange for it. But the exe-

cution of this project was dependent on one indispensable condition,

— namely, on the emancipation of Belgium from its half dependent

state, in which the Utrecht and Barrier treaties had placed it in

regard to Holland. This involved the removal of a number of

Dutch garrisons from Belgian fortresses, and the opening of the

Scheide for free navigation to the sea. It is true that these restric-

tions had had an import for Belgium only so long as she had reason

to dread an attack from France. For this reason the Dutch had

sought, through their o\\ai troops, to strengthen Belgium's power of

resistance, and, as compensation, had closed the harbor of Antwerp

in favor of Amsterdam and Rotterdam. From the friendly relations

that for tliirty years had prevailed between France and Austria, a

French invasion of Belgium was scarcely longer to be thought of.

So in 1781 Joseph availed himself of the war which had broken

out between England and the United Provinces to demolish almost

all the Belgian fortresses, and thus to induce the Dutch garrisons to

retire from the country. In August, 1784, he demanded from the

States-General of Holland the opening of the Scheide and of the

trade of the two Indies to his Belgian subjects, and the release of a

number of South Holland strongholds. Certain that the Hague

government would accept this ultimatum, Joseph had already caused

his ships to put to sea.

Confiding in his double alliance with Russia and France, the

emperor believed that he had no resistance to look for from the

States-General of Holland. But these remained firm, and rejected

the Austrian demands ; and when, in defiance of them, a Belgian

ship sailed down the Scheide from Antwerp, and another left the

harbor of Ostend, both were captured by Dutch war-ships, but were

returned a few days later.

Joseph, enraged at this insult to his honor, gave vent to the most

extravagant threats. The Provinces believed they must be prepared
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f(ir the worst, and summoned all males from eighteen to sixty years

of age to enter the army. But it soon appeared how little the em-

peror and Kaunitz coidd rely upon their assumed allies. To Joseph's

great vexation Russian diplomacy showed itself utterly lukewarm,

and France showed herself directly hostile. The foreign minister,

'\''ergennes, was in general no friend of the emperor, whose alliance

with Russia and policy of violence against the Poles and the Porte

had already sensihly injured French interests. The cabinet of Ver-

sailles, to strengthen its influence in Western Europe, had proposed

in Tlie Hague a defensive alliance with Holland. Louis XVI. de-

clared that he would not endure an attack on the free Netherlands,

and offered at the same time his mediation.

The situation had thus assumed a form quite different from that

which Joseph had anticipated. Instead of being in a position,

through the help of Russia and France, to overpower easily the

States-General of Holland, he was now deserted by the former

power, and threatened by the latter with a war on a grand scale.

But such a war he was by no means willing to luidertake, and

further dreaded seeing Frederick also taking the field against him.

He gave way on all points, his versatile and chimerical spirit only

seeking to make use of the peril of war to prevail on the powers,

and especially on France, to accept his Belgian-Bavarian exchange

plan. But even in this he was unsuccessful. Though Marie An-

toinette labored earnestly in Versailles in favor of her brother, Louis

XVI., follomng the advice of his ministers, referred his imperial

brother-in-law, with liis ambitious plans, to the king of Prussia, that

is, to the most decided antagonist of the project of exchange.

Joseph had, for the present, to give up this hope as lost.

There only remained for him, so far as this was concerned, to

make his retreat in the most favorable circumstances possible. Two
Dutch ambas.sadors came to Vienna, and offered humble apologies

for the insult to his flag. In consideration of this, and of the

evacuation of the Dutch forts in the immediate neighborhood of

Antwei-p, the emperor renounced, in the Peace of Fontainebleau

(November, 1785), the free navigation of the Scheide, and in con-

sideration of 10,000.000 florins, of which France generously con-

tributed 4,500,000, he also gave up his claim upon the strong

Maestricht. Tliis result, effected through this Trinkgeld (' fee '). as

Frederick derisively called the 10,000,000 florins, after such impos-

ing claims and such violent threats, was fatal to the prestige of the
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emperor. Especially in Belgium, which had cherished the most bril-

liant hopes of commercial advancement, the Peace of Fontainebleau

excited a deep-seated and abiding bitterness. For the second time

the house of Austria had promised the Belgians the emancipation of

their commerce, only to deceive them on both occasions.

As little success had the emperor's plans in German)-, where he

was opposed with increasing success by the hoary Frederick of

Prussia.



CHAPTER YIII.

GERM.OsY IX THE LAST YEARS OF FREDERICK THE GREAT.

IT was surprising to see how Austria, the hitherto impregnable

stronghold of all conservative interests, now pursued the path

of domestic reform with feverish haste under the sway of the Em-
peror Joseph. These reforms were not indeed the main aim of her

ruler, but were undertaken by him with ulterior views. A humani-

tarian spirit undoubtedly animated Joseph II. ; and in seeking to

realize the principles of ' enlightenment,' he certainly wished to pro-

mote the welfare of his subjects. But this was not the essential

aim of his efforts. Unlike i'rederick tlie Great, he had shown a

comjjlete indifference, nay, aversion, to tlie literature of the ' en-

lightenment,' and had only accentuated the popular, useful, and

practical in it, and borrowed from it the principles of the omnipo-

tence of the state and of princely absolutism. Finally, he imitated

this school in its hostility to all traditional morality and every his-

torical peculiarity. Only these conditions induced Joseph to make

an ally of the ' enlightenment ' for liis own purpose— namely, the

establishment of a despotism free from all restriction. All the

lands and peoples of the Austro-Hungarian dominions were to be

fused into a single stiite under the absolute and exclusive rule of the

monarch. The ' philosophy ' was in so far welcome as it offered a

justification for the measures directed against everj- independent

power still extant within the state, \\hether provincial, aristocratic,

or ecclesiastical. Joseph wished his subjects to be prosperous, but

that mainly because a numerous, wealthy, and powerful population

was of most avail for the ends of his absolutely ruled state. Pos-

sibly he would have succeeded, «-ith the help of the ' enlighten-

ment,' in carr}'ing out the heavv task of making out of Germans,

Slavs, Magyars, Rumanians, and Italians, a united, intelligent, and

patriotic people, if he had gone to work systematically and with all

possible circumspection and consideration, and had carefully avoided

every foreign complication and difficulty. Rut by precipitately

endeavoring to attain all at once, he subverted all tlic relations in

2G1
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the interior of his empire, offended every class, every nationality,

every faith, as well as every prejudice, and fell out with all his

neighbors.

Joseph's measures were chiefl}' directed against the privileges of

the aristocracy. " The prince ought to cherish no jDreference for

individuals," he said, " but should have equal regard for all his sub-

jects. I owe justice to every man, without distinction of person or

rank." In the Germano-Slavic provinces, all the assemblies of the

estates were repressed, so that they were continued only as a piece

of ostentatious pageantry. The nobles weve stripped of all their

authority over their serfs, which was made over to the imperial local

officials, even the privileged classes being thoroughly subordinated

to them. All the prerogatives of the nobihty before the tribunals,

as weU as their occupation of public offices, were abolished. The

system of agriculture was most strictly regulated, and tlie duties of

the peasants to their landlords were modified in a manner more con-

siderate for the former. The Emperor Joseph, in 1782, took the

great step which Prussia did not venture upon till after the unhappy

events of 1806 and 1807, of abolisliing personal servitude. If the

peasantry and the inhabitants of the small cities had been the sub-

jects of their landlords rather than of their sovereign, all this was

now completely changed. And with equal recklessness did Joseph

proceed against the Hungarian aristocracy, who were still more self-

confident and powerful, and politically more highly developed, than

the Germans and Slavs. As he had avoided having himself crowned

in Hungary, and giving his oath to the constitution there, he believed

he was in no way bound by it, and violated it without scrujile by

promulgating arbitrary ordinances, irrespective of confirmation by

the diet, and generally speaking strengthened the central authority

in a very partial manner (Fig. 56). The antiquated system of

countv administration was annulled, and the land divided into ten

great departments, which were now ruled l)y imperial officials much

more economically and efficiently than the counties had formerly

been by the dignitaries of the estates. Hungary's independence and

freedom were annihilated with truly revolutionary suddenness and

disregard of right. The abohtion of the customs-barriers between

this country and Austria— just and necessary as the measure was

— created bad blood between them. Finally, the edict making

German the sole official language in Hmigar}' was as imjustifiable

as it was arbitrary. Thus the Hungarians seemed excluded from
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the administration of their own aifairs. These and similar imperial

edicts simply strengthened the hatred of everything German in

all the ^lagvar lands. The discontent was iiniversal. Even the

Fig. 5C. - -Joseph II. as absolute monarch. From a copper-plate engraving by

J. Adam.

Protestants of Hungar}-, who had to thank Joseph for so much,

murmured against him when he changed their schools into state

institutions. The carrying off of the crown of St. Stephen to the
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treasury of Vienna was the external symbol of the annulment of
the independence of Hungary, and expressed emphatically its subor-

dination to the will of the emperor. Uprisings occurred, especially

among the Wallachians of Transylvania (178-4), which could only
be repressed by the effusion of blood. In order to destroy the influ-

ence of those who seemed disposed to be the leaders of the growino-
discontent, the emperor (Fig. 57) did all in his power to induce tlie

Hungarian grandees to take up their abode at the court of Vienna
(Fig. 58). In this he succeeded to a certain extent ; but the only
consequences were that the Hungarian people became alienated from
their natural leaders, and that the incomes of these magnates, to the
amount of milhons, were withdrawn from the already poor Hungary.

What the emperor was reallj-

aiming at was shown by tlie rigid

military discipline enforced upon
the official classes, which, through

the strictest record of conduct and

the favor shown to secret informers,

he sought to bring into a state of

C-™ , f T I TT
slavish subjugation. He ordered

Fig. 57. — Signature of Joseph II.
. .

From a letter to Theodore, Abbot that nothing in any way important
of Corvei, containing the news of should be undertaken without the
Maria Theresa's death : dated , • r i -,-• -,

Vienna, Xovember 30, 1780.
''^'^^^ expression of his will, and, on

(rri\-j- State Archives at Berlin.) the other hand, that his orders

should be carried out in the strictest

manner and -nithout the slightest variation. We see that Joseph

desired to imitate Frederick the Great in being the sole effective

authority in the land.

Husbandry and commerce were also subjected to severe regula-

tions from above. The administration of the cities had to submit it-

self to no less severe control by the emperor and his subordinates,

and endure their constant encroachments on their communal indepen-

dence. Through this undoubtedly good was affected in many
places : but so much discontent Avas called forth in many individuals,

that when it took a concentrated form, it became seriously dangerous.

It was a difficult and hopeless task to compel the manifold Austrian

lands, without regard to the deep differences between them, to

accept within a few years the same laws and a uniform system of

administration.

The co-regencj- of the clergy, so powerful in Austria for cen-
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turies, was also to be restricted as far as possible. In his efforts for

this end, Kaunitz supported the king with all his power. Even

in December, 1780, a few weeks after the death of Maiia Theresa,

Joseph wrote to Choiseiü : " The influence which the clergy exer-

cised on the government of my mother will constitute one object of

my reforms. It gives me no pleasure to see that those peoj)le to

whom the care of our future life is committed, occupy themselves

more especially with our existence here below." The bond which

united the monasteries with foreign superiors was completely broken,

and the despatch of money to the latter prohibited. The validity of

papal bulls and letters was made dependent on the royal pleasure.

The ecclesiastical jurisdiction through nuncios was completely an-

nulled, and conferred on the national bishops. The religious patent

of Maria Theresa, estabhshing the exclusive authority of the

Catholic church, was repealed in 1781 ; and m October of that year,

through the ' Patent of Tolerance,' full toleration was granted the

Jews, and to the Protestants full civil equality with the Catholics.

From that time secessions from Catholicism to Protestantism became

general throughout Austria. Every act of violence— even any

bribe— to induce the Jews to change their faith was forbidden.

Such principles and ordinances were altogether new in Austria,

and must have been regarded by the bigoted portion of the popula-

tion as acts of hostility to rehgion. But the emperor proceeded im-

mediately to attacks on the liierarchy. A law of 1782 abohshed all

spiritual orders that did not devote themselves to teacliing or to the

care of the sick (Fig. 59). Their proj^erty was taken possession

of by the stiite, the lesser portion of it being assigned for the

maintenance of the existing monks and nuns, but the greater part

for augumenting the number of the parishes and improving their

stipends. Of the 2700 religious houses in the Austrian dominions,

onlj' seven hundi-ed remained extant ; in these there lived, in place

of the 36,000 inmates of both sexes, only 2700. Even these were

made subject to the jurischction of the bishops, and the subterranean

dungeons of the monasteries were closed. After all fixed guaranties

for the independence of the church had disappeared along with tlie

monasteries and convents, the bishops had neit to experience the

heavy hand of the state. They were required to swear an oath of

feality and obedience to the emperor, and after that, to the pope with

reservation of the former vow.

The Austrian and Hungarian clergy, indeed, attempted, under
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Fig. 59. — Allegory on the suppression of the monasteries by Jo.seph II. Reduced

facsimile of a contemporary copper-plate engraving.
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tlie leaderslüp of tlieir most eminent representatives, the Cardinal-

Archbishop iMigazzi of Vienna, and Archbishop Eatthianyi of Gran,

to recall the emperor to the ways of his pious mother ; but the rep-

resentations of the prelates were courteously, but decidedly, repelled.

The prince-elector of Treves received a sharper rebuff when he

entered his protest against the subjection of the church to the secu-

lar tribunals. The papal nuncio next intervened ; and even Pius

VI. ultimately announced that he would himself pay a visit to

Vienna. Joseph in vain repHed to the pontiff that his ecclesiastico-

political measures were adopted after the most mature consideration,

and were therefore irrevocable. In vain did he intimate to His

Holiness that he had better not undertake the journe}*. In vain

were the protests of the majority of the cardinals, who were unwill-

ing to see the jDrestige of the Holy See lowered by so useless, and

•«athal so conspicuous, an undertaking. Pius had such confidence

in the winning and imposing effect of his personality that he insisted

on the journey, and made it in March, 1782. He saw himself every-

where received with the greatest reverence, and treated by the em-

jjeror himself with submission and veneration, and in no way inter-

fered with in the exercise of his jjriestly function. He might bless

and absolve as many thousands as he would ; admit noble dames to

kissing his hand ; inspect monasteries ; place the triple crown upon

his head, and set himself on a throne loftier than that of the em-

peror ; but further success he had none. All direct dealings with

the emperor were rejected l)y the latter, who would hear only of

the ordinary diplomatic ways of negotiations. Pius (Fig. 60) had

to observe that, even during his presence in Vienna, the process

of closing the monasteries was continued without interruption. He
was too clever a man to let his disillusion be noticed, but after a

four weeks' stay with the emperor he quietly went homeward.

Pamphlets, which directly attacked his position as supreme head

of the church, followed him. Even the emperor himself did not

hesitate to follow on the path thus trodden for him. In Vienna he

established a supreme ecclesiastical commission, and in each of his

other lands an inferior commission, which regulated all church

affairs, even to the most minute detail. He forbade all pilgrimages;

prohibited numerous ceremonies wliich he stigmatized as supei-sti-

tious ; subordinated the marriage-law to the power of the state

:

caused a catechism to be compiled by the secular authorities ; and

commanded the introduction of German livnnis.
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Joseph is said even to have cherished the thouglit of a complete

separation of the Austro-Hungarian Church from Rome, somewhat

after the type of the English Church under Henry A'lll. ; but this

is unproved. The fact is, however, that he, towards the end of the

year 1783, journeyed for the second time to Rome, and reconciled

himself with the Pope, from wliom he acquired tlie right of nomina-

tion to the Lombard bishoprics and other prelacies. This, however,

(lid not restrain him from closing the existing eiaiscopal seminaries

for priests, and instituting in their place a general seminary for

young clergy, under state supervision, at every university, — a meas-

ure that called forth vigorous protests from clerical circles. The

clergy were also much injured in their pei'sonal interests through

the prohibition of any one holding more than one benefice.

It is easy to understand that a man like the Emperor Joseph was

anxious to promote the general education of his subjects, in order

to make them abler and more useful citizens. For the measures

adopted for this end he availed liimself chiefly of the counsel of

the Baron Joseph von Sonnenfels, a convert from Judaism. With-

out the merit of having produced any eminent work, Sonnenfels

knew how to make his influence felt, and was consulted in regard to

all scientific, artistic, and political questions. Frederick the (ireat

had permitted to Algarotti and Lamettrie no influence on legislation;

it is, on the contrary, highly characteristic of Joseph II. that he at-

tached great political and scientific importance to Sonneufels, who
was, in reality, shallow, ignorant, and unintellectual.

It is the emperor's sj^jecial merit that he elevated education to a

degree of excellence that had not been attained in any other Euro-

ropean coimtry. He introduced universal compulsory education and

gratuitous instruction, instituting at the same time numerous nor-

mal schools for the training of teachers. Unfortunately here, also,

he proceeded with too great haste, and called into existence institu-

tions not in harmony with the conditions and \aews of the Austrian

peoples. Besides this, he showed his thoroughly autocratic charac-

ter by the extravagantly severe cens(U-shi[) to which he sul)jected all

the productions of the press. As, besides, all printed matter had to

bear a high stamp,— a kreutzer for each sheet,— his measures re-

sulted in the complete repression of every sort of literary activity in

Austria. In conformit)' with his professions of toleration, he opened

tlie lecture-rooms of the o-vnmasia to Protestant students, and their

chairs to professors of the same faith, Uut at the universities noth-
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Fig. go. — I'lus VJ. giving his blessiug, 17SÜ, from the balcony of the Church of the
Nme Angel-choirs on the square ' Am Hof," in Vienna. Frogi the origmal, 1786,
by Karl Schütz (1746-1800).
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ing beyond the practically useful was allowed to be taught, and that

in conformity with strictly prescribed handbooks. On the other

hand, through a new criminal code, penal procedure assumed a more

considerate and humane form. In keeping with this, Joseph intro-

duced into Hungary an improved organization of the tribunals and

procedure.

The emperor thoroughly accepted the physiocratic views, accord-

ing to which agriculture is the most important source of national

wealth. As tliese were in keeping with his general humaniüirian

opinions, he favored the peasant-class in aU ways. The rights of

the peasants to free migration, to marry independently of the pleas-

ure of the land-owners, and to tlie full ownership of their farms,

were declared. The newly established district-magistrates consti-

tuted strict supervisors over the proprietors and zealous protec-

tors of their tenantry. These measures had a powerful effect in

elevating the peasant-class, and eliminated the main impediments

to the pursuit of their industry. On the other hand, they heljaed to

realize the main object of Joseph's policy,— namely, the omnipres-

ence of the government, and the expansion of its influence over

everything related to the state. The figui'e of the monarch, regarded

through this friendly light, has remained ever popular. Joseph, ' the

peasants' emperor ' (^Bauernkaiser^, after his death acquired a popu-

larity that was denied to him while he was alive.

The emperor's diligence in the sphere of the state finances was

unlimited. He improved their condition permanently, and that,

indeed, not through raising the taxes, but through economy of the

right sort. He limited the bruliant and costly housekeeping as car-

ried on in the days of his mother, abolished sinecures and gifts to

undeserving courtiers, and everywhere avoided useless outlays.

So extraordinary was the industry of this restless ruler that the

handbook of the laws, enacted by hiin in only five j'ears, fills five

octavo volumes. Later this well-meant and self-sacrificing, but fe-

verish and reckless passion for creation was to be fraught with the

direst consequences for the emperor and the whole state, though for

a time Joseph was able to flatter himself that he had brought about

an undreamed-of development and progress.

In Germany his foreign policy at once assumed a daringly ag-

gressive character, in which it had the full approval of Kaunitz.

The unfortunate proceedings which had fi-ustrated the examina-

tion and reformation of the Imperial Court of Chancery (^Reichs-
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Kammergericht) put the complete disintegration of the empire, as

a political hody, in the clearest light. By reason of the hostility

between the two equally strong great powers, Austria and Prussia,

the diet was unable to transact any business, and ^^as paralyzed, just

as it had been two hundred years before through the separation of

the confessions. One consequence of the seemiugij' hopeless situ-

ation was that the estates of the empire were no longer \^'illing to

bear the burden of representation, but devolved it upon a smaller

and smaller number of joint representatives. Ultimatel}- there were

only twenty-nine of these present m Ratisbon. Thus the col-

lege of princes, instead of its 100 legal voices, had now only four-

teen, while the fifty-two imjTerial cities were represented by eight

votes, mostly intrusted to members of the magistracy of Ratisbon.

Many deputies had to vote for ten territories. An assembly so

meagrely attended and so artificial could plainly no longer repre-

sent the German nation. The financial and mihtary systems were,

even at the time of the Seven Years' War, in a wretchedly dis-

organized condition, and since then the bitter conflict between the

Austrian and Prussian parties had still further deranged them. The

imperial tribunals were, as already mentioned, as impotent as they

were venal. Up to tliis time the labors of Prussia to bring about

a reorganization of the old federal-monarchical constitution of Ger-

many, on the basis of a union among the more powerful and really

healthful principaUties under Prussian guidance, met M"ith no suc-

cess. So great was the power of the second-rate German territories,

and so definite their indiNadual institutions, that the German people

could no longer represent themselves in their totality as one common-

wealth. But then, again, so numerous were these territories that

none of them was able to maintain an existence purely self-depen-

dent, and to become a fully equipped state. Besides, nothing could

be done with those cities, towns, counts, and knights which were

immediately subject to the empire. They must simpl}- disappear,

and be absorbed into the greater territories, if Germany would vie

with her great neighbors. Only a thoroughly revolutionizing trans-

formation could be of avail. Even a Frederick the Great was not

in a position to effect anything permanent there.

Although the diet still rang with the battle-cries of the con-

fessions, these, in the estimation of the cultured classes, had lost

much of their value. ]\Ien followed with much more attention the

conflict that had broken out iu the domains of literature and science
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between rationalism and orthodoxy, as for example, between Lessing

and the intolerant chief pastor of Hamburg, Goeze.

It did not escape notice that Lessing's noble and well-meaning

chief, the Duke of Brunswick, protected him, indeed, but forbade

him to continue the controversy, whereupon Lessing transferred it

to the domain of the drama (where his adversary could not follow

him), and published his " Nathan the Wise," a book characterized

by genuine toleration, and embodying with all wisdom the true

import and deeper principles of all positive religion.

In the larger Protestant countries, outside of Prussia, this ration-

aUstic tendency was zealously combated by the state authorities.

In Saxony, in spite of the CathoUcism of the ruling house, not only

the preachers and teachers, but the state servants of every sort, had

to give their pledge on oath to support the doctrines of the Protes-

tant church. In Würtemberg the Catht)lic ruler, Duke Charles

Eugene (Fig- t31) prohibited in 1780, on the pain of discharge

from office, preaching and teacliing controverting the doctrines of

the Protestant church as expressed in the creeds, and subjected

the theological wi-itings of the clergy to the censorship of the ducal

consistorium, or of the theological faculty of Tübingen.

It cannot be doubted that rationalism was essentially a nega-

tive and disintegrating agenc}*, and that no re^^val of the German

national spirit was to be expected from it. Bj- occiipjing itself

with the coldlj^ rational, the practically useful, and the gratification

of a refined selfishness, it was admirably adapted for getting rid of

the antiquated, the foolish, and the unsuitable, but not for produ-

cing a fervid and self-sacrificing enthusiasm for a truly reforming

activity, or even for giving the latter a definite and generali}' effec-

tive form. The ' enlightenment ' in Germany was destitute of that

impassioned social-political element directed towards the grand and

univereal which had produced such important results in France, and

which ultimately freed Germany also from her pohtical wretched-

ness. On the other hand, it is the constant merit of this tendency

that it mollified the earlier rudeness of manners and disposition in

the country, and made room for a mild, humane spirit, which for a

long time influenced the following century.

From the standpoint of rationalism f^roceeded Johann Bernhard

Basedow C1723-1790), the reformer of the German system of edu-

cation. He was more effective through his indirect, than his direct,

agency, and therefore often misunderstood. His heterodox philoso-

VoL. XV.— 18
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Fill. Ü1. — Duke Charles Eugeue of Würtembers. From a i-ojijier-phili:- engraving

by E. Nü-son (1721-1788).

phico-religious writings subjected him to numerous persecutions,

till the noble Danish minister, Count Bernstoi-ff (the elder), took up

his cause, and secured him, through a pension, an existence free

from care. Insjjired, Hke so many eminent Germans of his time, by

the works of Rousseau, Basedow devoted himself to the education
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of youth, which he sought to emancipate from its slavishness and

mechanical s^jirit, and to base upon the cultivation of tlie nat^

ural jjowers of the body and intellect. From the extravagances

of the gifted Genevese he was entirely free. The prominence given

to object lessons, and to the development of the power of thuiking,

as well as to the introduction of bodily exercises, form the leading

features in Basedow's work. Through him, mildness and a friendly

feeling were ushered into tlie schoolroom and family. On the

other hand, Basedow's system was not free from flat utilitarianism

and from hostihty to everj-thing ideal. As a practical teacher he

was less successful. The model school that Prince Francis Leopold

of Dessau enabled him to found and conduct under the name of the

"Philantropin" was far from successful. Nevertheless, this failure

did not liinder his principles from working with effect on wider and

wider circles. When teachers, imbued with the true spirit of clas-

sical antiquity, left the philological seminaries of Heyne and Fried-

rich August Wolf in Göttingen and Halle, better methods of teaching

were gradually disseminated throughout Germany.

RationaUsm, even in the Catholic parts of the empire, made in-

creasing progress. Against the author of " Febronius " (see p. 502)

— von Hontheim, suffragan bishop of Treves— Pope Clement

Xni. had not ventured to j^roceed by direct penal measures, but only

by lodging general complaints with liis metropolitan, the Elector

Clement Wenceslaus of Treves. Hontheim not only retained his

position and dignities, but was bold enough to defend his ^^'ork, and

enlarge it by explanatory illustrations and other additions, so little

was the influence which the Hoh' Father then possessed in the extra-

Italian provinces of the cliurch. Fifteen years later (1778), indeed,

Pius YI. was successful in inducing von Hontheim to make a sort

of recantation, but this was very conditional and supei-ficial. The
pious iVIaria Theresa did not suffer it to be published hi her states,

while she permitted the reading of " Febronius." Kaunitz said to a

Roman prelate that Hontheim had, indeed, in a \\a.y, disavowed his

book, but he had not refuted it. The most eminent canonists of the

University of Vienna taught its principles ofiicially, and the foremost

spiritiial princes openly avowed the pliilosophy inculcated in it.

The larger number of the spiritual princes, who were descendants

of noble families, led, with their canons, an enjoyable life, enlivened

with concerts, theatrical representations, and festivities, at which

there was no lack ot beautiful, but not over-moral ladies. In
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Münster, an old police ordinance had to be revived in 1740, forbid-

ding the spiritual magnates from carrying their concubines to mar-

riage-banquets. In the government of their states, the episcopal

rulers of the land favored the ' enhghtennient " in so far as it was

not incompatible with their own position, ilaximilian Frederick, of

Cologne and Münster, intrusted the administration of his Westpha-

lian diocese entirely to the prebendary, Franz von Fürstenberg, one

of the noblest and most liberal-minded statesmen of his time, whose

opinions went far beyond the mechanical-materialistic views of en-

lightened absolutism, and who, above all, was intent on the promo-

tion of the moral power of the people. He took the liveliest interest

in education, as well in the common as in the higher branches. In

regard to the former he brought the jmnciples of Rousseau and

Basedow into realization ; for the latter he founded a university in

Münster, endowing it with the property of an abolished nunnery.

After the example of Count William of LijDpe, he planned the intro-

duction of a militia. No less meritorious ^^ere the labors of Franz

Ludwig von Erthal, bishop of AVürzburg and Bamberg, who, with

unwearied zeal and great practical insight, organized the poor-laws

and common-school .system of his two principalities. In the Univer-

sity of Würzburg he manifested the liveliest interest, promoting in

it the study of the political and the natural sciences, and exhorting

the professors to diligence in their calling. In regard to criminal

cases he abolished torture and capital punishment. In ever}- way,

indeed, he labored for the welfare of his subjects, fulfilling at the

same time his episcopal duties mth no less fidelity.

Of spiritual responsibility the three Rhenish archbishops of the

expiring eighteenth century- had no concej^tion. The elector of

Mayence, Emmerich Joseph von Breidenbach, introduced in 1772 the

Basedow sj'stem into his lower schools. His successor, Frederick

Charles Joseph von Erthal, had as Uttle hesitation as Fürstenberg

in Münster in abolishing several monasteries in order to devote their

incomes to the revi^'al of the entirely decayed University of Mayence

(1782). Among the professors called by him were several Protes-

tants, and even the chair of history was intrusted to a man of this

faith. Archbishoj) Erthal forbade all controversial preaching, and

sometimes in^^ted Protesti\nt clergymen to his table. Karl von Dal-

berg, his deputy in Erfurt, worked entirely in the spirit of the ' en-

lightenment,' reviving the academy of this city, and regenerating its

university, in which there was a Catholic faculty and also a Protes-
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tant one. In Treves, Clement Wenceslaus, although loersonall}* in-

clined to conservatism, left the secular administi-ation entirely to

Priv}- Councillor de la Roche, an outsj)olveu enemj- of monasticism

and a friend of the 'enlightenment." He constructed liighwajs,

sought to advance the industries and the agriculture of the countiy,

and in 1783 published, an ' edict of toleration' inviting Protestants

to the country, "because, on the one hand, our holy rehgion is made

more venerable through the i-emoval of every vestige of persecution,

and, on tlie other, the settlement of rich merchants and manufactur-

ers promotes commerce, sets idle mendicants to work, and brings

foreign wealth into the country." JNIeanwhile, the elector enter-

tained himself with science and art, erected elegant structures, and

celebrated festivities whose brilHancy reminded one of a royal court.

Maximilian Francis, the elector of Cologne (1784-1801), was

ti-ained in the school of his brothers, Joseph II. and Leopold of Tus-

cany. He regai-ded liimself as the first servant in the state, was

accessible to all his subjects without regard to class, and tilled all

ofiBces only after strict examination. In the year 1786 he opened

a new university at Bonn, an institution the spii-it of which was

in strong contrast to the old clerical university of Cologne. In hke

spirit he most zealously promoted elementary education. The whole

archbishopric rejoiced in its brave, just, and mild elector.

At this time Archbishop Jerome of Salzburg issued, in the neigh-

borhood of the Austria of Joseph, a pask)ral letter, in wliicii he de-

picted a religion, purged from all the excrescences and additions of

the ^Middle Ages, as the genuine Catholicism, and earnestly recom-

mended the reading of the Bible in the German translation as well

as the use of German hymns. Already men hoped for a peaceful

revolution in the bosom of the Gennan Catholicism that would fuse

it with Protestantism into one single enlightened church.

In the strongly clerical Bavaria rationalism called forth a nota-

ble movement. The Elector Charles Theodore let himself be com-

pletely ruled by ex-Jesuits, particularly by his father confessor

Frank, who conducted the government all but absolutely, while the

ruler led a Ufe of wild debauchery. The court establishment, where
the prince's personal suite and other servants comprised 1450 per-

sons, demanded every year no less than l.r)00,000 florins. The
officials bore a bad name through the whole empire as venal judges,

dishonest administrators of the finances, and tyrannical fleecers of the

peasants. The citizens and peasantry had, besides the 11,000,000
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florins of state taxes, to bear the burden of supporting the secu-

lar clergy and the mendicant orders, which cost them millions more.

Posing as freethinkers and Voltairians, the nobility were still filled

with superstition and sectarian hate. Imperious and overbearing to

all beneath them, but servile and cowardly to those above them,

they squandered in frivolous dissipation the means for which they

had sacrificed their conscience, and too frequenth" the honor of their

female relatives. Such was the character that the tj'pical cour-

tier developed in the brilliant courts of Soiith Germany, and to such

men were the administration of the country and the leading of its

armies commonly intrusted. The numerous rural nobles of Bavaria

lived in a state of semi-barbarism, ignorance, and bigotr}-. The

number of the officials was legion ; and all offices had quite openly

become— so far as a regard to the prerogatives of the nobilit}' al-

lowed it— subject to purchase. Besides this, Bavaria was hermeti-

cally sealed against the culture of western and northern Germany.

Of foreign printed matter an excessively severe censorship pernntted

the admission only of immoral French novels ; in the counti'y itself

there were printed nothing but prayer- and school-books, spiritual

tracts, and histories of robbers. The pulpit was the only agency

that might have elevated the Bavarian people above their brutally

coarse style of living, but the clergy themselves had not advanced

beyond the merest elementary branches of learning. For these rea-

sons the Old Bavarians and the natives of the Up^ier Palatinate were

the most superstitious, intolerant, and narrow-nnnded of all the peo-

ples of Germany. Citizens and peasants aUke were immersed in

an intellectual lethargy almost incredible, and stared about them

with eyes scarcely more intelligent than those of animals, and were

indifferent to eveiything which had no relation to the coarsest grati-

fication of the senses and their meaningless church ceremonials. Not

only did the people decay in industry and prosperit}', but they also

diminished in numbers.

These pernicious consequences of the influence of the ex-Jesuits,

certain indi%aduals, inspired by the 'enlightenment,' resolved to

combat, by instituting a secret alliance with the directly opposite

tendency. The secret and mysterious was then the fashion, as the

natural reaction against the superficial and barren spirit of unbelief.

We make special mention only of the mystic Rosicrucians, who

fancied themselves m possession of the philosopher's stone, and the

most profoimd secrets of God and nature ; of Mesmer, the dis-
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coverer of sympathetic magnetism ; of the Count of St. Germain, who

boasted that he could prepare the elixir of life, and live for many

hundreds of years ; of Balsamo, who, as Count Cagliostro, filled all

Europe with the fame of his magic arts ; and of Emanuel Sweden-

borg (died 1772), who discovered m the Revelation of St. John a

new theosophical system, explaining the nature of the spiritual

world, and intimately associated with human life. All these found

numberless believers. This tendency took possession of Adam
Weishaupt, professor of canon-law in Ingolstadt. In the year 1776

he founded a secret alliance of students, under the name of the

' Order of the Illuminati.' He soon 'decided to give this order a

higher character and ^^ider range, by making its object the trans-

ferring of aU power in church and state from the hands of the

ignorant and selfish, and placing it in those of the intelligent and

well-meaning. The Good was ultimately to attain supremacy upon

earth. In order to be able to carry out so high a mission in the

face of the probable hostility of the temporal powers, the order of

the ' Illuminati ' received an organization in some measure typical

of that of the Jesuits. The most rigid obedience to theii- unknown

superiors was the highest duty of the 'Illuminati.' The duty of com-

bating the division of mankind into positive religious creeds and

different states, as the greatest of evils, constituted the main dogma

of the highest degree. The leaders were able, through great adroit-

ness, to "«in over reputable and influential men to the order, that

after a few years numbered thousands of members, almost aU from

tlie higher ranks of society. Unfortunately it soon became exident

that the majority of the members aimed at using the order not so

much for the general good as for making it the means of advan-

cing themselves in political or commercial life. Soon every one

wished to command, no one to obey. Disputes and bickerings

within the society induced the Bavarian government, in 1784, to

prohibit all secret societies ; and, as the ' Illuminati ' paid no atten-

tion to this, it put them under a sort of persecution, which Weis-

haupt evaded by speedy flight to Gotha, while several of his

colleagues were subjected to imprisonment. Hereupon the order

of the ' Illuminati ' dissolved of its own accord, and the ecclesiastical

reaction in Bavaria became more powerful than ever.

In happy contrast to the bigoted doings of the Wittelsbach,

and the tyrannical conduct of Charles Eugene in Würtemberg, was

the attitude of the third great South German territory, the mar-
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graviate of Baden. For a long time this laud had been divided

between the two lines of Durlach and Baden-Baden. In 1771, when

the latter house became extinct, it was reunited. The ruler at

tills time was the JMargrave Charles Frederick, one of the noblest

and most enlightened princes of his time ; a man of learning, and

the patron of science and art ; a true father to his people, who
through his exemplary administration rescued his land from immi-

nent financial ruin ; and, favored by the fertility of its soil as well as

by the natural intelligence and industry of the inhabitants, raised it

again to prosperity. In 1767 he abolished torture, and in 1783

serfdom, thereby sacrificing 40,000 florins of yearly income.

Considerable stretches of land in both soutliern and western

Germany still lay under the rule of knights who held immediately

of the empire. These were more than a thousand in number. They

called one whole village, or a half, or the third of a village, their

own, and yet were subject to no man except the emperor, remote

and impotent in so far as they were concerned. They stood, in-

deed, quite outside of the federal union of the empire, in whose

needs they took little interest, and in whose assemblies they took

no part. At most they had, in time of need, to make to the em-

peror voluntary grants. The larger number of them abused their

' sovereign ' power for the oppression and taxation of their tenants.

With a few notable exceptions — like Stein, Breidbach, and others

— the great majority led coarse and dissolute lives, and were impedi-

ments to intercourse and commerce, order and security, in south-

western Germany. Still more dangerous, as lording it over somewhat

more extensive domains, were the counts of the empire, and the

petty princes of southern and western Germany. Of any concep-

tion of their supreme political duties the riders of these miniature

states were entirely devoid. In these ' patriarclial ' tyrannies there

prevailed poverty, disorder, moral and intellectual barbarism, with

utter insecurity for property and life. These petty despots were

guilty of the basest infamies, so that the imperial tribunals occasion-

ally had to intervene. The last count of Leiningen-Guntersblum,

and a count of Wolfegg-Waldsee, were deprived of their power, and

shut up in fortresses, on account of fiauds, outrages, and infamies of

all sorts. With the greater princes these Reiehsgrafen and Reichs-

ritterweTe constantly at strife ; and little as was the aid they lent the

emperor, he yet protected them, because they broke up the territories

of the stronger dynasties, and so weakened and disturbed their sov-
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ereign authority. How was prosperity to come out of such condi-

tions ?

Matters were no better with the Reichstädte, the cities immedi-

ately subject to the empire, wliich were still fifty-one in number.

While men here carefully protected the ancient forms of the consti-

tution, their ancestral spirit had long vanished, and been replaced, in

the case of the mass of the people, by a narrow-hearted and contracted

Ijhilistinism. In place of the old warlike courage and spirit of free-

dom, there had now come a timid craving for peace. Of all the piti-

ful armies of the empire, the city contingents constituted the most

wretched element. Poverty, weakness, and corruption were now,

with the exception of Hambiu-g, Bremen, Lübeck, and Frankfort,

the characteristics of all the cities of the empire, whose estates had

been brought to the verge of bankruptcy through selfishness and

nepotism, while their financial and judicial administrations were the

most miserable conceivable. As compared with them, the aspiring

capitals developed a brilliant life in affluence and intellectual

activity.

The centre of gravity of German life had long lain in the greater

territories, especially in the Protestant ones.

Electoral Saxony had, through reversion of the land of the former

collateral lines of Weissenfels and Merseburg, been much enlarged.

But the country suffered without remission through the consequences

of the Seven Years' War. However, after the sudden death of the

dissipated Augustus III., the princes of the land did all in their jjower

to regenerate the electorate ; and it stood them in good stead that it

was freed from the wasteful jjomp of the Polish crown. The Elector

Frederick Christian, who died after a rule of a few months, and his

brother. Prince Xaver, who conducted the regency for the former's

minor son, Frederick Augustus III., labored witli zeal and self-,

denial for the welfare of the land and people. By reducing the

number of the army to the utmost, and considerably lessening the ex-

penses of the court, they were able, without increasing the taxes, to

pay the interest on the state debt, and to effect its partial redemjition.

In 1771 torture disapi^eared from the Saxon penal code. Manufac-

tures and commerce were promoted in the most painstaking manner,

and soon Saxon industry again became the most highly developed

and flourishing in Germany.

Among the other great Protestant territories, there were promi-

nent the two Hessian landgraviates, and especially that of Cassel.
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Frederick II. (to 1785) showed in full measure the obstinate, inso-

lent, and tyrannical disposition which was peculiar to the posterity

of Philip the IMaguanimous. He availed himself of every method

of making money, partly through straining the taxable strength of

the people to the extreme, partly through the brisk trade in soldiers

that he conducted on a still greater scale than Charles Eugene of

Würtemberg. His successor, William IX., was still more despotic,

and repressed ever}^ movement in favor of freedom, and still further

augumented the number of his troops.

Much milder was the rule in the landgraviate of Hesse-Darm-

stadt. Besides the hitherto exclusively tolerated Lutheranism, Louis

IX. (to 1790) guaranteed full religious freedom to the Reformed

Church also. Tlirough his economical and discreet administration,

this prince- reduced the considerable burden of debts pressing upon

his lantl. But, in bringing this about, he so little resembled his

cousin of Cassel, that, notwithstanding the high sums offered him,

he, witli noble constancy, refused to engage in the sale of his sub-

jects. He materially improved the position of the peasants, and

mitigated their lot everywhere. Admirable highways— then rarities

in Germany— were of the highest ser\ace for traffic. Learned men
and artists found a friendly reception at liis court. Only ^vith

Friedrich Karl von Moser, the self-willed prince could not agree;

and he expelled him, though he had been for eight years his first

minister.

Hanover, which in its some 17,000 square miles of territory

numbered scarcely 800,000 inhabitants, who contributed 3,000,000

thalers yearly to the state, remained, in its external relations, com-

pletely bound to England. Otherwise, it was administered by a

separate native government which acted witli entire discjetion.

Inasmuch as it had to dispense with the guidance of its native

princes, it introduced as few innovations as possible. Of great im-

portance became the University of Göttingen, which had been

founded mainly with the view of its providing a firm, scientific

foundation for the rights of the estates of the empire, as against the

claims of the imperial court. It had, in August Ludwig von Schlözer

(1735-1809), the most highly esteemed teacher of poUtieal economy

in Germany. His " Correspondence, Mostly of a Historical and a

Political Character," which appeared from 1772 till 1782, and his

"State Notes" (1782-1792), handled the poHtical affairs of the time

with freedom and effect. In these works, indeed, he did not venture
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to deal with the greater princes. Otherwise, however, and especially

as regarded the smaller territories, they acted as scourges for official

caprice and arbitrariness, as well as for the underhand policy of

cabinets. Schlözer was the true precursor of the historians of later

times, of a Rotteck, a Welcker, a Schlosser, and a Dahlman. The

American, and, later, the French Revolution aroused lSchlözer"s lively

indignation. He was distinguished from his successors in that he did

not have the national German point of view, any more than did

Dohm, Mau^dUou, and other German publicists of his time.

Schlözer was, besides, as a historian, of solid and lasting impor-

tance, working at first on the histories of Scandinavia and Russia,

and then on the history of the world in general. He elevated Ger-

man liistoriography from being a bare caüilogue of fact to a truly

consistent science, proceeding on fixed principles, and liaving well-

defined aims. Although his style leaves much to be desired, and

his criticism is very defective, he exercised, through his truly his-

torical sense of the interdependence of things, the best effect on

German historiography. To all this is to be added Schlozer's labors

as a university professor, in which capacity he was an agent of inspi-

ration in man}- directions.

One of Schlozer's pupils was the Swiss historian, Johannes Mül-

ler (1752-1809), whose fame rests almost exclusively on his

" History of the S^viss Confederation
;

" he was at that time vastly

overrated. He gave himself the air of being a profound student of

original sources, while later investigations have discovered him to be

defective and inaccurate beyond measure. Certain really beautiful

characterizations and descriptions are not, indeed, to be denied to the

" History of Switzerland ;
" but on the whole, its influence was preju-

dicial rather than beneficial. Summoned to the Academy of Sciences

of Berlin, he, 'the free Swis.s,' took the field in favor of the absohite

monarchy of Frederick the Great, antl of the union of the German

princes under Frederick's guidance. Later, he varied his subjects in

the most sui-prising manner, employing his facile pen in depicting

Austrian, German, or Napoleonic affairs, according as tliese subjects

seemed to promise him profit and power.

Less reno^Tied, but more effective, than Müller, was Ludwig

Timotlieus Spittler (1752-1810). Impressed by the constitutional

conflict in Würtemberg, m the time of Charles Eugene, he was the

first historical writer in the German language who, besides giving the

political history, depicted the domestic condition and the constitu-
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tional development of the peoples. Tlüs epoch-making expansion

in historiography he hiaugurated niainlj- by liis histories of Wiirtem-

berg and Hanover. Besides these he was the author of a sketch of

the Christian church, regarded, for the first time in Germany, not

from the theological, but from a historical point of view. Of his

numerous disciples the most renowiied were the historians Heeren

and Schlosser, and the jurists Savigny and Hugo.

But it was not politics and history alone that flourished in Göt-

tingen. Here labored for half a century the great i:)hilologist Chris-

tian Gottlob Heyne (1729-1812). Heyne possessed neither creative

genius nor profomid leammg; but his eye ranged \\\Ü\ a sure and

clear glance over a domain of astonishing extent, enabling him

through the accentuation of the aesthetically beautiful to overstep

the bounds of the purely grammatical and antiquarian manner of

treating philology, and, by combining this with archaeology, to lay

the fomidation for a scientific knowledge of antiquity. Hej-ne first

taught how to observe the Greek and Roman worlds in their most

varied aspects. Among his disciples, the most distinguished was

Friedrich August ^Yolf (1759-1824), who gave its settled form to

the revived science of antiquity through his S3'stematic and encyclo-

paedic method of treating it. Carried away by the liveliest enthu-

siasm for the creations of the antique intellect, he knew how to

inspire the hosts of liis students in Halle — where he worked during

the most productive period of his life — with liis own ideal concej)-

tion of them. In his famous Prolegomena ad Homerum he furnished

the model of a philological criticism at once elegant, comprehensive,

and profound.

The union of a lively and animated literary spirit with true,

deep scholarship, made its appearance in the domahi of the natural

sciences also. No one represents this comlnnation so adniiral)ly as

(leorg Forster (1754-1794). Along with his father— who had

settled in England — he accompanied the renowned navigator. Cap-

tain Cook, upon his second great voyage, which he describes in a

masterly way, with the true poetic glow of sentiment and classic

beaut}' of style. He was afterwards employed, in succession, as

teacher of the natural sciences in the Ritterakademie in Cassel, as

professor in the University of Vilna, and as librarian to tlie elector

of Mayence. His numerous smaller botanical, physiological, and

ethnographical treatises combine the power of keen observation with

that of happj- presentation. The great and unfortunate change in
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Forster's life, when from an investigator of nature he became a poli-

tician, to his own public and domestic misery and early death,

belongs eO a later period.

Up to this time the natural sciences had received no special

attention in Germany ; but now there arose a succession of pioneer

spirits, who cD-operated to secure for Germany a pre-eminent place in

this domain also. A (Tcrman ^^•as the originator of the science of

geology, namely, Werner, who was also the teacher of Alexander von

Humboldt. Blumenbach created comparative anatomy, in wiiich he

gained Euroj^ean renown through his anatomical and physiological

writin^s. A succession of able men of the second rank contriljuted

to make Germany's share in the great work of culture increasingly

prominent in every department.

Nevertheless, even in this respect Germany suffered from her

dishitegration. Every prince, fietty or oÜierwise, would have his

own university, so that tiie number of these institutions soon became

so excessive that not one of them could attain importance. To the

already existing imiversities there were added, besides the Hanove-

rian institution of Göttingen, that of Bayreuth at Erlangen, and that

of electoral Cologne at Bonn ; but oiüy the first was in a flourishing

condition. There were no fewer than 33 German universities, with

1350 teachers and 9300 students, so that the general average was

only 40 teachers and 280 students respectively. The University of

Leipsic was most numerously attended, its students numbering

1 200 ; then, in decreasing ratio, came Halle, Jena, and Göttingen,

with their 750 each, till we reach such institutions as those at Duis-

burg, Rinteln, Erfurt, and others with their few dozens. Leipsic had

the largest staff of professors, 104 ; then came Göttingeu, Jena, and

Halle, with their 58.

Important as the place was which Germany secured by her

science, this was still secondary to that attained by her through the

brilliant development of her poetical literature.

Rousseau's voice, calling on the world to revert to nature and

man's primitive state, struck on the quick ear of the German world

of the second half of the eighteenth century. But from men aglow

with such aspirations, everywhere coming into collision with the dis-

couraging restraints of conventionality and unnatural conditions

generally, there arose a ' period of storm and stress ' which, in the

case of a united and politically sensitive people, might have ended

in revolution, but whicli, in that of the Germans of the period,
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Fig. 62. — Goethe in 1776. From a copper-plate engraving by Daniel C'liodowiecki

(1726-1801) ; original drawing, Weimar 1776, by G. M. Kraus (1737-1806).

resulted onlj' in a revolt of the intellect. Everywhere there were

ferment and ebullition foaming over the narrow bounds of tradition.

Friedrich von Stolberg made the twentieth century trample under-

foot the thrones of tyrants, and, with bloody hands, pour forth the
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stream of freedom over Germany. Schubart, too, in his youth, -was

afire for the republic. That freedom which men had learned to

appreciate in classical antiquity, and the license of the primitive and

mediaeval Germans, were now to be revived. The present was

thoroughly base. In such sentiments Goethe's earliest greater works

— "Götz von Berlichingen " (1773), "Clavigo" (1774), "The Sor-

rows of Young Werther " (also 1774), and the outlines of "Faust"

and " Egmont ''— had their origin. What he then published gained

for the young poet extraordinary fame throughout all Germany.

" Werther," as being most in harmony with the spirit of the age,

made him illustrious and renowned throughout all Eurojje. In

1770 Goethe (Fig. 62) came to the court of the excellent Charles

Augustus of Weimar, and, rejoichig in the freshness and vigor of

youth, lived for a time in wantonness. But in the earnest laboi's

of administrative life, to which Goethe, as the first ofiicial of the

little commonwealth, had to submit, his nature cleared and deep-

ened itself. His ministerial position led him to a closer study

of the natural sciences. In this, his transition period, he at first

found time for only smaller poetical effusions, a few scattered

lyrics and epics. But he soon formulated greater plans. That

he had passed through the 'period of storm and stress' without

being essentially affected by it, is shown by the classical beauty of

his "Iphigenie," published in 1779. Goethe's youthful works moved
a great number of young poets to imitiition. These imitators are

now mostly forgotten, or known only by name,— like Lenz, who be-

lieved himself to be Goethe's equal, and went to ruin through his

foolish vanity. The only man of any consequence among them was

Maximilian Klinge r, who sti'ove to create the political comedy for

Germany as a means of arousing the people. In this, however, he

succeeded only in a moderate degree, his dramas suggesting the

frenzied outcries of a lunatic.

About this time — that is, in the beginning of the seventies—
a number of young poets in Göttingen established the RuinhunJ (the

' Society of the Grove '), to wliich Holt}', Bürger, Fritz Stolberg,

Voss, and Claudius belonged, and whose members inserted their pro-

ductions in the Musenalmanach. Although the members chose

Klopstock as their patron, their lyrics were much more popular than

his. Furnished \^ith appropriate and easily sung airs, their songs

made their way among the people, and became their abiding heritage.

The most genuine poetic nature amongst the members of the Hain-
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bund was Burger, whose better ballads faithfully rendered the mys-

tic and yet proudly aspiring spirit of the epoch, and whose lyrics

exhibit unsurpassing fire and tenderness in combination with melody

and polish of versification. Unfortunately, impassioned heart strug-

gles, from which Bürger did not come forth without deep blame, as

well as his sad outward lot, destroyed, prematurely, the bloom and

vigor of his genius. A'oss was known mainly through his admirable

translation of Homer (1777-1793), by wliich this umivalled ideal

of epic poetry was made known for the first time, not only to the

people generally, but even to the most cultured class, and the

hexameter introduced into German poetr}-. Voss"s original idylls

found immediate popularity, but have failed to maintain their place

permanently.

More than Klinger did Leisewitz advance German tragedy,

through his Julius von Tarent ; for he based it, for the first time,

upon the truly tragical element of fatal crime, and thus gave it its

true and deep meaning. Unfortunately the form shows uuich of the

poetical crudeness of the 'period of storm and stress'; but, neverthe-

less, Julius volt Tarent exercised great influence on the youthful

dj-amas of Schiller. There was no poet of that time so thoroughly

revolutionary in sentiment, so glowing with hatred of tyrants,

so filled with enthusiasm for freedom, as Friedrich Schiller. The
whole conventional society of the century, broken up as it was into

castes and classes, declared war upon his '' Ifobbers." " Fiesco

"

celebrates the victory of rejDubHcanism over base, self-seeking am-

bition. Kuhiih und Liebe shows the immediate application of the

" Robbers " to the time and place wherein Schiller spent his youth.

One may judge as one pleases of the dramatic worth of the " Rob-

bers" and Kabale und Liebe; but, ixilitically, they are of the

highest importance as indicating the sentiments of the various

strata of society, as well as for the effect they produced on these.

The deep bitterness shown in Schiller's fiist dramas is also reflected

in his earliest poems, as in his "Songs to Laura," his Männer-

u'iirde, his Kindesmörderin, etc. The friendship of the elder Kömer
secured for the poet a standing in Leipsic (1785), and thereafter in

Dresden, which imbued him with purer and more genial sentiments,

as well as with a stronger feeling of self-confidence. He now pro-

duced his " Don Carlos," whose special hero is the Marquis of Posa,

a discreet, temperate, but by no means chimerical, idealist. The
rhymed form of these great tragedies show the poet's breach with
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his youthful, crude strivings after naturahiess. The GeigterKcher.,

a uovel outlined in 1786, and directed against secret combinations

and the Jesuit propaganda, shows, in an admirable way, how deeply

Schiller (Fig. 63) always interested himself in the great political

tendencies and events of his own time.

Fig. G3. — Schiller in 1781. From the portrait painted by .Toliaiin Ilciuriili 'llsch-

bein, in Stuttgart, at the end of 1781 or the beginning of 1782. (In the posses-

ion of Dr. Schmidt, in Cassel.)

Kant, the great reformer of jjhilosophy, exercised the most essen-

tial influence on Schiller, as well as upon the whole course of

German intellectual life. From him not only does the new epoch

Vol. XV.—ly
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of philosophy take its rise, but, in a great measure, the whole man-

ner of thought of the new Germany. The predominance of pure

and rational criticism, a firm foundation for morality, the attainment

of a noble and temperate ideal,— for all this Germany has to thank

this profound and glorious intellect. The influence of Kant is,

therefore, of i^re-eminent historical importance, and reaches far be-

yond the quantitatively narrow bounds of the effect produced by his

purely philosophico-scientitic labors.

Up to this time ])hilosophy had pronounced dogmatically upon

the weightiest questions affecting oui- being, without investigating

the basis of its decision,— reason in itself, or pure reason (i-eine

Vernunft) as Kant terms it. It had, indeed, observed the external

forms of our manner of thinking; but the essential natui-e of the

reason it had not undertaken to investigate thoroughly. It was

Kant who set out to show the possibility of pure deductive knowl-

edge and the laws necessarily Hmiting it.

Late as it was before Kant found recognition in his native city

of Königsberg, he remained constant to it, and declined all invita-

tions to other places, however alluring. A lively feeling of personal

independence was united in liim with almost pedantically strict ad-

herence to law. He was an excellent patriot, and especially enthusi-

astic for Frederick II., who never knew anything of the profound

thinker. Nevertheless, Kant, later, fully recognized the justification

for the French Revolution, and, prophet^like, foretold its propitious

effects, without, however, ap2)roving its excesses.

It is a notable fact that the whole German philosophy of the

eio-hteenth century stands in close relation with that state which

was destined to be the founder of the new Germany,— namely,

Prussia. Leibnitz was a frequent and welcome guest at the Prussian

court, and became the founder of the Berlin Academy of Sciences.

Christian Wolf developed his popular philosophy while occupying

a chair of a Prussian university. Kant spent his whole life in the

original seat of the Prussian monarchy, and his own development

was closely connected with the leading events of Prussian history.

The increased profundity and insight of the German spirit, its

striving after truth, and the current of original creative power \\liich

appeared in German poetry and philosophy, showed themselves with

powerful effect in the fine arts also, and, first of all, in music. The

period of German classic poetry is also that of classical German

music, when it extended its sway over the whole civilized world.
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Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart is recognized as the great master, who
with one stroke, as it were, elevated his art far above the frivoli-

ties of the Italian opei-a. Mozart has been justly compared with

Raphael, not only in regard to the delightful and pure harmony of

his pieces, and the entrancing beauty which every subject assumed

under liis hand, but also for his precocious ripeness and the short

duration of his life.- Born at Salzburg in 1756, Mozart died in 1791,

two years younger than the great painter of Urbino, happily not

until he had enriched the world with a great profusion of his gifted

productions. Mozart was permitted to know the young giant who
was destined to elevate music to a point of eminence hitherto un-

attained,— namely, Ludwig van Beethoven, who, born in the year

1770, belongs to this epoch, at least in the years of his development.

Not until later did the new influence extend to the plastic arts.

In painting it was first shown in Jakob Asmus Carstens, born near

Schleswig. He restored to German painting grandeur of composi-

tion and the union of classical beauty with vivid naturalness. The
unfavorable cii'cumstances of his life, as well as envy and jealousy

on the part of inferior contemporaries, tended much to impede, if

not his artistic development, at least his artistic productiveness.

German, manufactures and commerce, favored by the long un-

broken peace from 1763 to 1792, also made advances. Linen-weav-

ing and cloth-manufacture were then relatively more important than

now. Cotton manufacture maintained a rank immediately after the

English. The fabrication of steel was carried on most successfully.

The porcelains of Berlin, and especially of Meissen, were famed

over all the world, and largely exported. Order was at last

brought into the financial relations of the states. In Austria and

southern Germany the so-called ' convention standard ' prevailed,

viz., that of twenty florins to the silver mark ; in western Germany
that of twenty-four florins ; while Brandenburg-Prussia jjossessed

its own standard, which was then recognized throughout all Ger-

many, namely, twenty-one florins, or fourteen thalers, to the mark.

Political interest became, especially from the seventies, of vastly'

greater importance. Numerous periodicals had their origin then,

which occupied themselves ^vith political and social questions, such

as Schlözer's Brießvechsel, Meiner and Spittler's Götfiin/iscJn's histo-

risches Macinzin, J. A. Reuss's Staatskanzlei, Wieland's Teutschcr

Merkur, etc. The works of Montesquieu and Rousseau, the Ameri-

can Revolutionary War, and the study of the ancient republics, then
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much in favor, all contributed to mould opinion. Poets and politi-

cians vied with each other in denouncing the arbitrary caprices of

the rulers, the abuses practised by officials, and the excessive privi-

leges of the nobüity. Every one indulged in enthusiasm over the

theories of freedom and equality, and sometimes wept bitter, but

easily dried, tears, that such views had no prospect of being realized

in Germany. The endless disintegration of Germany, and the sharp

antagonism of interests between the Protestant and Catholic states,

the secular and spiritual, the principalities and the imperial cities,

told in favor of freedom of the press. Certain classes constituted

themselves direct protectors of it. Much solid and Mell-considered

matter was published, Ijy whicli temperate \'iews in regard to free-

dom found admission to the minds of princes and high state ser-

vants.

The rulers of the two great German states, Josejih II. and Fred-

erick of Prussia, cannot be declared free from the reproach of hav-

ing had no eye for such a promising devekipmeut of the German

national spirit. Instead of promoting the intellectual interests of

the nation, instead of rendering the empire once more popular, and

therefore influential, and instead of allying Austria with the empire

through the adoption of a moderate free-trade policy, Joseph II.

pursued a narrow-minded, particularistic, anti-German policy, and

sought to aggrandize his hereditary lands through foreign acquisi-

tions. Through the acceptance and exaggeration of the Prussian

customs system, he closed his lands commercially as effectually

against non-Austrian Germany as they were closed spiritually and

intellectuallj-, through his inexorable censorship, against political

and religious independence in any form. All patriotically minded

men he thus, against his will, directed to Prussia as the sole possible

point of unification.

After the death of Maria Theresa the emperor's piratical poUcy

made itself felt with double effect in the empire. With all his

energy he labored to wrest the great sees of Cologne and Mün-

ster from the house of Bavaria, to which they had belonged for

t\vo centuries ; while he exerted himself to secure the election of

his youngest brother, the Archduke Maximilian, as coadjutor in

the dioceses, hoping thereby to confirm Austrian influence in north-

western Germany as well as in the Electoral College. Frederick II. 's

efforts to check Joseph's arrogant purposes diplomatically were

futile ; for he declined to promise armed support to the anti-Austrian
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party in the two dioceses, so that they had nothing to do but sub-

mit. For other princes of the Lorraine-Hapsburg house other prin-

cipalities were secured through promises and gold. When Joseph,

in 1783, arbitrarily separated the Austrian portion of the diocese of

Passau from the rest of the bishopric, the spiritual princes jomed

with the Protestant ones in opposuig him. The complaints raised

by the pope against Joseph's efforts for ecclesiastical reform contri-

buted still further to drive the spiritual princes, hitherto the staunch-

est supporters of the House of Hapsburg, into the arms of the

opposition. Frederick H. saw with great satisfaction the turn which

things had taken, and which he hoped to improve in favor of Prus-

sian hegemony in Germany.

The Margrave Charles Frederick of Baden, and his minister

Edelsheim, first conceived the idea (1783) of a union of princes

to resist the Austrian schemes, which was to look for support either

to France or Prussia. At the Potsdam court it was especially the

king's nephew, Frederick William, Prince of Prussia, and presump-

tive heir to the throne, who promoted such a confederation ; while

Charles Augustus of Weimar and the elector of Mayence took great

interest in the project. Frederick H. was equally favorable to it,

but he judged the time had not come for him to intervene in its

favor.

In point of fact, the majority of the German princes were in no

way ready for carrjnng out the union; a part of them rather favoring

the idea of a separate confederation of the second-rate and smaller

states, exclusive of Austria and Prussia. This would naturally look

to France for support.

Joseph n. contemplated making use of the friendship of Russia

for the final carrying out of his favorite scheme ; namely, the ex-

change of the remote and burdensome Belgium for the more conven-

ient Bavaria. The Elector Charles Theodore, who had grown up in

the Austrian Netherlands, captivated by the promised title of a

Burgundian king, was easily won over to the scheme. The main

difficulty was to gain the assent of the nearest heir to the childless

Charles Theodore, Charles H. of Zweibilicken, who was at the time

entirely alienated from the imperial court.

This project increased to the highest degree the fear of all Ger-

many for the emperor's powc/'. It seemed clear, as a Sor:th German

minister expressed it, tliat Austria, after the occupation of Bavaria,

would not be able to resist the temptation to incorjjorate all the
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South German bishoprics and all the imperial cities, and that these

acquisitions, united with Hither Austria, the Tyrol, and Lonibardy,

would bring an overpoweiing pressure to bear upon the other states

on the left of the Main. Frederick II., especially, meant to prevent

such thraldom of Germany, and, with this end, made up his mind

that it was necessary to draw Prussia out of her state of isolation.

The general situation seemed to him much more favorable for this

than it had been two years previous, and the czarina was nuich less

to be dreaded. In October, 1784, he himself sketched a project for

a League of the German Princes (^FUrstenbund), on the type of that

of Smalcald, of 1531, in which all the princes, spiritual as well as

secular, the Catholic as well as Protestant, should be united to pre-

vent the emperor fi-om totally subverting the German constitution.

Frederick was especially gratified that the duke of Zweibrücken

not only fully renounced his assent to the Austrian schemes, but

directly called on Prussia for protection against them. In this way
Frederick gained the help of the princes for his resistance to the

Russo-Austiian policy of predominance and violence.

He gained, too, the complete assent of the most powerful vassal

of the empire, — the king of England in his character of elector

of Hanover, — who regarded with high displeasure the emperor's

purposed acquisition of the bishopric of Hildesheim for the Arch-

duke Maximilian. In accordance with the advice of the Hanoverian

statesmen, Prussia at first took steps for estaljlishing a league of

the three electoral states not immediately concerned, namely, Bran-

denburg, Hanover, and Saxony, to which as many princes as wished

to do so could afterwards give in their adherence.

In June, 1785, the plenipotentiaries of the three states met in

Berlin, and the compact forming the basis of the League of the

German Princes for the maintenance of the imperial system was

formally signed. The articles published were of a purely defensive

character, securing the rights of the estates of the empire and the

terms of the imperial constitution ; but in the secret articles the

parties bound themselves to oppose, with 15,000 men each, every

unrighteous exchange of land, as well as the secularization and dis-

memberment of the ecclesiastical foundations.

In vain the Viennese court tried to prevent the spread of the

Fiirstenhmd by representing it as an unconstitutional infringement

of the peace of the land, and to the CathoUc estates especially as an

attempt at a Protestant propaganda. As Vienna neither could nor
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would disown the project of the Belgian-Bavarian exchange, such

representations made but a small impression. The widely spread

aversion to Prussia gave way before the dread of Austrian prepon-

derance. With the exception of Würtemberg and Oldenburg, all

the greater secular and many of the spiritual estates gave their

adhesion to the League, that of Mayence bringing the majority in

the Electoral College to the anti-Austrian side.

Austria had so far gained nothing froin the alliance with Russia.

On the other hand, Catharine had still further aggrandized herself,

while Joseph's pi'ojects in regard to the Netherlands had miserably

miscarried. In the empire Austria had become entirely isolated, and

the hegemony had plainly passed over to Prussia. Frederick's

policy had gained a brilliant victory, not only over Austria, but also

over the influence of Kussia and France in Germany. The German

territories were united, without— as had hitherto always been the

case— dejiending on any foreign power, while the centre of gravity

of the empire was transferred from Vienna to Berlin. As Prussia

now controlled a majority in the Electoral College, no decision could

be arrived at l)y the diet without its consent. And now Frederick

cherished the plan of setting up the League itself in the place of

the empire, and of reconstituting Germany under the leadership

of Prussia. He even indicated, in the draught prepared by him, that

probably there would be no future election of an emperor, so that

German}' might accomplish its reconstitution easily and without

complications. This comprehensive and truly national standpoint

was adopted with such decision by the veteran king, that he thor-

oughly renounced all thought of utilizing the League for the

aggrandizement of Prussia. He would not in the least listen to the

emperor's proposal that he should assent to Austria's incorporation

of Bavaria, and compensate himself therefor at the cost of the neigh-

boring small states. He rather contemplated the continued develo}>

ment of the League after his own death, and only unwillingly gave

up the thought of a military convention with his neighbors, who, in

consideration of pay, should embody their troops in the Prussian

army.

The comparatively speedy death of Frederick did not permit the

League of the German Princes to come into effect. It disappeared

without having exercised any immediate influence upon the political

situation. But the fact that Prussia had gathered the majority of

the more powerful princes around her produced an instantaneous and
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deep impression, and remained unforgotten. From that time Prus-

sia's efforts for the union never entirely ceased, but were regaided

by all ranks of the nation as a matter of course and inevitable.

Hostile as Joseph II. showed liimself to the Prussian ruler, and

loudly as he boasted of his alliances, Frederick had no fear of him

;

for Austria woidd have to choose between an alliance with France

or Russia, as the two latter states were then at variance in regard to

eastern and northern questions. Thus Prussia was always seciu'e of

the one or the other of these powers. For this reason the king

found himself in a much freer and more agreeable situation than m
the decade after the Seven Years' War. Frederick had become

master of the situation. In pomt of fact, it appeared on every occa-

sion that France antagonized the emperor's schemes of aggrandize-

ment and exchange. On the contrary, all Europe approved the

more moderate and peaceful, and yet more stable, policy of

Frederick.

Frederick maintained equal reserve in regard to the complica-

tions in Holland, although the close proximity of the two lands, as

well as the fact that the hereditary stadtholder, William V., was

married to his niece, might have justified his intervention. William's

weakness and perverse policy had again lent strength to the old

aristocratic-particularist party, while, by the side of this, the effects

of the American War of Independence had created a revolutionarj--

democratic party. Botli factions coalesced into one single anti-

Orange opposition, which assumed the high-sounding name of ' The

Patriots,' and looked for sujjport to France. Only with diificulty

did William V. defend himself against his united enemies through

seeking support from England, up to this time treated as a foe.

But since Joseph's Anolent proceedings towards the republic, the

influence of France had largely increased ; and -when in November,

1785, a compact of alliance between Holland and France was signed

at Fontainebleau, the French, or ' Patriot,' party triumphed in the

United Provinces. In vain did the stadtholder call repeatedly and

earnestly on Frederick II. for help.

The evening of the king's life was lonely enough. Companions

he had in abundance, but neither friend, relative, nor intimate who

might have helped to cheer his last years. His estimate of men ^\-as

low ; and he treated them accordingly— for the most part derisively

and contemptuously. His excellent officials, as the incomparable

Brenckenhoff, the valiant minister von Domhardt, and many others,
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had to experience bitter ingratitude, many of them d}dug in want.

For the greatness and welfare of the whole country he strove

indefatigably, but in individuals he no longer took an interest. Gout

tormented liim consümtly. His relation to his ^\ife was entirely dis-

solved, to which her irritability and want of tact contributed as much

as his disregard of her. Her main source of income was the gaming-

table. Her husband she saw only a few times a year, as on her birth-

days and during the carnival, when he now and then dined with her,

and appeared once or twice at her court. Notwitstanding her ardent

wish to see Sans Souci, she was never allowed to come to Potsdam.

Even M'hen Frederick was sick, she was not permitted to visit him.

On the other hand, Frederick was a generous and loxdng brother,

caring like a father for the younger members of his house. His

affection for them is seen, not only from his numerous letters to

them, but also from the relatively rich appanages ^vith which he

endowed them ; but for all this he earned only ingratitude. Prince

Henry went furthest in this respect. But the caprices and malevo-

lence of his younger brothers Frederick bore -näth unshaken

constancy, and was unwearied in his efforts to attach them to him-

self. The Seven Years' Wai' they made no accomit of, ridiculing and

scoffing incessantly at ' Phaeton ' (as they called him), from whom
they professed to expect the ruin of the dynasty and the state. It is

marvellous that while all Eiu'ope was regarding Frederick's genius

with amaze, his own family alone could not, or would not, understand

him. Henry, especially, sought to foster a malignant opposition to

him, both in the family and the court, and even among the body of

officers. Henry erected an obelisk at Rheinsberg to the memory of

the heroes of the war, on which the names of all the officers in any

way distinguished, save those of Frederick himself and his favorite

Winterfeldt, were displayed.

It has been maintained that Frederick allowed the heir to the

throne, his nephew, Frederick William, to grow up in ignorance and

ndthout training in state affairs. Nothing corüd be more untrue.

Practical and theoretical culture went hand in hand in his case,

whether as a boy or a youth. He had the best teachers, enjoyed the

counsels of the ablest state officials, and took part in the sittings of

the General Directory and the highest courts of law. He was

intrusted with the most important diplomatic missions, and accom-

panied the king in his meetings with Joseph II. It was not

Frederick's fault that his nephew early manifested a disposition (o
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mental sloth and carelessness, and to a dissolute and wasteful

exti-avagance, thereby falling out with the monarch. Here Frederick

could not give way. The Prussian state, with its separate members
so far apart, with its all but intolerable burden of taxation and

military duty, and the unnatural place of power it occupied amono-

so many far more extensive kingdoms, rested necessarily on the per-

sonal character of its ruler, and above all on his resolution to devote

himself exclusivelv to the public welfare. That the future kino-

entered on a path so entirely the opposite of this, must have tilled

Frederick's heart with vexation and justifiable anger.

Many of his other relatives and friends he saw depart before him,

— as his sister, Ulrike of Sweden, his favorite nephew, Henry,

brother of the Prince of Prussia ; all of his literary intimates ; his

generals,— Seydlitz, Fouqu6, and Zieten (Plate XXI.). The fact

that he bewailed these with bitter and honest tears, goes to show

that his heart was not so stony as it was represented to be.

But sad and solitary as Frederick came to be, and unfavorable

as his health became, he labored unweariedly till his last breath in

the discharge of the duties of his high calling. "W^aen his body-

physician, in 1781, counselled liim to postjDone or omit a journey to

Prussia, he answered, " Doctor, you have your work to do : I have

mine ; and I will, till the last moment of my life, fulfil the duties of

a king." In his observations on the Prussian admmistration of

finances, issued in October, 1784, he again propounds a great gov-

ernment programme :
" The state revenues must be held sacred, and

in time of peace be exclusively devoted to promoting the welfare of

the citizens ; be it by reclaiming waste lands, by building up manu-

factures in the cities where such are wanting ; be it, finally, by

placing all our institutions on a more sohd basis, and so rendering

all our citizens, from the nobleman to the peasant, more prosperous

and contented. If our state revenues are well administered, a part

of them can every year be set aside to meet our war-expenses, and

to relieve our poor people from the burden of taxation, with which

an incapable sovereign would have to oppress them in times of war.

Every prince who squanders these on his own pleasures and ill-

considered munificence is less a sovereign than a higliwajTuan,

because he uses the gold— the heart's blood of his people— in use-

less, and often preposterous, expenditm-es." In the very year before

his death, namely, in August, 1785, he was present on horseback, and

in spite of most unfavorable weather, at the great manoeuvres of his
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P LAT E X X T I.

Frederick the Great in his Old Age.

From a copper-plate engraving (1787) by J. F. Bause (1738-1814) ; original painting by
Anton Graff (1736-1813).

Uislori/ 0/ All A'alions, Vnl. .VI'., page 199.
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Silesian troops. On the last da}' but one of the review he, while

suffering from gout and attacks of suffocation, sat for six hours in

his saddle amid pouring rain, and without a cloak of any kind, ob-

servincr the movements with keen attention. A month later in-

dications of his apjjroaching end made their appearance. As from

this time forth the king awoke at a very early hour, he began his

work each morning at four o'clock, wliile he maintained, at the same

time, a regular literary correspondence with Baron Grimm.

The next months constituted a period of almost unbroken suffer-

ing. The constant lits of cougliing made it impossible for him to lie

down ; and he sat on a couch, with his body bent forward as much
as possible, his only relaxation being to have himself carried, for a

short time, in warm weather, to the balcony. And yet this old man,

doubled up with gout, extended his fatherly care and labor to the

whole state, had strangers presented to him, and read Plutarch.

The certaint}' of his appi'oaching death had no terrors for him.

From his relatives, ministers, and generals, he sought to conceal his

hopeless condition, his object being to guard against neglect of his

orders and negligence of duty. Swollen by the dropsy so as not to

be able to rise from his couch without help, and tortured with pain,

he did not give the least indication of suffering or impatience, but

maintained a peaceful and pleasant demeanor, and talked in the

liveliest manner with those about him on pohtics, literature, history,

and agriculture. In these last months of his life he appears to have

become milder and more tolerant than ever before.

On August 15, 1780, he discharged for the last time the busi-

ness of state, comprising many important diplomatic despatches, and

the disposition for a manoeuvre of the Potsdam garrison. On the

following day his weakness increased to such a degree that he was
scarcely able to utter an intelligible word. On the next morning,

August 17, he fell softly asleep, his only attendant being his valet,

Strützki. No priest had approached the dying philosopher, no pomp
of any sort surrounded him. In Spartan self-renunciation he had

lived and labored, in Spartan self-renunciation he died.

Frederick (Plate XXII.) died at the right moment for his

fame and happiness. xVt the time of his death, traces were to be

discovered everywhere of the approach of a new and changed era,

wliich jjroke away from the traditions of the eighteenth century, and

looked at matters from entirely new points of view. But in Ger-

many the process of transformation was quite different from that in
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France. In the latter country it took place mainly in the political

domain. On the east of the Rhine, however, it was pre-eminently in

the intellectual, and esjDecially in the literary sphere. Fundamen-

tally as the revolution transfigured the French political institutions,

the sentiments and views of the great majority of the French

people emerged from the vortex essentially unchanged. Tocque\'ille

has drawn attention to the fact, that, with the exception of the

total annihilation of the aristocracy, the French of 1815 show a sur-

prising resemblance to those of 1789. Vastly different, on the

other hand, is the exalted intellectual condition of tlie Germany of

1815 from the stolid and narrow-minded disposition of the great

majority of the people half a century before.

It is altogether false, that, as has been maintained, the French

Revolution exercised only a prejudicial influence upon German con-

ditions, and that but for it their development would have been more

peaceful, rapid, and successful in a moderately liberal direction.

Were not all the former attempts at reform, however simple and

necessary, foiled ? Were not the efforts of the Emperor Joseph in

this direction completely baffled? Had not even a Frederick the

Great to content himself with the mere abolition of serfdom ? and did

not this institution continue to prevail almost everpvhere else in

Germany? There was nowhere the least indication that any one

thought of abolishing the degrading system of caste, and giving the

people a direct interest in public affairs, or of abrogating the in-

equalities as regarded taxation and military service. Neither in the

political, religious, nor literary situation of the Germany of that

time do we find the slightest germ of politico-social regeneration.

All the new conquests made in this sphere— the dissolution of the

moribund Roman Empire, communal self-administration, equality

before the law, emancipation of the peasants, universal liability to

military service, the introduction, or at least the promise, of consti-

tutional conditions, the awakening of the iwlitical sense in the whole

people — for all these Germany had to thank the influence that

reached her from beyond tlie Vosges. German intellect, indeed,

levelled and prepared the soil ; but the seed was planted by that

great French Revolution whose evil consequences have disappeared

for Germany, but whose beneficial effects have remained to her to

this day.



CHAPTER IX.

HARBIXGERS OF THE FRENCH REVOLUTION.

WHILE ill a great part of Europe the rulers were trying to

bring their administration into harmony w-ith the spiiit of

the times, Louis XV. continued to make his monarchy at once hated

and despised, and to furnish the enemies of royal absolutism ^\ith

new reasons for embitternient and new weapons to use agamst it.

After the death of the Pompadour (April 15, 1TG4), and of the

dauphin (1765) and his second wife (1767), and, finally, of the

Queen Maria Leszczynska (June, 1768), the king held himself ab-

solved from all regard to persons and gave himself up to concu-

binage ^vith a common strumpet, the wondrously beautiful Jeanne

Vaubernier, then twent\--four years old. Married, for the sake of

appearances, to a ^lonsieur Dubarry, she gained the most complete

ascendency over the aging king. Choiseul, indeed, resisted to the

best of his power this new mfringement of the respect to monarchy,

but his praiseworthy efforts were to result only in his own ruin.

Notwithstanding the unfortunate issue of the Seven Years' War,

Choiseul had, through his pleasing manners, his adroitness, and his

generally discreet policy, made himself indispensable to the king.

Even the death of his patroness, Pompadour, had scarcely appreci-

ably weakened liis influence. As minister of war and foreign rela-

tions, he ruled France with almost unlimited power, and his high

position was in no way unmerited. He had the advantage of pos-

sessing and carrying out a fixed and well-considered political system,

its leadmg features being the greatest possible freedom and concilia-

tion at home, and, abroad, the isolation of England, in order to

exact revenge from her for the humiliations endured by France in

the Seven Years' War. This system Choiseul realized in his domes-

tic administration, not only by fostering the parlements and the

Jansenists, and combating the Jesuits, but also by seeking to pro-

tect the Protestants from the persecutions which constantly im-

pended over them. Men were still sent to the galleys for life, and

women shut up in prison, for taking part in religious assemblies,

301
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while churches and meeting-houses were torn down. The fact that

Choiseul used his whole influence in favor of those unfortunates

redounds to his imperishable credit; and, although he thereby incurred

the displeasure of his co-ministers as well as of the bigoted and im-

moral king, he carried out his purpose in many cases. On the other

hand, in order completely to isolate England, he entered mto the

closest relations with Sjjain, urged on Turkey to occupy the Rus-

sians, and fostered the Russian alliance at the cost of the greatest

sacrifices. In the hope of bringing about a state of matters wliich

would faciUtate the attack on insolent England, Choisevü was able,

without great expense in money and men, to make an important con-

quest for France.

The island of Corsica was again in bloody revolt against the

petty and vexatious sway of the Genoese, and the champions of

hberty imder the heroic Pasquale Paoli completely overthrew their

foreign despots. Under these circumstances, the repubUc of Genoa

gladly sold tlie burdensome possession to France in Maj^, 1768.

Choiseul not only had the merit of having effected this conquest, but

he adopted such admirable military measures, that in one year the

Corsicans were brought to complete submission, while Paoli had to

flee to England, in June, 1769. The affairs of the island were ad-

mmistered so discreetly and beneficently by its new masters, that the

most of the leading families— among them the Bonapartes— were

soon reconciled to the change.

Immediately after this great -vactory, Choiseul carried out a plan

through which he hoped to confirm his political system and at the

same time secure for himself a position not to be shaken. In the

spi-ing of 1770 he brought about the marriage of the j'outhful dau-

phin, Louis, the eldest grandson of the king, witli Marie Antoinette,

a daughter of Maria Theresa, still little more than a child. Austrian

influence now made itself felt at the court of Versailles, and Choi-

seul's sway seemed confirmed for a period extending beyond the life

of Louis XV. And yet almost instantly his own complete and

final overthrow followed.

Several circumstances contributed to bring about the fall of the

all-powerful minister, one of the most vital of these being the con-

tinuance of the war which the ambitious Jansenist opposition in the

parlement had declared against absolutism. Choiseul constantly

advised the monarch to mildness and conciliation, a poUcy often dis-

tasteful enough to Louis. But the more concessions were made to
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the judiciary, the bolder it grew. Not only in Paris, but in the

provinces as well, it demanded the right of co-operation in all finan-

cial measures, while it hoped to attain that illegitimate power wliich

it had in vain striven for in other countries. As all the parlements,

without exception, were true to each other, the government was in

most cases compelled to give way. Thus the claims of the supreme

courts for the financial co-administration of the kingdom were

strengthened, and the crown, ^\'hich was continually involved in

money difficulties, made still more dependent on the parlements.

Hottest of all was the war which broke out, in 1764, between

the government and the Parlemeut of Brittany, in Rennes, over a

provincial tax which the latter had rejected. When, in spite of

this, the tax was le^^ed, the parlementary councillors gave in their

resignation; and ^\hen the whole province took their part, the gov-

ernment, on the motion of the governor,— the Duke of Aiguillon,

—

had the two La Chalotais (father and son), with four associates,

thrown into prison. Aiguillon constituted out of certain jurists of

ill repute a new parlement, which encountered violent opposition

on all sides. Ultimately all the other high courts united to make
energetic representations to the king in regard to the situation.

Here, too, the monarch had to give wa}- ; Aiguillon had to renounce

his governorship, and negotiations were entered upon to rehabilitate

the former parlement (1768).

With these negotiations Louis intrusted his newly nominated

chancellor, Rene de Maupeou. A man of intellect, inexhaustible in

resources, skilled in intrigues, an unwearied worker, of determined

wiU, greedy for honor and gain, and utterly unscrupulous, he was

the most formidable opponent of the parlements, and would without

doubt, if Louis had permitted him, have constituted a bench of

judges, juridically and politically more subservient than the existing

one.

Scarcely had he been elevated to the dignity of the chancellor-

ship when he set to work to secure political influence for himself.

With this end he made sedulous court to Dubarry, who was embit-

tered against Choiseul on account of his hostility to her. She allied

herself with Aiguillon, who also hated Choiseul on account of his

recall from his post as governor of Brittany. Both of these individ-

uals labored zealously for the overthrow of the jirime minister. They
gained their first triumj^h, when, in 1769, they brought about tlie

tall of IMonsieur d'Invault, comptroller-general of finances and a
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friend of Choiseul, and had the Abbe Terray introduced into the

ministry.

Terray, or du Terray, was only a peasant's son ; but his great

skill in juristic and political affairs in time gained for him great

influence in the high courts of law and a large income. Notwith-

stanthng his cynical immorality, he was highly popular as the oppo-

nent of the dominant financial policy. But Maupeou knew his man,

and was convinced that lie would place his higli abilities at the ser-

vice of whatever cause promised him the most profit and honor. In

point of fact, Terray took no thought of remedying, through refonns

of any kind, the deplorable condition of the French finances. He knew

a much more simple mode of attaining his end without in any way
pecuniarily injuring the king and his courtiers,— namel_y, b}- simi^ly

defrauding the state's creditors of their own. With C3'nical coolness

he cancelled one obligation of the public treasury after another, or

materially reduced them. The paiiements, the self-constituted and

noisy champions of the public weal, had notliing to say against

this iniquitous proceeding, except wlien the interests of their own

members were affected by it. The despoiled pulilic took a witty

revenge. The little Parisian street Vide-Gousset ('Empty Pocket'),

it christened ' Terray Street.' In the case of a crush, the people

called out, " Where is our dear Terray, that he may reduce us by

half?" The Duke of Choiseul vigorously resisted the measures of

the minister of finance ; but Maupeou and Terray had already made

him so much suspected Ijy the king, as a secret ally of the parle-

mentary opposition, that his influence on all questions of domestic

policy was reduced to notliing. The bourgeoisie, however, was filled

witli inextinguishable hatred for this despotic administration, which

fulfilled none of its duties, and, instead of protecting property and

order, attacked and destroyed them ; and they greeted the aj)pear-

ance of an opposition to it of any kind with loud applause.

Soon such an opposition showed itself in Brittany. In order to

conciliate the favor of the judges as a class, Maupeou had prevailed

on the king to recall the parlement of that province, -n-ith, however,

the exception of the two La Chalotais, who had incurred the royal

displeasure. The natural consequence of this half-measure was that

the victorious judicature of Rennes energetically demanded the re-

seating of both these members. It spoke of the natural rights of

every citizen, and of the triumph of law over violence. Thus had

the principles of the ' philosophy ' made an entrance into the Ian-
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guage of official France. When the king refused its demands the

Parlament of Brittany sought means of revenge. It began an inves-

tisration directed against the Duke of Aigfuillon for brineinar false evi-

dence against the six members. As the case affected a jjcer of the

realm, the Parlement of Paris demanded that it sliould be tried at its

bar; and, although the government tried to quash it by all sorts of

intrigues, it pronounced its verdict on July 2, 1770, in a full assembly

of all the chambers, by which it declared d"Aiguillon guilty, and de-

prived him of the privileges of the peerage. Maupeou and Terray,

indeed, caused a royal letter of pardon to be issued in his favor; but

not only the people of the capital, but all the royal princes, took the

side of the Parlement of Paris. The Parlement of Bordeaux gave

the transaction its true importance by stigmatizing the king's arbi-

trary vetoing of judicial sentences as an illegal abuse of his supreme

power. Maupeou clearly recognized the importance of such a decis-

ion, that was read with avidity throughout the whole kmgdom ; he

threw its author into prison, setting up against it a pretended decis-

ion of the council,— of whicli he was the sole author,— declaring

that the French crown was above all laws and, in short, possessed

despotic power.

The conflict took still greater proportions. All the high legal

tribunals declared for the parlements of Paris and Bordeaux, and

proscribed d'Aiguillon in defiance of all prohibitions and violent

measures on the part of the court. The Parlement of Paris made,

on September 6, 1770, a solemn protest against the attempt '-to sub-

vert the form of government, contrary to the spirit and letter of the

fundamental laws of the French monarchy, and to substitute for the

equal power of the laws the ill-regulated impulses of arbitrary rule."

But in Maupeou they had a resolute and able antagonist, who
did not hesitate to set up against the principle of the constitutional

limitation of the power of the crown that of its constitutional

omnipotence. Immediately upon the vercHet of the parlement, he

caused an edict to be issued by the king, deploring the pernicious

" spirit of the systems " which had invaded the supreme tribunals,

denjdng the validity of their sentences, and commanding that the

parlements should carry out his ^vill unconditionally.

Tlie historical right was, doubtless, on the side of the king and

his chancellor. The parlements possessed, neitlier in virtue of their

origin, their purpose, nor finally of their structure, the power of

limiting the government. They were the highest judicial tribunals.

Vol. XV.—20
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and nothing more. The attainment of seats in them was simply a

financial transaction. In so far, therefore, the government had suffi-

cient crround for the attitude it assumed. Nevertheless, it should

have appreciated that, the views and needs of the times were fully

changed; that monarchy could no longer regard itself as existing

solely for its o\\ni behoof ; that disasters abroad, and the evil condi-

dition of affairs at home, gave the nation a claim to take part in,

and amend, the administration, which, through the form it had

assumed, had become ripe for reform. Many not less absolute rulers

had recognized this, and acted in conformity thereto, to their own
gain and that of their dynasties. Meanwhile Louis XV. had, in

stubborn egotism, shut his eyes and ears against such views, and so

brought about the overthrow and ultimate ruin of the oldest royal

house of Europe. From this time forth the breach between the

people and the crown became ever -\\'ider and more incurable.

Maupeou, in his edicts and speeches, expounded, with the great-

est clearness and irrefutable logic, the true theorj' of the French

system of government. The consequence of this was, that the

French recognized that their government was an absolute Tixrkish

despotism, and that the prince, or his minister, or his mistress, could

dispose unconditionally of their lives, their liberties, and their prop-

ert}'. From this time forth monarchy appeared as a true enemy of

the French people, who were conscious of their strength, and would

not permit themselves to be treated like Turks.

The Parlement of Paris, indeed, declared this openly, when the

king attempted to enforce liis will ujjon it by a lit de justice (' bed of

justice '

').

The parlement denounced this as a tyrannical attack upon the

1 The seat, or throne, upon whicli the king sat when personally present at the

parlement. From this original meaning, the expression came to denote a solemn pro-

ceeding resorted to by the monarch in order to carry some measure over the will of

the parlement ; the ' bed of justice ' being a solemn session of the king in parlement

for the purpose of registering his edicts as ordinances. According to the old French

constitution, the authority of the parlements, being derived entirely from the crown,

ceased when the king was present ; and, consequently, all ordinances enrolled at a
' bed of justice ' were acts of the royal will and of greater validity than decisions of

parlement. The ceremony was as follows : The king was seated on the throne and

covered ; the princes of the blood royal, the peers, and all the several chambers being

present. The chancellor declared the object of the session, and the persons present

then deliberated upon it. The chancellor collected the opinions of the members of the

assembly in the order of their rank, and afterwards declared the determination of the

king in the following words: " Le roi, en son lit de justice, a ordonnö et ordonne

iju'il sera proc^dö ä I'enregistremeiit des lettres sur lesquelles on a d^lib(5r6. " — Tr.
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" most sacred rights securing the honor and property of his subjects."

Meanwhile, till it received a satisfactory answer from the monarch,

it suspended all work, by which not only the administration of jus-

tice was rendered impossible, but also the execution of any admin-

istrative or financial law whatever ; and in this determination it

remained firm, although the king repeatedly ordered the contrary.

All the measures directed against the parlement were adopted

without the co-operation, nay, even without the knowledge, of

Choiseul. He carefully retreated to the background, for he well

knew that he had been accused to Louis XV. as in alliance with the

refractory judges. But Maupeou, and his friends Terray and d'Ai-

guillon, represented even this neutrality as an act of treachery,

accusing their enemy of secretly encouraging the parlementarians.

The wrath and mistrust with which the bitter conflict had imbued

Louis's mind, led him to attach belief to these accusations. Choi-

seul, with the view of making himself and the minister of marine—
his cousin, the Duke of Praslin— indispensable, resolved to precipi-

tate the war with England. The outbreak of the war must involve

the fall of the hostile triumvirate, since, for the imposition of new
taxes or the contraction of new loans, the co-operation of the Par-

lement of Paris was absolutely essential.

He availed himself for this end of two trifling occurrences,— a

violation of the French territory of Chandernagore by the English

East India Company, and the occupation of the Falkland Islands by

tlie English. Behind the back, as it were, of his own sovereign,

Choiseul endeavored to rouse Spain to engage in a war with Eng-

land, in which France also would be compelled, through the Family

Compact, to participate, without Choiseiü himself appearing to his

peace-loving master as the author of the war. At length he induced

Charles III. to adopt the bold resolution ; but he had now to learn

that he had hurt only himself, inasmuch as Louis XV. would con-

sent to caiTy on no war at all, but rather let his Spanish cousin fall,

and France dishonorably break her compacts. It was too late for

the minister to adopt a new course. When Charles III. categori-

cally demanded French help against England, Louis coolly declined

to lend it, and on December 24, 1770, banished Choiseul to his

estate of Chanteloup.

The fall of Choiseul meant a true re^•r)lution, not only in France

itself, but also in the relations of Europe. This power now aban-

doned Austria, Poland, and the Porte to their fate ; Spain had to
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concede the demands of England, and renounce the Falkland Islands.

D'Aiguillon was Choiseul's successor. Such proceedings necessarily

aggravated the conflict between the crown and the supreme law-

courts. Maupeou resolved on taking a decisive step. In the night

of January 20, 1771, ever}- one of the councillors of the Parlement

of Paris was awakened by two musketeers, who handed him a letter

requiring him, on pain of rebellion, to sign a pledge of unconditional

obedience to the king's will. The great majority of the judges

showed commendable firmness, only 38 of the 180 submitting to

the dictates of the chancellor. AU the rest were despoUed of their

positions, and sent in strict exile to different places. Even the

thirty-eight would not separate themselves from their associates, but

entered a sharp protest against the %-iolence done them ; they, too,

had thereupon to go into exile.

The people gave expression to their indignation in such a decided

manner that the government adopted comprehensive military meas-

ures of precaution. Numberless pamphlets denounced the tyranny

of the chancellor and the conscienceless weakness of the king.

When Maupeou commissioned the members of the state council to

represent the suppressed parlement, the advocates, and even the pub-

lic, refused to appear before them, while the populace maltreated tlie

all too complaisant state councillors. The provincial parlements,

and even the princes of the blood royal, protested emphatically

against what had been done, while the inferior tribunals suspended all

work. Despotism was already condemned and morally annihilated.

But it still possessed the power, and in Maupeou a servant as

enersretic as he was able. The chancellor did not satisfy himself

with rude acts of violence, but conceived the plan of making use

of the situation for the introduction of a comprehensive reform

and reorganization of the administration of justice, in the hope of

thus wimiing over the public sentiment in his favor. On February

23 he announced his purpose of distributing the much too extensive

functions of the Parlement of Paris among six superior councils

(^conseils supSrieurs'), whose members were to be appointed and paid

by the king. By these, questions of law were to be decided gratui-

tously, and in a way much more expeditious than formerly. He
had it in view to extend the reform to the whole kingdom ; and it

cannot be denied that if his scheme had been carried out in its en-

tirety it would have constituted a boon of the highest value to the

justice-seeking public.
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Nevertheless, this salutary reform had two great defects in the

eyes of tlie people,— one, that it had its origin in an act of violence
;

the other, that it was less due to any good feeling towards the sub-

jects than to the wish to abrogate, along with the parlenients, the

last barriers against absolutism and ministerial arbitrary power.

Furthermore, no jurist of eminence would accept a position in the

new superior courts (conseils superieurif), so that these were partly

occupied by men of ill-repute and partly by judges who sat at the

same time in an inferior court. All the provincial parlements,

threatened in their existence, even the Parisian court of taxes (^cour

des aides), gave prominence to this bad state of matters in the vio-

lent proclamations with whicli they flooded France, declaring the

verdicts and whole doings of the new couits without validity of

any kind. The leadership of this opposition was undertaken by the

president of the court of taxes, Lamoignon de Malesherbes, a man
distinguished for personal worth, juristic ability, and sound learning.

The administration of justice threatened to be completely blocked

;

and the police themselves promoted the circulation of countless pam-

phlets, in which the government, and especially the chancellor, were

attacked in the most \arulent and personal manner.

But in the face of all acts of hostility and all difficulties, wliich

would have overwhelmed a weaker man, Maupeou showed firm de-

termination. The court of taxes was aboUshed, just as the fonner

Parlement of Paris had been. Then the chancellor changed his tac-

tics, in the hope of breaking down the opposition. Contrary to the

edict of February he, in April, 1771, reconstituted the Parlement of

Paris by nominating new judges with greatly limited functions, and

under the express prohibition of permitting themselves to accept

perquisites fi-om parties. The councillors who refused to enter the

new parlement were exiled, while an attempt was made to coerce

all individuals who were in any way available to accept positions in

it. Excepting, however, in the case of the friends of the Jesuits,

who naturally rejoiced in being able to avenge themselves on their

old enemies, this object was scarcely attained.

But Maupeou was moved from his purpose neither by passive

resistance nor by the jeers of the Paris populace. Ultimatel}' he was

able, through alternate acts of violence and cajolery, to prevail upon

a number of attorneys to act as advocates before the new parlement.

The public hated and condemned these renegades ; but since, after

the long period of intermission, it was necessary to resume the
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administration of justice, Maupeou's coui-t began to exercise its

function. Gradually the lower classes, at least, became weary of

useless opposition. The chancellor was able to proceed to the

reorganization of the inferior courts also, troubling himself little

about the persistent hostility of the middle and higher classes, whom
he justly believed to lack the energy to attempt a revolution.

His views were, as has been said, vast and comprehensive, his

purpose being, after his first victories, to suppress all the provincial

parlements, and substitute for them conseih superieurs, on the type

prescribed in the edict of February, the Parlement of Paris alone

retaining the right, under the direct supervision of the court, of

registering laws and remonstrances. To this unity in the adminis-

tration of law, uniformity in legislation throughout the whole king-

dom was to be joined. But all Maupeou's projects were shipwrecked

through the weakness and indolence of the monarch. Maupeou had

to content himself with initiating a series of new vexations and semi-

persecutions, which onlj' awakened new enemies, and called forth

new attacks upon himself.

In spite of all this, his work, from the conclusion of the year

1771, seemed, so far as he had been able to carry it out, to be suc-

cessful. At the cost of almost superhuman labor, lie had reorganized

all the parlements of the realm. These performed their work with

regularity, and the administration of justice was msured. D'Aiguil-

lon and Terray were on the watch to overthrow liim in order to get

all power into their o^vti hands ; but he knew how, with the aid of the

Jesuit party, to defend himself with success. The hostility of the

royal princes was, owing to the autocratic aversion of the monarch

for his relatives, only of lase to him. Even the scandalous quarrel

between the new councillor of the Parlement of Paris, Goezmann,

and the famous Beaumarchais (Fig. 04), \\ho was honored by all

the higher classes, was not able to hurt ^Maupeou's position or work.

In April, 1774, Louis XV. was struck down by a loathsome

disease consequent upon his debaucheries. The whole nation was

jubilant over his dangerous condition, for he had gradually made him-

self hateful to his people. Many went even so far as to accuse liim

of murdering his son, the dauphin, and of having entered into a

' starvation compact ' with the extortionate speculators in grain. On
May 10 he expired, suffering bitter qualms of conscience, and for-

saken by all his family and flatterers. Hatred and the maledictions

of his people pursued his coffin to the tomb.
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The stiite he left hehind him was in a completely disorganized

condition. Terray had not brought about an effectual reform of the

finances. Although the net produce of tlie taxes had increased,

under Louis XV., from 165,000,000 francs to 360,000,000 francs in

the year, the yearly deficit in times of the most profound peace

rose to forty millions. The sums squandered annually by Louis

on his pleasures, his mistresses, and favorites had gone up to the

incredible height of 180,000,000 francs. In order to satisfy such

demands, the government abused its power to enter mto monopo-

FiG. 64. — BenuuiarcUais. From a lithogi'aph by Delepech.

listic speculations in grain, which were ruinous to the husbandman.

The hatred of the people was directed not only against the monar-

chical administration, but also against the aristocracy. The noble-

man was no longer bound to discharge any administrative duty,

and was only distinguished from others through his prerogatives and

privileges. He enjoyed the right of demanding forced labor from

his tenantrj% and the privilege of the chase. The husbandmen

had to pay an extravagant price for liaving their grain ground

in his mills and their grapes crushed in liis wine-press. Tlicy

owed him yearly rents, in money or in tlic produce of tlieir fields,
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which they were never able to pay. The nobles held almost all the

high positions in the army and administration, were not liable to

pmiishment for offences and crimes, and often were freed from

responsibility for their debts. The clergy were bitterly hated by the

peasantry for the same causes and on account of the church tithes.

In an army of 200,000 men, there were 1268 generals, all nobles, as

a matter of course. Many regiments consisted exclusively of officers,

all of noble rank. And yet the nobility numbered only 110,000

members, about the two hundredth part of the population. The
ruling classes regarded themselves as entitled to exploit their gov-

ernmental functions solely for their own benefit. The king lived

amid his courtiers, fawned upon by them with Byzantine servility,

but was totally alien to his people, about whose circumstances and

needs he knew nothing and cared as little. The cultured classes

were thoroughly instructed in regard to Greece and Rome, and had

a high admiration for their republican institutions; but of the state

machinery wliich they were to conduct, and the jieojile that they

were to guide, as officials, priests, and teachers, they knew absolutely

nothing. There was, indeed, one power which regarded it as its

mission to limit absolutism and to guide it into more popular

paths; .namely, the parlements. But unfortunately they did not

possess the least knowledge either of the general principles of

administration or of foreign policy.

Society was split up into the minutest sections, the bourgeoisie

into numberless corporations, every one Avith a well-defined caste.

The contempt which the liigher caste showed for those below them

in rank produced, in almost all classes, a permanent state of discon-

tent, which contributed not a little to the outbreak of the Revolution.

It was precisely these endless distinctions which brouglit about the

urgent demand for universal equality. Worst of all fared the peas-

ants, who were despised and trodden under foot by all the other

classes. In their landlords and clergy, they saw only their bitterest

enemies. The partiality shown in the allotment of the income-tax,

and the rigor with which it was levied, drove them to despair. The
government and the tribunals dealt \\'ith the utmost leniency with

the higher classes, but with the utmost severity with the common
people, and especially with the peasants, who, Avithout any regular

process, were often thrown into prison, robbed of their property, and

sent to the galleys. On the least symptom of insubordination they

were subjected to the martial law of the gendarmes. Hut the end-
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less class distinctions brought another evil with it; they so disinte-

grated society that any effective guidance of it became inijiossible,

and that on the first shock the whole social structure collajjsed and

went to pieces. The great mass of the people was ignorant, and

felt itself oppressed and miserable, and only awaited a leader to

strike a crushing blow at society. Legally the French peasant was

in a better situation than his fellows in most other lands. He dis-

posed freely of his owni holding, and stood only exceptionally under

the superintendence of his landlord. But just because he felt him-

self freer and more independent, he regarded with the greater hatred

the innumerable unjust and vexatious prerogatives of the privileged

classes, whose subject he no longer was. Religion did not exercise

the smallest degree of soothing influence on men"s minds. j\Iean-

wliile, the teaching of the ' philosophers ' had had its effect.

The derangement had gone so far, and the blind resistance of

French monarchy to the new tendency of the ' enlightenment ' and

humanity had driven matters to such a point, that the attemjrt at

reform only gave the signal for the long-dreaded outbreak of revo-

lutionary passions.

The new king, Louis XVI. (Fig. 05), was twenty years old

when he succeeded his grandfather on the throne. He had been

brought up in ignorance and in complete inexperience in the busi-

ness of state. Unfortunately he possessed but little abiUty to com-

pensate for these defects. He was, at bottom, benevolent and

indisposed to tj-ranny of any kind, and sincerely anxious for the

welfare of his subjects ; but, on the other hand, he was weak, unde-

cided, incapable of forming an independent judgment, and therefore

under the sway of those about him, and at once melancholy and

impetuous. For the diligent discharge of the affairs of state he

had not the least inclination, but rather had a taste for occuiDations

involving mere jihysical exertion, as the chase, and the trades of

the builder and turner. His wife exercised a most unfortunate in-

fluence on liim. On account of her nationality, Marie Antoinette

had many enemies in France, who regarded her as the representative

of the Austrian alliance of 1756 ; and the number of these enemies

she augmented not only by her light-minded and frivolous conduct,

but also by her amenability to the counsels of her mother, who de-

sired to exercise, through her, an influence on French poHtics. These

errors were much exaggerated by the public, but mainly through her

own fault. She gave herself out as all powerful, although she was
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nothing of the kind. From her liking for what was racy she assumed

the role of an immoral person without really being one. She sur-

rounded herself with numerous depraved male and female friends

belonging to the highest nobility, for whom, as well as for herself,

she indulged in boundless prodigalit)'. While Louis often grudged

even the most needful outlays for his owti person, he laid no restric-

tion in regard to her. ilillions were squandered in pensions and

gifts to her favorites.

Louis was equally thoughtless in regard to the choice of his

first minister. In place of d'Aiguillon he nominated the aged Count

Maurepas, who possessed no other merit than that he had fallen into

disgrace with Pompadour, and therefore with Louis XV. He had

now lived for a quarter of a century without business of any kind.

But he was clever and witty, courteous and pleasant in manner.

In vain had Alarie Antoinette striven for the restoration of Choiseul

;

but liere Louis stood firm, and would even hear nothing more of a

closer alliance with Austria, whose representative the duke was.

But the nomination of ^Nlaurepas was a grave mistake, because,

not from ripe reflection and earnest conviction, but from frivolous

craving for j)opularity, he attempted to further the welfare of the

country tlirough far-reaching reforms.

Not till after considerable delay, which gave rise to murmuring

in manj- quarters, did he begin these. The public saw with indif-

ference that the administration of foreign affairs was intrusted to

Vergennes, the best diplomat of France, and a statesman who desired

to elevate his country by an upright and powerful policy. LHti-

mately, in August, 1774, Maupeou was dejarived of his seals of

ofiice, and banished to his estate, Terray sharing his fate. Amid

the universal rejoicing which these dismissals called forth, the chan-

cellor maintained the most dignified attitude. Louis liimself was

delighted with the enthusiasm -«ith which the people everwhere

greeted him, and in his joy summoned to the management of the

finances an official well known for his iimovating views, the Marquis

of Turgot (Fig. 60), up to tliis time intendant of Limoges.

Sprung from an ancient family of Normane!}', which had already

given to the state many judges and other high officials, Turgot was

bom in the year 1727. In his youth he was a student of theology,

but in 1750 the young abbe threw off his spiritual vestments. In

order to devote himself to the administration of public affairs, he

became a member of the council of state (^conseil cVetat). An hon-
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orable, truly cultured man, of firm and upright character, and with a

genius for reform, he was, unfortunately, deficient in tact and knowl-

edge of men. He was well versed in political economy of the moder-

ate physiocratic tendency, and, at the same time, an adherent of tlie

philosophy of the period, but \^^tllin the bounds of a wise moderation.

As Intendant he had not only manifested kindly and philanthropic

feelings, but also a high degree of insight and ability for work, and

had, in consequence, become the benefactor of a poor and hidierto

neglected province. He now received, as a congenial colleague, for

the administration of the royal household. Malesherbes, the president

of the former court of taxes, an able, honorable, and Hberal-minded

jurist, whose desii'e was to su2)press the tyrannical lettres de cachet

which belonged to his department. Turgot himself condensed his

principles into the three maxims which he addressed to the king

:

" No bankruptcy, no augmentation of taxes, no loans." Holding

such views as these, it was necessary, in order to restore the equi-

librimn of the budget, to reduce the expenses by at least 20,000,000

a year, through the suppression of unmerited pensions to favorites

and nobles. Besides this, he purposed to commute the imposts

bearing heaviest on the poor for a general land-tax in proportion to

the value of the estates, and without regard to the prerogatives of

the nobiUty and clergy. Finally, he designed to do away with forced

labor, and to abolish corporations and guilds, wliich impeded the free

development of manufacturing industries, and, at the same time, to

revive the political sj^irit of France on the basis of municipal self-

administration. These reforms could be carried out, in the face

of the indubitable opposition of the privileged classes, only by

means of the supreme authority of the crown. But the monarch

and his first minister had recourse to a measure wliich exposed their

complete want of political sense, logic, or clearness of thought.

In the last two years Maupeou had carried a quite unexpected

victory over the old parlements. He would probably have done

better not to have begun the struggle at all ; but now the deed was

done ; and had resulted favorably for the power of the throne as well

as for the justice-seeking public. The chancellor, and with him the

monarch, had carried a complete victory over their adversaries, which

made all the greater impression because no one had believed in the

possibility of it. The new parlements performed their functions

with strict regularity ; litigants and advocates crowded to their bars ;

and the verdicts they rendered were, on the whole, as satisfactoiy as
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those of their predecessors, and, besides this, were given out much
more promptly and cost much less. They accommodated themselves

to the role of absolute submissiveness prescribed to them by Louis

XV. and liis minister. Public attention flagged, and was directed to

other objects, while the war of pamphlets ceased.

But JNlaurepas proposed to reinstate the old tribunals, and that

only from a hght-minded desire for noisy popularity. All the other

ministers opposed his project, even Turgot, as well as the clear-

sighted Vergennes. The young ruler (Plate XXIII.) himself had

formerly been a decided foe of the parlements, and had as dauphin

given his full approval to each of Maupeou's hostile steps. But

Maurepas's representations, the earnest intervention of all the princes

of the blood— who regarded the cause of the parlements as that of

all the jjrivUeged classes— and finally his own good nature and

weakness, decided the king to make concessions. This was the most

eventful step in Ms government— that from which all the conflicts

and misfortunes took their rise. It cannot be said that this meas-

sure alone was the direct cause of the Revolution, but it became the

immediate occasion for this great event.

On November 12, 1774, the king held a lit de justice, in %\hich

he announced the reinstatement of the old pai'lements as well as

the suppression of the six new superior courts. This was a crying

injustice to those judges who had accepted their positions at the

express command of the monarch, and put a premium on the oj^posi-

tion slioAvn to the crown by the old counciUoi's. At the same time,

indeed, some decrees were read, designed to smooth the retreat

of the government and to prevent new encroachments by the parle-

ments. The king forbade the suspension of judicial duties and the

wholesale withdrawal from office as crimes against the state, and

instituted a special high-court for their punishment. But it was

clear that the parlements, emboldened by this renewed victory,

would soon disregard these restrictions, against which, indeed, they

immediately entered a protest. The monarchy had suffered a severe

and most pregnant defeat, which revealed the weakness of the young

ruler, and invited further resistance to him.

Meanwhile Turgot had begun to carry out his comprehensive

reform-plan. In September, 1774, an edict first of all struck off

the restrictions which impeded the grain-trade in the interior of . the

kingdom, and promised at least free exportation. In like maimer

some of the worst abuses connected with the levying of the taxes
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were redressed. The monopolists and financiers, who saw their un-

just gains diminished through his schemes, incited, during the spring

of 1775, riots in many hirge cities against free-trade in grain. The

king was on the point of giving way to the mutineers, but Turgot's

determined and energetic intervention soon put an end to this ' meal-

war.' Unmoved by the 'privileged,' this excellent man persevered

in liis reforms. He instituted a regular postal service by stage-

coaches, or diligences, known as ' Turgotines,' and restrained the

police from interfeiing in matters of business. But, above all, he

adopted two measures of far-reaching importance, namely, the abo-

lition of the statute-labor rendered to the state and the suppression

of corporations or guilds. The forced labor consisted mainly of ser-

vices wliich the country people had to perform on the public high

roads and in the building of bridges. In order that the state should

suffer no damage, they were to be replaced by a direct general tax

payable by both noliles and clergy. Up to this time the piivileged

classes had been free from direct taxation in any form ; and to

impose such upon them now appeared to them an act of robbery,

despoiling them of their most valued prerogative. But this was pre-

cisely what Turgot meant to do. In the name of justice, humanity,

and the public weal, he declared the immunity of the higher classes

from taxation to be altogether unwarrantable, and deserving to be

absolutely repealed. The suppression of the old compulsory trade-

corporations was meant to unfetter manufacturing industry, both in

city and country, and to make an end of the crying iniquities that

the toihng craftsmen were wont to suffer at the hands of their

privileged masters.

But in the ministerial council Turgot's schemes encountered the

most obstinate resistance of all the favored parties. It is then that

the king is reported as having said that " the only persons who truly

love the people are Monsieur Turgot and mj-self." The Parlement

of Paris also, which had so often put itself forward as the advo-

cate of the people, now constituted itself the organ of all the feudal

views, by rejecting these benevolent edicts, and could only be brought

to register them, March 12, 1770, through a royal 'bed of justice.'

Turgot could still carry into effect a most salutary measure,

that of freeing the v\ine-trade, of such vast importance to France.

But already the great reform-work encountered the most serious

difficulties.

The opposition of the parlement gave the signal for a general
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revolt of the privileged classes against Turgot and his friends.

Theoretically those favored parties were wont to be enthusiastic

over the universal equality of man, over ' philosophy ' and ' senti-

ment ; ' but when their professed views began to be realized, they

found that matters had gone beyond a joke. The courtiers willingly

attacked the man who closed the state-treasuiy against their avidity,

and ^\^shed to suppress useless offices. In this they received the

support of the extravagant queen, to \\lioni Turgot's outspoken hos-

tility to intrigues of any sort had from the first been an abomination.

In point of fact, he had dreaded Marie Antoinette's aversion to him

from the first day of his taking office. His position was still further

shaken through the double fact that Malesherbes had shown himself

too weak and devoid of energy to resist the queen and her courtiers,

and that the war-minister, St. Germain, through the disljanding of

the mere parade-troops, and the abolition of the numerous officers'

posts, as well as through the introduction of the Prussian military

system «ith its severe discipline, had roused great discontent in the

army, and materially strengthened the outcry against the reformers.

Louis XVI. himself complained of the amount of work that the

intendant-general was imposing ujion him ; and was, besides, induced

to listen to the representations of those about him, and especially of

the queen, urging him to dismiss his minister. In vain did Turgot

admonish his monarch. " Never forget, sire," he wrote to Louis,

on April 30, 1776, "that the weakness of Charles I. brought him to

the scaffold, and that only the weakness of Charles IX. made him

merciless to his j^eople ; and, sire, the peojjle hold you for a weak

man." This gloomy warning embittered Louis XVI. all the more

that it was well-grounded; so in ]\Iay, 1776, after not two full years

of jjower, Turgot and Malesherbes had to resign their offices.

This, after the recall of the parleujents, constituted the second

great and fatal error of Louis XA'I.'s reign. The king had un-

dertaken things of whose bearing he had no clear idea, and whose

logically inevitable consequences thereafter terrified and confounded

him. Monarchy had sliown itself incapable of carrying out the most

indispensable reforms, and had given evidence of a weakness which

encouraged its enemies, and made every attack on it seem easy and

promising of success. Louis himself, in his edicts, had spoken of

the necessity of reform ; but now, inasmucli as the ruler was unable

to carry out any one essential reform, he himself justified in advance

a \'iolent and anti-monarchical revolution. From this time, indeed,

Vol. XV.—21
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everything spoke of revolution. Even the clergy demanded guar-

anties for the personal freedom and equality of the citizens before

the law and in nomination to public offices ; and they even required

that the nation should have a voice in legislation as well as in the

granting of taxes.

Maurepas was the least of all qualified to redress these evils, and

to restore the wavering stability of the administration and the lost re-

spect for the monarch. The new comptroller-general, Clugny, entered

on the administration of the finances with a following of wanton

strumpets, and made haste, out of favor for the privileged classes, to

order the reintroduction of

statute labor, and, with

some limitations, of guilds

and corporations.

Only one solitary min-

isterial department was

conducted in an intelligent

manner, and in conformity

with its declared purpose,

— namely, that of foreign

affairs. Its occupant had

been, since the overthi'ow

of d'Aiguillon, the last dis-

tinguished statesman of old

France, — namel}-. Count

Vergennes (Fig. 69).

From the very first he re-

turned to the ^•iews of his

fonner superior, Choiseul,

and kept constantly in mind the elevation of his country from the

humiliating situation to which slie had been reduced through the

Seven Years' War, as well as through the first partition of Poland.

To realize this object he did not hesitate to ally himself with the

North American colonies, then in rebellion against their legitimate

sovereign, the king of Great Britain.

sions), in coats-of-iiiail and with their halberds. — 2. Grand master of the royal

body-guard. — 3. The royal body-üiiards, with tlieir muskets ou their shoul-

ders. — 4. The royal entrance.— 5. A small chamber for the queen, the daupiiin-

ess, and the princes.ses. — 6. Benches for the public. — 7. Bench for lower

court-ofBcials. — 8. For the public. — 9. Steps leading up to the place for the

temporal peers. — 10. Steps leading uj) to the place for the spiiitual peers.

Fig. 69. — Count Vergennes. Facsimile of a

contemporary anonymous copper-plate en-

graving.
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The period of the Seven Years' War, and the years immediately

following it, indicate the epocli in '\\liifh England rose to be the fore-

most of all the industrial and commercial states of Europe. This

constitutes the epoch of the first great mechanical inventions, and

these were exclusively made Ijy the Enghsh. After Harrison had

already introduced the chronometer, and John Kay the shuttle, and

after the firet attempts had been made to smelt iron ore by means of

coals, a simple silk-weaver, John Dollond, discovered the means of

constructing the achromatic telescope (1757). Three years later

Josiah Wedgwood discovered the white stone-ware which rivalled

china in fineness, and far surpassed it in durability. Hargieave, a

poor carpenter, constructed a machine which he called the ' spinning-

jenny,' by which eight threads could be spun at once by the same

person, and which was essentially improved in 1774 in Samuel

Crompton's ' mule.' Eichard Arkwriglit employed water-power for

driving his spinning-machine (1771 ), and thus did away witli much
manual labor. In Nottingham he erected the first cotton-spiiniing

factoiy. Cheapness of wares and increased consumption were the

consequences of these improvements. The hand-spinners were much
exercised over these inventions, inasmuch as tiiey saw in them

the depreciation of their own labor and its rej>lacement through

machinery. Hargreave had to flee from their attacks in Lancashire,

where his house was torn down by an infuriated mob, and his

machinery destroyed. Arkwright, too, had to suffer much from the

hostility of the workmen ; but such proceedings were unable to stay

the progress of invention. Arkwright's success in gaining a patent

by process of law enabled numerous other spinning-factories to be

established. In Manchester, especially, there arose an extraordinary

number. Far from dimiuishing the number of workers, the new

machinery enabled it to be largely augmented. Cartwriglit, on his

part, discovered the weaving-machine, the consequence being an

industrial revolution of vast proportions. The great invention of

James Watt in 1763,— namely, the imjjroved steam-engine,— did not

produce its immense effect till a later time.

Side by side with the cotton industry there grew up a second

branch of English manufacturing enterprise, namely, the production

of metal-ware. Of this branch of manufactures, Sheffield was the

centre. The inexhaustibly rich coal and iron mines enabled tlicse

products to be developed from year to year, so that they came to

rule the markets of the world.
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Water then served, not only as an agent in mechanical labor, but

also — and quite predominantly— for the movement of goods in the

interior of the counti-y. In place of the costly transport by means of

wagons and pack-horses, there sprang up a great network of canals,

which in the first two decades of the reign of George III. extended

itself over all England. It was canals which made the colossal de-

velopment of England in the eighteenth century at all possible. As

the commercial, and especially the maritime capital, London attained

more and more gigantic proportions.

The seaport then next in importance to London was Bristol,

whose specialties were colonial products and the slave-trade ; but it

soon began to give way to the boldly aspiring Liverpool. Liverpool

became the great market for the cotton manufactures of the neighbor-

ing Manchester, hand in hand with which it grew in importance.

But Scotland excelled all other lands in the production of

Unen, surpassing even Silesia and Westphalia. Ever3'where there

was energy and prosperity, and a lively competition to produce the

best and most useful articles at a relatively low price. Great Brit-

ain ceased to be a purely agricultural country, but became pre-

eminently a land of manufacturing enterprise. English husbandry

and English cattle-lireeding, indeed, were still unequalled in Europe
;

but the needs of the rapidly increasing industrial population re(püred

a rapidly increasing importation of articles of food.

Wealth flowed from all sides into Great Britain, changing its

whole aspect and the life of the i^eople. The middle classes, who, as

a rule, had been needy, now rivalled the highest classes of the Conti-

nent in respect to comfort, food, lodging, and clothing. But this

condition had also its dark side. The more enjoyable the life of the

moneyed classes became, the more intense grew the misery of

the poverty-stricken, and the wider became the breach separating the

poor from the rich, so that it always became more and more difficult

for a penniless man to struggle up from his position in life to a

higher one. Money became the standard of everj-thing. The up-

sfcirts who had acquired enormous wealth in the colonies filled the

capital with the obtrusive display of their luxury, and sought

through bribery- to enter political life by the way of the ' rotten

boroughs.' The spirit of unscrupulous competition and unbounded

speculation, joined with the lust for speedy accumulation of wealth

through any means, honest or dishonest, permeated tlie whole jieople.

The English aristocracy, on the other hand, were more zealous tlian
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ever in their watch that all the lucrative positions in the administra-

tion, army, navy, and the church should remain at their exclusive

disposal.

In any case Great Britain was the much-admired land of riches,

the model country for agricultm-e and cattle-breeding, as well as for

manufactures and commerce, in which last dei^artments it ruled the

world. And England construed her obligations as Mistress of the

Seas in no narrow-minded sense. The reign of George III. was es-

pecially the era of her magnificent voyages of discovery, the locality

of which was the region which bore the name of the South Sea. In

the 3'ears 1764 and 1TG.5 Commodore Bj-ron explored the insular

groups on the west coast of Tierra del Fuego, in 1767 Captain

Wallis discovered the most important of the Poh-nesian Islands,

namely, Tahiti; but all other explorers were cast into the shade

through the brilliant success which crowned the labors of Captain

James Cook. In 1768 he was commissioned, together with certain

natural historians, to observe the transit of Venus over the sun. He
took advantage of this mission to make a voyage of discovery, in

which he, among other things, first acquired a satisfactory knowledge

of New Zealand, and for the first time landed on the east coast of

Australia, which he explored with the utmost care, conferring on it

the name of ' New South Wales.' Scarcely had he returned from

this expedition (1771) when he was sent out anew to explore the con-

tinent stretching towards the South Polar Circle. He was successful

in this also, so far as physical obstacles did not prevent him from

canying out his perilous task. A third voyage, on which he set out

in July, 1776, had as its object the long-sought north-east i)assage

from Europe to Asia by way of the northern coast of America. He
proceeded first by the way of the Pol3-nesian island groups, where he

discovered the Jfandwich archipelago. He then endeavored to force

his way through the Bering Straits, but was stopped by the contin-

uous ice-masses. He returned hence to the newlj- discovered Sand-

wich Islands, where he was slain by the natives in 1779. Samuel

Hearne and Alexander Mackenzie meantime explored, under circum-

stances of indescribable privation and danger, the interior of the

northern portion of the American continent.

No wonder that among these most industrious and practical

people, scientific political economy had its origin, its author being

the Scotchman, Adam Smith (1723-1790). For several years lie

had been a professor of philosophy in the University of Glasgow,
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without effecting anything of much consequence, till, in 1776, he

published his " Inquiry into the Nature and Causes of the Wealth

of Nations." He was the first to discover the canons that the wealth

of a people consists in the sum of all the values of its articles of

exchange which it produces or acquires ; that the price of its wares

is deteiTuined, on the one hand, bj' the share due the land-owner

delivering the raw material, the share of the capitalist affording the

means for work, and the share of the laborer, and, on the other hand,

by the relation of the supply to tlie demand. Smith's works are

thus, not oiüy scientifically, but practically, of the highest impor-

tance, and are still regarded as a standard authority on the science

estabhshed by him, although it cannot be denied that he gave to it

a character too dogmatic, and not sufficiently historical.

Philosophy made, on the whole, no progress in the England of

that period. It was dominated, most of all, by the school of Scottish

philosophers, of which Hutcheson and Ferguson were the leaders.

They laid the main emphasis on morality, whose doctrines they

sought to found and develop in a somewhat rationalistic and purely

intellectual way, on the basis laid liy the deists, regarding the free-

dom of the will as the corner-stone of all moral philosophy. Side

by side with this spiritualistic tendency, which remained the pre-

dominant one in the Scottish school, there also appeared a material-

istic tendency, after the French type, whose chief representative was

Priestley, and a sceptical one, represented by the thoughtful, earnest,

and profound Dadd Hume. But by far the greater part of cultured

Enghsh society remained unaffected by materiaHsm and scepticism.

On the other hand, however, it was devoid of strong religious con-

victions, and did homage to the views of the deistic philosophers.

Enlightened theologians, like Tindal, sought to bring religion into

harmony with the claims of reason, and to refer it back to a purely

rationalistic germ.

The aesthetic philosophy of England, which referred art and

poetry to psychological laws, had its most eminent teacher in the

renowned statesman, Edmund Bui-ke. Much more important was

the practical literary criticism, with its keen and incisive perception

and solid erudition, exhibited by Samuel Johnson, the author of the

still highly esteemed dictionary of the English language, which,

notwithstanding its manifold shortcomings, did so nuich to purify

and polish the literature of his period. For already there appeared

in England, as simultaneously in Germany, a period of ' storm and
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stress ' much in harmony with the old English popular ballad-lit-

erature which was rescued by Percy from the rehcs of preceding

centuries. This new tendency brought a fresher and more natural

feeling into the somewhat artificial poetry of that epoch ; but it

required, nevertheless, the guiding and restraining hand of a master.

Considering the high pohtical eminence which England had then

attained, we camiot wonder that historiography was then developed

on a grand scale. In it, as in all other spheres of intellectual activ-

ity, the Scotch took a leading part. To this country belonged David

Hume, a profound and deeply-read psychologist, whose merit consists

not so much in minute investigation of historical sources as in in-

tuitive perception of character, whether of individuals or of whole

periods. Hume brought down his " History of England " to the year

1688. Robertson— a Scotchman, like Hume — wrote an admirable

history of his own laud, covering onl}' the reigns of Mary Stuart and

James VI. It is now of comparatively little value, as is the case

with his " History of the Emperor Charles V." On the contrar}-, his

" History of America," from its accurate appreciation of the develop-

ment of the Spanish settlements there, is still of high importance.

Edward Gibbon, a man of cold, calculating character, but eagerly

ambitious for fame, was deeply imbued with the sceptical tone of the

French societj', with whicli he found himself most at home. His

chief work, the " History of the Decline and Fall of the Roman Em-
pire," he wrote mainly in Lausanne (about 1785). adopting in it the

ironical tone of Voltaire's historical works, regarding and estimating

earlier times uniformly from the standpoint of the present. Still, he

based his work on much more comprehensive and accurate sources

than it was Voltaire's habit to do, and consequently made it much
more conscientious and reUable than one would be apt to conclude

from its rhetorical manner of representation. The bitterest hostility

to religion pervades Gibbon's whole book.

The rationalistic spirit of the eighteenth century. wlioUy directed

to fact, and its democratic views, led to the further development of

the novel of every-day life which had already flourished in the pre-

ceding j^eriod. On Richardson, Fielding, and Smollett followed the

charmingly sentimental Laurence Sterne, author of " Tristram

Shandy," and "A Sentimental Journey Through France and Italy,"

and Oliver Goldsmith, whose touchingly beautiful " Vicar of Wake-

field " has delighted whole venerations.

The hard-working and matter-of-fact England of the eighteenth
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century was little adapted for the production of a striking dramatic

literature. Tlie moralizing play of every-day life sank completely to

the dead level of mediocrity. But comedy found a much more im-

portant development. Its brightest and boldest representative was

the renowned parliamentary orator Sheridan. His dramatic works

include "The Rivals" (1775), and "The School for Scandal"

(1777). He constituted one of a large number of talented writers,

who, in their works, made war on prejudice and selfish affec-

tation of virtue and religion, although fret|uently also, in no less

degree, on morality, and upon everything elevating the soul above

materiaUsm and the grossest Epicureanism. Equallj'^ popular, but

appealing more directly to the heart and feelings, was the new
school of poetry. Its most eminent representative was the Scots-

man, Robert Burns, the soul-stirring and captivating minstrel of his

wild and romantic Highlands.

But this popiüar style of poetry is only one foi'm of the protest

ever making itself more clearly heard in England against the whole

system of aristocracy and hierarcliy. The opposition to the system

was so powerful that, even in the eighteenth century, it might

have brought al)i)ut many of the reforms only realized in our own
day, had not the outbreak of the French Revolution evoked a reac-

tion. Thus the restless impulse after innovations brought forth a

great revolution, if not immediately in England, at least in her

most important colonies on the west coast of the Atlantic Ocean.

Precisely because he was a born Enghshman, George HI. felt

that he was entitled to conduct the government in a more indejaen-

dent aud unrestrained way than either of his ancestors. In the con-

viction that the time had come for emancipating the crown from its

subonlination to a Whig coterie, and for elevating monarchy above

all parties, George and liis counsellor Lord Bute stood by no means

alone. A number of highly honorable men rallied round the king,

resolved to j-ield obedience to him alone. These ' Friends of the

King' were avowed adherents of an absolute monarchy scarcely

Kmited through parliamentary forms. In this way George III. came

to be the last English king that sought to bring a strong personal

influence to bear on the course of the domestic and foreign policy of

his realm, and was able, in a great measure, to carry out his purpose

for a time.

After the removal of Pitt, George HI. and Bute pursued their

new course unmolested. Anxiously as the old Did^e of Newcastle
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clung to his ministerial office, he had to resign it in May, 1762.

Bute, as first lord of the treasury, now took his place at the head of

tlie government. He believed that he might be able to intimidate

his numerous enemies by strong measures ; and all the Whig leaders

were dismissed from their offices and posts of honor. On the other

hand, he gained adlierents through barefaced bribery. But bounti-

fully as his money flowed, it was insufficient to win over the whole

people. Public opinion opposed more and more strongly tlie favor-

ite, who, without merit of his own, and only through the cai)rice of

an ill-advised monarch, had attained power, who had sacrificed Eng-

land's honor and interest in the conclusion of the peace, and who
had introduced new and unpopular taxes. Innumerable pamphlets

attacked the king and his minister, often in the coarsest manner.

The prime minister was pelted ^vith mud and stones, and his very

life threatened. The parliamentary system was too deeply rooted

in the spirit of the British nation for any attempt to supjilant it by

a strong, absolute monarchy to have a chance of success. But Bute

did not realize this. He ascribed the revolt in public opinion solely

to his unpopularity ; and as he professed to be a loyal servant of his

princely patron, he of his own motion resigned his office in April,

1763. But neither George nor he renounced their plans. Bute

caused a ministry to be formed out of the personal friends of the

king, which, from its three eminent members, received the name of

the ' triumvirate.' George Grenville was at its head, but he had

neither statesmanlike ability nor true perseverance.

Tlie public was not deceived by the game played by Bute. A
few days after the change of government there appeared, on April

,23, the forty-fifth number of the opposition pajjer, the " North

'^ßriton," in which the foreign policy especially of the king and

his ministers was attacked in the mpst malignant manner.

The author of the article was John Wilkes, the son of a rich

brandy-distiller, and one of the most disreputable sensuahsts of an

immoral age. Through Lord Temple, a relative of Pitt, he had

obtained a seat in the Lower House. Grenville, moved at once by

desire for personal revenge and by the wish to make himself ac-

ceptable to the king, abused the ill-defined power of the secretary of

state to issue a general warrant against the authors, printers, and

disseminators of the liliellous sheet. Wilkes was one of the forty

persons imprisoned in virtue of this warrant, but the Court of Com-

mon Pleas ordered him to be set at liberty on account of his pre-
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roo-ative as a member of parliament. Boundless rejoicings greeted

this victory of the cause of parliamentary freedom over royal arbi-

trariness.

If the government had allowed the matter to drop without taking

further steps, it would soon have been forgotten ; but the blind thirst

for revenge on the part of the king and Grenville induced them to

reopen the case against Wilkes, and by so doing made this little-

respected man the representative of law and freedom. On the min-

ister's motion the Lower Hou.se declared ' number 45 ' to be a false

and scurrilous libel, calculated to provoke disorder, and ordered it

to be burned at the hands of the common hangman. The Upper

House concurred in this decision. One of Granville's friends, a dis-

tinguished pistol-shot, challenged Wilkes to a duel, and sent him

home with a bullet in his body. Wilkes saw that he must evade the

storm with which he was menaced, and scarcely was he in any meas-

ure restored to health when he fled to France. The Lower House,

however, declared him an outlaw.

The public was of a different opinion from the official authorities.

It felt that England was at this time in a crisis threatening her liber-

ties and ancient institutions. L^p to this time the Lower House had

defended these against the encroachments of the crown ; now this

iiimatural and venal representative of the people allied itself \\\t\\

the latter for the suppression of personal and political liberty. Re-

peatedly had the people shown warmest sympathy for Wilkes as

against liis persecutors. After his flight he received complimentary

addresses and money-subscriptions from all sides. It was expected

that under more favorable circumstances he would renew the fight.

While the Grenville ministry was busying itself n-ith the taxa-

tion of the North American colonies. King George was seized \y\U\

a severe illness that soon affected his mind. Although he rallied

within a short time, yet a recurrence of the malady was all too proba-

ble. In his resolute and devout way the king, immediately after his

recovery, required the carrying through of an act of regency, provid-

ing for the case of his continued inabihty to attend to business, or

his sudden death. But the ' triumvirate,' which had fallen out with

Lord Bute, excluded the latter's patroness, the widowed Princess

Frederick, mother of the king, from the reversion to the regency.

The Lower House, however, was more loyal than the ministers, and

included her name in the act. This insult offered to Iiis mother by

his own ministry hurt the monarch deeply. Besides this, repeated
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risings of the populace taught him how unpopular the admhiistra-

tion had become throughout the country. George III., therefore,

decided to form a new administration, and offered the leadership

of it to Pitt, who, however, declined it. Thereupon the king ad-

cb'essed himself to the coalition of the great ^^'hig lords, from whom
he had always been so anxious to free himself, and accordingly an

administration of eminent mediocrities came into existence (July,

1765). Its head, as chief lord of the treasmy, was the ^larquis of

Rockingham, one of the richest land-owners of England, but without

any special talent except for horse-racing. The inevitable New-

castle received the privy seal. The principal secretarj- of state was

the Duke of Grafton, an indolent man, given to pleasure, but having

probity and a natural gift of oratory.

And this most incapable of all ministries now tried its hand with

the American colonies. But its weakness in dealing with them

induced the king to call Pitt to office.

It was too late. Age and, in a still higher degree, sickness had

so impaired, not, indeed, the high talent of the great commoner, but

lois physical strength, that he was incapable of ruling.

First of all, Pitt l>elieved that he must select his colleagues from

the different sections of the Whig party, in order, under all circum-

stances, to be secure of the majority (July, 1766). There was only

one possible way of holding these discordant elements together,—
namely, their firm guidance through the matchless genius and the

paramount influence of the prime minister. But the latter felt him-

self a miserably sick man, and incapable of constant work. He

wished only to act as an adviser, in the last instance, on the most

important affairs. He believed he would never again be in a con-

dition to take the lead in the frequent and stormy deljates m the

Lower House. Therefore he selected for himself the sinecure of

keeper of the privy seal ; and for the same reason, he had himself

transferred by the king to the Upper House, under the title of Earl

of Chatham. Ultimately the people— who iip to this time had

regarded the great commoner as their trusted and sincere champion,

and, at the same time, as their representative in the councils of the

crown— saw in Pitt's acceptance of the peerage a desertion of their

flag and an act of treachery. The disappointment was immense.

And he in no way attained his end. Scarcely had he become

minister when he fell such a victim to the gout and nervous jiros-

tration that he was compelled to renounce all participation in public
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affairs. Under such circumstances the ministry could escai^e neither

internal discord nor well-merited attacks from the outside. In the

Lower House there arose against such a distracted government the

young Edmund Burke, the most brilliant orator of the later genera-

tion. Born in Dublin in the year 1728, Burke had spent his youth

in storing liis mind with acciu-ate knowledge in manifold departments

of study, and in unwearied searches after a suitable and, at the same

time, a lucrative appointment. At length he had the good fortune

to be chosen by Lord Rockingham as his private secretary. The

marquis was clear-sighted enough to appreciate what an invaluable

assistant in parhament he would Hud in the highly gifted Irishman,

and immediately provided him with a seat in the Lower House

(1765). Here the power and abundance of his eloquence, the

breadth and elevation of his views, combined with the exceeding

beauty of his style, secured for him from the first an influential and

highly important position.

In consequence of the long-continued and increasing sickness of

Chatham, aggravated at times to tem^jorary disorder of the intellect,

the Duke of Grafton had to undertake the leadership of the cabinet,

that was soon deprived of its unprepossessing, but gifted, member,

Townshend, through his sudden death, in September, 1767. Some

months later Chatham formally resigned his office ; he was thought

to be at the point of death.

On the dissolution of parliament in the spring of 1768, Wilkes

came back to England with the view of getting a seat in the

Lower House, and this without regard to the sentence of outlawry

which had been pronounced on him. His foolish quasi-pei-secution

by the official powers brouglit matters so far that this dissolute

adventurer came to be regarded as the personification of political

freedom. With shouts of " AVilkes and Liberty Forever I
" and

" Number Forty-five !
" Wilkes was elected member for the county

of ^Middlesex. But the government took no warning from what had

occurred, and brought Wilkes again before the court, which, indeed,

pronounced the former sentence of outlawry illegal, and therefore

invaUd, but, nevertheless, sentenced him. on account of his libels and

obscene writings, to two years' imprisonment and a fine of £1000.

The people freed their hero from the officers of the court, and

drew his carriage in triumph into the city. Wilkes went to prison,

however, but the government really violated the law by not liberat-

ing him from prison on the meeting of parliament. The king had
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directly demanded of his ministers the expulsion of the pamphleteer

from parliament, but they dared not venture to rouse the popular

indignation any further. Ultimately Wilkes himself, by officially

claiming admission into the Lower House, compelled them to take

more decided steps in the matter. Undoubtedly he was perfectly

justified in making the claim. His election, by an overwhelming

majority, as an alderman of London, was a new evidence of his

growing popularity. In their perplexity the authorities took advan-

tage of a virulent paper that he had lately issued from his prison

against one of the secretaries of state, to charge him before the

Lower House with the crime of treason, and to demand his exclu-

sion from the house on account of his bad character. The Commons
conceded the demand by a great majority. This arbitrary jsroceed-

ing the electors of JNIiddlesex answered by choosing Wilkes anew.

The Lower House found itself in a difficult dilemma. Either it

must yield to the electors of Middlesex, or by maintaining its sen-

tence of exclusion it must violate in the grossest manner the right

of election, to which it owed its own existence. It preferred the

questionable alternative of declaring Wilkes's election invalid. A
third election had the same result as the former ones, and was again

annulled.

This game might have been continued indefinitely had not the

ministry adopted another mode of procedure. It induced one of its

most intrepid adherents. Colonel Luttrell, to face the disfavor of the

pubUc, and offer himself as a candidate for Aliddlesex in ojjposition

to Wilkes. The result was tliat the latter received 1143 votes,

whue Luttrell had only 296. But the Lower House then took the un-

precedented step of declaring that a man supjjorted b}' such a small

minority was the legitimate representative for the county, and had a

right to the seat, the votes given for Wilkes being of no value. The

question was no longer in regard to Wilkes"s jDcrsonal character, but

whether, in Great Britain, the public had any protection against the

arbitrary proceedings of a body which was itself only the creature

of the popular will. This question gave rise to a third party, more

advanced than the ^Miigs,—• namely, that of the Radicals,— whose

numbers kept steadily increasing, and who, in opposition to an aris-

tocracy become effete, demanded that the representation of the peo-

ple should be made more democratic through the adoption of a

comprehensive reform bill.

In the midst of this perilous situation and the general excitement
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a series of letters began to appear (January 21, 1769) in the " Lon-

don Public Advertiser," which, under the republican signature of

Junius, contained the most virulent attacks against the individual

members of the cabinet and even against the king himself. The

miserable foreign policy of George III. since the overthrow of Pitt,

the quarrel with America, the claim of the monarch to personal rule,

the arbitrary procedure of the ministers, tlieir want of judgment in

all foreio-n questions, the maltreatment of Wilkes, the violation of

KiG. 70. — Sir Philip Francis. From the engraving hy H. AdJard ; original painting

by John Hoppner (1708-1810).

the rights of the people, were all depicted with marvellous sharp-

ness, scathing wit, and inexorable logic, and held up to public ridi-

cule and contempt. Toward the end of the writers life it was

shown, with tolerable certaint)-, that the compiler was Sir Philip

Francis (FifT- "0; 1740-1818), an Irishman, who had received from

Lord Grenville a lucrative position in the war ministry, and there-

fore made war on all the latter's enemies.

As the king took part quite openly against Wilkes, and soon also

against Junius, the latter attacked him personally on December 19,
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1769, and threatened him with the fate of Charles I. The sovern-

ment made use of this attack to introduce a long series of actions

against the press. On this occasion the Lord Chief Justice Mans-

field laid it down as law that in such cases the jury had not to

decide the question of guilt, but only whether the accused printer

had really published the article in question. By this dictum the

question of guilt would have been entirely reserved for the judges,

unconditionally submissive as they were to the crown. But here

the latter suffered new defeat. The jurj- were by no means satisfied

with such a limitation of their competence, and acquitted tiie pul)-

lisher of the newspaper.

Meanwhile Lord Chatham had recovered from his severe illness,

and raised his voice in the Upper House against the imheard-of

encroachments of the ruling faction u2:)on the liberties and rights of

the people. His appearance and his sijeech made the most profound

impression. Several ministers gave in their resignations, and ulti-

mately Grafton was unable longer to bear the bm-den of responsi-

bility. In his extremity George IH. turned to Lord Frederick

North (born 1733),— up to this time a subordinate member of the

former government,— and anxiously solicited him to form a new
cabinet. Only out of deference to the ynW of his sovereign did

North undertake the management of affairs (^larch, 1770). North,

altliough an admirable character, and a man of clear intellect, allowed

his devotion to the king to make him too compliant to his monarch's

wishes.

At first North found violent hostiHt}' on the port of the disap-

pointed opposition, both in Parliament, where Chatham and his

friends were specially adverse to him, and in the city.

In April, 1770, Wilkes was finally discharged from prison, and

was now sworn in as an alderman of London. The capital began a

formal campaign against the ministry and the Lower House, whose

dissolution it demanded from the king in repeated addresses. But

the latter remained firm, and he had soon the satisfaction of seeing

the opposition dying out on all sides. In Parliament Lord North's

amiable, frank, and genial nature, combined ^^'ith his lo3-alty, ^^•on

him many friends.

Lord North, and along with him the king, were completely

triumphant. In its foreign policy the government attained a credit>-

able success on the question of the Falkland Islands. The prime

minister was successful iu gaining highly qualified assistants for the
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leading of the Lower House, among the most notable of whom was

the attorney-general, Thurlow, the most dreaded of all the Tories

as a debater ; as also the solicitor-general, Wedderbnrn, an ambitious

and self-seeking, but ver}^ acute lawyer. The War of the American

Revolution, which taxed the strength of England from 1775 to 1783,

and resulted in the final independence of the tliirteen revolted colo-

nies, will be treated in a later volume. In alliance with the Ameri-

cans, France entered upon war with England in 1778, and Spain in

1779.

Nor were the American troubles the only ones with which this

ministry had tu deal. The spirit of discontent amongst tlie lower

classes found repeated expression in the mutinies on board the

Enghsh squadron. The Irish threatened the government quite

openly with a general revolt; and, in order to propitiate them, the

government, in 1778, abolished some of the most obnoxious penal

measures and restrictions affecting the Catholics. These mitigations,

much as they were in keeping with the spirit of the times, afforded

the English and Scottish populace a pretext for rising against the

Cathohcs. A young Scottish nobleman, whose reason was somewhat

affected. Lord George Gordon, put himself at the head of the agita-

tion, whose war-cry was ' No Popery
!

' Protestant societies were

formed in the towns, and the Catholic churches were burned down,

while prominent Catholics were maltreated on the streets. The

lamentable weakness which the government showed in dealing with

the ' No Popery ' movement emboldened its adherents more and

more. In addition, the discontent of the people grew over the self-

seeking, unscrupulous, and incapable rule of the aristocracy. In all

the imptntant towns, and in most of the counties, great assemblies

took place, which petitioned parliament for reform of the budget.

Burke supported the petitions through his fervid and thoroughly

statesman-like eloquence ; but the majority of the house, mainly com-

posed of privileged parties, rejected every attempt at reform. Then
the exasperated people took the ' No Popery ' movement as a pretext

for disorder. On June 2, 1780, Lord Gordon led a mob of .50.000

or 60,000 men against the parliament, the liberal-minded members

of which were abused and maltreated. Then the populace attacked

the houses of the leading statesmen, as well as the Catholic chapels

and the prisons, and gave them, in a great measure, to the flames.

At the king's immediate orders, soldiers and militia attacked the

rioters ; and not till more than a thousand of these were killed or

Vol. XV.—22
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wounded was the rising suppressed. It liad manifested that amongst

the Enghsh people there were numerous revolutionary elements, that

a great military disaster could easily rouse and make dangerous.

lu Europe the Spaniards, after their declaration of war on Eng-

land in the summer of 1779, concentrated their efforts upon the

reconquest of Gihraltar. They blockaded Gibraltar, whose strong

works were successfully defended by the gallant garrison under the

heroic Elliot. When the jDrovisions in the town were entirely ex-

hausted. Admiral Sir George Rodney came to its help. He com-

pletely defeated the Spanish fleet off Cape St. Vincent (January,

1780), and took its admiral, Langara, prisoner, only four Sjianish

ships escaping. Gibraltar was again adequately provisioned. Not-

withstanding these successes the difficvilties of the political and mili-

tary situation continued to assume a more tlireatening aspect for

England. Her whole East Indian and West Indian mercantile fleets

— sixty richly laden vessels— were captui-ed by the Spaniards.

Still more serious were the diplomatic complications. England

claimed the right of searching all neutral vessels to discover whether

they were enemy's property or contraband of war. This tyrannical

procedure roused the hottest indignation throughout Europe. The

Czarina Catharine II., in particular, threatened that she would not

consent to the commerce of her subjects being subjected to such a

humiliating insult. She concluded a treaty of armed neutrality, in

1780, with Denmark, Prussia, and Holland. One of the allied

states, Holland, was indeed ^^^thout delay involved in a conflict with

England. In that republic the ' Patriots," who were under the lead-

ership of the pensionary van Berkel, had, through the errors of the

Stadtholder William V., the momentary advantage.

The sympathy wliich the Dutch had shown for America induced

Great Britain to declare war on them. The end which the cabinet

of St. James had in view it attained in a great measure. The

Dutch fleet indeed again showed itself worthy of its ancient fame

;

and Admiral Zouttman fought so bravely against the squadron of

Admiral Hyde Parker at the Doggerbank, in 1781, that the victory

remained undecided. But otherwise the Netherlands suffered the

most severe losses everywhere. Their East Indian vessels fell into

the hands of their enemies. Admiral Rodney took from them the

island of St. Eustatins, whereby he inflicted on them a loss amount-

ing to about -115,000,000. This was the end of the sea-power of the

United Provinces.
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Otherwise, also, the English justified the boldness of their polit-

ical attitude, through the vigor with which they maintained the war

against so many enemies. The latter were able to make so little use

of their numerical superiority that England became mistress of the

seas, and practically annihilated the French, Spanish, and Dutch

traffic. After (General Murray had heroically defended himself for

nearly a year in Minorca, against the immensely superior force of

the allies, under the Duke of Crillou, he was compelled to yield

the island to the adversaries. A frightful bombardment of Gibraltar

led to no result. Its brave governor, Elliot, undertook a sally by

which he destroyed almost all the Spanish batteries. Finally the

Duke of Crillon attacked Gibraltar, placing, however, most confi-

dence in his floating batteries, by means of which he hoped to stonn

the fortress on its sea side. But the English red-hot balls caused

all the costly vessels to go up in flames.

Meanwhile, in the West Indies, the French admiral, de Grasse,

with a far supeiior force, conquered a part of the English Little

Antilles. He had equipped liimself for the conquest of Jamaica,

when Rodney arrived with re-enforcements from Eurojje, and com-

pletely defeated him in a bloody battle off Martinique, on April 12,

1782. De Grasse had to surrender himself and his sliijj. The great

French fleet was destroyed or scattered. Yet the overwhelming

armaments and vigorous opei'ations of the allied French and Span-

iards, and the unconquerable resistance of the Americans, made

peace increasingly necessary for England.

In March, 1782, the military disasters in America caused the

overthrow of Lord North, wIkj was succeeded by a ministry of Whig
aristocrats, led by the ^larquis of Rockingham and Lord Slielburne.

The new secretary of state was the brilliant and eloquent Charles

James Fox (Fig. 71j, son of Henry Fox, the celebrated antagonist

of the elder Pitt.

In Ireland difficulties had again arisen. Lender the leadership of

the highly gifted orator, Henry Flood, a party was constituted in the

aristocratic and Anglican parliament of Ireland, which especially de-

manded the abolition of the commercial and industrial restrictions

wldch condemned Ireland to helpless poverty. The claims of the

Irish increased in proportion as the government was compelled to

strip the island of troops on account of the Franco-American war.

Under the pretext of preventing a threatened French landing, over

50,000 volunteers seized arms, waiting only for a leader to enable
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them to extort the fulfihiient of the national \vishes (1779). They

found him in Henry Grattan (born 1746), an advocate of passionate,

although occasionally turgid, eloquence, but truly representing the

character of his people. " Free commerce "' and " free legislation
"

were the objects for which he contended. The English government,

TME^ RIGHT ^JION'

CIIAKLES FOX
Fro.. 71. — Charles l"ux. From a copper-plate engraving by Cornorotto ;

original

paiaiing by F. Sloaue.
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surrounded by foes, was in no condition to resist this assault.

In 1780 Lord North fulfilled the first of the desires of the Irish

by the abolition of the restrictions on commerce, and the permission

to enjoy free commercial intercourse with the British possessions.

In ilay, 1782, the Rockingham-Shelburne mmistry granted their

second wish,— namely, the independence of the Irish parliament

from the English one. Only a personal union bound the two king-

doms. Full of gratitude, the Irish parliament voted the sum of

£100,000 to its gifted and brave, but poor, leader. People antici-

pated that unity and content were forever restored between Ireland

and Great Britain, —- a beautiful, but short-lived dream.

Shortly after this, in 1783, the disastrous War of the American

Revolution was brought to a close by the Treaty of Paris. England

acknowledged the independence of the United States, and ceded

Florida and ^linorca to Spain, and the region of the Senegal to

France. A mutual restitution was made of conquests in the West
Indies. The two facts of most importance, at the close of the

eighteenth century, were the establishment of the great democratic-

republican commonwealth on the west of the Atlantic Ocean and

the Revolution in France. The development of the whole century

and a half, since the conclusion of the Peace of Westphalia, had

prepared the way for both ; but their occurrence indicates the begin-

ning of a new epoch in the history of mankind. It is the epoch of

international commerce and of democracy.
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